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GAZETTEER
OF THE

P U R I  DISTRIOT

CH A PTE R  I.

P H Y S I C A L  A S P E C T S .

' h e  district of Puri, the southernmost distriot of the Orissa Gl!irBBA1‘* DRSORII*1
)ivision and of the Province of Bengal, is situated between now.
9°. 28' and 20° 26/ '*north latitude and between 84° 56' and 

86° 25' east longitude. It extends over an area of 2,499 square 
miles and contains a population, acoo'rding to the census of 1901, 
of 1,017,284 souls. The district is named after its headquarters 
Purl, situated on the shore of the Bay of Bengal in 19° 48'
N. and 85° 49' 13. The place is known to up-country Hindus as 
Jag'annath and looally as Purushottam Kshetra, the abode of the 
best of beings, i.e., Jagannath, ‘%he lord of the world, whose 
shrine has, for centuries' past, attracted devout pilgrims from all 

t parts of India. The name Purl means simply the city and .sedins 
never to have been in use before the British conquest of Orissa ; 
it isielieved to be merely an abbreviation of Jagannat^Puri, the 
cityijf Jagannath.

The distriot- Is boudQed on the north and north-east by Bound- 
Outtaok; on the south-east and south by the Bay of Bengal; on 
the west by the distriot of Ganjam in the Madras Presidency; 
and on the north-west by the Tributary States of Nayagarh,
Ranpur and Khan’dpara.

Physically, Puri contains three distinct traots. Along the sea Configura- 
stretches a belt of sandy ridges, which, towards the Madras tl0n‘ 
frontier, forms a long bare spit of land dividing the great Ohilka 
lake from the ocean. This belt, formed by the strong monsoon 
and the violent currents whioh sweep from the south during 
eight months of the year, varies from fgur miles to a few hundred 
yards in width, and in some plaoes rises into lofty cliffs.
It effectually prevents all but two of the rivers finding an exit 

.to the sea, and they are thus diverted to the Chilka^ whioh is th&
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EURI.

Scenery.

great basin into which, the rivers of the delta find their way 
Behind this barren strip lies a fertile alluvial tract forming th< 
south-western part of the Mahanadi delta. This is* a rich, flat 
region of yillages and rice fields, watered by a network of 
channels, through which the waters of the Koyakhai, the most 
southerly branch of the Mahanadi, find their way to the sea. 
To the extreme east, however, between tbe Kushbhadra river 
and the boundary of Cuttack, there is a strip of high and less 
fertile land, where cultivation is varied by stretches of moorland 
and patches of forest and scrub jungle ; this tract eventually 
merges in the jungle round the mouths of the Devi river, 
where it finds an outlet to the sea in a network of creeks. The 
third tract is a hilly broken country to the west and north-west, 
where the land rises in rocky undulations, long ranges ̂ of hills, 
and isolated peaks to meet the wooded glens and mountains 
of the Tributary States.

For practical purposes, the* district may be regarded as 
containing two main divisions, a level alluvial tract to the 
south-east and a hilly tract to the north-west, corresponding with 
the administrative units known as the headquarters' and Khurda 
subdivisions. The headquarters subdivision is made up of a 
deltaic plain stretching from the base of the hills to the Bay of 
Bengal, and occupying three-fifths of the total area of the district. 
The Khurda subdivision comprises the hilly tract to the west and 
north-west, which contains the remaining two-fifths of the district. 
It marks the transition from -the peaceful, thickly-peopled delta 
to the wild jungles and mountain passes of the Tributary States,# 
the country along the Daya being flat and alluvial, while further 
inland there are long ranges of rugged hills. T h e  river i)aya  
is, in fact, the boundary between the plains and the inland tiilly 
tract, the country to the north and being studded with
hills, while to the south and east the only hills are the Dhauli 
hills on the left bank of the river and another group close to the 
Delang railway station.

The hill ranges run an irregular course from north-east to 
Bouth-west breaking up the country into small, well-cultivated 
valleys intersected by small streams. The villagts are situated 
on the higher lands and surrounded by picturesque groves of 
trees. Many of the hills have been deforested and nothing now 
remains but a thin covering of scrub jungle, but towards the south, 
where the ranges run dowij to the Chilka lake, they are covered 
with bamboo and dense jungle. The scenery in some parts of 
this tract, where the*hills’ rise, range after range, towards the 
plateau of Central India, is very beautiful.



PHYSICAL ASPECTS.

In tile deltaio tract which forma the remainder of the district 
the scenery is of a different character. To the north there is 
considerable diversity of level. The higher lands are occupied by 
small patches of forest, by extensive m^ngo, jack, and polang 
groves, and by village sites Concealed from view in the foliage of 
banyan, tamarind, and other trees. Rice lands 'of varied levels 
fill up the interveningfspace, arid the whole combines to form a 
pleasing picture, the eye being nowhere wearied by dull flat 
expanses stretching unbroken to the horizon. As we proceed 
further south, we come to the second zone of the delta, 
where there is less diversity ol level and woodland scenery is 
rarer. The village sites are more exposed, and clusters of coco
nut, palmyra, and date palms take the place of the more leafy 
groves of the north. The only breaks in the monotony of 
the landscape are caused by the large rivers, whose banks are 
fringed with trees and undergrowth. In the southern extremity 
of this zone the aspect of the country is dreary beyond description.
The lapd is flat as the surface of a table; it is only a few feet 
above sea-level, and is mostly subject to floods, which convert 
whole traots By turn into inland seas or marshy swamps. The 
village site’s are huddled on the top of isolated mounds, some 
provided by nature, other \ constructed or developed by art, and 
the trees, if any, round the homesteads, are seldom more than a 
group of palms.

The last zone is the area lying beyond the line of ’cultivation.
On the south-east it is a belt of sand along the sea-coast varying 
from one to four miles in breadth ; on the south-west it consists ̂ >f 
Ihe great expanse of water called the Chilka lake. Along the 
coast is a line of sand hills, which the rivers of the delta find it 
difficult to pierce. The Kushbhadra on the east finds an obstructed 
outlet to the sea; but fhe Bhargavi, after flowing due south 
for nearly 50 miles, is unable to make any headway through the 
sand, and after throwing off some of its volume into the Sar lake 
and the Samang Pat, two shallow lagoons to the east and north 
of Puri town, turns abruptly to the west and debouches in the 
Chilka lake.

The Chilka lake is a shallow inland sea situated in the Lakes. 
extreme south of the district and extending into the district of j^ ‘elk5 
Ganjam in the Madras Presidency. It is separated from 
the Bay of Bengal«by a' group of two islands^ formed by silt 
deposit and by a long strip of land, wjiich for miles oonsists of

Most oe this account of the Chilka lake has begn reproduced, in a slightly 
condensed fur», and with a few changes necessary to bAng it up to date, from the 
description given by Sir W, W. Hunter in the Statistical Account of Puri.

»  2



PURI.

nothing but a sandy ridge, little more than 200 yards wide. 
It communicates ■with, the Bay by a narrow inlet through the 
sandy bar constantly thrown up by the sea—an Inlet which in 
some years has to be .kept open by  artificial means. On the 
south-west, it is walled in by lofty Ells, in some places descending 
abruptly to the water’s edge, and in others thrusting out gigantic 
arms and promontories of rock 'into the •lake. On the south, 
it is bounded by the hilly watershed whioh forms the natural 
frontier between Orissa and Madras. To the north, it loses 
itself in endless shallows, sedgy banks, and islands just peeping 
above the surface, formed year by year from the silt whioh the 
Daya and other rivers bring down. Thus hemmed in between the 
mountains and the sea, the Chilka spreads itself out into a pear- 
shaped expanse of water 44 miles long, of which the northern half 
has a mean breadth of 20 miles, while the southern half tapers 
into an irregularly curved point, barely averaging 5 miles wide.

Its area fluctuates with the season, with the intensity and 
duration of the annual river floods, and with the ebb and flow 
of the tide; it is returned at 344 square miles in the dry weather, 
and about 450 square miles during the rainy season. The 
normal area of the portion included in this district is *310 square 
miles. The average depth is from 5 to 6 feet, and scarcely 
anywhere exceeds 12 feet, except in the south-west. The bed of 
the lake is a very few feet below the level of sea high water, 
although in some parts slightly below ’ low water mark. The neck 
■which joins it to the sea is only 200 to 300 yards broad; but the 
narrow tidal stream which rushes through it suffices to keep the 
lake distinctly salt during the dry months from December to June. 
Once th^rains have set in, and the rivers come pouring dowa upon 
its northern extremity, the sea-water is gradually driven o i k ,  and 
the Chilka becomes a fresh-water lake.* This changeable mass of 
water forms one of a series of lacustrine formations down the 
western shores of the Bay of Bengal, the result of a perpetual war 
going on between the rivers and the sea—the former struggling 
to find vent for their water and silt, the latter repelling them with 
its sand-laden currents.

The Chilka may be regarded as a gulf of the original Bay of 
Bengal. On the south, a bold, barren spur of hills runs down 
to the coast; on the north the land-making rivers have pushed 
out their rounde^. mouths and flat deltas into t-he ocean. Nor has 
the sea been id le : meeting and overmastering the languid river- 
disoharge that enters the Chilka, it has joined the two eastern 
extremities with a b£r of sand, and thus formed a lak% The deli- 

1 cate process jaf land-making from the river silt at the north-ea^
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end of the lake is slowly but steadily going on, while the 
bar-building sea is also busily at work. Old documents show 
that a century ago the neck of land dividing the lake from 
the sea was only from half a^mile to a .mile broad .in  places 
where it is now two miles, and the opening in the bar, which 
was a mile wide in 1780 and had to be crossed in large boats, 
was described 40 years later as choked up. Shortly before 
1825 an artificial mouth had to be cut; and although this also 
rapidly began to silt up, it remained, as late as 1837, more than 
three times its present breadth.

The scenery of the Chilka is very varied, and in parts exceed
ingly picturesque. In the south and west hill ranges bound its 
shores ; and in this part it is dotted with a. number of small 
rocky islands rising from deep water. Proceeding northwards, 
the lake expands into a majestic sheet of water. Half-way across 
is Nalabana (a name meaning “  the reed forest ”  from a kind of 
reed with which it is covered), an island about five miles in 
circumference, scarcely anywhere rising more than a few inches 
above water-level. This island is altogether uninhabited, but is 
regularly visited by parties of thatchers from the main land* who 
cut the reeds and high grasses with which it is covered. On 
the eastern side of the lake lie the islands of Parikud, with new 
silt formations behind and now partially joined to the naxrow 
ridge of land which separates the Chilka from the sea. A t some 
places they emerge almost imperceptibly from the water; at 
others, they spread out into well-raised rice-fields. Their northern 
extremity slopes gracefully down to the- lake like an English 
park, dotted with fine trees, and backed by noble masses of 
foliagai. Beyond the northern end of Parikud, the lake gradually 
shallops until it becomes solid ground, for here the Purl rivers 
empty themselves into the* lake and the process of land-making 
is going on. Water-fowl of all kinds, and in the cold weather 
great flocks of duck, are very abundant in all parts of the lake, 
black buck and other deer are common on the islands and shores, 
and large numbers of fish, especially prawns and crabs, are found 
in its waters.

At its southern extremity, in the district of Ganjam, is Hambha, 
which used to be a favourite resort of the European population of 
Ganjam town.- About 2 miles from the shore at this end of the 
lake is a mass olSrocks, known as Breakfast Iglandj on whioh a 
room and conical pillar have been built;  this room is said to have 
been built by Mr. Snodgrass, a Colleptor of Ganjam under the 
East India Company, to serve as his office, While the pillar was 

, intended to have a light on the top. There are a few travellers”
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bungalows along the shores of the lake, of which that at Barkul 
is best known for its picturesque view of the lake ; the Eaja of 
Kallikota has a residence at Rambha and a house c*i the island of 
Barakud ic. the middle of the lake, which commands some most 
beautiful scenery. A  tidal canal connects the lake with the 
Rushikulya river in Granjam and is navigable throughout the 
year. Large quantities of grain are imported from Orissa across 
the lake and along this canal, and salt is exported in return.. 
The boats-employed are flat-bottomed vessels, which, when loaded, 
draw less than a foot of water, and are poled against the wind 
or drift before it under crazy mat sails.

According to tradition, the Chilka was formed by an iniush 
of the sea. The .legend is that in the fourth century A.D. a 
strange raco came sailing across the sea, and cast anchor off the 
holy city of Pur), hoping to surprise the temple with its store of 
jewels and treasure-house of costly'oblations. But the priests, 
having for days beforehand seen quantities of litter from the 
horses and elephants drifting ashore, fled with the precious image, 
and left an empty city to tho invaders. The disappointed general, 
enraged at the tell-tale tide, advanced in battle array to punish 
the ocean. The sea receded deceitfully for a couple of miles, and 
then, suddenly surging in upon the presumptuous foreigners, swal
lowed them up. At the same time it flooded a great part of the 
Purl district, and formed the Chilka lake. There seems little 
doubt, however, that the lake was formerly a bay of the sea, which 
the advance of the riverain delta hemmed in on the north-east, 
while a spit of sand formed across the mouth and eventually 
separated it from the sea. The bed of the lake is now being 
gradually raised by the silt deposit brought in by the rivers* and it 
appears probable that in time the low mud flats which are pushing 
their way southwards from the mouths of these rivers will extend 
over tho whole lake.* • *

The Sar lake is a fresh water lagoon to the east of Purl town, 
which is formed by a backwater of the Bhargavl river. This lake 
is four miles long from east to west, and two miles broad from 
north to south. It has no outlet to the sea, and is separated from 
it by desolate sandy ridges. It is utilized neither for navigation 
nor to any extent for fisheries. The sandy desert that divides 
it from the Bay is destitute of population, and on the north 
a few miserable hovels at wide intervals <Sot its shores. Its 
waters, however, are usedJ:or irrigation when the rainfall proves 
deficient; and as it is very shallow, a large portion is cultivated 
with dalua rice in tlft winter months. •

* Sir W. W. Hunter, Orissa, -Vol. I.
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Practically all the hills in the district are in the Khurda sub- H i l l  
division, where they are found in more or less extensive ranges or SYSTEM< 
in detached peaks and blocks, with elevations varying from under- 
500 feet to 3,115 feet above sea-level. One of these ranges, begin
ning in Dompara in the Cuttack district and running south-east-in 
an irregular line towards the Chilka lake, forms the watershed 
between it and the Mahanadi valley. The eastern faces of the 
hills are usually rocky and precipitous. The western slopes are 
easier, and are well covered with earth and jungle, often with beds 
of laterite and gravel, from which issue good springs of pure 
water. On the north-west of the Chilka the hills become bold and 
very varied in shape, with fertile valleys running far inland 
between the ridges, and throw out spurs and promontories into the 
lake, forming island-studded bays.

The most conspicuous peaks are Solari in Banpur, Bhelari on 
the south-west boundary of the Khurda subdivision, and Baitha 
and Barunai a mile to the south-west of Khurda town. Solari is 
a group of peaks rising one above another from the flat land 
near the Chilka lake, and the other three are saddle-backed 
hills rising into bare and often inaccessible precipices. There is 
a splendid tank, believed to be the work of prehistoric Mulders, 
on the Solari hill; and both this and the Barunai hill contain 
caves whioh have been hermitages and plaoes of pilgrimage from 
time immemorial. Historically, however, the most interesting 
hills are Khandagiri and Udayagiri, two hills, separated by a 
narrow gorge, which rise abruptly from the rocky soil near 
Bhubaneswar, and are honeycombed with cells and cave d'well- 
ings cut from the solid rock by the Jains over 2,000 years ago. 
Amcjng other interesting places in the hills may be mentioned 
Atri, where there*is a hot mineral spring in the midst of a highly 
cultivated valley, and two picturesque passes at. Singheswar on 
the Granjam road and at Kurarhmal.5 miles south of Khurda.

There are a few outliers of the Khurda hills in the alluvial* 
plains which constitute the rest of the district. They cross the 
valley of the Daya at Dhauligiri, an isolated peak, which is famous 
for the A soka#iiiscription carved on a great slab of rock at its base, 
and at Jagadalpur, where there is a line of low hills intersected by 
the railway. The highest peak in this range is about 500 feet 
above sea-level and is crowned by an ancient Hindu temple.

The rivers of*Puri may be divided into three groups marking E 
three distinct tracts of country, viz., the rivers the Khurda sub- 8 
division to the north; the deltaic rivers of the alluvial plain in the 
oentre of the district, consisting of the Kjoyakhai, its tributaries 
and offshoots; and a group of three rivers, the Prach!, Kadua and
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Dev!, to the east. Of the rivers last named the most important 
is the Devi, which drains a marshy tract in the extreme south
east and finds its way to the sea through a network of creeks.

The Khurda subdivision is an elevated tract above flood-level, 
in which the hills form a natural watershed between the Chilka 
lake and the Mahanadl valley. The drainage of the western part 
of the subdivision is carried into the Mahanadi by means of its 
tributary, the Kusumi; to the north it is drained by the Ban and 
other small streams while in the east and south the waters find 
their way direot into the Chilka lake.

The deltaic tract, which occupies the rest of the district, is a 
low alluvial plain, through whioh a number of rivers follow an 
uncertain course towards the sea. With one exception, however, 
their final exit is impeded by the ridges of sand whioh line the 
coast, and their banked-up waters often burst the embankments 
which have been erected to restrain them, and cause inundations. 
The fact is that the main drainage ohannels of the delta, viz., the 
Kushbhadra, Bhargavi and Daya, can only carry off part of the 
discharge which the Koyakhai brings them in years of floods. 
It has been suggested that the explanation of this state of affairs 
is that there was formerly a large river flowihg to the sea along 
the course followed by the Prachi, which has been filled up, 
while the other ohannels have not had time to develop. The 
Prachi now flows close to the boundary between Purt and 
Cuttack and has one noticeable peculiarity, viz., along the northern 
side of the drainage course there is a sand ridge, resembling 
the* ridges and mounds of blown sand found on the northern 
banks of most of the present channels of the river, which are 
raised by drifts of sand thrown up by the strong south Tjinds 
which blow during the hot weather. Temples,* ruins of temples 
and brick houses, and remains of old village sites are still found 
all along its course ; and the number of shrines built on its banl^s 
*was so great that a special guide book was compiled called tl̂ e 
Prachi Mahatmya. It is probable, therefore, that at some period, 
more or less remote, there must have been a large river where 
the Prachi now flows, and that this was the channel by which 
part of the water whioh now passes through and over the Purl 
district then found its way to the sea.*

The main feeder of the deltaio rivers is the Koyakhai, which 
has three main distributaries, sending off the Kushbhadra to the 
east, about 12 miles from its head, and dividing 7 miles lower 
down into the Bhargavi and the Daya. The most easterly of the 
three rivers, the Kushbhadra, makes its way by a mffre or less

*.See also the article on Konarak in Chapter X V I.
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direct line to the sea, and forces a sluggish passage through the 
sand ahout half way between Puri town and the mouth of the 
Dev! river. • The most westerly of the three distributaries, the 
Daya, follows more or less closely the base of the Khurda hills 
and enters the Chilka lake at its north-eastern end. The Bhargavl, 
the central stream of the delta, flows almost due south in the 
direction of Puri town, and finding itself checked by the sand 
ridges, curves round to the west towards the Chilka, into which 
it discharges itself by a network of channels, some of them 
linked with the Daya. The remaining rivers of the delta are 
either tributaries and affluents of the three main streams or 
local drainage channels.

All the deltaic rivers have one common characteristic. In  ̂the 
rainy season they come down in heavy floods and sometimes 
inundate the country, but in the dry weather they diê  away 
till nothing is left but a .series of long shallow pools in the 
midst of wide stretches of sand. The following is a more 
detailed description of the principal rivers.

The Koyakhai or Kuakhai, a name meaning the crow’s ] 
channel, is an offshoot from the Katjuri river, from which it 
takes off nearly opposite Cuttack. After flowing in a south-south
easterly direction for 12 miles, it throws off the Kushbhadra, and 
then travels nearly due south for 7 miles until it reaches the 
village of Sardeipur, where it divides into two big" branches the 
Daya to the west and the Bhargavl to the east. This river is 
practically a spill channel of the Katjuri, and its mouth is closed 
by a bar, so that little water flows into it except at flood J;ime.
There appears to be little doubt that the mouth of the Koyakhai 
is fast silting u p ; and it has been held by Competent authority 
th#t, unless steps are taken to reduoe the silting of the head

• of the river, the Katjuri, from which it derives its supply, 
may form a new bed for itself and leave the Koyakhai high and 
dry: Such a diversion would be disastrous to the district.

The Kushbhadra leaves the Koyakhai at Balianta about 12 Kuahbha- 
miles from its head, and flows in a south-easterly direction for 
some 40 miles till it enters the Bay of Bengal near the shrine 
of Ramchandl, 15 miles east of Puri. For the last few miles 
of its course it is called the Niakhia. The mouth of the 
Kushbhadra below*Ramchandi is free from silt, but the river bed 
between the Niakhia ferry and its mouth is shallow. This is due 
to a constant struggle between the river cftrrent and the tide, 
which has resulted in the formation of a sandy bar at its mouth 
that effectively checks the river discharge in time of heavy flood.
During the cold and hot weather months the tide is felt as
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far as Padampada, but during the rainy sea’son only as far as 
Matkatpatna, somewhat below Takna village. After the first 
three miles of its course the Kushbhadra narrows considerably, and 
the pressure of floods is generally felt, so that breaches are liable 
to occur anywhere in the embankments on either bank. The 
Kushbhadra receives no important contributions from the east; 
but on the west, at a point 6 miles from the sea, it receives 
the whole of the drainage of the tract between its own and 
the Bhargavi channels. The Dhanua, with its tributary the 
Mugai, conveys this large addition of volume to the Kushbhadra, 
and the point of junction is said to be the lowest point iu the 
delta. The distance of this point from the sea by a direct line 
is only 6 miles, but, as the fall is very gradual, the river follows 
a winding course, and does not reaoh its destination till it has 
covered twice that distance.

The Daya river, as already stated, takes off from the 
Koyakhai at Sardeipur. It runs due south for 8 miles and then 
makes a sharp turn westward for 4 miles, and after that, continues 
its course southward for the *rest of its length, emptying itself 
into the Chilka lake at the north-eastern comer, some 37 miles 
from its off-take. The river is tidal as far as Bhatpara, but 
the action of the tide is inappreciable in the flood season. Two 
small rivers enter the Daya, the Gangua just above the village 
of Kanti, and Ihe Monagnni river a mile or two below Kanas; 
though small, these streams drain a considerable area, and 
during the rains add a large volume of water to the Daya. 
On fche right bank the Daya is embanked from its off-take aa 
far as Dakshin Nuagan, two miles above Kanti, and then the 
country is open to spill until the Teremul embankment is reaqjied 
opposite the Grhoradiha Hills. This embankment is carried on# to 
the outfall of the Monaguni river, but from there to the Chilka 
lake no embankment exists. The Teremul embankment, it may 
be added, has been abandoned and is in a bad state of repair. 
An important problem in connection with the Daya is that the 
Ohilka lake at its outfall is silting up, owing to the enormous 
quantity of silt wbich it brings down. The result is that a large 
volume of water cannot find a free outlet and overflows into the 
surrounding country.

The Bhargavi, after leaving the Koyakhai at Sardeipur, 
pursues a south-easterly direction for the first 4 miles, then 
tends to the west lor another 4 miles, turning again to the 
south-east and keeping this course until the village of Torania 
is reached. II ere its direction is south-west for 23 mijes, when 
it shoots to the north for 5 miles, travels due west for another
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5 miles, and then empties itself into tlie outfall of the 
Daya, breaking up into' numerous branches in the last miles of 
its course.* The Bhargavi is 53 miles in length, and for all 
this distance is very much constricted, owing' to . embankments 
constructed on either bank close to its channel. In consequence 
of this, breaches are apt to occur in any portion of the embank
ments during floods of any intensity, while the growth of jungle 
and the cultivation of plantain and castor oil plants on any 
berms that exist have gone on to such afi. extent as to retard the 
current materially in time'of flood.

The Bhargavi has several branches, the first of which, the lynches. . of tllCKanchi river, 4 miles long, takes off at Jankadeipuf village and Bliargavi. 
travels south-east, having its outfall in the Sar lake about a mile 
below Panchmuhani. When the Bhargavi is in flood, it relieves 
the pressure lower down, the spill water entering the Sar lake; 
and when the flood subsides, this spill returns and escapes again 
by the Bhargavi. At its lower end where it enters the Sar lake, 
the Kanchi meets the Athara-nullah, which is now one of the 
principal outlets of the lake. This nullah is 4  ̂ miles long, and is 
embanked on both sides. The Sunamuhi is a continuation o f  
the Athara-nullah, and is nearly 8 miles long; it is embanked on 
its right bank, and has its exit at the head of the Harchandi river, 
at which place the Nay a Nadi also has its exit. The Kanchi has 
one branch, the Dhauria, whioh takes off a good deal of the excess . 
water of the Bhargavi, but not as much as it might, for its bed is 
greatly silted up. It runs in a westerly direction for 2 miles,- 
and then a small branch, about three-quarters of a mile* long, 
leaves it and joins the Bhargavi in the 33rd mile. From this 
paint the Dhauria flows in a southerly direction meeting the East 
Jfania river at its outfall into the Sunamuhi river.

The East Kania is the second branch proper of the Bhargavi, 
taking off in the 35th mile of the river. It runs in a south
easterly course for 4 miles, when it joins the Sunamuhi and the 
Dhauria. It is embanked on the right bank and unembanked on 
the left. The flood-water flows up and down this river during 
the monsoon months, flowing towards the Sunamuhi when the 
Bhargavi is rising, and towards the Bhargavi when it falls.

The Naya Nadi river, the third branch of the Bhargavi, is 
an artificial channel taking off from the 40th mile. Running 
in a south-easterly direction for a distance of 3J miles, it joins 
T;he Sunamuhi and merges with the#latter in* the Harchandi river.
It was meant to pass the excess flood-water of the Bhargavi 
into tlie Harcbnndl. but it is so mudli silted ut> that it is of 
little use.
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The South Kama is the fourth and last of £he branches of the 
Bhargavl. It leaves that river in its 45th'mile, and travelling in a 
south-westerly direction enters the Ohilka lake 10 miles from its 
off-take. It is a Harrow and winding stream with its head much 
silted up, the result being that it is 'not of much use in discharging 
the Bhargavl flood-water, and its outfall into the Chilka is nearly 
impossible to trace. In high spring tides and during the 
prevalence of southerly winds, the brackish water of the Ohilka 
lake is forced up the Strath Kania, doing a certain amount of 
damage to the soil.

H«rchandi. A ll the branches of thfe Bhargavl eventually drain into the 
Harchandi. This river runs for 10 miles south-west, until it 
empties itself into the Bay of Bengal by the mouth of the Chilka 
lake. Its whole course is through sand, and consequently its bed 
is considerably silted up and the river has become very shallow. 
It takes its name from a temple built on the sand about 2 miles 
from its head. The excavation of this river would do much to 
relieve the lower part of the Bhargavi, but owing to the south
west wind that blows steadily'from February to June, carrying 

•sand with it, it would be next to impossible to keep the bed 
clear for any length of time- without yearly excavation.

Ratnnchira. The country between the Bhargavi and Daya has two chief
drainage channels, the Ratnachira on the south and east, and the 
Nuna on the north and west. The Ratnachira has its origin 
between Mukundpur village on the Trunk Road and Sainso on the 
•Bhargavi. It rutis due south for 13 miles, and then for another 
13 miles flows to the south-west, until it joins the Bhargavi. It 
drains the country between the Trunk Road and the Bhargavi, 
crossing the road near Satyabadi. It is embanked on its right 
bank for the last 8 miles of its course, but this embankment 
has long been abandoned, is full of breaches, and, in places, 
obliterated. It is an important drainage channel, but its bed is 
silted up in many places. The Ratnachira has a branch called the{ 
Chingiria, about 3 miles in length, which enters it 2 miles above, 
its junction with the Bhargavl.

Nuna. The Nuna rises about 2 miles north of the Gkoradiha hills,
and after skirting them, runs a southerly course for 20 miles, then 
turns due west at Sahupara, and ialla into the Daya 2 miles 
further on. There are also numerous independent creeks connect
ing it direct with the Chilka, as well as a small branch connecting 
it with the Bhargavi.* The mouth of the Nuna is free from silt?, 
and so is its bed for nearly its entire course.

Eastebn east ‘ of the distriot is drained by the Prachi4 KadilS
- tbitebs. Oevi rivers. The Praohi rises about 2 miles north-west of
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Kantapara village, and travels for 30 miles in a south-easterly prscw. 
direction, draining the • country between, the Kandal and 
Kushbhadra rivers. It carries down to the sea the drainage 
of the border country between Purl and Cuttackj and it has 
been surmised that it was formerly the principal drainage 
channel of the distriot. It is joined at its mouth by the.
Kadua. »

The Kadua river is formed by the confluence of two small Kadua. 
streams at the village of Charigan. It travels due south for the 
first 5 miles of its course, then turns in an easterly direction for 3 , 
miles, and during the rest of its course to the Bay of Bengal 
meanders for some 14 miles in a south-easterly direction. It 
drains the country between the Prachi and Kushbhadra, and 
during high floods receives a good deal of the spill water of the 
latter river, which overtops its left bank at Nimapara. Formerly 
the KaduS had two channels leading to the sea, one flowing west 
of the village of Kalumkani and the other joining the Prachi river 
below the village of Bandalo. Both these are now silted up, and 
a third exit has been formed, flowing between the two and joining 
the Prachi still further down below Bandalo. In the hot weather * 
months the river dries up above the village of Chotipara, but 
below that place it remains deep all the year round. In  the 
rainy months it is tidal as far as Tikarpa, but in the dry season 
the tide reaches to Kantigram.

The Devi forms the last part of the great network of rivers Devi, 
into which the Katjuri branch of the Mahanadi bifurcates. 
According to a common characteristic of the rivers of Orissa,«most 
of the members of this network reunite as they approach the 
ocqpn, and the result is a broad estuary, known as the Devi, which 
enters the sea a short distance to the south of the boundary 
between Cuttack and Puri. It is navigable up to Machgaon by 
small sloops, which use this channel to obtain cargoes of oil-seeds 
and rice. I t  is one of the best tidal ohannels in Orissa, but 
owing to the bar of sand_ at its mouth vessels of large size cannot 
enter it except at high tide. It has three offshoots—the Grodokant, 
Magarnal and Kethai.

The following is a brief account of the most important Khubda 
rivers in the Khurda subdivision. bivebs.

The Salia rises in the jungles of the Ranpur State, and after Salia. 
flowing through the Banpur Mals enters the cultivated tracts 
of zila Banpur below the village of Prat&p; it then follows a 
southerly course, and after crossing the Ganjam road at the 
7*lst mi|e enters the Chilka. The total length of the river is 
about 30 m iles; it is fed by several tributaries coming from
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the Madras Presidency ; and as the area of the catchment basin is 
about 69,000 acres, it conv&ys a large volume of water into the 
Chilka during floods. At present the stream is used to some 
extent for irrigation purposes, but, as there is no means of retain
ing it, by far the greater portion of the flood water finds its 
way into the Chilka.

The Kusumi rises in the Tributary State of Ranpur, and 
then flowing along the boundary of Ranpur and Khurda, enters 
the latter subdivision near Mundila, and, taking a south-easterly 
course, enters the Chilka lake. There is a large masonry bridge 
over the river, where it crosses the Gran jam road at the 54th 
mile. About a mile below the bridge, the river bifurcates in 
village Kusumi, one branch flowing towards Jaripara* and the 
other going off towards Sarnn.

The Monagtini or Madagni (also callod Malaguni) runs 
through zila Rameswar, and is the channel by which almost the 
whole of the Ranpur State is drained. It is formed by the 
confluence o f two streams close to Saharagai, near the boundary 
of Khurda' and Ranpur, and further down, near Chanagiri, it is 
fed by an important tributary, which drains almost the whole of 
Khurda on the south of the-basin of the Ran river; this tributary 
also goes by the name of Monaguni just before the main stream 
joins the Daya. Another tributary, called the Rajna, also drains 
a considerable portioh of the Khurda estate. The Monaguni 
joins the Daya river below the village of Balabhadrapur, and is 
navigable during the rains by small boats and dug-outs.

l*he Kan river rises in kiia Khurda and eventually joins the 
Mahanadi after flowing through the Banki estate. It is navigable 
during the rain3 from the Mahanadi to Baghmari on the KanAilo 
road, 8 miles from Khurda, An area of 10 square miles •in 
lei Id Khurda is liable to inundation from this river when the 
Mahanadi is also in flood and forces back its waters.

Among other rivers* may be mentioned the Kansari, which 
has a catchment area of 39,000 acres and is joined* by the 
Champajhar, the Hara with a catchment area of 45,000 acres, the 
Baghchal, Ghaguria, Kani and Sarada, In  sila Kuhuri an 
important stream is the Mangaljit, whioh rises in Ranpur and 
taking an easter^ course enters the* Chilka lake near Kalupara 
Ghat railway station. The Kaligiri also rises in the Ranpur State, 
and flowing through hUd Khurda and the Banki estate joins the 
Mahanadi. The Gangua rises in Cuttack and flowing south of 
Bhubaneswar flows into the Daya a little above Kanti. It 
has two main tributaries, the Barajor and Jori Nullaji, whi£h 
ris^ in kila Khurda close to Jajarsingh and join the Gangua
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below Bhubaneswar. The whole of zila Dandimal and a great 
portion of zila Khurda are drained by these three streams.

The only»port in the district is Puri, and this is nothing but Ports. 
an unprotected roadstead. It is open for import and.export trade 
from the middle of October to the middle of March, but during 
the rest of the year, the surf does not allow of ships being laden 
or unladen. Yessels bound here lie at a distance of about half a 
mile from the shore in good weather, and all goods are landed 
through the surf in mam/a boats.

The country near the coast and a broad tract in the north-east Gkology. 
of the district are alluvial, but the western portions Qf the district 
are occupied by laterite, sandstone, and metamorphic rocks.
There is a very small extent of the older undulating alluvium ; 
almost all the eastern part of the district and the country extending 
from the Mahanadi to the Chilka lake is perfectly flat, and 
consists of the newer or delta alluvium. Hills of blown sand 
extend along the whole coast, and frequently are disposed in two 
or three principal ranges,—the first close to the shore,.tke second 
from one to two miles inland, and occasionally there is another 
still further from the sea. In some cases these sand, hills cover a 
considerable area, as near Puri, where they are 2 or 3 mil® 
across. When such is the oase, they are generally bounded on 
each side, towards the land and towards the sea, by a low range,
6U to 80 feet high, while other ranges more or le.-s obliterated 
occur further inland. On the inner range there is almost always 
/  Sjetation, and it seems to serve as a boundary for tho barren 

&d, which is prevented from being covered with grass by sand 
jsing continually blown upon it by high winds from the sea.

/he*e can be little doubt that each range of sand hills marks an 
pld^oa-coa-t, and it scorns probable that the sea has retired 
tradually, and that the land has been raised, noj; continuously and 
Vniformly, but at intervals and by interrupted movements.

There is other evidence of the' grad&al rise of the land;
It is probable that the clusters of isolated hills, evidently once 
islands, which dot the whole of Orissa, have been brought to nearly 
their present form by denudation of an ancient date; while it 
seems clear from the laterite conglomerate which is found that 
a more recent agency has tended to modify their shape. This 
is not conclusive proof of a recent rise of land, but -vyithin the 
memory of man the tides came further up the rivers. The 
latter change may be due to the raisijjg of the delta by fluviatile 
deposits, but it is a noteworthy fact that local tradition asserts 
that the *Black Pagoda, when first built, was on the sea-shore, 
whereas it is now 2 miles inland, and this tradition js confirmed by
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its position, on. the inner row of sand hills. Apart from this, 
the small, isolated, steep hills whioh rise from the plain, taken 
in connection with the bosses and whale-like ridges whioh stud 
the country, ̂ present all the features of an upraised archipelago ; 
dnd it is probable that, at no very remote geological period, 
the sea of the western portion of the Bay of Bengal dashed against 
many a rugged cliff and rolled round clusters of islands in what 
is now the Province of Orissa.

The greater portion of pargana Dandimal in the north
west of the district consists of Athgarh sandstone, and is 
composed of. coarse sandstone and conglomerates. Tcf* the west 
these beds appear to rest on metamorphic rocks, and they 
have a general dip to the east and south-east at low angles 
not exceeding 5° or 6°. They are surrounded on all sides by 
laterite and alluvium. A t their apparent base to the west is a 
coarse conglomerate, the pebbles chiefly of quartzite. These 
rooks contain one band at least of white clay, whioh is dug 
up and*used for white-washing houses and for other purposes. 
South-west of the sandstone country and west of Khurda, there 
is a broad undulating plain, partly covered with laterite, through 
which the gneiss rises at intervals. In the extreme west of the 
district, round Bolgarh and Groriali, there are two very barren 
ranges of no great hgight, running east and west, and formed 
of compact, rather granitoid gneiss. From this point, whenoe 
the boundary of the district turns to the eastward as far as the 
Chiyca lake, only detached hills occur, all of gneiss, with intjr\ 
vening plains of laterite and alluvium. The group of hills na 
Chatarma are of granitoid gneiss ; most of the others are \ 
garnetiferous gneiss with quartzose bands. Such are Kh*Lr<A 
hill and the smaller hills in the neighbourhood, and also the%illa 
east of the Ganjam road between Rameswar and Mangalajuri/ 
Precisely similar country extends to the west of the C hili/ 
lake.

The lake itself is a part of the sea first rendered shallow by 
deposits from the mouths of the Mahanadi and from silt carried 
up the Bay round the hills near Ganjam by the violent southerly 
winds of the monsoon, and then entirely cut off by a spit,’ formed 
by the same agency, of sand drifted along the coast. Neaj^the 
south-western extremity of this spit there is a considerable deposit 
of estuarine shells,/it a height of 20 to 30 feet above the present 
flood-level of the Ohilka. The shells found, Cytherea casta and 
Area granosa, have not been ̂ observed living in the Chilka, and 
both are estuarine species not occurring’ in the sea itself ; but the 

former is now. abundant in the estuary connecting the lake with
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the sea. This deposit appears to afford evidence of a recent 
elevation of the l#nd.*

The sand hills stretching between the fertile rice plains Uoiasi. 
and the sea constitute the only really distinotive*feature of Purl 
from a botanical point of view, and present not a few of the • 
littoral species characteristic of the Madras sea-coftst, and unusual 
in Bengal, .such as Spinifex, Hydrophylax and .Geniosperum 
prostratum. The summits of these ridges are for the most part 
covered with stiff thorny plants; and in some plaoes, especially 
about the Black Pagoda (Konarakj, the surface of the sand is 
covered by a thick network formed by the interlaced stalks of 
creeping convolvulus, whioh is for half the year loaded with large 
flowers of a bright purple colour. To the north-east, where the 
Devi finds an outlet, there are numerous tidal creeks fringed with 
jungle ; and the banks of the sluggish rivers and creeks, whioh 
wind throii^h the swampy low-lying country near the sea, exhibit 
the vegetation of a mangrove forest.

In the zone of cultivated land between the sea and the Khurda • 
hills the usual rice field weeds are met with, while ponds and 
ditches are filled with floating water weeds or subm^-ged water 
plants. Near human habitations shrubberies containing various 
semi-spontaneous shrubs are common. This undergrowth is 
loaded'with a tangled mass of climbing Naravelia, various 
Menispermacese, many Apocynaceee, severaf* speoies of Vitis, 
a number of Cucurbitacese, and several Gonvolvulacese. The 
arborescent portion of these village shrubberies includes th8 red 
cotton tree (Bombax malabaricum), Odina Wbdier, Tamarindus 
indica. Moringa pterygosperma, the pipal (Ficus religiosa), the 
barman (Ficus bengalensis), the palmyra (Borassus flabellifer) and 

date palm (Phoenix sylvestris). The usual bamboo is‘ 
Bambusa arundinacea. Open glades are filled with grasses, 
sometimes of a reedy character; sedges are abundant, and ferns 
are fairly plentiful.

In  the Khurda subdivision there are extensive forests, whioh lie 
within what is technically known as the dry evergreen forest zone 
and comprise sal and mixed forest. In  the metamorphic region 
to the south-west sal (Shorea robusta) is seen at its best, its chief 
companions being ablus (Diospyros melanoxylon), Careya arborea, 
asan (Terminalia tommtosa) and Buchanania latifolia. Ii^ the 
mixecj?'forest the chief species are Anogeissug latifolia, jiyal 
(Odig.a W odier), kusum (Schleichera. trijuga), and Dillenia

*  The Geological Structure and Physical Fe^ures ofJBankura, Midnapore and 
Orissa, Mem&rs, Qeol. Surv. Ind., Vol. I  ; Sketch of tSe Geology of Orissa,
W , T. Blandford, Records, Geol. Surv. Ind., V ol. V .
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pentagyna, wjiile in the north-west Hylia doiabriformis (the 
ironwood tree of Pegu and Arakan) is common. Of bamboos 

, B&nibusa arundinaoea and «Dendrocalamus striotus are most 
oommon. ClinAers are numerous, the Inost noticeable* being 

.Bauhinia Yahlii, Milletia aurieulata, Eotada scandens, and 
Combretum decandrum. A  fuller description of these forests will 
be found in Chapter Y U .

The carnivora of the district comprise tiger, leopard, bear, 
hysona, wild.dog, jackal and other smaller species. Tigers are tyot 
very comnfon, and chiefly frequent the heavier jungles of the 
reserved forests in the Khurda subdivision; one or two, however, 
occasionally make their appearance in the small patches of jungly 
scattered over that subdivision, and sometimes take to man-eating. 
Leopards are plentiful, the numerous low hills dotted over the 
northern part of the district being their favourite resort. Black , 
bears are common and may be met with on every little ̂ ocky hill. 
W ild dogs are met with only in the reserved forests of the 

. southern rangej wfcere they are very destructive to game. Bison 
are found in the Mai forests; nilgai (Boselaphus tragocamelus) 
towards the southern boundary of the Khurda estate; and 
black W et? on the sea coast. Sambar are common 'in all the 
heavier hill jungles, "while chital or*-spotted deer (Cervus axis) 
generally frequent the more open jungle surrounding cultiva
tion. Barking d̂ fer and mouse deer are found, but are not 
numerous. W ild pigs and hyaenas are xftimerous throughout the 
distr^t.

The game birds of the district include jungle, spur and pea
fowl, grey partridge, rain button, bustard and bush quail, and 
^nipe in season. Grey du^k, oomb duck, pink-headed duck H u s t 
ling teal, the larger teal and cotton teal are also found, ^ i l e  
swarms of the following birds are found on the Chilka lake and 
on jh ik  near Banki and Khandpara— grey-lag goose, bar-headed 
goose, ruddy sheldrake, the burrow duck, the shoveller, gadwalj, 
pintail, common teal, blue-winged teal, pochard, red-crested 
pochard, white-eyed pochard, flamingo, demoiselle crane, curlew, 
golden plovers, stone plovers and waders. Imperial .blue pigeon 
and two kinds of green pigeon are also met with.

The Chilka lake forms a most valuable fishery abounding 
in fish, chiefly perch and mugils or mullets, besides prawns 
pud* crabs. The best fishing grounds afe situated along the 
numerous creeks* and channels on the sou^h side near the sea, 
and round the low uninfi^ted island known as the Nala^ana. 
Skoals of hilsa (Clupia hilisna) are also found in the rainy season 

•near the north-east corner where the Paya falls into the lake, ,
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This lake, it is said, would form an ideal ground for the 
propagation of gstuarine fish, but it is already largely fished 
and the introduction of improved* methods of capture, without 
anything being done to increase the supply, can only have a 
disastrous end and *lead to the speedy depletion of its waters.
There is, however,, ample scope for supplying, even from the 
present hauls, Calcutta and other important places with fresh 
fish, prawns and crabs from October to April. Deep sea fishing 
is carried on at Puri, where large hauls are made, bijram (Madras 
seir, Cybium guttatum), pomfrets, small soles, etc., being among 
the fish caught. There is also a small bed of oysters near 
Manikpatna. A  fuller account of the fishing industry will be 
found in Chapter X .

The town of Puri, situated on the shore o'f the Bay of Bengal, Clim ate . 
.enjoys an equable temperature all the year round, the thermometer 
rarely falliffg below J0° or rising above 90°. In  the hot weather 
a strong sea-breeze blows up from the south-west and is most 
invigorating; even in April and May the day is never so hot aS 
to necessitate the use of a punkha. At the close of th6 rains, 

fa r m e r ,  the climate is a trying one, for the temperature is still 
nigh and the atmosphere is laden with moisture. In Khurda 
and the" hilly tract to the north the climate is drier and the 
temperature higher. The maximum temperature in the shade, 
however, rarely reaches 110u, and that only for^wo or three days ; 
and the thermometer hffs been known to fall -as low as 55°. The 
crisp cool of the morning; moreover, begins earlier and «lastd 
longer at Khurda than in other parts of Orissa. Prom about thd 
middle of February to the end of May, a strong southerly breeze 
blo-rfsup from the sea and prevents the nights from being unbear j  
abl^hot. After the cessation of this wind the weather is sultry 
and disagreeable till the rains set in.

W ith the advent .of ths hot weather in March a strong breeze \ymds, 
blows from the south-west and continues till about the end of May.
Both April and 'May are marked by sudden storms known aS 
nor’westers, and the monsoon is usually ushered in by one or more: 
cyclones. The south-west monsoon breaks in June in normal 
years, and the coast is then inaccessible owing to the violenoe of 
the surf; From the middle of September, however, till about the 
middle of November, the weather is comparatively calm and is 
broken only by occasional oyclones. The district is directly* on 
the traok of the cyclonic storm.3 which cross OJissa during the 
monsoon season, but as a rule is liable to sutler from the
devastating cyclones which have given the Bay of Bengal suqh 

, an evil renutation: because these usuallv occur in May, October*
c 2
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and November, and if they move into the north of the Bay, the 
tendenoy is for them to recurve towards the Arakan or Bengal 
coast. • c

On the whdle, the sea breezes ensure an equable climate. Even 
in April and May the average maximum teifiperature is*only 89°, 
while the mean temperature falls from 86° in .the hot months to 
84° in the monsoon season and to 77° in February. Humidity 
ranges from 75 per cent, of saturation in December to 86 per cent, 
in August.

There is generally a sprinkling of rain with cloudy weather 
during the early part of November and the last week of December, 
but on the whole only a fraction of an inch falls monthly in the 
cold weather. During March and April a few nor’ westers usually 
bring a little rain, and in May cyclonio storms occasionally 
ocour, with, whioh weather of the south-west monso'on type 
prevails: the normal fall for the latter nyjnth is 3*13 inohes. 
From June to September the monsoon is in full force, and the 
rainfall averages 8‘17 inches in Jusne, 10-23 inohes in July, 
12‘05 inohes in August and 9’82 inohes in September, while 
in Ootober, when it depends on causes similar to those operaK ^  
in May, it is 7*18 inohes. Statistics of the rainfall at the 
various reoording stations are given below for the cold weather, 
hot weather and rainy season, the figures shewn being the 
averages recorded fn eaoh«case.

•
Statiok , Years

recorded.
November

to
February.

Marcli
to

May.

June
to

October.
Annual i 
average. '

P u r i 42-46 4-47 4-29 47-16 55-^8 *

K h u r d a 30-31 2-92 5-14 52-62 60-68

B a n p u r 21-22 4-25 3-95 46-96 55-16

G o p 14-16 4-58 5-21 48-07' 57-86 -

P i p l i 12-15 2*21 4-78 50-18 57-17

S a t p a r a i O - 1 1 3-23 4-30 39-65

co

i

A v e r a g e  . . .
• ... 3-61 4*61 47-44 .55-66
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C H A PTE R  II.
- •

HISTOEY.
In  prehistoric times the hilly tract to the north .appears to have pBEHI3. 
been inhabited by savage tribes differing from those occupying tobio 
the lowlands near the sea, while the intervening plains. were ?*RI0D' 
in the possession of races somewhat more civilized. Along the 
sea-board yere settlements of fishers and boatmen, • the descen
dants of whom, the Kewats, still follow the ancestral calling and 
perpetuate the name of the Kevatas, which has been traced to very 
early times, being mentioned in Asoka’s fifth pillar edict. Of the 
hill tribes some descendants still survive in tha Savars, who now 
occupy a degraded position among the servile castes. They have 
be*en identified with the Suari of Pliny and the Sabarai of 
Ptolemy ;* and they are mentioned in several places ii* the 
Bhagavati, the oldest sacred literature of the Jains, where their 
language is referred to as one of the fongues of the barbarians 
(Mlechchha) They were detested by the Aryans, according to
whom they were goblins, devils and man-eaters, and to thii? day 
they, like the Pans and other very low castes, are excluded from  
the ^gj$red courts of Jagannath. They themselves say that they 
w erj originally a wandering tribe roaming through the hills of 
Orissa and living on the fruits of the forest; and the memory 
of this primitive .state is almost the only tradition which they 
preserve. • The Pans are also probably the descendants of another 
of these wild tribes. Everywhere they rank among the lowest 
classes; 'they are employed as village drudges even by such 
tribes as the Khonds, who in the days of human sacrifices selected 
a Pan boy as the best sacrifice whioh could be offered to mother 
earth. A ll these facts seem to indicate that they were the 
original occupants of the soil, who were dispossessed and reduced 
to slavery by other tribes.

This chapter has been ̂ written in collaboration with Babu Monmohan Chakra- 
varfi, II.A., B.L., M.E.A.s., Assistant Superintendent, Gazetteer Revision, Bengal.

• Cunningham, Ana. Geog. India, p. 509; Wo., ArchsSurv. Rep. India, ix, 1877.
+ Weber, Sacred Literature of the Jainas, translatidh, Ind. Antiquary. HhaSa- 

tati, Angas, v, vi & x ;  Upangas, i & iv.
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The intervening plains and uplands appear to have been 
held by tribes on a somewhat higher level of civilization. 
From the scanty references made to them in later lileicfcure, it 
would, seem that two of these tribes were known as Odras and 
TJtkalas, who in course of time spread southwards to Kalinga. 
The TJtkalas became absorbed in the larger tribe of Odras, though 
their name is found attached to the landin  Sanskrit works at least 
before the sixth century A.D.* It is noticeable that Tapussa and 
Bhallika, the first lay discip&s of Buddha, are said to have been 
merchants from Utkala, who were travelling to Madhyadesh with 
500 carts when they met Buddha at Bodh (iraya.t

It see'ms probable that uoiure- lub w îrd century B.C., several 
of the Indo-Aryan castes, such as Brahmans, Kshattriyas, Karans 
and others, had migrated to Orissa, whioh then formed part 
of Kalinga and was regarded as an impure country inhabited 
by fallen races. Thus, in the Baudhayana Dharma-Sutra it 
is laid down that the man who has visited Kalinga must 
offer a sacrifice as a penance;+ the Mahabharata says that 
pilgrims should fjvoid Kalinga and that the Kshattriyas settled 
there had become outcastes ;§ while a similar statement is made in 
the Manu-Samhita regarding the Kshattriyas who lived amofig 
the $dras.[| These references appear to point to the migration 
of several Indo-Aryan castes, and among them there must have 
been Brahmans. The Mtstans and the Saruas are probably the 
descendants, of these early immigrants*; they calf themselves 
Bralftnans, and -wear the sacred thread, though they neglect 
the nine sanskdras or ceremonies incumbent on Brahmans, and 
have taken to forbidden occupations, such as cultivating^ith 
their own hands, selling vegetables, etc. ^

As Orissa formed part of Kalinga before the conquest of 
Asoka, its history is merged in the history, of that country. 
Kalinga extended, according to the Mahabharata, southwards 
from the junction of the Granges with the sea ;1f and, according to 
Pliny, stretohed as far south as the promontory of Galingon, 
i.e., Coringa at the mouth of the Godavari.** It was an 
extensive, populous and civilized kingdom. Some idea of its 
teeming population may be gathered from rook edict X I I I , which

* Raghmansa of Kalidasa, iv, verse 88.
t  Mahavagga, i. 4, 2.
t  I- 1, 2, 14-15.
§ Karna-parvva, ch. xliv, 42; Anusasana-P0, ch. xxx, 22-3; cf. AdivP°, 

ch. ccxv, 10.
|| Ch. x, 43-44. ,
H Vana-parvva, ch. cx*v, 2-3.
°*  Cunningham, Ano, Geog., p. 617/
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says that, when it was conquered by Asoka, 150,000 persons wete. 
carried away captive, 100,000 were slain, and many times that 
numl^y perished. The evidence of the high standard of civiliza
tion and prosperity attained in Kalinga is equally striking. 
Elephants were specially bred for the royal forces, of which they 
formed a prominent part;* diamonds of an unique kind were 
quarried and exported ;t  medicine was carefully studied, giving 
rise to a separate system of measures;+ cloth was manuiactufed 
and exported in such quantities that Kalinga became the word 
for cloth in old Tam il; and frequent sea voyages were made 
to countries outside India, on account of whioh the Indians came 
to be called Klings in the Mal^y Peninsula.

As the result of the bloody war mentioned above, Kalinga Asoku's 
with Qrissa was incorporated in the empire of Asoka in 262 or̂ re,gn‘ 
261 B.C. In  this district Asoka commemorated his rule by 
inscribing at Dhauli hill rock edicts I — X  and X III , in whioh he 
gave an exposition of his ethical system and principles of govern
ment. Besides these general edicts, he also inscribed two edicts,' 
known as the Kalinga edicts, in which he laid down principles for 
the administration of the newly conquered province and of the 
wild tribes dwelling on its borders: the first e&ict, called by 
Mr. Vincent Smith the Borderer’s Edict, dealt with the d^ies of 
officials to the border tribes, and the second, called the Provincials’
Edict, summarized their duties 'to the more settled inhabitants.
These edicts illustrate clearly the methohs of administration 
\Howed in this, frontier province and shew that it was considered 

lessary to place it under a Yiceroy stationed at Tosali. Tosali,
/& e officers in charge of which the Kalinga edicts were 

jtoressed, was probably some place close to the modem Bhuban
eswar, whioh is not far off from Dhauli and the ancient caves 
pf Khandagiri, and from its upland position, commanding the 
bifurcations of the rivers, was well fitted for the site of the 
\pital of the Yiceroy.

Under the rule of the Mauryan Emperors-Orissa must have Maurya 
been brought into closer relations with Northern India, and its rule* 
inaccessibility, to some extent, removed by roads lined with banyan 
trees and mango groves, with wells and rest-houses,’and by the 
arrangements made for the safety of Government me'ssengers and 
travellers. These measures naturally facilitated an influx not
<• ,

* Mahalharata, Sabha-P°, cb. lii, 18, 20-1; Bhislfliia-P0, ch. xviii, 32-4, 
liv, 40-3 ; Drona-P°, xlv, 21-2, xci, 32 ; Karna-t10, xxii, 3; Periplus, ErytUr, Mar.,
362 ; Raghyvansa, iv, 4l, vi, 54.

t  Brihat-Samhita, ch. lxxx, 7.
1 Charalea-Samhita. Kalnaathana. ch. xii. 105.
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only of offiolals but also of traders and pilgrims-, some of whom 
eventually settled in the land. Hence in the Mahabharata,* one 
finds later verses declaring that there were good men in»K^riga, 
and that tlrthas existed there, whioh show that the ban laid on 
travelling in that country had been withdrawn.

It  seems at least certain that, during the rule of the Mauryan 
Emperors, a number of Jains settled in the district, for the sand
stone hills of Khandagiri and Udayagiri are honey-combed «wfth 
their hermitage caves, some of which bear inscriptions in the 
Brahml character of the Mauryan age. They all appear to have 
been made for the religious use of the Jains and to have been used 
by Jains and monks for many centuries. This seems evident from 
the inscription on the Hatlgump*ha or elephant cave, whioh 
opens with the usual benedictory formula of the Jains, while 
Another inscription in the Swargapurl cave declares that, by the 
grace of the Arhats, it was made by the chief 'queen of "the king 
of the country.

Reign of . The Hatlgumpha inscription is even more valuable as 
Kharavela. an historical record, for it shows that, on the downfall of the 

Mauryan empire, Kalinga revolted and became an independent 
kingdom. This inscription, which.is ascribed to 158— 153 B.C., 
contains a record of the career of king Kharavela, entitled 
MahartHghavahana, i.e., one whose elephant is as big as a large 
cloud. Kharavela evidently made Kalinga a powerful kingdom, 
and his invasion of Magadha indicates that he had become 
not only independent but aggressive ; for this expedition into tlrg 
heart ol tKe empire led him to the .capital, Pataliputra (Patna), 
the banks of the Granges, and compelled its Emperor to sue 
peace and acknowledge his independence. Besides this accoulT 
his military prowess, the inscription records the pious deeds of thS 
king, his repair of an alms-house, his gifts to Brahmans and 
Arhats, the musical entertainments he provided for the people, 
the construction of pillars and caves, etc. The inscription aW 
affords good grounds for the belief that the king and his fam ily 
had a leaning towards Jainism; and his successors were apparently 
also adherents of that religion. The capital of* this monarch 
was at Kalinganagari, which it has been suggested was probably 
somewhere near Bhubaneswar, but perhaps closer to the sea, as 
it is said to have been destroyed by a tidal wave.t 

Andhra ^  known how long this dynasty lasted or by whom its
rule. kings were succeeded, but it is probable that in the second century 

A .D . Kalinga, including Orissa, acknowledged the suzerainty ^ »
* ^ma-P°.) ob. lxxxv, 114; Karna-1’°., ch. xlv, 45. 
t  Report, Arch. Snrv., Eastern Circle, 1905-06,
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of the Andhras, to whose active influence the introduction of 
Buddhism may perhaps be ascribed. Thp Tibetan chrsnicles 
have preserved a tradition that the king of Otisha was converted 
to Buddhism, with 1,000 of his subjects, by Nagarjuna, who is 
believed to have ^flourished, about 200 A.D., at the court of the 
Andhras; and the conversion of the people would naturally have 
been facilitated by the royal example.

Prom this time there is a gap of several centuries until the medi.ze-  
beginning of the seventh century, when we know from an inscrip- VA1 
tion that Southern Orissa had.been subdued by Sasanka,**the 
powerful king of Bengal. A  few years afterwards, it was 
conquered by Siladitya Harshq,vardhana of Kanauj, during whose 
reign it was visited by the Chinese traveller Yuan Chwang 
(sometimes oalled Hiuen Tsiang) in 640 A .D . Ho gave*a short, 
but graphic accoant of the country (Kung-yu-to) in his,Travels.*
This country, he remarked, was about 1,000 li (a li being ith  
to £th of a mile) in circuit, with a capital 20 li in circuit. -A  
hilly country bordering on a bay*of the sea, it contained some 
tens of towns, stretching from the slope of the hills to the 
sea. The climate was h o t ; the harvests regular; and being on 
the sea-side it contained many rare and precious commodities.
It produced large dark-coloured elephants, capable of long 
journeys. The ourrenoy was in cowries and pearls. • The people 
were tall, black-complexioned, valorous, not very deoeitful, with 
some sense of propriety. Their language was the same as that 
of India, but their manner of speaking it different. They*were 
not Buddhists, having Deva temples *100 in number and of 
Tirthikas more than 10,000.

^fSe description of the country bordering on a bay, o f  the 
towns stretching from the hills to the sea, and of the religion 
being strongly Brahmanical, agrees .perfectly well with the 
situation and the religion of Puri district. The faord Kong-yu-to 
also closely resembles Kongoda, Kongeda or Kaingoda, varying 
forms of a' name given to a traot of country in several copper
plate inscriptions recently discovered in the Khurda subdivision 
and the Ganjam* Tributary States.t Its capital should probably 
be identified with the old Tosali or with mediaeval Bhubaneswar, 
the centre of Saivism.

On the death of Siladitya, his empire was dismembered, Kesari 
and according to the Madala Panji or palm-leaf chronicles of k!nss- 
the temple of Jagannath, Orissa was unde9r the Kesari or 
Lion dynasty from# the 7th to the -*L2th century A .D. Thp

• * Travels o f  Yuan Chtean;/, Mr. Wattersj I I , 196-i".
t  E pigr. Ind., vi, 136, 144.
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very existence of this dynasty is denied by several scholars, 
But Babu Monmohan Chakravarti points out that there are 
many good 'reasons for maintaining that a line of kings with the 
title Ke^arl actually existed. Thus, in the Bhakti-bhagavata 
Mahakavyam, a Sanskrit poem of 1409-10 AJD. which gives a 
brifef history of Orissa, it is distinctly stated that the Kesar! 
kings preceded the G-jjngas, and that IJdyota Kesarl was one of 
them; two inscriptions of the time of IJdyota Kesarl have "been 
discovered, one in the Nabamuni cfj,ve on the KJiandagiri hill and 
the other in a temple at Bhubaneswar.* H e also points to the 
fact that in the Japanese edition of the Chinese Tripitaka is a 
translation of a part of the Buddhist Buddhavatamsaka Sutra, 
made by a monk in 796-98 A .D . on a copy of the Sutra whioh 
was sent as a present to the Emperor of China by the Igng of 
TJ-tcha (Odra), and that the name of this king in th  ̂letter of 
presentation may be read as Subhakara Kesarl.t Another Kesarl 
king of Orissa, Kajna Kesarl, is mentioned in .the commentary of 
the historical poem Ramapala'-Charitam as having been defeated 
by Jayasingh, king of Dandabhukti (Bihar) : both the poem 
and the commentary are believed to be by the same author, 
probably a contemporary of the hero of tKe poem, Ramapala, 
king ef Magjadha, who flourished in the latter half of the 11th 
century.J According to the Bhubaneswar inscription, there* were 
five Kesarl kings, the first being Janmejaya and the last Udyota 
Kesarl, who was king of Kalinga and defeated the Simhalas, 
Chodts and Qaudas. The palm-leaf chronicles attribute most 
of the great temples at Bhubaneswar to* this line of kings; and 
this, if true, must place it among the important dynasties of India.

On the other hafid, the reliability*of the Madala Panji or 
•annals of tha Jagannath temple is completely denied by other 
authorities. “  None of the records,”  writes Dr. Bloch, “  can be 
relied upon. Mr. Fleet has, I  think, conclusively proved that up 
to the conquest of Orissa by the Granga king Chodqganga the 
annals contain nothing but pure fiction, and that they cannot be 
used for historical purposes.! The long line of Kesarl kings, who 
are said to have ruled over Orissa for many centuries and to 
have built the prinoipal Bhrines at Bhubaneswar, may be reg'arded 
as a later fabrication, containing nothing historical, except a 
dim reminiscence of two actual kings of Orissa, Yayati and

* For the cove inscription, see the article on Khandagiri in Chapter XVI, 
and for the Bhubaneswar inscription, see J.A.S.B., VII, p. 558, et seq.
m f  This fact, but not the name, is mentioned in Mr. Walter’s potes on Yuan 

n l -vang’s Travels, 1906, Vol. II, p. 196.
t  Proceedings, A.S.i f . ,  March 1900, p. 72.
§ JSpigraphia Indica,-Vol. Ill, p. 334, et seq.
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Janfnejaya, tut even these have been entirely misplaced as regards 
chronology. I  do not think that the name of Uddyota Kesar! 
can be ifeed as an argument to show that kings of the Kesarl ■ 
line actually existed. The word kesarl simply* means “  lion,”  
and I  have met. with the corresponding name Uddyotasimha 
in two mediaeval Buddhist dedicatory inscriptions, which* I  
discovered at Kispa, in the district of Gray^ There is, moreover, 
no other name in the list of this king’s ancestors formed in the 
same way, while_ I  am unable to verify the statement that 
Kolavatl, the queen of Uddyotakesarl, is mentioned in the-Purl 
temple records.* The Madia Panji list also omits the. name of 
Uddyotakesari.

“  The history of Orissa in mediaeval times is broken by a long 
gap, Tghich it is as yet impossible to fill. W e know, however, 
that dujjng the tenth and eleventh centuries A .D . Orissa 
was ruled over by kings of the lunar race, whose names alter
nate between Bhavagupta and Sivagupta, the $rst two of whom 
bear also the surnames of Janmejdya and Yayati. To this lin e ' 
also belonged.Uddyotakesarl, whose queen* Kolavatl, built the 
•temple of Brahmeswar. The names Bhavagupta and Sivagupta 
both signify ‘ protected by Siva,’ and we may conclude from 
them that the kings who were thus called were worshippers of 
Siva. Now, as Bhubaneswar is the great stronghold of Siva- 
w or ship in Orissa, in opposition to the Yishnu-worship in the 
Padmakshetra or Puri, and to the Surya-worship in the Arkakshetra 
or Konarak, one may venture to assume that Bhubaneswa# Owes 
its importance as such to those very kings of the lunar race who 
ruled over it in the tenth and eleventh centuries A.D ., and who 
were, as we have inferred from their names, devoted to Saivism.”  f

However this may be, the number and magnificence of the 
remains at Bhubaneswar and elsewhere are evidence of a wealthy^ 
and highly civilized kingdom. The art of architecture and 
sculpture must have been well developed to enable such huge 
structures to be designed and constructed; and ‘ the* skill and 
resource both of builders and masorfs are dearly shown by the 
fact that they were able to move and lay in plaqe, without mortar, 
such gigantic stone blocks, and to produce the vigorous and often 
exquisitely carved figures, foliage and arabesque patterns, which 
lend a charm to t!he carvings adorning these shrines. These 
Btately temples shew the hold which Hinduism had obtained in 
Orissa by  this tim e; and no trace .is found of the Buddhism:

* Journal Asiatic Society-of Bengal, Vol. LXVI% 1898, Part I, p. 377. •
t  Beporfc. Arch. Surv. Ind., 1902*08.»
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.which, aocording' to tradition, was introduced a few centuries 
earlier. At,the same time, Jainism appears to have continued to 
retain its hold on the affections of the people or to h%,ve had a 
revival, for in ttie caves at Khandagiri and Udayagiri we find 
inscriptions and rock-cut images of Jain saints or deities dating 
baok to the same period.

In the beginning o£ the 11th century, the Oholas, who had 
established a great empire in* the Deccan, began to extend their 
power over Orissa; but their conquests do not appear to have left 
any .permanent mark on the country, being merely brief but 
successful expeditions. A t the end of that century’it was effec
tually subdued by the Eastern QangaS of Kalinganagara (the 
modem Mukhalingam in the Ganjam district)„ and the rule of 
these monarchs lasted till 1434-35, the dynasty including alto
gether 15 kings.* Of these by far the most powerful w^s Choda- 
ganga, who extended his dominions from the Godavari to the 
Ganges, and built.the famous temple .of Jagannath at Puri in

• the first half of the 12th century. Another of the Ganga kings, 
N^rasinha I  (1238-^64), is known to posterity as the builder of 
the beautiful temple of Konarak, which he dedioated ‘to the 
sun-god Arka at Kona ; while the temple of Megheswar at 
Bhubaneswar was erected by a general and councillor of one of his 
predecessors, Ananga-bhlma, about-1200 A.D.

Soon after this, Orissa was exposed to the fury of Musfllman 
invaders. The first incursion occurred in 1205, when Muhamad-i- 
Shima, an officer of Bakhtiyar Khilji, burst down upon the 
country, and this incursion was followed by many others. In  an 

.inscription at Chateswar in Cuttack, the founder, a Brahman 
minister of Anangax-bhlma Deva, claims to have fought with 
Havanas, by whom he probably meant the Muhammadans under 
Ghias-ud-din Iwaz, the fourth Bengal Sultan, who, according to 

'Muhammadan historians, carried his arms into the territory of the 
Raj& of Jagann&th, which had never before been subdued by the 
hosts of Islam, and compelled him to pay tribute. There was 
no effectual conquest, however, and the Hindus of Orissa managed 
to hold their own. The Tabakat-i-Nasiri records in 1244 first a 
raid made* by the army of Orissa, and then a counter raid of the 
Bengal king, which ended with his defeat by the local levies ; in 
1245 the Oriyas retaliated by marching northwards, besieged 
Lakhnautl (Gaur), and only raised the siege on the arrival of 
reinforcements frdin Oudh: and between 1247 and 1258 there 
were thre^battles between the Oriyas and the Muhammadan forces

--------------------------------------------.--------------------------------. ____________________________________________________________________________i_________________

*• Eastern Ganna Tcinas o f  Orissa. M. M. Chakravarti. J.A.S.B.. 1903. d. 92 et sea.
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under Ikhtiyar-ud-dln Yuzbak, Sultan of Bengal. In the last, of 
these battles the Bengal king was defeated, but next jpar he again 
led his army to the* south, and captured and sacked the capital.

The object of most of these raids, and of subsequent raids, was 
to seoure‘the elephants fdr which Jajnagar, as the Muhammadan 
chroniclers styled Orissa, was famous. A  foray of the Bengal 
Sultan, Tughril Khan, in 1279 or 1280 resulted in the capture 
of a great number of these animals ; in 1^23 Ulugh Khan, the 
son of the Delhi Sultan, Grhias-ud-dTn Tughlik, took away 40 of 
them ; and similar results followed the inroads of the Bahmani 
Sultan, Firoz, in 1412, and of Hushan-ud-dln Hoshang, the 
king of Malwa, in 1422. Not the least notable _ of these' 
invasions was that of the Delhi Emperor, Firoz Shah„ in 1360-61. 
Leading his forces in person, he subdued Orissa, ocoupied the 
royal residence at Cuttack,, and spent several days hunting 
elephant?. When the Oriya king sent envoys to sue for peace, he 
ironically replied that- he had only come to bunt- elephants and 
was surprised that, instead of welcoming him, fhe Raja had taken 
flight. Finally, the letter made him a present of some elephants 
and agreed to send, a certain number annually as tribute. The 
Emperor then marched back to Delhi, carrying off with him, 
according to Siraj, the sacred idol of Jagannath.

On the death of the last Ganga king, his minister, Kapilendra 
Devtr, seized the throne and founded the Suryavansa .or solar 
dynasty (1435).* He found the fortunes of his kingdom at a very 
low ebb, but succeeded by constant wars .in extending its limit© till 
it stretched from the Grapges to the Pennar. In  Bengal Nasir- 
ud-din Mahmud Shah was striving to keep up a tottering throne„ 
and here the Oriyas extended their frontier up to the Granges, In  
the south, Kapilendra overran the country as far as the Krishng. 
(Kistna.), wrested it from the petty ruling chiefs and .then 
proceeded against the kings of the first Yijayanagara dynasty, 
who were harassed by internal revolt and bloody wars with the 
Bahmani Sultans. Taking advantage of their troubles; the Oriya 
king annexed the east coast south of the Krishna as far as U day- 
agiri near Nellore, and then successfully resisted the attempts o f 
the Bahmani Sultans to crush him, ravaging their territories up 
to ’Bidar in 1457. Energetio as was his foreign policy, he showed 
no less vigour in his internal administration. One of the earliest 
measures of his reign was to remit the chaukidari tax paid by 
Brahmans, to abolish the tax on salt and cawries, to stop the 
resumption of waste and pasture lands* and to issue orders that all

* The fast Hindu Icings o f Orissa, M„M. Chakj-aval-ti, J.A.S.B., 1900, p . 180, 
ft sey.
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the chiefs in Orissa were to work for the general good on paitt 
of 'banishment and confiscation of their property. He was also 
a royal patron of Vaishnavism and richly endowed the temple 
of Jagannath at.Puri.-

On the death of Kapilendra in 1470, a civil war ensued, 
each of his sons claiming the throne, but finally Purusot- 
tamadeva overcame his rivals. This king extended the kingdom 
far to the south, and "in the confusion which prevailed on the 
overthrow of the Vijayanagara dynasty, invaded their country, 
retiring with a magnificent booty, including the image of 
Sakshigopala, which is now at Satyabadi in this district. His son, 

•Prataparudradeva, ascended the throne in 1497, and had at once 
to march to the north to repel an invading army sent by the king 
of Bengal, flusain Shah ; and 12 years later he had again to drive 
out another force whioh advanced'under Ismail Khan, a general 

"of Husain Shah, who sacked Outtack and successfully stormed 
the holy city of Purl. In the south. Prataparudradeva was 
engaged in constant wars with the kings of the second Yijaya- 
nagara dynasty, the struggle ending wjth the cession of all 
the territory south of the Krishna by the Oriya king. His 
kingdom was still further reduced by the loss of the tract between 
the Krishna and Godavari in 1522, when Kul-J Kutb Shah, the 
founder of the GolcoMa dynasty, drove out the Oriya army.

The Solar dynasty did not long survive the death of Pratapa
rudradeva. His powerful minister, Govinda Bidyadhara, killed 
his ^wo sons, ajid in 1541-42 seized the throne. The short-lived 
Bhoi Synasty whioh he established only lasted till 1560, and the 
few years it covered were spent in civil war. First Raghubhanja, 
’the nephew of Govinda, revolted* but he was soon defeated and 
driven out of the country by his uncle. On the death of Govinda’s 
sons Chaka Pratapa, whose unpopular reign ended about 1457, the 
minister, Mukunda Deva, rebelled,* and after killing the two last 
Bhoi kings and defeating Raghubhanja, who had returned at the 
head of a Bdhgal army, secured the throne in 1560.

Mukunda Deva, who was a Telugu by birth, was the last 
independent Hindu king of Orissa, which at this time was 'in  
danger from its powerful neighbours both on the north and 
south. In  1564 Ibrahim, the Golconda king, was eager for 
aggrandizement, and in Bengal Sulaiman KaranI was equally 
anxious to extend his dominions by annexing Orissa. In  1564-65 
Mukunda Deva concluded a treaty with the Emperor Akbar,f

* AJcbc^nama, Elliot’s History of India, vi, 88.
f  Tabakati Akbari, Elliot, v, 2911; A1 Badaoni’s Muntakhabut*Tawarikh, 

Lgwfs transl., pp. 77-78; and Akbarriama.
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which was intended as a counterpoise to. the ambition of the. 
Afghans in Bengal, but this measure did not long hglp the Oriya 
king. In  1567 Ibrahim conquered the country as far north as 
Ghicacole; and next year Sulaiman KaranI, finding Akbar fully 
oocupied by wars,in the west, sent his son Bayazid through Jhar
khand, and he attacked Mukunda Deva on the banks of th e Ganges 
and forced him to take refuge in the frontier fort of Kotsama. A  
part of his force under his Afghan general, Illahabad Kalapahar,, 
thei* quickly marched southwards through Mayurbhanj, defeated 
the king’s deputy, and ravaged Orissa. At this juncture, one of 
the Oriya ohiefs raised the standard of revolt, and hearing of this, 
Mukunda Deva hurried south to save his kingdom, but was 
defeated and slain by the rebel forces, whose leader was in his 
turn killed by the Muhammadan invaders. Raghubhanja escaped 
from the prison in which he had been confined by Mukunda I^va, 
$nd attempted to secure the emptyjthrone, but. after some four 
months’ desultory fighting, his death left the Afghans masters of 
Orissa (1568 A .D .).

Of the internal state of the country during these five centjiries 
of Hindu sovereignty, we have unfortunately very little record. 
Both Buddhism and Jainism were Neglected by the Ganga and 
Solar kings, and, if the palm-leaf records can be believed, the 
■followers of those religions were persecuted by the former line. 
The Gangas did not, however, neglect the older Saiva worship; the 
temples' of Megheswar at Bhubaneswar and of Chateswar in 
Cuttack were built during their rule; and, though they did not 
build any temples themselves, their* rich gifts to the shrines at 
Bhubaneswar shew that" they continued to be patrons of Saivism. 
A t the same time, they seem to have been catholic in their 
religious tastes, as the great fane of Jagannath at Pur! and the' 
massive sun-temple of Konarak were built by them. The Surya- 
vansa kings followed in their foot-steps and liberally endowed the 
Puri temple. The reign of Prataparudradeva, the last • of this 
line, though disastrous to the temporal fortunes of the kingdom, 
was one of great religious activity, owing to the spread of 
Yishnuite doctrines. In 1510 Chaitanya, the great apostle o f 
Yaishnavism, visited Orissa and there devoted the rest (jf his days 
to the propagation of the faith. He is said to have converted the 
king and several of his officers, but his preaching was not confined 
to- the court,* while the purity of his life, and doctrines made a 
lasting impression on the people generally. A  revival of Buddhism 
is also said to have taken place towards the close of the Hindu 
rule; according to Kern,# “  the light of the Law blazed anew for

* H. Kern, Manual o f  Indian fjuddhism, 1§98.
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a moment about the middle of the 16th century under the ^indu 
ruler, Mukupda Deva "Hiirischandra, until, owing to the conquest 
of the country by the Musalman Governor of Bengal, it was 
extinguished.’'  ‘ This view, however, is not generally accepted.

During the Afghan conquest Puri did not escape. The town 
was besieged.and captured, and the. image of Jagannath was 
burnt; the zealous Badaoni, indeed, claims that Sulaiman Karan! 
made the place a Dar-ul Islam. After'bringing the conquest to a 
dose, Sulafman Karan! took his departure, making his Yizier, 
Khan Jahan Lodi, Yiceroy of Orissa with headquarters at Cuttack, 
and later on Kutlu Khan Governor of Purl. The Oriyas soon 
after his departure broke out in revolt, but Sulaiman marching 
southwards at the head of an Afghan army quickly succeeded in 
re-establishing his supremacy. *

®n his death in 1573, his son, Daud Khan, threw ofE allegiance 
to the Emperor of Delhi, and»when driven out of Bengal by the 
forces of Akbar, fled to Orissa. The imperial forces under Munim 
Khan and Todar Mai followed hard after him and compelled him 
to give battle at Takaroi or Mughalmari in . 1575. -The battle 
ended with his utter defeat, and Munim Khan, marching on to 
Cuttack, concluded' a treaty by which Daud Khan was allowed to 
retain Orissa as a fief under the Mughal Emperor (1575). It was 
on this occasion that the victorious Musalman, struck with amaze
ment at the sight of Bhubaneswar, its lofty temples of stone, and 
its orowds of Brahmans, exclaimed—“  This country is no fit 
subj e<jt for conquest or for schemes of human ambition. It 
belongs entirely to the gods and is one great regiou of pilgrimage 
throughout.”

Munim Khan, who had removed his headquarters to Gaur, 
died there during the rains-of 1575 with many of his offioers, and 
Daud Khan revolted and overran Bengal. But next year in a 
great battle at Agmahal the Afghans were defeated, and Daud 
Khan was captured and slain. Orissa became nominally a province 
of Akbar’s empire; but the Mughals had not established their rule 
securely, and the Afghans were in frequent revolt. In  1582, 
taking advantage of the military revolt of the Amirs, they sallied 
forth from  the hills in which they had taken refuge, recaptured 
the province, and under the leadership of Kutlu Khan, extended 
their sway as far-north as the Rupnarayan river. In the begin
ning o f -1584 Kutlu Khan was defeated, but shortly afterwards the 
Governor of Bengal, weary of the fight, made a treaty with him, 
by which Orissa was relinquished to the Afghans on oondition 
that they retired frouci Bengal and acknowledged themselves as 
tributary. In  1590 the Emperor Akbar appointed his great
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Hindu general, Raja Man Singh, Governor of Bihar; and 8ne. of 
the first steps taken by the new Viceroy «was an expedition in 
1591 to recofer Orissa from the Afghans. Kutlu Khan died at 
this time, and the Afghans sued for peace, opening th^ negotiations 
by making Man Singh a present of 150 elephants. They agreed 
to acknowledge the suzerainty of Akbar, to stamp coin in his 
name, and to prefix his name to all public edicts on condition that 
they were allowed to retain their jdgirs. Finally, “ in compliment 
to the- Raja, they agreed to give up to him the temple of> 
Jagannath and his domain, held sacred by all Hindus. The latter 
article highly pleased the Raja and his Brahman councillors.” * 
For a short time this treaty was observed by both sides, Miyan 
Isa Khan, the vakil of Kutlu Khan, being able to k5ep the 
Afghans in ohSok, “  but at the end of two years that able man 
quitted this transitory world, and the covetous Afghans seized 
upon the rich and sacred territory-of Jagannath. This proceeding 

■was considered.as sacrilege by the pious Raja, and he requested 
the Emperor’s permission to exterminate the Afghnna from that 
province.” * In a decisive battle fought on the banks of *the 
Subarnarekha towards the end of 1502 he defeated the Afghans, 
forced them back to Cuttack, and having compelled them to make 
their submission, sent the Emperor 120 elephants, that he had 
taken from them, as proof of his victory.

But the Afghans, though defeated, were not crushed. A ccord
ing to Stewart, they again rebelled next year, made a raid into 
Bengal and sacked the royal port of Satgaon. Man Singh agf^in 
took the field, the Afghans retired to their jdgirs in OrissdT, and 

peace was once more restored to that unhappy province, the 
inhabitants of which had been so often plundered and their fields 
destroyed by contending armies.” * This peace did not last lon g . • 
In 1599 the Afghans, taking advantage of the absence of M Sn 
Singh and the death of his son and Deputy Governor, Jagat 
Singh, again rose under Usman Khan, defeated the imperial 
troops and overran the country as far north as the Subarnarekha. 
Man Singh, who was then engaged in a campaign in Ajmer, at. 
once returned and in 1600 ‘defeated Usman Khan at'Sherpur A ta i  
near Surl in Birbhum. Usman Khan^nce more sallied forth in  

•1612 with an army of 20,000 horse. After a fierce struggle he 
was killed, his troops fled in disorder, and Shujaat Khan, tKe 
leader o f the Mughals, entered Orissa as a conqueror. T h is 
defeat of the Afghans virtually ended the struggle between them

* C. Stewart, H istory o f  Bengal, 1847.
P
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and tlfe Mughals, and Orissa remained .a Province of tlae Empire 
till 1751, when it passed to the Marathas.

Shortly after the final establishment of the Mughal rule we 
have a quaint but interesting record of Puri as it appeared to 
the first Englishman who ever visited it. This was William 
Bruton, quartermaster of the good ship Hopewell, who with a 
few companions oame to Cuttack in 1633 from Masulifatam. H e . 
thus desoribes his visit in a “  Brief Relation of the Great City of 
Jaggarnat.”  “ The fifth day of November (1633) I  was sent 
about the Companies business, to the great city of Jaggarnat; 
and I  travelled this day to a town called Madew, and I  lodged all 
night in a pagod or gagado. The sixth day I, William Bruton, 
travelled eight course, which is thirty-two miles English, and came 
to a town named Amudpore, where I  found, met together, of men, 
women, and ohildren, more than three thousand; and all of them 
were travellers and rangers of the country, having no residenoe, 
but are called Ashmen (because they cast ashes upon themselves); ,  
also they are called Fackeires, whioh are religious names given to 
them for their supposed holiness, but indeed they are very rouges, 
suoh as our gypsies are here in England, when they see their 
time and opportunity to put roguery and villainy in practice: 
at this town I  made no great stay, for I  had a good charge about 
me of the Company’s. •

“  The seventh day of November in the morbing, about two 
of the olook, I  hasted from Amudpore, over a passage, and so 
fgr Jaggarnat, which was ten course between, that is, forty miles 
English : so about the hour of four in the afternoon I  drew near 
to this great city of Jaggarnat, to which I  passed over a great 
stone causeway, on either side whereof was a very goodly tank 
to wash i n ; this causeway was about half a mile in length: then 
as I  oame to the west end of this city, I  entered into a very fair 
place fo r  situation, furnished with exceeding store of pleasant 
trees and groves, and on either side of the way tanks of water, 
and pagods in the midst of them. From thence I  passed up into 
the h ig h  street, where I  was entertained by a bramin (which 
is on e  o f  their religious men or idolatrous priests) ; but let his 
re lig ion  jpe what it would, into his house I  went, and there I  
lod g ed  all the time of my°stay there.

“  T h e  eighth day of November, in the morning, after I  had 
gone about the affairs that I  was sent to do, I  went to view the 
c ity  in  some part, but especially that mighty pagado or pagod, 
the m irror of all wickedness and idolatry: unto this pagod, or 
h ou se  o f  Satan {as it may rightly be called),, belong nine 
thousand bramina or priests, whioh daily offer sacrifices tu&fco
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their great god Jaggarnat, from whioh idol the city is sofflalled; 
and when he is but named, then all the people in the town 
and country bow and bend their knees to the ground, as the 
Moabites did to their idol Baalpeor: here they also offer their 
ohildren to this idol, and make thgm to pass through the fire; 
and also they have an abominable custom, to. cause or make them 
pass through the water, as sacrifices unto the said ungodly god.

“  This idol is in shape like a serpent, with seven heads, and 
on cheeks of eaoh head it hath the form of a wing upon eaoh 
cheek; whioh wings open and shut, and flap, as it is carried in a 
stately chariot, and the idol in the midst of i t ; and one of the 
moguls sitting behind it in the chariot, upon a convenient 
place, with a canQpy, to keep the Sun from injuring of it.- When 
I  (with horror) beheld these strange things, I  called to mind 
the X l l l t h  Chapter of .the Revelations, 1st verse, and likewise 
the 16th and 17th verses of the said Chapter, in which places 
there is a beast, and such idolatrous worship, mentioned; and 
those sayings in that text are herein truly accomplished in 
the 16th Ver., for the bramins are all- marked in the forehead, 
and likewise all that come to worship the idol, are marked also 
in their foreheads ; but those that buy and sell, are all marked 
in the left shoulder; and all suoh as dare or presume to buy 
and sell, not being marked, are most severely and grievously 
punished.

“  They have built a great ohariot, that goeth on sixteen 
wheels of a side, and' every wheel is five feet -in height, and the 
ohariot itself is about thirty feet high. In this chariot on their 
great festival days at night, they plaoe their wicked god 
Jaggarnat, and all the bramins, being in number nine thousand, 
then attend this great idol, besides of Ashmen and Fackeires some_ 
thousands, or more than a good many. The chariot is most 
richly adorned with most rich and costly ornaments; and the ' 
aforesaid wheels are placed very complete in a round circle so 
artificially, that every wheel doth its proper office without any 
impediment: for the chariot is aloft and in the centre betwixt the 
wheels; they have also more than two thousand lights with them: • 
and this chariot, with the idol, is also drawn with tjie greatest 
and best .men of the tow n; and thSy are so eager and greedy 
to draw it, that whosoever, by shouldering, crowding, shoving, 
heaving, thrusting, or any violent way, can but oome to lay a hand 
upon the ropes, they think themselves blessed and happy. And 
when it is going along the city, there*are many that will offer 
themselves us a sacrifice to this idol, and <JesP0rately lie down 
PH the ground, that the chariot wheels may" run over thenl,

»  2-
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where% they are killed outright; some get broken arms, some 
broken legs, so that many of them are so destroyed, and by this 
means they think to merit heaven.

“  There i£ also another Chariot, whioh hath but twelve wheels, 
and that is for an idol or- a devil of an inferior rank, or lower 
degree, and he goes not abroad or in progress, but when the 
bramins please. This pagodo is situated by* the Sea side, and 
is to be seen into the Sea, a f the least, ten br twelve leagues; 
for the air and sky is clear and pure in those parts, that it niay 
be seen far: it is enclosed with a wall of stone, much about 
twenty-two feet in height, and the enclosure is four square, and 
every square is hundred • fifty geometrical paces; so the four 
squares in the total are six hundred paces or yards about: it 
standeth due east, west, north, and south; and every square hath 
a great gate for the entrance into it, but the south and west 
gates g,re barred up till the- festival times, and none commonly 
used but the north and east gates, but especially the north gate; 
for it hath all its prospect into the high or Chief Street of this 
city. ”

During the Mughal rule the system of administration ohanged 
from time to time.* A t the outset, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa 
were all placed under one Governor, the'fir at being Man Singh, 
who was appointed in 1591 and continued to hold office till 1604, 
when Akbar’s serious illness made him resign and hurry off to^the 
imperial court. On the accession of J ahangir, he was sent back to 
Bengal as Governor, but was recalled in 1606, and was sucoeeded 
by the Emperor’s foster brother, Kutb-ud-dln Khan-i-Chisti, 
who was killed by Sher Afghan, the first husband of Nur Jahan. 
After his death, Orissa was made a separate Governorship in 1607, 
the first Governor being. Hashim Beg, who was succeeded in 1610 
by Raja Kalyan of Jesalmir, whose niece had been’married to 
Jahangir before he became Emperor. Kalyan lived till 1617, 
when he was, according to the ohronicles of Jagannath, killed 
by the Raja pf Khurda. To avenge his death, his successor 
Mukarram Khan invaded Khurda and formally annexed it to the 
empire in 1617; he appears to have been succeeded in 1620 by 
Hasan All ̂ Turkman.

When* Ibrahim Beg I$ian Path Jang, the brother of the 
Empress Nur Jahan, became Governor of Bengal, Orissa seems to 
have been added to his territory; and he appointed his nephew 
Ahmad Beg Khan Naib Subahdar of Orissa. In 1624 the latter

• Compiled from the Akbarnama, Titzuki Jahang%r\, Fadishanama, Maasir- 
ul-umra and other Muhammadan accounts, and from Blochmann’a*notes on the 

,  jfin-i-Akbarl.
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invaded Karaha (Khurda), whose ruler had got out of han£, when 
prince Khurram-(afterwards Emperor Shah Jah&n) rebelled against 
his father a»d marched into Orissa from the Deccan. To this 
invasion Ahm'ad Beg offered little resistance, for he retreated first 
to Pipll and next to Cuttack, and finally went off to Burdwan. 
The prince thereupon marched to Bengal, after having-appointed 
Muhammad Taki Simsaz alias Shah Kuli Khan as Governor. On 
the subsequent retreat of the prince through Orissa, Rao Rataq. 
successfully attacked Shah Kuli, and sent him  ̂captive to the 
Emperor. In the last year of Jahangir’s reign we find that 
Bakr Khan Nazamshani was installed as Governor, and in 1631 
conquered Mansirrgarh and Khirapara, a valley between Orissa 
and Tilang. Next year, on account of complaints about his 
oppression, his post was given to Mutakid Khan, who seems 
however to have held office for only a short tim e; for from 
Bruton’s account Agha Muhammad Zaman Teherani appears 
to have been Governor in May 1633 : it was this nobleman who 
granted the first farman authorizing the English to trade in Orissa. • 
In 1634 Mutakid Khan was again sent back to’ Orissa, where he 
stayed fairly long for a Muhammadan Governor, viz., till 1639, 
probably on the strength of his having presented the Emperor 
with 12 elephants in* 1637 and again in 1638. Shah Nawaz 
Khan Shafvi held the post from 1639 to 1641.

In the latter-year Orissa was added to Bengal, which had 
already been placed in charge of prince Shah Shuja. H e deputed 
Agha Muhammad Zaman to Orissa as Deputy Governor, but 
in 1644 Mutakid was reappointed, only to be recalled three years 
later; he is referred to as “ MuttusCawn”  in English accounts, 
which record the fact that he granted another farman to the 
English. A  quiok succession of Governors now followed, viz,, 
Simsamuddaida (1654), Tarbiat Khan Barlas (1655-57), and 
then .Khwaja Bakherdad Ashraf Khan, who appears to have been 
the last Subahdar of Orissa in the reign of Shah Jah&n. A ll these 
Governors were subordinate to -prince Shah Shuja, who revised 
the rent-roll of Bengal and Orissa, which had been prepared 
under the supervision of Todar Mai 60 years before.

With the accession of Aurangzeb in 1658 and the# decline of
the Mughal empire, the Orissa Governors were ohanged Very
frequently, too frequently indeed for any good administration.
The following is a list of them as far as they can be traced
in the Alamgir-nama arid the Faotory Records* and other
•------------------------------- —___________________________ft________________________ __________

* Factory Recordi and 0. C. Collections, quoted in Countries round the Bag o f  
Bengal, 1669-t-79, ed. by Sir R. C. Temple, tfSlT^TSoc7^!yf§erietH?Vdl.jEiI, 

^ p . 152.3, Note 4. f  LIBRARY
| N A T IO N A L  l iv S T I T
I  PU B LIC  ADMlV ,

I  , D A .eC  A.
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documents:— Saiyid Sher Khan Si Barha (1658-59), Khan. 
Douran Saiyid Muhammad (1660-68), Kobad Khan Mir A*khar 
(1668) according to Maasir-ul-umra, Tarbiat Khan *(1669), Safi 
Khan (1670^, Ibrahim Khan (before 1673), Safi "Khan (1673), 
Safsikan Khan (1673), Eashid Khan (1674), Sale Khan (1-677), 
Nurulla Khan (1678), Abu Nasr Khan (1682), Akram Khan 
(1697J, Muhammad Baza (1710), and Khan Jahan Bahadur, 
otherwise called Izz-ud-daula Khan Alam* (1/11).

Of these numerous Governors there is little of interest to record. 
Safi Khan is probably the same as “ EufEee Ckauns, Nabob of 
Orixa,”  who granted an order confirming the privileges of the 
English in Orissa in the 13th year of the reign of Aurungzeb.t 
Eashid Khan also granted a farman to the English* and was 
described as follows in 1675:— “  W e have notice of not a worse 
Nabob come to Orissa than the present Euzzard Chaan who robs the 
whole country in and about Cateck.”  Sale Khan, son of Azzum 
Khan, called “  Saly Cawn” § by the English, also granted them 

' a farman to trade in Orissa. Abu Nasr Khan built the Jajpur 
mosque in 1682, and the temple of Jagannath was broken by 
orders of Akram Khan, 

kyj Finally Orissa was added to the Deputy Nizamship of Murshid 
•Kuli Khan, who revised the rent-rolls of Bengal and Orissa for 
the second time and appointed his son-in-law, Shuja-ud-din 
Muhammad Khan, as Deputy Governor (JSaib Subahdar or Naib. 
Nazim) of Orissa. H e held office for nearly 14 years, and built 
th# Kadam Easul of Cuttack in the reign of Shah Alam I  (1707— 
1712-)! H is successor was Muhammad Taki Khan, his illegitimate 
son, who interfered greatly with the worship of Jagannath. 
Consequently, the Baja of Khurda carried away the idol across the 
Chilka lake, and for greater safety placed it on thesBummit of a 
hill, “  which circumstance,”  we are told, “ injured the revenue of 
Orissa to the amount of 9 lakhs of rupees per annum, being the 
usual amount of the collections from the pilgrims.” || On the 
death of Muhammad Taki Khan in 1734, the Nawab entrusted

• L a ter  Mughals, W . R. Irvine, J.A.S.B., 1896, p. 174; Marly Annals,Wilson, 
II, *14. ^ A

t  W illiam  Sedges1 Diary, ed. by Col. H. Yule, Hakluyt Society, vol. Ill, 191 ;* 
.Sir G. Birdwood’s Report on the old Records o£ the India Office, p. 80.

$ Factory Records and O. C. Collections, quoted in Countries round th e .Bay o f  
Bengal, note to p. 15*t.

§ List of Farmans’ under August 1714, in the Diary and Consultation Book of 
the United*Trade Council at Fort William in Bengal, quoted in C. R. Wilson’s 
E a r ly  Annals .o f the English in Bengal, vol. II, 184,189.

I) Stewart's History o f  Bengal.
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the government of Orissa te his own son-in-law, Murshid Kull 
•Khan. The. Eaja of Khurda managed to conciliate his Diwan,
Mir Habib A ll Khan, and secured the favour of Murshid Kull 
Khan by payment of nazar ;  and then feeling that j;he worship of 
Jagannath could be carried on with safety, brought back the idol 
and re-established the worship at Puri.* .

In 1740 A ll Yardi E lan  became Nawab of Bengal, and. 
one of his first acts was to march south against Murshid Kuli 
Khari, who had refused to acknowledge his authority.* A  
battle fought near Balasorp in* 1741 ended in the complete 
deieat of the Governor, who fled to Masulipatam, leaving behind 
his family, his wife and all his treasure. -“ But, Providence, 
which watched over that forlorn family, suscitated a saviour for 
it, and this was the Raja or prince’  of Eatipur, who is also lord 
of Jagannath, a famous place of resort and pilgrimage from 
all India, where the diversity of clans so* remarkable amongst 
Gentoos, and the shyness from each other which it produces, 
ceases at once by an ancient law, to make place for a mutual 
intercourse deemed obligatory in a sacred place held in the highest 
veneration.” !  The Eaja sent an escort to Cuttack under the 
command °f one of his officers, Murad Shah, and the Governor’s 
household' and treasure were safely removed to “ Inchapur.”
Eatipur or Rathipur, it may be explained, is a place in the 
Khurda subdivision where the Eaja had a' fort; Inchapur is 
Iohchapuram* a small town in the Ganjam district. The 
“  Lord of Jagannath ”  is Bamchandradeva II , who had turned 
Musalman, according to .the palm-leaf chronicles, and thus liad 
a Musalman employe.+

All Yardi put his nephew Saiyid Muhammad Khan in charge 
of Orissa, q^d the Sair-ul-Mutakharin {mAJiiydzu-g-Sal&tin mention 
the names of several other Deputy Governors of Orissa during this 
troublous period, viz., Sheikh Muhammad Masum, his nephew 
Abdul Nabi Khan abd his son Abdul Easul Khan, Durlabh 
Ram, and Sheikh Abdul Sobhan. Of these Masum and Sobhsn 
were killed in battle, Durlabh Earn was captured, and Abdul 
Nabi died and was buried in the Kadam Easul at Cuttack, like 
Muhammad Taki Khan, a previous Deputy Governor.

In  1742 the Marathas came down upon Bengal, and made m abatha  
Orissa a basis for their annual inroads until 1751, when A li bulb 
Yardi Khan,- wearied by long years of fighting and borne down

• Biyazu-s- Salaiin, Eng. transl., Bibl. Ind. Edn., pp. 3024!. 
t-itajmond’s translation of the Sair-ul-Mutj/kharin, vol. I, p. 354.- 
J Later Kings o f Khurda, M. M. Chakravarti, J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 383;
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by age—he was nearly 75—bought them off, by practically ceding 
to them the Province of Orissa, and agreeing to pay twelve lakhs 
of rupees as chauth for Bengal. The treaty 'of 1751, nominally 
preserved th§ dignity of the Emperor, for a Musalman, Mir 
Habib according to one account and Sadrul Haq according to 
another, was appointed to govern in his name; but the revenue was 
collected with the aid of Maratha troopers, and was made over 
to the Maratha prince. In a short time the pretence of depend
ence upon the Empire was given up. The Muhammadan deputy 
of the Emperor was assassinated, and his successor found himself 
unable to carry on the government. In 1755-56 the nominal 
deputy of the Mughal’ Emperor could not even wring the 
stipulated Maratha tribute out of the Province, and begged to be 
released from his ©ffice. A  Tew months later a Maratha obtained 
the governorship, and from that date till 1803 Orissa remained 
a Maratha Province. •

Tke general nature of the Maratha rule may be gathered from 
the remarks of Mr. Stirling: — “  The administration of the 
Marathas in this, as in every other part of their foreign conquests, 
was fatal to the welfare of the people and the. prosperity of the 
country; and exhibits a picture of misrule, anarchy, _ weakness, 
rapacity, and violence combined, which makes one wOnder how 
society can have kept together under so calamitous a tyranny.” 
•But a clearer insight into the actual condition of the country as 
it appeared to the people themselves may be gathered from 
the account given to the Collector of Purl in 1867 by an aged 
Hindu, who had’ been living in Orissa ever sinoe the latter days 
of Maratha rule. This old man had seen Raghuji Bhonsla, 
when he came to Purl in order to replenish his purse. ‘ H e used to . 
ride in at the h^ad of his troops, about 1,500 fighting Qfen, besides 
camp-followers, with a long train of elephants, horses, palanquins 
and carts, and. then held darbars at which he made the leading 
men of the town pay what he demanded. * His idea of justice was 
to deoide in favour' of the side which gave him most money, and 
“  a poor man would as soon have thought of drinking the ocean 
dry as of going to Raghuji to settle his disputes.”

There were no* courts or jails in the country; thieves andfi 
dacoits went everywhere. I f  an Oriya caught a thief in his house. 
at night, he used to brand him by burning and then let him loose ; 
but sometimes the villagers would rise and kill the thief outright. 
The Governor’s qjimp-followers lived b y  plunder, and men strug- 
gled»for even this ‘mean pcTst, while to be one of his regular sepoyqj 
was to be a king. The Marathas made no roads or emjjankments-i 
the only roads, if they can be called such, were mere pathway
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across the fields; and even the old pilgrim road to Jagantiath was 
a rough, track, which in  the rains was covered with water for mi 6̂s 
together.* Tp add to the difficulties and dangers of tb® journey, 
the Marathas systematically stripped all rich pilgrin»s on the ro^ »  
and poor pilgrims, if they escaped being p lu n d e r e d  by e 
Marathas, were attacked and sometimes'killed by bands of dacoitg 
who infested the jungle.

The old man’s description o f  the drastic methods einploy6^  by 
the Marathas in collecting the revenue is equally graph10- 
underling o f  the governor entered a village, called the  Pe° P e 
together, and ordered one man to gi'je him  so many pans o r  fcanans 
o f  cowries, and another so many. I f  the people d id  n o t  at once 
pay, they were first beaten with sticks, and i f  that w ou ld  n o t  o, 
they were afterwards tortured. A  favourite mode o f  tortu re  was 
to tbrust a brass nail between the finger-nails and the f l0S^» an 
another was the chdpuni. This consisted o f throwing th e  m a*1 
the ground, placing two crossed bamboos o% r his antl
gradually pressing on them till the man consented t o  Pay  
what was demanded. I f  he still refused to pay, th€ -O peration  
was repeated on., his stomach, back, legs,, arms, etc. &  6
Marathas> saw a man was fat, they said that he h a d  e a te n  
plenty of ghi, and must be wealthy— so all people tried  t o  k e e I 
lean. I f  they saw any one wearing clean clothes, they d e o la r e t  
he could afford to  pay— so all people went about in dirty  c l o th .e s  
I f  they saw & man with a door to his hotfse, they said 
plain he had something—so people either did not keep  d o o r s  
or hid them when the amid were coming. Above all, i f  a  
lived in a masonry ( pakka) house, he was sure to be fl© e c e  
The MarSthas held that a man who could build a pa/d-d h o t* -8 0  
could alwags afford to pay them Es. 100. They.also had a n ° ^ e r  
test to finaout whether a man had money. They got tog e th er  
leaves .which serve as plates, and on whioh is served the f a x o ^ y  
repast; and poured water over them ; if this did not cover e v 'e r ^ r 
part of the leaves, they declared that they were greasy, and 
the family were all ^/u-eaters, and must be possessed of 
They used to enter houses, even the women’s apartments, dig:- 
the floors, probe* the walls, and sometimes pull them do~vv:xx 

‘ altogether, in search of money.” *
From Mr. Motte’s account of his journey through Orissa 

1766 we learn that such exactions were not confined to 
collectors of revenue. “ The followers o f the •camp,”  he e,a.y& *
“  are plunderers by profession. ThSy are under a chief,* w 'JxO

*  Sir W. W. Hunter’s Oriasa.
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Maratha
Governors.

accounts with the commanding officer. They carry eaoh an iron 
rod, 10 feet long, with which they probe the ground wherever 
they suspect money or effects to be buried. They sijiell. the rod, 
repeating cahalistical words, and pretend they make their dis
coveries by the nose; but this is mere affectation, for they 
know by the ease with whioh the .rod enters whether the 
ground has been lately dug, however carefully the earth may 
have been thrown in again ̂  or however artfully the surface may 
haye been formed?’ At the same»time, he says, oppression was 
not _ so flagrant in any place which was a fauzdari or military 
station to the support of" "v̂ hich the rent of the surrounding 
country is appropriated. It is, in other words, an official fief, and 
the country becomes the property of the fouzdar for the time 
being. Now it is the custom of the Mahratta troops to plunder 
as much in the zamindaries tributary to them as in any enemy’s 
country; the tenants of such zamindaries, therefore, desert their 
villages at the approach of an army, while the fouzdar, meeting 
the commander with a present, obtains an order to be exempted 
from pitl-age, the executioxf*of whioh he attends to himself. ”  
The general result of Maratha rule as witnessed by him in his 
journey fro m  Calcutta to Cuttaok is briefly but forcibly described.. 
“ In m y  journey it will be unnecessary to say that any 
place I  cam e to was once considerable, since all the places .which' 
were n o t bo are now depopulated by the Mahrattas, and such 
alone re m a in  as on account of their bulk are longer in decaying.” * 

#A  lis t' o f  Maratha Governors, as far as they cau be traced,t
is given in (he margin.

au wh *. a  A’ D‘ Of these .Subafiddrs theSheobhat SS ntra  -• ••• 1756
Chemna S S lxtt and Udayapuri 
Bhawani .
fSambhuji Q anesa 
Babaji ■Naya.ls 
M adhojI H Lari 
BabajI K a y a t  (2nd time)
M adtaoji (2nd time)
K5j5i-a.m TPaaait 
Sadasiva. * t.S o  
Infnjx SxiV hdco

Gosaia ... 1764 most energetic was Sheo-.
bhat, • whoQ gradually 
changed, a disputed and 
precarious authority into 
a fairly powerful govern
ment. In his time, the 
zamindar of Kimedi 
invaded Khurda in 1761, 
and its Baja having 
called in his aid, SheQ- 

bh at <3Lxcrve out the invaders, and then seized Puri and parganas

... 1764

... 1764 

... 1768 
... 1771 
... 1773
... 1775 
... 1775 
... 1778 
... 1782

Uncertain 
... 1803

** *T»_ Jklotte, NarffttiDt o f  a Journey to  the Diamond Mines at Sumlhulpoor, 
Asia.'tvc Annual Eegistei1, 1799. •

"t" J  .  Beames, Notes on the Bistory o f  Orissa, J.A.S.B., 1883; A. Stirling,
A c t s c f O r i s s a ,  reprinted, Calcutta, 1904 ; Palm-leaf chronicle* of Jagannath
teno.
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Lembai, Eah&ng, eto., as compensation for the expenses incurred.
In  the same year he completed, a settlement of Orissa with the 
following rent-roll:— 231 gold mohurs, 3,82,$59-8-0 rupees and 
27,82,446 kahans of cowries, i.e., reckoning at the rate of four 
kahans per rupee, nearly 10J laths of rupees. The oppression 
o f his successor Bhawanl Pandit appears to have given him a 

s posthumous popularity. “  Sheobhat,”  it was said, “  supported the 
national troops with the plunder of foreign countries; Bhawan!
Pandit with the plunder ofe his own. ” * ’ "he latter was the 
Maratha Governor with whom, as.'fehowr later, Lord Olive 
openfed up negotiations for the cession of 0 : ssa. His successor 
Sambhuji Ganesa revised the settlement of ' ae Province, which 
resulted in a nominal increase of more t3 a.n five lakhs. A  
further revision was carried out by B aj a ram Pandit, who from 
the rank of an assistant rose to be the heal of the Province.
Setting aside the chaudhris and kanungcs, he ini ;oduced the system 
of direot collections from tenants and village headmen, and 
imposed on the Eaja of Khurda -a tribute of Es. 10,000. In 
1781 Chemnaji, a nephew of the Bhonsla king, visited Cuttack 
and sent Bajaram to Calcutta to demand chauth. According to 
Stirling, he is said to have negotiated a treaty with _ Warren 
Hastings, by which the British Government agreed to pay 27 
lakhs-on condition of all further claims being abandoned, while 
the author of the Sair-ul-Mutakharin says that the Maratha prince 
was given three lakhs of rupees, with a number of rich presents) 
to induce him to permit an English force to  pass throiigh Orissa 
and reinforce General Coote at Madras. I t  is at least certain, 
as mentioned later, that Bajaram Pandit concluded a treaty 
by which the Marathas and British promised mutual aid. Of 
later GoveCnors we know, little. Another revision of settlement 
took place in the time of Inkaji Sukhdeo ;  and we may gather 
that Balaji K onji was the last of the Maratha Governors from a 
mention of a grand ball being given in his hall on Christmas 
1803 after the British conquest.f

During the rule of the Marathas the British appear to have Negotia- 
entered into negotiations for the cession of Orissa on more than 
one occasion. A^ early as 1766 Lord Clive instructed an.envoy,
Mr. Mytte, to sound’ the officers of Janoji, the Eaja o f  Nagpur, 
on the question of his ceding Orissa for an annual tribute. He 
was received at Cuttack “  with more politeness than state ”  by

_____________________________•____________
• • '

* T .  Motte, N arrative o f  a Journey to the Diamond M ines at SnmUulpoor,
Asiatic Annual Register, 1799. .

t  Calcutta Gazette, 12th January 1804, Selections, I I I , p. 326.
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the Governor, Bhawanl Pandit, who “  explained the just demand 
Jannoojei, his master, had on the Company for the arrears of 
tribute of Bengal and Bahar. ”  Motte thereupon replied that he 
“  understood Jthe revenues of Orissa were made over to Jannoojei 
in lieu of the tribute f)f the three Provinces and that-the best 
mode whioh could be adopted as to restore it to the Company, 
who should pay. a stipulated sum and send a resident to the , 
Court of Nagpoor as a hostage. . . . Bowanee Pundit was
too good a statesman not to comprekend the use which might be 
made of an alliance with Jhe English. He caught the idea with 
the vivacity of a Mahratta, tq}d me the interests of our court-were 
the same, that he would writq what he had said to Jannoojei, 
and desired me to write to Lord Clive. ”  The negotiations were 
however abortive, for shortly afterwards, Janojl being attacked 
by the Peshwa and his capital Nagpur captured, Bhawani 
Pandit wrote to say that “ his master must give up all thoughts 
of an alliance with the British at present.” * Subsequently 
Warren Hastings made an unsuccessful attempt to rent a tract 
of country from the coast. from Madhoji, who ruled over the 
Marathas as regent for Eaghuji, the nephew and adopted son 
of Janoji, who had succeeded in 1772.

In 1779 Madhoji sent a force to- invade Bengal in pursuance 
of a confederacy between the Marathas, the Nizam, and Haidar' 
A li for the overthrow of the British power. Madhoji was, how
ever, at heart friendly to the British, and being disgusted at the 
refusal of the Peshwa to admit his claims to Mandla undertook 

ethe expedition with much reluctance. The British (Government, 
who had despatched a force .to the Carnatic by the coast route, 
under Colonel Pearse, to co-operate with the Madras army 
against Haidar All, found little difficulty therefore in$concluding 
a treaty in 1781, by which the army of Madhoji was bought 
off from an invasion. A  force of 2,000 Maratha horse was 
to be sent from Cuttack with Colonel Pearse to assist in the 
war against Haidar Alt, and the British, for their part, engaged 
to pay a lakh a month for the maintenance of this force, and to 
send troops to assist in an expedition against Garh Mandla, and 
obtained a promise that they were to be represented by an agent 

,at the Nagpur Court, t  
Bbitish  The British conquest of Orissa, which took place 22 years later, 
C03?QDE8T*.formed part' of the great campaign against the Marathas in

_________________•—— —— _—.-------- —  „—_--------- .— ---------------  ----- .
f

T. Motte, N arrative o f  a Journey to the Diamond M m et.at Sumlhulpoor, 
A siatic Annual Register, J799.

^Aitchiaon’s Treaties, Engagements and Sunnuds.
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Central’India undertaken by the Marquis of Wellesley. The force 
destined for the expedition assembled at Gan jam, and started 
from that pla»e on the 8th September 1803 under the command 
of Colonel Harcourt. It marched along the naifow strip of 
coast between the sea and the Chilka lake, .and Manikpatna was 
reached on the 15th, having been abandoned by the enemy without 

> resistance. It took two days to cross the dangerous channel 
through which the Chilka communicates withthe sea ;• and had 
the enemy made’ a determined stand there, our position would 
have been one of considerable danger and' -difficulty. Leaving 
Narsinghpatna.on the 18th, our forces entered Purl  ̂without, 
opposition. After a halt of two days in the holy city, Colonel 
Harcourt told off a* detachment of Hindu sepoys for the 
protection of the temple and resumed his march.

The Marathas, who had gathered in a camp on the other side 
of the river whioh flows past the. city, at first opened a sharp 
firfe upon our troops, but soon broke and fled. W e crossed the 
river, driving them out of the wood in which they had entrenched 
themselves. The real difficulties of the expedition now began. 
There were no roads ; the cart tracks, whioh did duty as roads, 
were rendered almost impassable by water and mud ; and it was 
with the greatest difficulty that the guns and supplies could be 
dragged along. The enemy, though not daring to come to close 
quarters, threw (Tut skirmishers and impeded the progress of our 
troops by every means which their superior knowledge of the 
country put in their power. A  night attack on the M a r ^ a  
camp was made on the 2nd October ; the enemy were found 
leisurely eating their dinner, and driven out. The Marathas 
then took up a position before Mukundpur near Pipli. On thfe 

.4th Octobeivthey attacked our advanced guard in vastly superior 
numbers, but were repulsed. with considerable loss. They made 
good their retreat into the jungles of Khurda; and no further 
opposition was offered to the march of our "troops, who reached the 
banks of the Katjuri a few days after the action at Mukundpur. 
The crossing of the river was effected safely ; and on -the 8th 
October Colonel Harcourt entered Cuttack city unopposed, and 
six days afterwards captured the fort. Equal success attended the 
expedition against Balasore, whioh had been despatched from 
Bengal, and the British conquest was complete.

The only two noteworthy events in the subsequent history 
of Puri are the rebellion of the Iiaja#of Khurela in 1804, and 
the rising of the paths of peasant militia in 1817-18.

In  order*to understand the situation which the British now K 
]fed to face, it vyill be necessary to revert briefly to the history ^
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of the Rajas of Khurda, who had long been semi-independent 
chiefs.*

6nthe death of Mukundadeva, the last independent Hin'duking 
of Orissa, the country was thrown into great disorder. During 
the confusion Ramai Rafitra, who, according to one version, was 
a son of Danai Bidyadhara, a minister of the Bhoi dynasty, came 
from the south, seized the western part of the Puri district, and 
fixed his. capital at Khurda. His reign began in 1568-69,t  and 
at the Mughal conquest Todar Mai. is said to .have recognized 
his claim to be the paramount chief of Orissa. He brought the 
sacred relics of Jagannath from Kujang fort in Cuttack, and 
consecrated them in the temple with* much pomp and solemnity. 
Subsequently, in 1590, the Afghans ceded Puri and its temple to 
Man Singh, but two years later, they plundered the city. Man 
Singh having defeated them in a deoisive battle at Jaleswar 
pursued them to the fort at Sarangarh, 5 miles south-west of 
Cuttack town, which was then in possession of Ramchandradeva, 
besieged it and compelled them and ’their ally to sue for peace. 
The Afghan chiefs were transferred from Orissa to pargana 
Khalifabad with new jdgirs ;  and after hearing a counter-olaim 
advanced by the sons of Mukundadeva, Man Singh confirmed „ 
Ramchandra in possession of Khurda on p*ayment of tribute.+ 
Mukundadeva’s sons were compensated by the grant of kila Aul 
to one, and kila Patiya to the other; and all «three were made 
grandees of Akbar’s court.§ 

a F or some time Man Singh appears to have kept, the Jagannath 
temple in his own hands, but eventually he placed the shrine 
in the charge of the Khurda Raja, who maintained the worship 
•frith great splendour and founded several oolonies of Brahmans 
in villages bearing his name. Henceforward the history of_ 
the Khurda Eajas is olosely connected with that of the temple. 
About 1598-99, Mukunda Rai of Cossimcotta in Hie Vizagapatam 
district was defeated by the general of Muhammad Kull 
Kutb Shah of Groloonda and took shelter in the territory of 
Ramohandra. The latter, though aided by Madhu Singh, a brother 
of M an Singh, could not prevent the Musalman general ravaging 
his country, and Mukunda Rai had perforce to retire to Bengal. [|

*  This account of the dynSsty h3s been compiled from the palm-leaf chronicles 
checked and supplemented by the information in Muhammadan and other histories,

t  J.A .S .B ., 1883, P- 33. •
t  Akbarriama, A in -i-A lbc& i, Blochmann, I , 607, Note 4 j Stewart’ s Hist try 

o f  B en gal ;  P. C, Danvers, The Portuguese in India, vol. ii, p. 17.
§ Ain-i-ATcbar\, I, 469, 508, 526.
|| Brigg’ s Feristah, I I I ,  465—6, 531.
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After a long reign of 31 or 32 years this king died and was 
suooeeded in 1599-1600 by his son Purushottamadeva, whose reign 
was a troub^d one. His territory was first invaded by Mirza 
Khurram alias Kamal Khan, and the idols had te be removed 
from the Jagannath temple to Kapilelfyarpur. In 1609-10 at 
the time of the Oar Festival ohe Keso-mare (Kesiidaa Maru.) burnt 
the cars, killed many of the people, and then prevented all 
worship for nearly eight months, until the Raja managed to 
satisfy his demands. Next, in 1613-14, Raja Kalyan invaded the 
country, and the gods had to be removed to fort Gurbai on the 
Chilka lake and there kept on a boat for safety. The following 
year the Khurda chief met and killed Kalyan in battle, and 
overran the land up to Cuttack; but two years later Mukarram 
Khan stormed the Khurda fort and annexed the %ila. The Raja 
fled to Mantiri on the frontier of the Ranpur State, while the idols 
were removed from Gurbai fort to the frontiers of Banpur, but 
were taken baok to tlae temple two years later on the retreat of 
Mukarram Khan. After this the Raja did not long enjoy peace, 
for in 1620-21 Ahmad Beg marched through the Icila as far 
Banpur and.Mahima in Garh Andhari. The Ra;^ died in the ' 
following year and was.succeeded by his son Narasinhadeva.

The troubles with the Musalman Governors still- continued. 
In  1624-25 the Raja, on being ordered by Ahmad Beg to send to 
Cuttack some of his relatives, probably as hostages, removed 
his camp and' idols to Mantiri in Ranpur, and then attacked 
Ahmad Beg, who however escaped. Next year prince Khurjam 
(afterwards Emperor Shah Jahan) marched from ther south with 
a large retinue. The Raja met him and accompanied him to 
Jaj pur, 'returning with a rich "present (khilat). Subsequently, • 
on the news that Shah Jahan has retreated from Patna, the 
Raja, in fear of an invasion, removed the images of Jagannath to 
Khurda, and only replaced them after Shah Jahan was well away 
from the Province. In 1626-2'r .re find that he paid a visit to 
the Konarak temple, had a measurement made of it, and removed 
the sun-image to the temple of Indra inside the Jagannath 
enclosure. In 1646 he was killed at Puri by Fateh Khan, an 
officer of the Nawab, who looted both the palaoe an4 the temple. 
He was succeeded by Gangadharadeva, who after ruling for less 
than 4 months, was.killed by Balabhadradeva, who held 'Khurda 
till 1654-55 and was succeeded by Mukundadeva I. Except for a 
terrible famine in 1669-70 the long reign of this chief is barren 
in interest. On his death in 1 (>92-93 his -son Divyasinhadeva 
succeeded. • In the fifth year of his reign the Nawab Ekram Khan 

4iad the images of Jagannath seized and the temple brok*A™
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and closed ; the chronicles add that he secured only the wooden 
proxies, the real images beipg kept hidden behind the Bimala 
temple. Two years later there was a disastrous cyclone, and in 
the following’year (1700-01) another famine occurred.

Of the next two llajjfs, Harikrishnadeva (1719-20 to 1724-25) 
and Goplnathdeva (1724-25 to 17$l-32), there is nothing of 
interest to record. In the time of the tenth Eaja, Ramchandra- 
deva, we find that on account of Muhammadan interference with 
the temple worship, the images were removed from the Jagannath 
temple to a hill on the Chilka lake, until Mir Habib, the Assistant 
of the Orissa Nawab, induced the Eaja to bring them back 
to Puri. The Nawab soon afterwards attacked the Raja and 
took him oapfive to Cuttack, where he turned Musalman and 
married the daughter of the Nawab. It was thjs Raja who, as 
stated above, rescued the family of the Nawab Murshid Kuli 
Khan,-after he had been defeated by All Vardi Khan in 1741 
near Balasor.e, and sent them under an escort to Ichohapuram in 
Gatljam. A  few months later the. Raja’s Commander-in- 
Chief, Murad Khan, with a large contingent of troops, assisted 
Mirza Bakr Khan, son-in-law of Murshid Kuli, who had 
•usurped the governorship, in a battle with A ll Yardi’s advanoe 
guard.

On the death of Ramchandradeva, Mir Habib at first set up 
Padmalabhdeva of Patiya, but eventually recogilized his grandson 
Ylrakishoradeva (1742-43 to 1779-80). Soon after his succession, 
the*Marathas burst down on Orissa and captured All Yardi Khan’s 
Deputy, Durlabh Ram, and finally had the Provinoe ceded to them. 
■Khurda being invaded in 1760 by Narayan Deo, a chieffain of 
-Kimedi, Yirakishora sought the assistance of the Maratha Governor 
Sheobhat Santra. The latter drove out the iavaders, but the Raja 
could not pay the expenses of the campaign and had to mortgage 
to the Governor the best portions of his kila, parganas Lembai, 
Bahang, Purl town, .etc. Towards the end of his rule, the 
Raja became mad, murdered four of his own children and 
committed other excesses. On his death in 1779-80, his grandson 
Divyasinhadeva I I  was acknowledged Raja by the Marathas on 
his agreeing to paj’ an annual tribute of Rs. 10,000. The Raja 
now removed his quarters from Khurda fort to a fort built in the 
pass of the Barunai hill and took possession .of Banpur, Khurda 
and Lembai. H e w&s succeeded in 1797-98 by Mukundadeva II, 
with whom the Tshieftain^Jiip of Khurda ended, his territory 
•being annexed by the British in 1804 in consequence of his 
Rebellion. The following account of this rebellion, *and of the 
subsequent rebellion of 1.817-1-8, is quoted with some abbreviation
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from Mr. G. Toynbee’s Sketch o f the History o f Orissa from  
1803 to 1 8 2 8 .

Tbe Raja.of Khurda, although, stripped of a considerable slice Kebellio«r 
of bis original territory, had been left by the Marathas in com- o£ 1804, 
parative independence within his own kila. This, indeed, was 
more a matter of necessity than of choice. Although the Maratha 
cavalry easily overran the open parganas of Rahang, Sirai 
and Chaubiskud, they could not penetrate into the jungle fast
nesses of Khurda proper ; nor did their infantry care to encounter 
in their own ground the paiks or local militia, who were little, 
if at all, inferior to them in the open. The lowland country, 
however, was exposed to frequent devastation, and the unfortunate 
inhabitants, fearful of esp.ousing either side, suffered equally from 
the ravages and depredations of both. When we entered the 
Province in 1803, the Raja passively espoused our cause, and 
tendered his allegiance to the British Government, doubtless in the 
hope that these parganas, wrung from him by the Marathas, would 
be restored. The Commissioners in charge of the civil adminis
tration decided, however, to retain them, as they had been taken 
by us from the Marathas, who were in actual possession of them 
at the time of our conquest. Though this decision was at the 
time silently acquiesced in by the Raja, it was a source of bitter 
disappointment to him. When the European troops had returned 
to Madras after the conquest, and the native force which remained 
at Cuttaok had been considerably reduced in numbers by the 
necessity of establishing detached outposts in different parts g£ 
the country, he thought that a favourable opportunity had arrived 
for recovering the lost territory.

Tn September 1804, the Raja was detected in an intrigue rela
tive to the affairs of t^e Puri temple, and was therefore forbidden 
to issue orders to any person whatever residing within the limits 
of the Mughalbandi territory, without the express sanction of the 
Commissioners. In  Ootober, exactly one month after the issue 
of this order, the Raja’s troops—if a disorderly mob of paiks 
and peons can so be called—made a raid on the villages in the 
vicinity of Pipli, and carried off all the cattle and other moveable 
property on which they could lay hands. This affair, though 
partaking more of the nature of a large dacoity or gang-robbery 
than of an organized .and preconcerted military aggression, never
theless occasioned considerable alarm. This was not, perhaps, 
under the circumstances, unnatural. The majority of our forces 
had-retumed to Madras, and what few £roops remained behind * 
were scattered over a considerable area. The nature of the 
opufttry rendered speedy communication and rapid concentration
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JPaiJc
rebellion.

impossible. There was, moreover, a lurking suspicion that the 
Marathas might he in secret league with the Raja to harass, if not 
to overthrow, the British authority. The Commissiojiers, therefore, 
determined k) be on the safe side, and to prevent, by prompt and 
decisive steps, these raids from growing into anything more serious.

Troops were sent from Ganjam, and a detachment marched 
from Outtaok. The rebels being quickly driven out of Pipli, 
retreated to the fort at Khurda, followed by our troops. This 
fort, the ruins of which still remain, was situated at the foot of 
a hill at the east end of tho valley of Khurda. The approaches 
from the south lay through a difficult pass between the Barunai 
hills, and were stockaded and fortified with strong masonry 
barriers. It was three weeks before we were in a position to 
carry these works by storm. When this was at length 
aohieved, the Eaja made good his escape southwards with a 1 
handful of his followers, the British troops being too exhausted 
to pursue them ; but he surrendered a few days afterwards. 
His territory was confiscated and placed in charge of Major 
Fletcher, who erected the first civil buildings at Khurda; and the 
estate has since been managed as a Government Khas Mahal, 
the Eaja receiving an allowance of Rs. 2,133-5-4- per mensem 
as nanltar or .malikand. Makundadeva was sent a prisoner to fort 
Barabati at Cuttack, from which he was shortly removed to 
Midnapore. He was released in 1807, allowed to live in the 
palace in Balisahi in Purl town, and vested with the euperin- 
t^ndentship of the Jagannath temple ; but in 1817 he was again 
made prisoner in consequence of another rebellion.

This was the rebellion of the paiks, a kind of local militia to 
whom the English conquest had brought little but ruin ’and 
oppression. Rude and contemptible as this new foe undoubtedly 
was in comparison with our native troops, the nature of the country 
and their intimate knowledge of it gave them an advantage 
whioh rendered the contest more equal than it would otherwise 
have been. They are described as follows by Stirling in his 
Account of Orissa : — “ The paiks, or landed militia of the Rajwara, 
combine with the most profound barbarism and the blindest 
devotion ̂ to the will of their chiefs, a ferocity and unquietness 
of disposition which have ever rendered them an important and 
formidable class, of the population of the Province. They are 
paid by service lands, which they cultivate with their own hands 
in time of peace, subject to the performance of certain military 
and police duties whenever called on by their chiefs.

“  The paiks of Orissa are divided into three ranks* distinguished 
by names taken from their occupation, or the weapons which
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they chiefly use, viz :— (1) The paharis, who carry a large shield 
made of wood, covered with hide and strengthened by knobs and 
circles of iron, and the long straight national sword of Orissa, 
called the khanda. They are stationed chiefly as'guards. (2) 
The banuas, who now principally use the matchlock (in lieu of 
their old missile weapons), but have besides a small shield and 
sword. It was their duty to take the field principally and go on 
distant expeditions. (3) The dhenkiyas, who are armed with 
bows and arrows and a sword, and perform all sorts of duties. 
The war dress of the paiks consists, or did consist, of a cap and 
vest made of the skin of the tiger or leopard, a sort of chain 
armour for the body and thighs, and a girdle formed of the tail 
of some wild animal. Besides the terror inspired by these 
nnusual habiliments, they further heightened the ferocity of 
their appearance by staining their limbs with yellow clay and their 
countenances with vermilion, thus exhibiting altogether as savage 
and fantastio an air as one can well conceive to invest the national 
army of any country or people. However wild and motley their 
appearance and composition, they certainly did not fight badly, 
at least when • encouraged by the proximity of their jungles, 
since we find them sustaining the most bloody battles with the 
Mughals ; and it may be doubted whether they were not superior 
to any infantry whioh the Berar Marathas ever brought into 
the field during their government of the Province.”

A  body of local landed militia of this kind might have been a 
tower of strength to the British Government, had liberal aiyi 
conciliatory measures been adopted from the first; but by a fatal 
and short-sighted policy, Major Fletcher had been allowed to 
resume their service lands shortly after the confiscation of the 
Khurda estate. Nor was this all. Deprived of the lands whioh 
they had enjoyed from time immemorial, they w.ere' subjected to 
the grossest extortion and oppression at the hands of the farmers, 
sarbarahkars, and other underlings to whom our Government 
entrusted the collection of the revenue, and also to the tyrannies 
of a corrupt and venal police. A  leader was all that was required 
to fan the lurking embers of rebellion into open flame.

The opportunity produced the man in the person#of Jaga- 
bandhu Bidyadhar Mahapatra Bhawanbir Eai, an officer who 
had inherited from his ancestors the post of bakhghi or commander 
of the forces of the Eaja of Khurda, being second only to the 
Eaja himself in rank. Besides jagirs and other perquisites, the 
family of Jagabandhu had held for several generations the 
valuable estate of kild Eorang at a low quifrrent. This estate 
W!*s in Jagabandhu’s possession at the time of the British
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conquest; and he was one of the first to proffer submission to 
Colonel Harcourt in 1803. Tbe settlement of k ila  Rorang was 
accordingly made with him, but eventually be was dispossessed 
by a Bengali adventurer, and in June 1814 the Government 
passed orders that no settlement should be made with him, until 
he should have established a title to the property in the regular 
course of law. Jagabandhu was reduced to beggary, and for 
nearly "two years derived his maintenance from the voluntary 
contributions made by the people of Khurda for his support. He 
was constantly attended by a ragged tribe of followers, bearing 
the insignia of state pertaining to his former condition. When 
advised to institute a suit for the recovery of his estate, he evinced 
the greatest repugnance to do so, pleading his want of means, 
the degradation of suing as pauper, and the uselessness of any

* referenoe to the Courts from an Oriya when a rich Bengali was 
the defendant.

This was the position of Jagabandhu in March 1817 when 
a body of Khonds, 400 strong, from the State of Gumsur, 
crossed over into the Khurda territory and openly unfurled the 
banner of revolt.* The paiks rose as one man and joined them 
under their former leader, Jagabandhu. They proceeded to attack 
the police station and other Government buildings at Banpur, 
where they killed upwards of 1 0 0  men and carried off some 
Rs. 15,000 of treasure. The rebels then marched on Khurda 
itself, increasing in numbers as they proceeded. Their success at 
Banpur had set the whole country in arms against us; and, seeing 
the hopelessness of resistance, the whole of the Government 
officers stationed in Khurda sought safety in flight. All the civil 
buildings were burnt to the ground by the rebels, and the treasury 
sacked. Another body of the rebels advanced into pargana 
Lembai, and murdered one of our native officials, who had 
rendered himself obnoxious. On the intelligence of these events 
reaching Cuttack, the authorities at once despatched such a force 
as they thought would be sufficient to quell the disturbance and 
restore order. One detachment marched direot to Khurda, and 
another proceeded to Pipl! to protect pargana Lembai.

The Magistrate, thinking that his presence would help to 
restore order, set out on the 1 st April, accompanied by a detaoh- 
ment of 60 sepoys, with the intention of joining the force which 
had proceeded to Khurda. On the evening of the following day 
he arrived at Gangpara, a village only about two miles distant from 
Khurda. A  barricade had been erected here, whioh was defended

• For a contemporary account, tee Calcutta Gazette, April 10, 1817, Stltctiom. 
vol. V , pp. 189*190.
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by a considerable body of rebels. The British troops were fired 
upon ; and, as it was growing dark, it was resolved to halt for the 
night and attempt to force the stockade early the next morning. 
A  letter was sent off to the officer who had proceeded to Khurda, 
begging him to march out with his force from Khurda, so as 4o 
place the enemy between two fires. Early next morning the 
messenger returned with the intelligence that the village of Khurda 
had been totally destroyed, and that the troops were nowhere in 
the neighbourhood. There was nothing for it under the circum
stances but to beat a speedy retreat. No provisions had been 
brought from Cuttack, and none were to be procured on the spot. 
The sepoys were worn out with hunger and fatigue, and the 
number of the rebels gradually swelled to about 3,000 men. As 
soon as the retreat was commenced, the enemy opened a brisk fire. 
The English troops kept as much as possible to the open; the- 
paiks, on the other hand, kept well under cover of the jungle, 
from which they suddenly emerged now and again to fire on us, 
or to seoure whatever of our baggage had been dropped or aban
doned in the confusion.

The situation was a critical one, but no loss of life was 
sustained; and after .marching without a halt from 5-30 a .m . 
until 3-30 p . m ., the troops safely reached Balkatl on the Puri 
road, and there halted. W hile preparing to resume their march 
at 9-30 p .m . ,  they were again attacked under cover of the 
darkness by a large body of insurgents; but a well-directed 
volley soon scattered the rebels, and our troops continued th#ir 
retreat without further molestation. They reached Cuttack on 
the 4th April, without tents, elephants, and every article of heavy 
baggage whioh they had taken with them. The Magistrate wrote 
to Government as follows :— “ This instant returned, after a most 
fatiguing march of a  day and night, from Khurda ; I  can only 
write for the information of His Lordship in Council that my 
retreat was forced, and that the whole of the Khurda territory is 
in a complete state o f . insurrection. The insurgents call upon the 
Raja of Khurda, and Jagabandhu issues orders in his name 
Their avowed intention is to proceed to Puri and reconduct him 
in triumph to his territory.”  m

The detachments of sepoys whioh Tiad proceeded to Khurda and 
Pipli were not more fortunate than the Magistrate’s party. The 
officer in command of the Pipli detachment, in attempting to force 
the rebel position at Gangpara and effect a junction with the 
Khurda force, was killed at the head of his men. Both detach
ments were ̂ compelled to retreat, with the losa of all the baggage, 
t8  Cuttack, vi&_ Pipli.. The latter place fell into the hands of*
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the paiks, -who sacked it and burnt the thana. On the other, 
hand, an officer who had been despatched with a force for the 
protection of Purl, reached that town on the 2nd April and found 
all quiet there. His progress had not been molested in any way, 
and he wrote to recommend that a force should be detached for the 
special duty of falling upon the rebels and bringing on a decisive 
action with them. Accordingly on the 9th April, an officer with 
550 men’ and a few guns, marched on Khurda; and on the 12th 
April martial law was proclaimed in the Khurda territory.

On the morning of the same day a large body of the insurgents 
assembled at Sukal, a small village near Puri. In  the evening 
they entered the town by the Loknath Ghat, and burnt the 
Government court-house and several other public and private 
buildings. The houses of the European residents were situated 
then as now on the seashore about half a mile from the native 
town. In these the native officers of Government took refuge. 
The troops were located in the bungalow of the Salt Agent. 
On the morning of the 13th April, the rebels emerged from the 
jungle which skirted the town on the east and opened a desultory 
fire on our position. The sepoys returned it, and the contest 
was continued for about two hours, but at length the sepoys 
charged the enemy and drove them back into the town.

The success was, however, only temporary. The insurgents 
returned in greater numbers, having been reinforced by others of 
their own party and joined by many of the rebels belonging to 
the temple and to the Raja’s private establishment. Some of the 
inhabitants of the town also joined the rebels, and the priests*of 
the temple openly proclaimed the fall of the English rule and 
the restoration of the authority of the ancient line of sacred kings. 
Being thus hemmed in on three sides by the insurgents and the 
sea, it was deemed advisable to beat a speedy .retreat to Cuttack by 
the only road still left open. Provisions were beginning to run 
short, and it was found impossible to procure a fresh supply. It 
was important, too, to prevent the Government treasure from 
falling into the hands (if the rebels. Puri was therefore aban
doned ; and the fugitives, among whom were the Salt Agent and 
the Collector of the pilgrim tax, reached Cuttack on the 18th April.

A ll communication between Cuttack and the southern portion 
of the Province was now completely cut o ff; consequently, nothing 
had been heard of the force despatched to Khurda on the 9th April, 
and the greateit apprehensions were entertained for its safety. 
The detachment, however, reached Khurda without encountering 

^any opposition; and the officer in command on learning that the 
insurgents had gone in great force in the direction of P A l,
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proceeded against them by forced marches. On the second day 
after leaving Khurda he came upon the rebels, about 1,000 strong, 
drawn up behind a line of embankments. The insurgents, who 
had never before encountered &ny large body of disciplined troops, 
fled in the wildest dismay and confusion as soon as fire was 
opened. The’force resumed its march on Puri, entered the town, 
and captured the Raja, just as he was on the point of taking 
flight.

Several other encounters took place between our troops and the 
insurgent paiks, and the rising spread to Cuttack, where it was 
stamped out without much difficulty. Briti^t authority soon 
re-established itself everywhere, although the country did not at 
once recover its accustomed tranquillity and security. Bands of 
paiks, most of them proclaimed offenders and fugitives, continued

* to infest the jungles of*Khurda for some time after the pacification 
of the rest of the country. They committed, chiefly by night, 
the direst excesses which the police were powerless to punish or 
prevent. It was necessary, therefore, in the early part of the year 
1818, again to have recourse to military force, and the bands of 
marauders were at length hunted down. The Commissioners 
appointe'd to investigate the causes of this outbreak reported that 
we ourselves were to a large extent to blame, and that the peasantry 
had many and real grievances to complain of. The resumption 
of a large tract of service land, our currency regulations, which 
compelled the people to pay their land tax in silver instead of in 
cowries as heretofore, the heavy salt duty, the extortions and 
chicanery of our underling Bengali officials, were all bifter 
grounds of discontent. At the present day, the Khurda estate 
is a profitable and well managed Government property, and the 
cultivators are a contented and generally prosperous class.

It remains to note that Raja Mukundadeva died a captive in 
November 1817, and that the line is still in existence. His son 
Ramchandradeva (1817 —56) built a new palace on the oar road 
at Puri and amassed much wealth by his thrifty habits. H e was 
succeeded by Ylrakishoradeva I I  (1856— 62), and the next Raja 
was Dibyasinhadeva I I  (1862— 77), who was transported for his 
life on a charge of murder. The present representative of the 
family and Superintendent of the Jagannath temjfle is Raja 
Mukundadeva, popularly called the Raja of Purl, who is giveh 
by Hindus the lofty title of Deva-raja or Ohalanti Vishnu, i.e., 
the moving god. m

To the archaeologist, Puri is o n e 'o f  the most interesting Ai 
districts in .Bengal. On the western-border have been found 01 
■flolmens and other traces of prehistorio peoples. The DhauK
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hill contains the oldest carving of an elephant known in India, 
and edicts of Asoka. inscribed in the latter half of the third 
century B.C., whioh, with one exception, are the oldest Indian 
historical inscriptions. Nine miles to the north lie the caves of 
Khandagiri and Udayagiri, thp earliest Jaina oaves and Jaina 
remains as yet authenticated, which modern research has shewn, 
were excavated between the third and first century B.C. Midway 
lies the holy city of Bhubaneswar, whioh is crowded with 
numerous Saiva temples and contains fine gems of artistio archi
tecture, like the shrines of Parasurameswar, Sisireswar, Kapalini, 
Mukteswar, Raj§rani, and magnificent structures, such as the 
temples of Lingaraj, Basudeva, Brahmeswar and Megheswar. 
These temples range over several centuries, and were apparently 
constructed from the eighth to the twelfth century A .D . Parasu- 
rameswar is the oldest; Megheswar and Basudeva are the latest; 
and the great temple of Lingaraj may he ascribed to the middle 
of the epoch, being built about the tenth century A .D.

The tlrtha described in early works, such as the Mahabharata, 
as being on the sea shore en route to Kalinga may or may not 
be the old site of Purushottam Kshetra; but it is, at any rate, 
clear from inscriptions that the present temple of Jagannath 
was built under the orders of king Chodaganga, probably in 
the first half of the 12th century. The temple of Markandeswar 
may be somewhat earlier, but the present Grundicha Mandapa was 
built at a considerably later date. Of the tanks in the town 
of Purl, Indradyumna, Markanda and Swetganga seem to be 
the oldest, while the Narendra tank was built later in the 14th 
century. The imposing temple of the sun-god at Konarak, justly 
described as the most exquisite memorial of sun-worship in India, 
is another monument of the Ganga dynasty, having been built 
under the orders of Narasinhadeva I  in the third quarter of the 
13th century.

There are numerous other temples in the' district of archaeo
logical -interest, such as the temple of Gropinath at Satyabadi, 
of Nilkantheswar in Kotdesh, and of Durga at Banpur. The 
western part of the distriot is studded with the remains of old forts, 
the oldest of which is the fort at Sisup&l close to Bhubaneswar, 
which is jfrobably anterior to the rule of the Ganga kings, while 
fhe remains at Khurda 'date back to the last days of the Khurda 
kings. A  more detailed account of the archaeological remains 
will be found in»Chapter X Y I .

Architecturally, the temples of this distriot are of great interest 
as showing the gradual evolution of a peculiar style of Hindu 
Architecture. This Btyle is called Orissan, from its exclusive
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prevalence in Orissa,* but imitations of it spread as far south, as 
Mukhalingam in the Ganjam district of the Madras Presidency, 
as far north.as Barakar in the Burdwan district of Bengal, and as 
far west as Rajam in the Raipur aistriot of the Central Provinces. 
Puri distriot, however, contains the most numerous and also the 
best examples of this style.

A n examination of the architectural details of the different 
temples reveals at least three sub-types. The first may be oalled 
the Parasurameswar sub-type, after its best and oldest example at 
Bhubaneswar. These temples are neither large nor high, the 
largest, the Parasurameswar temple, being only 2 1  feet square 
outside and less than 60 feet h igh ; while their carvings are well 
executed and kept subordinate to the general plan. Gradually, 
the temples became larger, higher, and more elaborate, size, 
massiveness and elaborate details being regarded as more import
ant than fine execution, symmetry of proportion, and the severe 
beauty of a simple well-conceived plan. The vast majority of 
Orissan temples are of this class. They are more or less 
repetitions of one another, but signs of at least two sub-groups 
may be traced, viz., the Brahmeswar and the Lingaraj.

The Parasurameswar group is represented by the shrines of 
Parasurameswar, Sisireswar and Kapalini (miscalled Baitala 
Deula) at Bhubaneswar which seem to have been built between 
the eighth and the tenth century A .D . Chronologically, the 
Brahmeswar and Lingaraj types overlap, but in the long run the 
Lingaraj type prevailed in Orissa to the exclusion of the foigner. 
The best specimens of the Lingaraj type were constructed 
between the 1 0 th and 13th century A.D ., and include such 
magnificent temples as Lingaraj (with Bhagavatl’s shrine), 
Basudeva, Yameswar and Megheswar at Bhubaneswar, the temples 
of Jagannath and Markandeswar in Pur! town, and the sun- 
temple at Konarak. The Brahmeswar type falls between the 
10th and 12th century A .D. and includes several fine temples 
at Bhubaneswer, such as Brahmeswar, Rajarani, Kedareswar 
and Chitrakarni.

The most flourishing period of the architectural art of Orissa 
appears to have been between the eighth and the thirteenth 
centuries A .D., beginning with the temple of Parasurameswar, 
reaching its meridian in the great temple of Lingaraj, and 
olosing in the massive structure of Konarak. The grandeur of

* E. L . Mitra’ s Antiquities o f  Orissa, vol. I, p. 24 j Fergusson’ s H istory o f  
Indian and Eastern Architecture, Book V I, Ch. II , p.,414 et seq.; Prof. Fletcher’s

• H ittery o f  Architecture, p. 618.



the general plan, the elaboration of minute details, the gigantic 
size o f the stones and iron beams used, the minute and often 
exquisitely cut carvings in the large number of .temples still 
surviving all ‘ combine to justify the description of the Orissan 
style of architecture as “  one of the most complete and interest
ing styles of Indian architecture.” *

* Fergusson’s History o f  Indian and Eastern Architecture, p. 435.
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higher than in the salt tract, but is still- comparatively low, 
falling to 287 persons to the square mile in the Banpur thana.
The alluvia] plain lying between these two is highly cultivated 
and is the most thiokly inhabited part of the distriat, the density 
of population being as great as 753 persons to the square mile in 
the Pipli thana, whioh is watered by the Bhargavi river.

Taking eaoh thana separately, it will be found that the figures 
showing the density of population are misleading, if physical 
conditions are ignored. Thus, the Puri thana includes the Chilka 
and Sar lakes, besides the sandy trkot bordering on the sea 
and a large area flooded every rainy season by the Bhargavi river; 
the really habitable portion of the thana is as thickly populated 
as other parts of the distriot. Pipli shows the greatest density, 
owing to this area being free from hills, lakes and unculturable 
wastes. The density of Gop is reduced by the sandy wastes and 
jungles along the sea littoral; and that of Khurda and Banpur 
by ’hills and forests, especially in the Mals, a wild tract adjoin
ing Nayagarh and Gumsur.

Apart from the crowds of pilgrims who flock to Puri, and who Migr 
are only temporary visitors, migration into or out of the distriot is 
not very active, except across its frontier into contiguous areas.
On the whole, the volume of emigration is greater than that of 
immigration. A  certain number of the residents of Puri are 
attracted to and settle in the sparsely inhabited Native States 
along the western boundary o f  the distriot, where much arable 
land is still unoccupied. Others go to Calcutta and its neighbour
hood to serve as paZ/h'-bearers, daricans and labourers; and natives 
of the distriot are found working as cooks and domestic servants in 
different parts of Bengal. This overflow is, however, mostly 
temporary or periodic. The men generally go for a short time 
in the slack season when agricultural operations are at a stand
still, and return with their savings at the breaking of the monsoon 
in order to cultivate their ancestral holdings. The advent of the 
railway has naturally afforded far greater facilities for communica
tion with the outside world than previously existed, and has 
stimulated migration. The number seeking employment else
where has increased, and, at the same time, natives of the district 
employed in Bengal return home at much more frequent intervals 
than formerly.

The only town in the district is Puri, the population of which 
in 1901 was" 49,334. The number o f inhabitants of Puri is, 
however, always an uncertain quantity and varies extremely as 
pilgrims to the temple of Jagannath happen to be numerous or few 
Jt.lhe time of the census. .Thus, the increase in the population*
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from 28,794 in 1891 to 49,334 in 1901 was due mainly to the 
presence of an unusually large crowd of pilgrims on account of 
the Govinda DwadasI festival. These pilgrims \5ere counted 
separately, and were found to number 17,085; and if these be 
deducted, the population of the town falls to 32,259 or only 12 
per cent, more than in 1891.

The remainder of the people are clustered together in 3,101 
villages, most of which are of small size, 52 per.cent, of the rural 
population being resident in villages with a population of under 
500, and 42 per cent, in villages with 500 to 2,000 inhabitants. 
The people have hitherto developed no tendency to collect into 
cities and no new centres of industry have sprung up. The Oriya 
appears, in fact, to have an inherent aversion to town life ; he will 
not voluntarily leave his hereditary fields; and even when forced 
to betake himself to a town, he strives to reproduce his village life 
in his new surroundings.

The following account of the general condition of the people is 
quoted from Mr. H . McPherson’s Settlement Report (1900). In 
ordinary years the condition of the people is fairly prosperous. 
The opening up of communications has raised prices more than it 
has raised rents, and consequently the agricultural classes are better 
off than before. In years, however, of calamity, such as flood or 
drought, the ordinary ryot suffers much, as nothing is laid by for 
future contingencies, and there is always much waste of money in 
social and religious ceremonies. The majority of the cultivators 
ar^continually in debt. They always run to borrow from the local 
mahajan when in need, arid the rate of interest is 25 per cent. 
The debt is never paid in full. The average oultivators find it just 
possible to make two ends meet. After setting aside a quantity of 
his grain for seed, paying his rent, and settling his account with 
his mahajans, he has not more than enough to feed his family. 
The majority of the ryots are simple contented people. They seek 
the aid of the courts only when they fail to get justice -from the 
mukaddams and the village panchayats. An admirable trait in 
their character is that they are not addicted to liquor, only 
a few among the lower classes using toddy. Tobacco or gundi 
(a preparation of tobacco) is used with pan or betel leaf, and 
also smoked in the form of cigars, locally called pika. Small' 
cultivators supplement their ordinary means of livelihood by 
engaging as labourers.

The cost of ordinary living is not much, as the food consumed 
is of the coarsest and cheapest kind; it consists of rice prepared by 
the cultivator’s own. labour from the paddy reserved for home 
consumption, of oil, spices and salt. Fish caught in neighbouring
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streams or swamps is occasionally added to the fare; of the fish 
caught in the rains part is preserved for future use. The meal is 
ordinarily cooked in the evening and served hot ; the unconsumed 
boiled rioe is mixed with water and left over foi;the next day’s 
meal. This is locally called pakhala, and is eaten with greater 
relish when spiced with salt and mixed with vegetables produced 
from  the kitchen garden. Meals are served hot during the day 
time on ly  to old men and children of well-to-do families.

T he dress of an ordinary cultivator is a dhoti and a gamehhd. Dre*»- 
For ordinary wear the males have two dhotis of local manufacture 
costing about Be. 1-4, and two gamchhas costing about 8  annas, 
and for occasional use at festival time, one dhoti of English manu
facture, costing about 1 2  annas  ̂ and a chadar, costing about 8  
annas; they have besides one sheet for winter use. Well-to-do 
people are now using shirts and coats, and in winter cotton or 
woollen shawls ; some of them have taken to wearing country-made 
shoes; cloth umbrellas are very largely coming into use in place of 
those made of palm leaves. For women two taris at Be. 1-8 
each and two khanduas at 1 0  annas each are required. Gold and 
silver ornaments are used to a limited extent. Women of the 
mahajan class, and of the Brahman and Karan castes use these 
ornaments more or less as circumstances permit. W omen of the 
cultivating class generally wear brass and kansa ornamepts.

The houses are built of mud and timber. Each house is Ho 
generally divided into two compartments ; one of those is called 
the dandaghara, where the bullocks are kept, and the other is .set 
apart for the zanana. Alongside the house there is a verandah, on 
which visitors are received. Th9 dwelling-house of an ordinary 
cultivator costs very little. Bamboo groves are found in almost 
all bari lands. The string used is made of coconut fibre. The 
thatching straw and labour are their own. The houses of the 
village padhans and mukaddams are usually the best in the village.
-Brass and kansa utensils are much used. W e now find in the

■«e of almost every cultivator a brass vessel (gara) for carrying 
, a brass or kansa jug (dhala), a brass or kansa plate (thali), 
few brass and kansa cups (gina).

J._ere is nothing peculiar to note about marriage customs, Marria?e- 
'except that child marriage prevails among the Brahmans only, 
who are liable to excommunication if a daughter attains puberty 
before marriage. The consummation of marriage before a 
girl reaches the age of puberty is, however, strictly forbidden.
Among other castes, marriages generally take place after 
the girls are*of age. Widow marriage is permitted except among 
Bfahmans, Karans, Baniyls and some respectable TTbn.Tidn.^
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The common, practice is for the young widow to  marry her 
husband’s younger brother ; and when she cannot get him she 
marries out of the family. Ghajia is the name o f  a peculiar 
marriage cuetom obtaining in Kotdesh. A ccording to this 
custom, a man obtains his wife by working for her. When a 
man is too poor to pay his marriage expenses, they are met by the 
parents of the girl, on condition that the man w ill remain and 
work for them in the fields till the amount has been made up. 

festivals8 The most important festivals observed by the people are the 
Doljatra, Ohandanjatra, Rathjatra, and Rasjatva, in which all 
join,. During these festivals the idols are brought in procession 
with music ; and dancing village boys (known as gotipo) and 
young men are regularly taugfht and rehearsed in  some central 
place, large mango topes near the river side being generally 
selected. The meeting of the idols is called melana. In these 
jatras primitive and rustic theatrical entertainments are also 
given.

Every village has its BhSgabataghara, i.e., a place where sacred 
books are deposited and read at night, and also its Gram Thaku- 
rani. For the maintenance of the former the pillagers contribute. 
I f  any stranger puts up in the Bhagabataghara, he receives* 
hospitality from the villagers, even if he is not known to any one 
o f them,. The Gram Thakurani, who is supposed 'to be 
continually moving about the village, generally resides under a 
large fig or pipal tree. She is believed to cure sickness among 
children, and to be specially active during outbreaks of cholera 
and small-pox, when special offerings are made to her.

“  The above,”  Mr. McPherson writes, “  is a description of the 
condition of the ordinary cultivating ryot in one of the more- 
prosperous parganas of the district. In  great part, it is applicable 
to the agricultural community of the whole distriot. In 
protected parganas, like Kotrahang, Paschimaduai, and in the 
greater part of Rahang, Lembai, Antarodh and Banchas, where 
the ryot is comparatively free from the dangers of flood and 
drought, his normal condition, if not prosperous, is at least marked 
by sufficiency and content, and not by pinching poverty. This is 
not the case, however, in parganas exposed to heavy flood Kira 
Chaubiskud and Sirai, where plenty and starvation .alternate."
A  bumper crop is reaped once every three or four years, but the 
lean years that follow a good harvest more than swallow up the 
ryot’s savings. .His savings are at the best of times but slender 
for where the .crop is uncertain, there is deep indebtedness 
to the zamindars ap.d mahajans and a high rate of interest. The

• part olearance of his debts leaves the ryot little balance from tlftj
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bumper harvest to store against the day of need. The evils of 
the ryot’s lot are still further aggravated in tracts whioh, like 
Purbaduai, Olijhar and Sirai, are subject to disastrous flood year 
after year without interruption. There continuous scarcity is 
the order of the day and special disaster spells famine.

“  The smaller cultivators, even in ordinary years, have to 
eke out the profits of cultivation by service as day labourers in 
other parts of the district or by temporary migration to Cuttack 
and Purl. The stock of grain for home consumption is usually 
exhausted long before the new harvest is on the ground, and it is 
a common thing to see men, women and children collecting roots 
and leaves from the nearest scrub-jungle or the green soum of 
sags from the surface of tanks. So much ia necessary to keep 
body and soul together. My spectacles ma^ be coloured by what 
I  saw in the famine year, but to me it certainly does appear true 
that to a cultivating ryot of the Puri district protection from 
flood is a question of life and death, and beside it differences 
of soil and differences of assessment are the merest trifles.”

To the above account it may be added that the condition of • 
the tenants in the “Khurda estate is said to be better than in any 
other part of Orissa. This is ascribed to the following causes :—  
the fertility of the soil ; the facilities for grazing cattle ; the 
supply of fuel and building materials at a nominal cost; the low 
assessment of the land ; the fixity of the demand; the absence 
of illegal and uncertain taxation ; the fixity of tenure ; the right 
of free transfer ; the grant of remissions of rent in bad year#; 
the improvements made by Government with respect to water- 
supply and communications ; the admirable administration of 
the estate*. “  A ll these causes,”  writes the Settlement Officer,
“  combine to render the condition of the Khurda tenants far 
better than can possibly be expected to exist elsewhere.”

T$e OriyS has'long had an unenviable reputation as a weak, Ch’arac. 
effeminate and stupid creature. Early writers generally condemn TEB °* 
the Oriyas. It is said that they “  prefer dirt and scarcity of £?h. PE°" 
food with idleness to cleanliness and plenty with hard labour 
and that “  industry and enterprise are as foreign to them as 
opium eating and noon»day sleep to the English husbandmen.”
This unfavourable estimation of their character was forcibly 
expressed by Stirling nearly a century ago:— “ The Oorias 
as a nation are justly described by Abul Fazl to be very 
effeminate, that is they are extremely deficient, in* manly spirit, 
their figures are slight and delicate, and the costume of the 
xnajes has little to distinguish it from that of the females, except • 
the different manner of wearing the cloth fastened about the

F
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loins. They are moreover equally ignorant and stupid. Orissa 
^night be termed the Bceotia of India, with reference to the intel
lectual dullness of its inhabitants, as compared with the people 
of any other'^province. A  striking proof of the estimation in 
whioh their capacity has been ever held is the fact that, in all 
ages and under all Governments since' the downfall of the Orissan 
monarchy, the principal official employments throughout the 
province have been engrossed by foreigners—by Bengalis north 
and Telingas south of the Chilka lake—owing, I  really believe, in 
a great measure to the difficulty of selecting from its indigenous 
population, persons properly qualified for trusts of difficulty and 
importance. The mass of thg people are little prone to the 
commission of crimes of a daring and heinous character, as might 
be inferred from theJeminine spirit above asoribed to them ; but 
they are well versed'in all the arts of low cunning, dissimulation 
and subterfuge, and the love of intrigue forms a prominent feature 
in their oharacter, however clumsy many of their attempts to 
m islead  or circumvent. In justice, however, to the bulk of the 

•agricultural population, it must be said that the ryots are 
extremely industrious, though they work \Wth little spirit or 
intelligence, and altogether the Oorias of the plains, whatever 
their faults, are certainly the most mild, quiet, inoffensive, and 
easily managed people in the Company’s provinces. They furnish 
too a valuable class of servants in whom the virtues of fidelity 
and honesty (according to their own conception of those qu ality ) 
are conspiouous.”

Experience has proved that the character of the people given by 
Stilling was written in ignorance of the Oriya character ; he' was 
too honest to misrepresent, too just to be prejudiced against them, 
but coming in contact only with those who, under excited passions, 
were engaged in law-suits, he did not know the people. It-is true 
that they are ignorant, superstitious and priest-ridden, and\have- 
less natural acuteness than the Bengalis. But they are not so 
prone to litigiousness or so ready to impose, and they evinoe more 
gratitude for kindness. They have proved themselves to possess 
aptitude for piiblic business and honesty in offices of respon
sibility ; while Oriya bearers are faithful and trustworthy, when 
properly treated, and will follow a kind master to all parts of 
India. It  is true that the labouring classes and the lower castes 
of cultivators are somewhat dull-witted, but it is doubtful if the 
Bihari peasant * is mentally the superior of the Oriya. Among 
the eduoated classes the Brahmans are somewhat bigoted, but 

•the Sasani BrahriSans are of a refined and intellectual type; 
and the writer caste of Karans, or as they are oalled locally
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the Mahantis, have as high a reputation fqr aouteness as the 
Kayasths of Bihar. The old reproach of unfitness for Govern
ment employment can no longer be levelled against them. The 
purely foreign element has almost disappeared fro'rfi. among the 
ministerial establishment; and even the domiciled Bengali who 
has adopted the country as his own is said to be losing ground 
before the progressing native of Orissa.

Generally speaking, the people are kindly and good humoured, 
easily controlled and remarkably law-abiding; they are given 
only to committing petty crimes, and in many ways recall the 
old idea of the mild Hindu. Outside Orissa they have a reputation 
for good work as domestic servants, carpenters, chaprasis and 
coolies; and their readiness t<3 migrate and find employment in 
different kinds • of labour requiring physical rather than mental 
capacity is noticeable. Even the literate, olasses, however, still 
show a want of enterprise, a slowness, and a conservatism whioh 
are in marked contrast to the versatility of their Bengali cousins; 
and an inborn love of ease and dislike of hard work appears 
to permeate all classes.*

In justice, however, to the Oriyas it should be remembered 
that they have long been a conquered nation, and that from the 
middle of the 16th century they were continually oppressed, 
first by the Afghani, then by the Mughals, and lastly by the. 
Marathas, “  whose administration,”  writes Stirling, “  was fatal 
toa the welfare of the people and the prosperity of the -country, 
and exhibits a picture of misrule, anarchy, weakness, rapacity arffl 
violence combined, which makes one wonder how society. can 
have kept together under so calamitous a tyranny.”  It would 
have been strange, if the Oriya character had not been affected' 
by such Jyranny, which discouraged thrift, promoted improvi
dence, and tended to make the people feeble and.timid,

Thgre has also been another influence at work which helps to 
account for their want of spirit and enterprise. From b'-mn 
immemorial they have been a priest-ridden race, kept in'subjection 
by the Brahmans and Gurus, and subject to all the influences 
of religious superstition and caste prejudice. Until half a 
century ago, the Brahmans and Karans held the monopoly of 
education and kept it strictly in their own hands. The efforts of 
Government to diffuse education met with great opposition. The 
schools were looked upon as infidel inventions; and even as late 
as 1860, a learned Oriya, on being appointed to the orthodox post 
of Sanskrit teacher in the Puri school, was excluded for a year or 
two from the*Brahmanical orders, and stormy discussions took, 
plaice as to whether he should not be formally expelled from his

p  2
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caste. Not_only had "the Brahman and Karan the monopoly 
o f education, but no one outside the priestly caste might plant 
even a coconut tree. These profitable trees were conly planted 
by non-Brahrilanical hands after the advent of the missionaries, 
and the native Christian who had been the fi^st to break the 
immemorial custom was regarded for many years as a man lying 
under the wrath of the gods.*

A  third important factor in the development of the national 
character has been the liability of Orissa to physical calamities. 
This has been largely instrumental in promoting thriftlessness and 
idleness. The ruin of crops and houses by cyclones, the loss of 
life and destruction of property caused by storm-waves, the drought 
following short rainfall and the floods which are due to its excess, 
all these are calamities, the -very prospect of .which induces 
improvidence, while their occurrence results in indebtedness and 
poverty. In these circumstances, it is perhaps not surprising that 
the ryot, whom the inclemency of the seasons may deprive of half 
his produce in any year, should exhibit an oriental fatalism and 
show little desire for progress.

B<' Oriya is the mother tongue of the gr'eat majority of the people, 
but a few other languages are also in use. Muhammadans speak 
a kind of ungrammatical Urdu among themselves ; some of the 
mahants from Bihar and immigrants from Northern India talk 
H indi; Bengalis talk their own language, at least among them
selves, and so do the Telugu boatmen and fishermen from t^e 
Madras Presidency.

W ith these exceptions, the language of the district is Oriya,t or 
as it is sometimes called OdrI or TJtkall, i.e., the language of Odra 
or Utkal, both of which are ancient names for the country now 
called Orissa. Oriya, with Bengali, Bihari and Assamege, forms 
one of the four speeches which together make up the eastern gfoup 
of the Indo-Aryan languages. Its grammatical construction cloJely 
resembles that of Bengali, but it has one great advantage over 
Bengali in*the fact that, as a rule, it is pronounced as it is spelt. 
There, are few of those slurred consonants and broken vowels which 
make Bengali so difficult to the foreigner. Each letter in' each 
word is clgarly sounded, and it has been well described as “  com
prehensive and poetical, with a pleasant sounding and musical 
intonation, and by no means difficult to acquire and master.”  
The Oriya verbal system is at once simple and complete. It has 
a long array of*ten ses,.b i}t the whole is so logically arranged, and

• Orissa, by Sir W . W . Hunter, vol. ii, pp. 139—141. " “
+ This account of l i e  Oriya language has been condensed from Dr. (Jrierson’g 

Linguistic Surrey of Ipdia, vol. v.
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built on so regular a model, that its principles are easily impressed 
upon the memory. It is particularly noticeable for the very 
complete set of verbal nouns, present, past, and future. "V\£hen an 
Oriya wishes to express the idea embodied in what in Latin would 
be called the infinitive, he simply takes the appropriate verbal 
noun, and deolines, it in the case which the meaning requires. As 
every infinitive must be some oblique case of a verbal noun, it 
.follows that Oriya grammar does not know the so-called infinitive 
mood at all. In  this respect Oriya is in an older stage of gram
matical development than even classical Sanskrit, and, among 
I n d o - Aryan languages, can only be compared with the ancient 
Sanskrit spoken in the Vedio times.

The archaic character, both of form and vocabulary, runs 
through the whole language, and is no doubt accounted for by 
geographical position. Orissa has ever been an isolated country 
bounded on the east by the ocean, and on the west by the hilly 
tracts inhabited by wild aboriginal tribes. On the' .south the 
language is Dravidian and belongs to an* altogether different 
family, while, on the north, it has selcfom had political ties with 
Bengal. On the' other hand, the Oriyas have been a conquered 
nation. For eight oenturies Oiissa was subject to the kings of 
Telingana, and, in modern times, it was for fifty years under the 
Bway of the Bhonslas of Nagpur, both of jvhom left deep 
impressions of their rule upon the country. On the language 
they imposed a number of Telugu and of Marathi words and 
idfoms, which still survive.. These are, so far as we know, fhe 
only foreign elements which have intruded themselves into 
Oriya, except the small vocabulary of English court terms and 
a few other English expressions, which English domination and 
education have brought into vogue.

Oriya is remarkably free from dialectio variation. The well- 
known saying, which is true all over the north of India,* that the 
languag changes eVery 10 kos, does not hold in Orissa. Iel Orissa 
proper, i.e., in what is known as the Mughalbandi, which consists 
of Cuttack, ^'iri and the southern half of Balasore, the language 
is one and thb same. “  Three localities,”  writes Dr. Grierson,
“  each claim to be the place where Oriya is spoken in its greatest 
purity, viz., Cuttack, Khurda in Purl, and Gumsur in the north 
of Ganjam. Probably Khurda has the greatest olaim to being 
considered the well of Oriya undefiled.”

Oriya is encumbered with* the drawback of an excessively written 
awkward and cumbrous written character. This character is, in character, 
its basis, the Same as Devanagari, but is written by the looal scribes 
with. a stylus on a talipot palm-leaf. These soratches are, in
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themselves, legible, blit in order to make them more plain, ink is 
rubbed over tJie surface of leaf and fills up the furrows which form 
the letters. The palm-leaf is excessively fragile, anti any scratch 
in the direction of the grain tends to make it split. As a line of 
writing on the long, narrow leaf is necessarily in the direction of 
the grain, this peculiarity prohibits the use of the straight top line, 
or matra, which is a distinguishing characteristic of the Devana- ' 
gari character. For this the Orissa scribe is compelled to" sub. 
«titute a series of curves, whioh almost surround each letter. It 
requires remarkably good eyes to read an Oriya printed book, for 
the exigencies of the printing press oompel the type to* be small, 
and the greater part of eaoh letter is this curve, which is the same 
in nearly all, while the real soul of the character, by which one 
is distinguished from another, is hidden in the centre, and is so 
minute, that it is often difficult to see. A t first glance, an Oriyft 
book seems to be all curves, and it takes a second look to notioe 
that there is something inside each.

Oriya literature* is o£ comparatively recent growth, none of 
the existing works, so far as can he ascertained, going baok 
beyond the 16th century A .D. It consists exclusively of verse, and 
as is natural with a conservative people like the Oriyas, the earliest 
works extant are religious, viz., a few songs and certain para
phrases of the Sanskrit Puranas and epics. No work is so much 
venerated as the Bhagabata of Jagannatha Dasa; and next in 
estimation oome the Ramayana o f Balarama Dasa, the Bh&rafa 
o f  Sarola Dasa and the Harkansa of* Achyutananda Dasa. A ll 
these were composed in the first half of the 16th century A.D ., 
to whioh period may probably be referred popular songs like the 
Kesabakoili or cuckoo-song about Krishna. Profane literature 
appeared later, and at first dealt only with mythological Btories. 
Among the oldest of these is the poem Basa-kallola by Dinakrishna 
Dasa. 'This poem describes the early career of Krishna, ai^l is a 
favourite with the Oriyas; its versification is peculiar in making 
every line begin with the same letter ha.

The most famous of the Oriya poets is Upendra Bhanja, who 
flourished in the beginning of the 18th century. One of the royal 
•family of JGrumsur, a petty hill State in the north-west of Ganjam, 
he was driven to take refuge in Orissa in the course of a civil war, 
and there -devoted his life to Oriya literature. Of his voluminous 
compositions, forty-two are at present known, the bulk of them 
consisting of poems with love stories as their theme. H e was 
apparently the first Oriya poet to free himself from the trammels

, r ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ' ---------------------------
• I  am indebted to Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, M.A., b .l., m.B.a.s., AsiisAnt

Superintendent, Gazetteer Revision, Bengal, for this account of Oriya literature.
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of exclusively religious and mythological influences. His poems 
labour under the defects of obscenity and unintelligibility, but 
have a fluent.and graceful versification, and display a mastery 
over Sanskrit vocabulary and the rules of composition. His only 
rival in the latter respect is Abhimanyu Samantasinghar (who 
died in 1806), the author of the Bidagdha-Chint&mani, which 
explains in lucid lines the abstruse doctrines of Vaishnavite Bhakii 
and Prema. During the British period Oriya poetry has shown 
no progress. It  is represented by a few doggerel compositions 
and some small pieces of verse, among which a collection of short 
poems by Rai Radha Nath Rai Bahadur, late Inspector of 
Schools, Orissa, deserves notice. Prose is, however, being carefully 
studied and has a promising future. '

The bulk of the population of the distriot consists of Oriya Difpbb- 
castes, but many little colonies frorn  ̂other parts of India have 
settled in the district. Among the official and landed classes 
there is a fair sprinkling of Bengalis, who long monopolized 
almost all the offices of trust in the administration and 
purchased many valuable estates. SomP of the richest Bengali 
landholders are absentees, living, in Calcutta, and seldom or 
never visiting their estates, but many among the offioial 
classes and smaller proprietors have gradually settled down in the 
distriot, anjl consider themselves naturalized in it. A  small 
number of Telugus have come from the south, and established 
themselves along the coast and on the shores of the Chilka.
Among these may be mentioned the Kumutis from the adjoining 
district of Ganjam, who mostly reside in Puri town, and live

wholesale and retail trade, and the Nuliyas from the 
. ê district, who have practically the monopoly of deep-sea 

tshing.
A  few immigrants from Bihar and the United Provinces 

have also settled in the distriot; while the trading classes contain 
'■families who have come from Bhojpur, Bundelkhand, and other 
parts of North-Western India. The Marwaris have also effected 
settlements ; they are the leading doth merchants, and buy up 
.the surplus crops of the 'year for exportation. A  very few 
Marathas survive from the time when the country was in the 
hands of their race. They live chiefly by trade, or'enjoy little 
grants of land.

A  large proportion of the population still consists of abori- Aboriginal 
cinal races or semi-Hinduized castes, such as Badris, who numberraces* 
84,188, Sahara (18,095), Pans (7,064), Savars (3,260) and 
Khonds (2,560). They support themselves by the sale of wood 
and other jungle produce, or by working as labourers for Oriya •
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landlords. In  the latter case their services are remunerated by 
wages paid in kind or by permission, to oultivate a portion of 
the farm on a kind of metayer system, provided that they 
•perform all<,the heavy field work on their, master’s holding. 
Every village in Khurda where these aborigines dwell has its 
Bauri or Savar quarter. They are the Gibeonites of Orissa, of 
whom Sir John Edgar, formerly Chief Secretary to the Bengal 
Government, has given the following account:—

“  During my stay in Orissa, I  was startled to find these people 
described as Pariahs, this term being clearly used as the equiva
lent of Paharia or hillman. I  had never before heard such a use 
of the word Pariah, and it is undoubtedly irreconcilable both 
with the received etymology and supposed history of the word. 
Still, in its application to the aborigines of Orissa, it indicates 
accurately their origin and position. They are evidently the 
descendants of the forest faces by whom the uplands of Orissa 
were inhabited before the Aryan conquest. Their ancestors, 
hemmed in on all sides by the advancing immigrants, either took • 
refuge in the then inaccessible hills of the interior, or remained as 
landless serfs in the tracts ^nce held by them, helping their 
conquerors to work in the fields, or being employed by" them in' 
weaving and other handicrafts or in menial work." Even these 
serfs, however, so long as the forests remained uncleared, were 
not deprived by their conquerors of the use of them. They 
were able to catch game, to coll'ect the various edible roots and 
frjjitB, which form so important a part of a hillman’s food, to 
cut timber for their own use or for sale, to collect materials for 
basket work, and to make use of the forest in a thousand other 
ways. Besides this, the aboriginal people were in the habit of 
utilizing the uplands not suited to the plough- cultivation <?f 
the Hindus for their hoe cultivation, whioh is locally known 
as toila, mainly carried on upon newly cleared portions *of 
BoraS-jungle and yielding abundant crops of early rice, oil-seeds 
and cotton.

“  Of late years, however, the enormous extension of cultivation 
which has followed on the security of our rule has constantly 
lessened the area of forest and waste land, whioh in former days 
had been looked upon as only fit for toila ' cultivation, but has 
now been brought under the plough. Again, economic changes, 
like the substitution of foreign-made cotton goods for the 
produce of-the native looms, have tended to deprive the aborigines 
of -some of their occupations. At the same time, it must be said 
that their wretched .condition is aggravated by the’ hostility, or 
at least want of sympathy, of the Hindu population of Oriesa,
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which contributes much to keep the Pariahs in their present state 
of degradation. A  striking illustration of this is afforded by 
their exolusion from the 'great temple of Purl. Hindu tradition 
deolares that Jagannath was originally a god of the aboriginal 
Savars, and that he was transferred to the Hindus by the 
stratagem of a BrShman. Anyhow, he is em pirically  the god of 
the poor, and the distinctive feature of his worship is the levelling 
of all differences of rank and caste in his temple. But he is the 
god of the Hindu poor only, and no aboriginal caste is allowed 
to enter his temple, not even the Savars,-whose god he is acknow
ledged to have been originally.”

According to the census of 1901 Hindus number 998,918 or® ™ *' 
98‘2 per cent, of the population, and Muhammadans 17,285 or 1'7 r . . .! 
per cent., while there are 1,078 Christians. Of the latter 913 '*ns’
are natives, including 809 converts of tjie Baptist Mission, which 
has stations at Purl, Pipli, Khurda, Minchinpatna, Banamalipur,
Belepara and Banpur.

The Baptist Mission was- established at Purl, more than 80 
years ago owing largely to the efforts of°Dr. Claudius .Buchanan, 
Yice-Provost of the College of Fbrt William, who visited the 

"town in 1806, and there witnessed the* great Gar Festival. A  
zealous Christian, he strongly advocated the establishment of some 
Christian institution near the temple, and the result was that in 
1822 Cuttack beoame a centre of missionary labour with an out- 
station at Puri. .The first Baptist missionary at Puri was the 
Eevd. William Bampton, who arrived from England in 18J2, 
died after 9 years service in Orissa, and was buried in the small 
cemetery at Purl. The first Oriya convert was a Brahman, who 

’ was baptized in 1828.
The Muhammadans, once a dominant raoe in Orissa, are now 

an insignificant minority, said to be generally poor, proud and 
discontented. They include a few descendants of Afghan families 
from Northern India, but, as a rule, they are descendants of the 
common soldiery, camp-followers, and low caste Hindu converts.
The latter, however, are not numerous, for the Muhammadan 
religion has never made any progress among the native population.
The Muhammadan conquest was not only late chronologically, 
but failed to attain the same permanence and Completeness 
as it did in Bengal. There was no effective colonization, 
and Islam could make few converts in this stronghold of 
Hinduism. •

The elasticity of Hinduism is very clearly marked in Purl. Hindn»- 
Aj; one’ end of the scale is the Oriya Brahman, with his 
eorupulous observances about ceremonial "purity; at the other are
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semi-Hinduized aboriginals, who still cling, in payt at least, 
to the Animistic oult of their forefathers. As the stream of 
Aryan invasion passed over Orissa, it swept thpee aboriginal 
tribes into «the hills, where they remained isolated and 
untouched by Aryan influences. In course of time, some of 
them migrated into the plains, and, by a prooess of assimilation, 
became gradually Hinduized, hanging loosely on the skirts of 
the main body of the Hindus and retaining several of their 
primitive customs.

The process has been, well described by Mr. N. K . Bose, c.s., 
formerly Collector of Purl, in an article on The Hindus o f Puri 
and Their Religion, published in the Calcutta Review, July 1891. 
“  The Khonds of the hills are a purely aboriginal raoe with a 
religion and polity of their ow n ; but those who have migrated 
into the plains, have gradually adopted a settled life, copying 
Hindu rites and becoming' fused in the general Hindu community. 
Mr. W . Taylor, who was Subdivisional Magistrate of the Khurda 
subdivision for more than 15 years, and who knew the people well, 
thus describes them:— ‘ The Khonds, or Santias, are aboriginal 
tribes, but those inhabiting the Banpur Mals have no connection 
with the Khondg and Santias of Gumsur and Baud. They are, in ' 
fact, completely Hinduized. They venerate the cow and observe 
all Hindu festivals, and look upon themselves as Hindus of good 
caste. . . . The orthodox Hindus of Khurda look upon the 
semi-civilized Khonds as of fairly .good caste and will put up' in 
their villages, or lodge in the house of a Khoncl, although they 
would consider themselves polluted by doing such things in the 
villages of Savars, Bauris and other aboriginal races of Khurda.’

•“ Hinduism in Orissa holds out to all an ascending scale of 
ceremonial purity. The backward aboriginal tribes outside the 
pale of Hinduism, like the Khonds, set up a Hindu god, get a 
Hindu priest to minister to them, adopt some of the customs 
of the pure Hindus, and thus become, in time, recognized as 
low class Hindus. The more energetic, again, of low castes 
within the pale of Hinduism like the Chasa Od, gradually raise 
themselves to higher standards of ceremonial purity, and the 
more wealthy members among them even raise themselves to 
membership »of some higher castes. Not only does Hinduism 
in Orissa, even at the present time, absorb the less civilized 
tribes outside its pale, but there is also a process of evolu
tion in active .operation^ among the recognized Hindu castes 
themselves.”

The above aocouat of the gradual absorption into Hinduism 
of such primitive aboriginal raoes as the Khonds has recent^ been
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confirmed by Mr. J. H . Taylor in his feport on the Khurda settle
ment (1899). “  Mr. W . C. Taylor,”  he writes, “  pointed out 
that the aboriginal races were wild and barbarous more by reputa
tion than in fact. I  can confirm this from my personal experi
ence. Only persons with an intimate knowledge of the Oriya 
races and dialects can distinguish the Khond from the ordinary 
Oriya chasd by his speech. I  also found that they had lost all 
knowledge of their own Khond language, and could not- 
understand simple questions in that tongue, suoh as “  W hat is 
your name?”  “  Where is your homeP” . The majority are in 
appearance like respectable Oriya tenants, only the very poor 
appearing in scanty rags, and their religion and customs differ 
little from those of the dwellers of the plains.

Vaishnavism is predominant among the people, and the causes Vaishnav- 
of this predominance are not far to seek. The existence of the 
temple of Jagannath, who is regarded as the incarnation of Vishnu, 
has exerted a powerful influence on the popular faith; and besides 
this, the famous reformer Ohaitanya passed an important part of 
his life in these parts, and made a lasting impression^upon the 
popular mind by the purity of his life and teachings. Vaishnavism 
is still struggling to divert the popular mind from the number 
of animistic accretions by whioh the religion of the lowest 
classes is encumbered; and it is Vaishnavism whioh mainly 
distinguishes the semi-Hinduized aborigines in the plains from 
their animistic b^tbren in the hills, though its adoption is often 
merely nominal and its high ethical principles do not shape tie  
moral conduct of the people. A  fuller account of Vaishnavism 
will be found in the ne^t chapter.

The religion of the lowest classes still .exhibits very clearly the Some 
blending of Hinduism with Animism, a process of assimilation 
whioh is illustrated by the legend of Jagannath.* Here 

.w e fi;h.d the aboriginal people worshipping a blue stone in 
—fee depths of the jungle, until the deity grows tired of the 

jungle offerings of the primitive people and longs for the. cooked 
food of the*more civilized Aryan race. When the Aryan element 
at length comes on the Fcene, the rude blue stone disappears and 
gives place to a carved image. A t the present time the twofold 
worship co-exists throughout Orissa. The common pSople have 
their shapeless stone or block before which they make their simple 
offerings in the open air; while side by side with it is a temple 
to one of the Aryan gods with its carved image and elaborate 
rites. Every village pays homage to the Gram Devat! or

See Chapter IV  and Sir W . W . Hunter’ s Oritsa, vol. i, pp. 88— 95.
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Thakuram, as these stones and stocks are called, and reverence her 
as the tutelary goddess of their small community.*

The goddess is commonly represented by a pieee of shapeless 
stone, smeared -with vermilion and surrounded by several smaller 
pieces of stone, also vermilion-daubed and shapeless, -which 
represent her children. Carved images are sometimes, though 
rarely, met with, and occasionally the trunk of some tree supposed 
‘to possess supernatural properties is smeared with vermilion and 
worshipped as the village goddess.- Besides the generic name 
Gram Devati, each goddess has a separate specific name, whioh is 
commonly one of the thousand names of the goddess Kali. The 
general idea seems to be-that she is like a mischievous old witch ; 
and earthen-ware figures of horses, elephants and other animals 
are placed before her by the superstitious1 rustics, as it is believed 
that she wanders about at night.

The most noticeable feature of the Gram Devati worship is the 
non-priestly caste of the men who conduct it, the Bhandari, Mali or 
Raul, or Dhoba being usually the priest. They hold small rent-free 
grants ca^ed “  mafi Gram Devati,”  i.e., lands which were left 
unassessed for her worship at the time of the first regular settle
ment ; and theji also receive daily doles from the rich men of the 
village and weekly doles from the poorer peasants. The latter are 
given on Thursday, commonly regarded as Lakshmi day, or the 
day of the goddess of fortune, which is considered a. specially 
auspicious day for the regular puja of the Gram'' Devati. The first 
essential in this' worship is a bath, which keeps the ThSkurani 
cool and well disposed towards the village. The bath includes 
p-pinn.ring with ghi and turmeric ; when it is completed, vermilion 
paint is put on, and after the toilet is over, a light oblation (bhoga)

* of fruit and sweetmeats is offered. The daily worship, including 
both bath and bhoga, costs about an anna ; and if thik. small 
daily expenditure cannot be met, the priest contents himself* 
by pouring a little water over the goddess, though sometimes even 
this inexpensive' offering is dispensed with. The .worship of 
the Gram Devati is conducted with great pomp and ceremony 
on the Mahastami or second day of the Durga puja; and special 
offerings qjc sweetmeats and fruit are made on all festive occasions.

The Thakurani, who is supposed to possess more powers for 
doing or averting mischief than for doing positive good, receives 
special attention on the outbreak of any epidemio disease. Within 
her own village’ she is believed not to commit any mischief; and

» For a fuller account see Note on the Gram Devati or Tutelary Village Deity 
•of Orissa, by  Babu JSmini Mohan DaS, J .A .S .B . V ol. L X X II , Part I I I , N »  2, 
1903.
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epidemics are supposed to be the tvork of neighbouring goddesses, 
whom the tutelary village goddess expels by persuasion or superior 
force, if she_ is duly propitiated. The occurrence of a single case 
of cholera or small-pox in the village is the signal for “  ThakuranI 
Mar j ana ”  or washing of the ThakuranI. The villagers 
immediately raise the necessary funds by subscription, and 
propitiate the go.ddess by a cooling bath and refreshing offerings, 
the ceremony being repeated, if the epidemic does not cease.

The people have a peculiar me^ns of knowing the wishes and 
decrees of the goddess. In  almost every village there is a male 
or female medium, called KalasI, through whom the goddess 
communicates with the people. The presentation of a betel-nut 
is the token of engaging the KalasI, whose services are specially in 
demand on the ocoasion of an outbreak of cholera or snaall-pox. 
Before the,time appointed for the Marjana, he takes a purifying 
bath, puts on a new cloth, and paints his forehead with vermilion. 
Then holding two canes in his hands, he appears before the Gram 
Devatl, and with dishevelled hair swings his body to and fro 
After a time he begins to tremble, and in the course of hif 
confused mutterings gives out some secrets of the village to win 
the confidence of the people. -. He then predicts evil to some 
and good to others, prescribing at the same time the remedies 
required, which take the shape of offerings to the goddess and 
special favours to himself. While going through these antics, 
the KalasI is sometimes offered a fowl, the blood of which he 
drinks after pulling off the head. •

Certain village goddesses are regarded as “  Parama Yaishnavls ”  
or devoted followers of Yishnu, and animal sacrifices are] 
not allowed before them. Probably owing to the spread (  
Yishnavism, such sacrifices are only made sparingly before tKK 
oth er goddesses; but in the Mahastami pujd and other special 

•p&jas offered in fulfilment of vows, animals are generally 
sacrificed. Fowls are also let loose before some of the goddesses 
by the upper classes of Hindus, and are killed and eaten by the 
lower classes.

It seems hardly open to question that this worship of the 
malevolent spirit, through the medium of shapeless stones, is an 
offshoot of the fetishism of the aborigines. It still inoludes, 
though to a restricted extent, the sacrifice of animals, which is 
one of the most characteristic features of aboriginal worship; 
and the offering of fowls, which are so rjgorously • excluded from 
the houses of the upper classes of Hindus, oan hardly be said to 
be anything else than an aboriginal practice. • The restriction of 
the priestly function to the Sadr a castes is another link in the chain
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brings pollution; and the higher cannot touch any article that 
the lower has handled, until it undergoes purification by being put 
down upon mother earth. I  once had a party of palanquin 
bearers in Orissa consisting of different castes. Not only Was it 
impossible for two oastes to join in carrying me ; but each #me 
that the different castes relieved each other, they had to j>lace the 
palanquin on the road before the new relay would touch it.
The higher sort loathed the lower; and beneath these latter 
there is a third class, who hold the same degraded position 
to the intermediate sort as the intermediate ones do to the upper.
To this 'day, when a professional astrologer entejp a dwelling,
•the mats are all taken up to avoid the pollution of his touch.”

Another striking instance of the strength*of caste prejudice 
is the existence of a caste oalled Chhatrakhia, whioh is made 
up of the people who lost their caste in 1866 for eating itf 
relief-kitchens (chhalra). The oaste is divided into an upper and 
a lower sub-caste— the former comprising Brahmans, Karans and 
Khandaits, the latter consisting of. castes ranking below them 
in the social scale. Members o f each sub-caste marry within that 
group, irrespective of the caste to which they originally belonged; 
and no intermarriage is possible between members of the two 
sub-castes. In other respects, however, the caste system in 
Orissa appears in some respects to be more loosely organized, and 
more plastio than in Bengal, for it is possible on the one hand for 
outsiders to be admitted into an already organized caste, and on 
the other, for the members of the same caste to raise themselves 
to membership of some higher‘caste. For instance, the Ohasas 
when they become wealthy, raise themselves to membership’  of 
the lower olasses of "Karans, and assume the respectable title of 
Mahanti.* A  common saying is—Bari bari kari Mah&nti 
chhidi chhidi kari Chasa, i.e., “  Rising, rising to Mahanti; falling- 
falling to Chasa.”  .

There are only 9 castes numbering over 25,000 as shewn in pkinoi 
the margin. Of these, Chasas and Brahmans FiL

BrShman ” ! l X i  alone ftocount for nearly two-fifths of the °ASTE9
Bauii 84*188 total population.
fuT u ::: U S '  ,  Thf  ° has5s W  ^ ^ r i b e d  as the Chus5,
Teli ... 38,001 oharactenstio oaste of Fun. As their flame
Kanm 33̂ 001 imPlie?> ttey are an agricultural caste,
G um  25,751 including the well-to»do peasantry of the

villages; almost all.hold land as ocoupancy

#* N . K . Bose, C.S., The Hindus of PurS and Tleir Religion, Calcutta. 
Reriew, 1991.



the iienatiya stands first in rank, and the Sukuliya ppd Chukuliya 
lowest; all £ha sub-castes may drink and smoke, but not eat cooked 
r i c e , together. The Orh or Od Chasas, it is alleged, were the first 
of the tribes who settled in Orissa and began, to cultivate the 
soil; and‘ they claim that the country was called Orissa after 
them. The Benatiyas are said to have been oreated from a 
tuft of bend grass, or to be descended from the early settlers who 
first made the land fit for cultivation by clearing away the -bend 
grass. The Chasas are believed to be for the most part'o'? non- 
Aryan descent, the loose organization of the Oriya caste system 
making it possible'on the one hand for outsiders to be admit
ted into the caste, and on the other for wealthy Chasas who gave 
up ploughing with their own hands and assumed the respec
table title of Mahanti to raise themselves to membership among 
the lower classes of Karans. The popular belief is that they 
are somewhat dull-witted,, and this belief finds expression in a 
proverb— Chasa ki jane pasar katha, padile bolai dash, i.e., “  What 
does the Chasa know of the dice ? A t every throw he calls out 
‘ ten.’ ”

Brahmans. The Brahmans of Purl belong, for the most part, to the 
Utkal class which is one of the five great territorial groups into 
which the Graura Brahmans of Northern India are divided. It is 
not known when this division took place, but it may perhaps be 
aisumed that the colonies of TJtkal Brahmans were separated by 
local usage, as well as by geographical limits, before the wav 
Budclhism passed over Orissa. Buddhism’  and want of cor 
nication with Northern India made them ’ ignorant o ' 
priestly functions and drove them to more worldly pur si 
their subsistence. Most of them resorted to agriculture, 
few are believed to have taken service as cooks in the tc 
Jagannath. In the fifth century A .D., it is said, th' 
dynasty revived the Brahmanical faith in Orissa, not by . xiug 
priestly functions to the degraded Br&hmans, who, forsa ,g  the 
Yedas, had turned cultivators and cooks, but by importing 1 0 ,0 0 0  
Brahmans of pure faith, fit to perform Yedic'rites, from Kanauj, 
the greatest stronghold o f Hinduism in Northern India. These 
imported Brahmans gradually spread over the whole of Orissa, 
and the colonies'which they formed with the aid of royal grants 
of rent-free.lands are still known as sctsans.

In oourse of time, two endogamous subdivisions were formed 
x>n the two sides of *the river BrahmanI, the northern subdivision 
being called Jajpurotriya and the southern Dakshinotriya; J&jpur
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is the centre of the former, and Purl district of the latter* Eaoh 
territorial subdivision has been divided into two groups called 
Srotriya or Y&idik and Asrotriya or non-Vaidik. The former 
includes the Sasani Brahmans, who depend, for their subsistence, 
chiefly on royal grants of rent-free lands, and. the latter 
includes the following classes:— (1) Sarua or Pani&ri> growers 
.and sellers of vegetables; (2) Panda, Pujari, Suara or Deulia, 
professional temple worshippers or cooks; and (3) Marhia, priests 
o f low castes, who receive alms from the humble clien ts whom 
they serve, and enjoy the privilege of being fed first in ail 
connected with prayaschitta or purification ceremonies. 
Srotriyas do not intermarry with the Asrotriyas, and the latter 
have no intercourse with the degraded Mastafls or Mahastans o 
the pre-Buddhistic period. The non-Brahmanical occu p a tion s  
and titles of the latter mark them out as a class quite d is tin c t from 
the rest of the Brahmans of Orissa; they .are called Balaramgotri, 
apparently from the fact that the plough is believed to be the 
distinctive weapon of the god Balaram.

The Utkal Brahmans were originally Saivas or Saktas, but now 
worship the four gods Vishnu, Siva, Granesh and Surya, and the 
goddess Durga. Ohaitanya converted some of the Brahmans to- 
Vaishnavism, but even these converts worship the four gods, and 
the goddess mentioned above on ceremonial occasions. The Gram 
Devati receives the same degree of homage from this caste 
as she does from the other castes in Orissa. The ten sanskdrs or 
purifying ceremonies are a distinctive feature in the life o f  t ie  
Utkal Brahman. Ao'cording to the Sastras, they should t e  
performed at different periods of life, but in Orissa all tbe 
ceremonies are performed at the time of upanayana or assumption 
of the sacred thread.. The Utkal Brahmans observe most str ictly
the limits of age laid down in the Sastras for the marriage
girls, giving them in marriage usually before ten and s e l d o m '
after twelve, unlike other high castes, such as the Kshattriyas>
Karans and Khandaits, whose daughters are rarely m a r r i e d '  
before twelve and are sometimes kept unmarried up to what i s  
regarded as an advanced age even among educated reform ers.

Among the Utkal Brahmans traces are found of the existence
* of totemistio beliefs common among Dravidian races? A -  
Brahman of the Atreya gotra, for instance, will not sit on the s k in  
of the deer or eat its flesh. A  Brahman of the-Kaundinya gotra  
similarly does not sit on the skin of a tigpr, and a Brahman o f th e  
Gautama gotra offers special puja to the cow on the occasion o f '  
myriage. THe usage is explained, not by any* direct descent from- 
the animals revered, but by a legend that the gotra rishis who
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Bauris.

Gauras.

Sudbaa.

Telis.

Kewats,

were invited to the jajna of Daksha fled in the disguise of animals, 
when the jajna was broken up by Siva. This is no doubt a fiction 
invented to explain an. aboriginal belief, whioh' the - Brahmans 
apparently borrowed from the Dravidians with whom they came 
in contact. There is, however, no evidence that there was any 
infusion of Dravidian blood among the pure Aryans imported 
from ICanauj. • 5.

The Bauris oocupy a very low position in the social scale. 
Like the Pans, they claim- to be Hindus, but it is doubtful 
whether, strictly speaking, they can be said to have come- within 
the pale of Hinduism. At any rate, the custom of worshipping 
trees, whioh still lingers among them, lends support to the theory 
that they originally had a more primitive belief— a religion of the 
woods. ‘ There appear to be some reasons for believing that they 
are ethnically , distinct from the Bauris of Western Bengal.

The Gauras are the great pastoral caste of Orissa, corres
ponding to the Groalag in Bengal and Bihar. They nearly all 
possess cattle, .and are chiefly engaged in breeding cows and in 
selling'milk, ourds and ghi; they also engage in agriculture, and 
some serve as mulids, i.e., hired agricultural labourers. They 
alto work as domestic servants and very largely follow the profes
sion of iJa^i-bearers. Many of them affect a high standard of 
orthodoxy, and widow marriage, whioh was formerly permitted, 
is now being, forbidden.

The Sudhas appear originally to have been a forest tribe, 
with nomadic habits. They are now mainly settled cultivators, 
but traces x>f their former life are still apparent. They worship 
a deity called Panoha Khanda, i.e., the five swords, with offerings 
of goats and fowls, and their tutelary goddess is Khambeswari, 
whose visible representation is a wooden'peg (khamba). The 
highest sept, called the Bara Sudhas, have adopted Hindu 
customs, and the better oastes will take water from their hands.

The Telis call for only a brief mention. They are the 
oilmen o f the country, but many of> them are tradesmen; they 
are also known as Kuberaputras or sons of Kubera, the god of 
wealth.

The Kewats are the fishermen of the distriofc, though some 
have 'c&ken to agriculture, and one section, the Rarhis, parch rice. 
The latter Bection have a curious ceremony, called Cfiaitaghord,



ofofficials, accountants, clerks, schoolmasters and- patviaris! ™aQy 
tlieln are' landholders. They are also called Mahantis,  ̂ ^
the name of Karan, because that of Mahanti is often adop e J 
affluent Chasas and others who wish to get a rise in -&<) ■’
there is a popular proverb: Java n&hinjati, taku boloiiti _a ia'1 
i.e.,- he who has no caste calls himself a Mahanti. I-heir u&ua 
titles are Patnaik, literally, a great (patta) commander  ̂ ^£0y 
or Bohidar. They are notorious for extravagance and a s0- 
shrewdness, characteristics which have given- rise to two -P°P . 
proverbs : the first is- Mahanti jati, udhara path kinanti ^  *» 
the Mahanti, if he can get a loan, will at once buy an elep an ’ 
the second is Patarkata, Tantarkata, Paniota, Gaudunl 
chdrijdti ku biswasanai, i.e., trust not the palm-leaf writer ( ’
weaver, distiller and milk-maid. oj  Qur!58,

The Qurias are- the confectioner caste of Orissa, m^ny 
•whom are agriculturists holding land as occupancy ryots.

It remains t o ' note a few castes which are more or 
peculiar to this district. ‘ 0 n  Da;tas.

Daita is the name of a small caste found 6 nly in P ^ n - 
the occasion of the Snan-jatra and Rath-jatra f e s t iv a l0* ® 
Brahman priests, who ordinarily perform the worship . . .  
idols in the temple of Jagannath, stand aside, and the 
take their place. From time to time the old idols are repla °® , 
new ones, and the work in connection therewith is also don®  ^ 
the Daitas, and not by the regular sebaks. They hold s e v e r^  
rent-free villages granted them in former times as a rew ard  or 
heir services in the temple. Some act as pandas, or 
guides, a profitable -employment. They are believed- to ° ,
Savar origin, but their position has been raised by the natur0  _ °  
heir employment, £i?d they are now regarded as equal in p o in  
f  rank to the Karans, whose customs they ape, and with w h 01*1 
hey occasionally intermarry. Irikas.

Irika, Idiga or Chelia Gola, is the name of a small ‘commUB1  ^  
who rear goats and sell milk, ghi and vegetables. Their 
quarters are in Granjam, whence they are said to have im m igra te
^  -  Kahalias.

Kfihaha, like Daita, is a small caste peculiar to. the IPtU ’ 1 
district. They are believed to be descended from the i l l e g i 
timate children of the dancing girls attached to th6 
temples, but they themselves not unnaturally deny this 
profess to have come originally from the banks»of the G an ged - 
They pla,y in the temples on a wind instrument, called kahafor 
frqjn which tBeir -name is- derived, and 'sometimes describe thexJ» 
qaste as Tali Sebaka, i.e., inferior temple servants.
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The Kelas are a low caste of fowlers, jugglers and beggatB, 
•who are said to have come from Madras about 40 years ago. 
They are a gipsy-like race of nomadic habits, divided into five 
sub-castes, viz., Naj.ua or Patrasaura, Sapua, Matia, G-andia and 
Sabakhia or the omnivorous ones. With the exception of the 
Naluas, the Kelas speak a mixture of Oriya and Telugu, 
■which in the case of the Sabakhias approaches.muoh more nearly to 
Telugu than to Oriya. The Naluas, on the other hand, <are said 
to speak an arohaio form of Bengali, and differ greatly in appear
ance from the other sub-castes, being of fair complexion with well- 
marked Mongoloid features. The Naluas catch and sell birds, the 
Sapuas exhibit snakes, the Matias are earth workers, and the 
Sab&khias are professional beggars. The seotion last mentioned 
■will eat anything, even dead snakes; they wear a .plume of feathers 
in their turbans; they paint their faces; and they are said to 
frighten people into giving them alms by cutting their bodies and 
vomiting in front of their houses. Begging, -however, is by no 
means a monopoly of *this sub-caste. The begging party usually 
consists of a man with his wife and child, the woman singing and 
dancing, while the plays on a rude instrument called dhuruki. 
They move about in gangs of from 10 to 50 pera^as, and take up 
their quarters under trees or in market aheds. Some of them 
make mats from  the leaves of the date-palm, fans of peaoock 
feathers, and the arrows, called kandasara, Used by some of the 
higher castes in. certain religiouB ceremonies, 

tia. * The Kluirmtis, who are practically confined to Puri and 
some of the Tributary States, are said to have migrated from
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with offerings of flowers and sweetmeats beforelaunching a boa 
or casting a net. They are found in Purl, Nuagaon, Arakuua, 
Manikpatha,«Khirisai, Sahadi and Ramlenka.

The Saraks are an archaic community, of whom Mr. ai Saraks. 

gives the following account in the Bengal Census Report o 
1901. The word Sarak is doubtless derived from Sravaka, e 
Sanskrit word for “ a hearer.”  Amongst the Jains the term was 
used t8  indicate the laymen or persons who engaged in secu ar 
pursuits as distinguished from the Yatis, the monks or ascetics , 
and it still survives as the name of a group which is raP\ J  
becoming a regular caste of the usual type. The Buddhis s 
used the same word to designate the second olass of monks, w o 
mainly occupied the monasteries; the highest olass of Ar a s  
usually lived solitary lives as hermits, while the great majon y  
o f the Bhikshiis, or lowest class of monks, led a vagrant life o 
mendicancy, only resorting to the monasteries in times o 
difficulty or distress. In course of time the Saraks appear 0  

have taken to weaving as a means of livelihood ; and this iŝ  e 
occupation of the Orissa Saraks, who are often known as Saraki 
Tanti. y — . . . .

There are four main settlements in Orissa, viz., in rai<^Tigiria 
and Baramba States, in the Banki thana in Cuttack, and m  
PiplI thana in Purl. The Pur! Saraks .have lost all c o n n e c t io n  
with the others, and do not intermarry with them. Though they 
are not served by Brahmans, they call themselves Hindus. They 
have no traditions regarding their origin, but like other Saraks 
are strict vegetarians. The Sarlks assemble onoe a year (on  the 
Magh Saptami) at the celebrated cave temples of K handagiri to 
offer homage to the idols there and to confer on religious m atters.
The only offerings at Hindu temples of which they will p a r t a k e  
are those made at Puri to Jagannath, who is often said to be  °* 
Buddhistic origin.

The Oriyas have an era distinct from the Christian, & e  1 
Muhammadan and the Hindu methods of reckoning time. I t  10 
based on the reigns of the ancient Rajas of Khurda, w h ose  
descendants have lost the territory held by their ancestors, b u t  
have a spiritual principality, as they are in charge of the te m p i0 
of Jagannath. * The most striking characteristics of this era ar© 
as follows. The figure 1 and all figures ending in 0  and 6 , e x c e p t  
10, are omitted. The last anka year of one king and the first anJc0 
year of the succeeding king fall in the same year. * The year b e g in s  
on the twelfth tit hi of the bright ha1" of the month of Bhadra.*
~9~

# J. A. S. B. Vol. LXXIJ, 1903, Part I, p. 100.
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Regarding this chronology, whioh is still used in Oriya almanacs 
arnfl also in documents, Sir William Hunter writes :— “  Orissa 
has always been prolific of prophecies dated according to 'the local 
ara, prophecies in which the people firmly believe, and -which 
sometimes bring about their own fulfilment. The Vishnuvite 
mendicants keep the manufacture'of them in their own hands, and 
work them for their own purposes. For example, the income- 
tax touched in an unprecedented manner their monastery®laiids ; 
md the unsettled feelfng arising from the bewildering succession 
3f license, certificate and income-taxes in late years prepared the 
peasantry for the most extravagant portents and omens. Among 
-he spawn of prophecies which accordingly spread like wild fire 
trough Orissa, one had eventually the honour of being noticed 
n the Government Gazette. It ran somewhat as follows: 
Take heed of the 18th anka (or year of the Maharaja’s reign), 

[n the 14th anka a great battle will take place ; in the 15th there 
will be nothing left to eat; in the 17th the truth will come \ 

million o f peasants went in fear and trembling for many 
nonths at the sound of these mystic 'words. The prediction of 
he general extermination of the people for some time actually 
told badk/tho husbandmen from tilling their fields.”  *

*  W . *V. Hunter, Orissa (1872), Vol. I I ,  p . 126.
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CH APTER IV ,

THE WOESHIP OF JAGANNATH.
T h e  history of religion in the Purl district is of special S bh-Tof

as at one time or another it has been the home of such BKtI.
different cults as Animism, Yedic Brahmanism, 33ud OIOl,s'
Jainism and Pauranik Brahmanism, including Saivisrn; 
worship and Vaishnavism. The earliest of these relig1®118 _ 
Animism, which dates back to prehistoric times and still n  & 
a m o n g  some of the wilder races on  the western border, eU° 
the Savars and Pans. The Pans are m o r e  H in d u iz e d  tha*1, ^  
Savars; but both tribes still practise a n ce sto r -w o rsh ip  
jtotemism, and make offerings to deities represented by 8  s 
images and propitiated by sacrifices of animals. Other 
of the influence exercised by Animism over the u n e d u c a te d  ^
will be found in the account of the worship of the Gram __
given in the preceding chapter. The Vedic religion o f  Iia^ e-r 
worship was introduced by the Aryan immigrants who m a^ 0  
way into Orissa in the early centuries. This cult, bO'# L 
was largely modified by the primitive beliefs of the surrounCI*"' 
aboriginal population and by the want of communication J ia . 
.Orissa and the more highly civilized country o f  Northern -*-11 0
Consequently, so corrupt did the religion of these A r y a n s  b o c
that the Brahmans of Madhyaclesh, the home of later * aa
religion, called them Yratyas, and refused to recognize t h 0 **1  .
Brahmans or Kshattriyas. Their descendants have p r o o ft - 
survived in the modem Mastan Brahmans.

Wj.th the conquest of Kalinga by Asoka in 261 B.C., 
became a part‘ of the Maury an empire, and came into _
with the three religions then prevalent in Northern India* 
-Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism. The references i n  -
Mahabharata to Kalinga, and the descriptions of Biraja ^
and the sea tirtha, seem to show that later Yedic Brahm a111̂  
obtained a foothold in Orissa, and traces of its in f lu e n c e

This Chapter has been written in collaboration w ith Babu Moninohan 
varti, M.A., d . l . ,  Assistant Superintendent, Gazetteer Revision, Bengal, -£ t -
iy i j TCishor D3h, Manager o f  the Jagannath Temple, haft k indly revised -tha  
S in d f urnisbed valuable information.



still be found in tie existence of Agnihotri Brahmans at Jajpur 
and elsewhere. Buddhism of the early type was presumably 
introduced by the officers of Asoka and their followers,- but no 
traces of it have survived. Jainism was more successful, as it was 
patronized by Kharavela and his successors, and on the decline 
of the Mauryan empire it lingered on till the 1 ltlj. or 1 2 th century 
A .D . It has now entirely disappeared from the district, but  ̂ it 
Jias left its traces in the.hills of Khandagiri andUdayagiri, which 
are honey-combed with Jaina caves, built between the third and 
first century B.C., in which the worship of Parsvanatha is more 
prominent than that of Mahavira.

About the second century A .D . Orissa seems to have been 
absorbed in the Andhra empire, and Buddhism and Brahmanism 
both came into prominence. According to traditions preserved 
m the Tibetan chronicles, Nagarjuna, the great preacher of the 
Mahayana system (circa 200 A.D .), converted the king of Onssa
(0 ;tisa), while the Buddhist p h i l o s o p h e r 'DignJgacliarya lived m 
U-tcha or N orthern Orissa and there composed his work on logic 
Pranmiammuchchya (circa 500 A .D .).. Further proofs of the 
prevalence o f  Buddhism are to be found in the travels of Hiuen 
Tsiang (Y u a n  Chwang) and in the Japanese accounts of the 
Chinese Tripitakas, which describe the sending to China of a 
Buddhist scripture by the king of Orissa (TJ-tcha) in the eighth 
century A .D .  This -Buddhism gradually changed into the latest 
type, the T an trik  system'of Magadha, remains of which may still 
be»f ound in. th e  Assia Mils in the Cuttack district and the Kupan 
trin t h e  Balasore district. But in Puri district Buddhism has 
[eft no rem a in s , probably because it was dominated from an early 
;ime b y  P a u ra n ik  Brahmanism, the worship of Siva, of the Sun, 
md o f K r is h n a  in the form of Jagannath.

Saivism was apparently the first of these cults to become 
predominant. It  had its chief centre at Bhubaneswar, where 
t is re p re se n te d  by phallic symbols, the. linga and the yont, 
nshrined in  temples, whose size, massive structure and elaborate 

-arvinga s t i l l  exdte admtration, and indicate how strong was 
the hold, o f  this faith on both the roytfl house and the people. 
Sun-worship held a minor position, and is commemorated chietty 
*>7 f c o  m a g n ificen t remains of the Konarak temple. AVitn tne 
change o f  dynasties which took place, a change came over toe 
spirit, o f  The Gamra and the Surya dynasties did. not

8 8  w .  •
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pandas of Jagannath, and the preaching of Vaishnavite .apostles, 
like Chaitanya, Jagannath Das and. others, spread ovef the land, 
superseding other Pauranik faiths. Gradually to the worship of 
Krishna alone was added the worship of his beloved Radha, and 
now this dual worship forms the prevalent'religion in Orissa, while 
Saivism is confined to Brahmans, and Saktism to a few Bengali 
settlers and some of the lowest castes. *

The legend of the origin of Jagannath is briefly as follows :*#op jaoax. 
In the golden age, Indradyumna, king of Malwa, sent out nath . 
Brahmans to seek for Vishnu, one of whom, named Vidyapati, 
travelled through the jungle till he came to the country of 
the aboriginal Savars. There he dwelt in the house of a fowler, 
named Viswabasu, who was a servant of the god Jagannath, and 
went daily into the jungle to offer him fruits and flowers in secret.
The Brahman won the confidence of Viswabasu, and the latter, 
as a proof of his friendship, showed him his god in the form 
of a blue stone image at the foot of a fig tree. But the god 
came not to partake of the offering of Viswabasu. Only a voice 
was heard saying: “ 0  faithful servant, I  am wearied of thy jungle 
flowers and fruits, and crave for cooked rice and sweetmeats. No 
longer shalt thou see me in the form of thy blue god. Hereafter 
I  shall be known as Jagannath, the Lord of the W orld.”

The Brahman Vidyapati now returned to tell the king of 
his discovery. In joy at the good news, Indradyumna set out 
with a vast army, cut a road through the dense forest, and 
afc length arrived at the holy spot, only to find that the blue 
image had disappeared; for the day the Brahman left, it 
had been miraculously caught up in a sand-storm. In  bitter 
disappointment, the king performed certain penances, in order to 
propitiate the god, and then heard a voice from heaven saying 
that if he offered a thousand asvamedha sacrifices, he would be 
blessed by the sight of Vishnu, in the shape not of the blue image, 
but of a log with certain marks on it. Indradyumna performed 
the necessary sacrifices, and the god thereupon appeared in the 
form of a log floating in the sea. This was brought to land and 
installed with great ceremony in the enclosure in which he had 
performed the asvamedha sacrifices (identified with .the present 
site of Jagannath’s garden house), •

The king then gathered together all. the carpenters in his 
country, and ordered them to fashion the log into an image- of

* Tbe legend as given in the Madala Panji or*palm-leaf chronicles of Jagau- 
nath differs considerably from that given by Sir William Hunter, which was based 
on ojpl tradition.* Where tho two accounts differ, the farmer has been followed * 
a« being the more authoritative version.
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Jagannjth. But when they put their chisel? on the Wood, the 
iron lost -its edge; and when they struck them with their mallets, 
the mallets missed and crushed their hands. £ t  last, Yishnu 
came down in the form of an aged carpenter and offered to make 
an image of the log, if he was shut up alone with it for 1-5 days.
A t the end of the allotted time Indradyumna found that the 
carpentqj had disappeared and had left three images (of Jagannath 

•a,nd his brother and sister) fashioned from the waist upwards,
. Jagannath and his brother having only stumps for arms, while 
his sister, had none at a l l :— even so they remain to this day. 
Indradyumna built a temple 1 0 0  cubits high for their reception, 
and then, as Brahma alone could consecrate the images and 
shrine, went'to heaven to bring him down to earth. Brahma 
came in a moment, but with Brahma a moment lasts for many 
ages of mortal life ; and in the meantime a new king ruled over 
the land. .This king, learning that Indradyumna claimed the 
temple, prepared to resist, him with armed'force, but was soon 
reconciled when Indradyumna assured him of his peaceful 
purpose. The images were then brought down in cars to the 
temple, placed on a throne, and consecrated by Brahma.

This, legend, Sir William Hunter says, proclaims Jagannath 
__s_uotless the gqds of the Brahmans than of the low caste abori

ginal races. “  W e find the aboriginal people worshipping a blue 
'stone in the depths of the forest; but the deity has grown tired 
of the jungle.offerings of the primitive people, and longs for the 
looked food of the more, civilized Aryan race. When the 
Aryan element {it length cemes on the soene, the rude blue stone 
disappears, and gives .place to a carved image.”  In other words, 
the legend “ shadows forth the original importation of Yishau- 
worship by an Aryan king from the north-west, and its amal
gamation with the aboriginal rites existing in Orissa.”  

m b s  Elsewhere Sir William Hunter seems to ascribe a Buddhist
c .origin, .to the worship of Jagannath.. “  JagannatH,”  he says,
IK* “  represents, with unmistakeable clearness, that coalition of 

Brahman and Buddhist doctrines which forms the basis of Yishnu- 
.worship. In  his temple are three rudo images, unconsciously 
representing the Brahmanical Triad. His Car Festival is probably 
a dhce-conscious reproduction, of the Tooth Festival of the 
Buddhists, although its original significance has dropped out of 
sight. The Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian gives an account of the * 
yearly procession of Buddha’s sacred tooth from its chapel to a 
shrine some way off, and of its return after a stay there. This 

^ was in the fifth century A .D ., but the account applies so exactly 
to the Car Festival of Jagannath at the present day, that
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brother Balabhadra and his sister Subhadra, with their round 
shapeless heads and their arms represented by stumps only, 
is believed by. some to be of Buddhist origin, e.g., General 

•Cunningham says in The Ancient Geography 'of India .-—“ The 
three shapeless figures of Jagannath, and his brother and 
gjster, are simple copies of the symbolical figures of the Buddhist 
Triad, Buddha, Dharma and Samgha, of which the second is 
always, represented as a female. The Buddhist origin of the 
jagannath figures is proved beyond all doubt by their adoption as 
fch© representative # of the Brahmanical avatara of Buddha in, 

annual almanacs of Mathura and Benares.”
Again, in his monogfaph on the Bhilsa Topes, General 

Q1inningham suggested that the shape of the images was derived 
from two Buddhistio symbols, viz., an open trisula placed on a 
wheel- This view is also supported by Count Goblet D’Alviella, 
■who iu The Migration of Symbols quotes instances of the trisula 
beinff converted 811 anthropoid figure, and goes on to say:—
« A transformation of the same kind, but still more aooentuatpd,
• bservable in the three'famous idols of Purl, whioh General
0 °ning^am lonS aS° Proved to be th! 60 These

v̂ioms were doubtlessly a great object of P °jr"^ ,rtl"veneration'- 
-t the peiVul when Puri was a Buddhist J ^ £ cfa&ry ,  When 
Brahmanism earn*, i 480̂ ^
changing them by means of a few slight alterations into the 
image of Yishnu, or rather JagannSth, and his b r o t h e r  anfl 
sister, in  thus appropriating the old solar symbol still-discernible 
in spite of its successive alterations, Yishnu, moreover, did nothing 
but recover what belonged to him, sinoe he is, in Hinduism, 
pre-eminently the solar divinity."

Other arguments in favour of the Buddhist origin of J »g an‘  
.nSth are deduced from the general spirit of his worship- Thus, 
Mr. Fergusson writes :—“ Everything at Purl is redolent of 
Buddhism, but of Buddhism so degraded as to be hardly  T0°°S  
nisable by those who know that faith only in its older and purer 
form.’' Sir Monier Williams, again, says in Buddhism *— • 
“ Vaishnavism took oare to adopt all the popular features °£  
Buddhism. M vied with Buddhism in inculcating universal lo V e > 
toleration, liberality, benevolence, and abstinence from in ju ry -  
It preaohed equality, fraternity, and even in some oases tho 
abolition of oaste distinctions. It taught a succession of "incarna
tions or rather descents (avatdra) of divine beings upon earth 
(as Buddhism taught a succession of Buddhas), and it even' 
adojtfed the BJddha himself as one of the incarnations of Yishnu. 
This, indeed, is the best explanation of what has happened at
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Pur! in ' Orissa, where a temple once dedicated to Gautama 
Buddha, and supposed to contain a relic of his burnt body, was* 
afterwards dedicated to the Jagannath form o£ Krishna and 
supposed to enshrine' one of his bones, and where low caste and 
high caste both eat together the food cooked in the house of that 
popular god.”

The theory that the worship of Jagannath is of Buddhist 
• origih appears also to have been adopted in so recent a work 

of reference as The Imperial Qazetteer of India (1907), which 
describes Jagannath as “ that unconscious representative of a

• coalition of Brahman and Buddhist doctrine who is to the devout 
Hindu the very type of the Yaishnav faith. On the yellow 
Shores, where beats the eternal unresting surf, millions of pilgrims 
collect once a year to render homage to the god whom they 
ignorantly worship with a ritual that once was purely Buddhist.”  
Similarly, Dr. Hopkins says in The Religions o f India The 
Jagannath temple was once dedicated to Buddha. Name, temple, 
atad idol-car are now all Yishnu’s ! ”  ’

On the other hand, there are weighty reasons for rejecting 
the., theory of a Buddhist origin. The legend of Buddha  ̂

“ ~^ooth is after alM onty a legend, the historical basis of which har 
not been -proved ^  *s veiy  doubtful whether JTantapura,
the city of the ^  Purl. Modem
scholars'hold th at this town, the Dantakura of the Mahabharata 
%ud the capital 0f  Kalinga, should' with greater probability be 
identified with. p iiny >8 Dandagula near the Godavari river; and 
it is noticeable that no mention of Puri town or Purusottama 
Eshdra has b e e n  found in any works older than some of the_ 
latest Puranas. the similarity between the form of the
image and the Buddhistic symbols of an open trkula on a 
wheel, though, curious, is not convincing; for such symbols 
are as com.Tn.on. to Hinduism as Buddhism, the trisula being a 
well-known, sym bol of Saivism and the wheel of Yaishnavism.
A t least, -fhe anthropoid development of the trimla is sufficient 
to account io r  the modem triple image, though it is also possible 
that th ey  are imitations of crude images originally set up by the' 
aborig in a l Savara. A t Mukhalingam in the Gan jam district there 
is a ‘ la r g e  temple of Siva, called Mukhalingeswar, to which is 
ascribed a  connection with the Savars similar to that given in the 
legen d  about Jagannath.

A s  regards' the Cas> Festival, it is noticeable that cars are 
^used u .o t  on ly  in Puri for the worship of Jagannath, but also in . 

B h u b a n e sw a r  for0  the worship of Siva, in .Jajpur ior the woCsHip 
o f  .tlx© goddess Biraja, and also in many temples to the south;
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Moreover, the procession of cars of the gods is, as ŝ eWf, 
mentioned in one of Asoka’s Edicts, and is pro^a y 
Buddhistio. Tte eating of mahaprasad by all castes ,
same plate is a custom also found in Bhubaneswar a11*1 
Orissa, while the substitution of Jagannath for Buddha ^  
ninth amlara is purely local, Balaram and Krishna 
substituted in other instances. Lastly, one of the strong68 erj0(j  
ments, the finding of relics, can be traced to the Yedi° P 
as a very old custom,* and, the oldest Buddhist w01" ’ ^
Mahapariniri'ana-Sntta, describes the. cremation, and ere° 1 

funeral monuments over the ashes of Buddha himself. least Vaibhka-
Whatever may be the origin of Jagannath, it is j^ordTI8M' 

certain that, in the eyes of his truer believers, he is the Early 
of the World. This pre-eminence dates back to th e  end 0 reformers. 
14th century, when the reformation began which nia^o t^ e . 
worship of Vishnu a national religion in Northern I n d ia -  
earliest apostle of Vaishnavism in this .part o f  India was i *1 ..
nand, who proclaimed the divinity of Rama and the eg.110, 
of man before God. His work in-Hindustan .was ca r r ie d  oiX  
Kabir, who tried to build up an eclectic religion that 
embrace Hindu and Muhammadan alike, preaching that the -
of the Hindu is also the God of the Musalman. In  a r e °e 
work, Kablr and the Kabir-panth, by the Rev. G. H .

THE WORSHIP OF. JAGANNATH.

- I 5 l 8(Cawnpore, 1907), the view is advanced that Kablr (1440- 
A.D.) was a Muhammadan by birth and was associated w ith  g  
Sufi order, that the great object of his life was to break doW » * . 
barriers that separated Hindus from Muhammadans, and th a t, 
order to achieve this object, he resided in Benares and associ®** 
with the followers of Ramanand. A  monastery called a ft® 1" 
his name exists at Pur! at the present day, and it is probably ^ u  
to which Tavemier referred in his account of the. JaganO®® „ 
temple, in which he said :— “  Near the pagoda the tomb of on e  <? 
their prophets, called Cabir, to whom they do great honour,, is
b® Seen-”  ‘  C!hftitanya.

Ramanand and Kablr were the apostles of Vaishnavism i * 1 

Hindustan, but Ohaitanya (1485-1527) was its prophet in B en g & l  
and Orissa. Signs and wonders, we are told, attended him through*- 
life, and on the lonely shores of Puri he received hear& ily  
visions and revelations. On one occasion he beheld the host o f  
heaven sporting upon the waves, and plunged into the sea in 
religious ecstasy, but was miraculously thought ba«k to land .in »  
fisherman’s net. Apart from these and other legends we know  
-------—--------------•-------*----------------------------------------- s------------------------

*T)f. Calami, Die alteridischen Todten-ynd Bestaitungt-gelranahe,



mother, have developed naturftlly into a dootrine of eclecticism m 
its best form— a doctrine which, while teaching the infinite vileness 
of mankind before the Infinitely Good, yet sees good in everything 
that He has oreated, and condemns no religion and no system or 
philosophy as utterly bad, that incubates^ Thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with 
a llthy  strength, and with all thy mind; and thy neighbour as 
thyself. Far different has been the fate of that other great branch 
of the Vaishnava religion which is founded on mystic interpre
tations of the love which Krishna bore to Radha. Beautiful m 
itself, its passionate adoration, whose inner meaning was too 
esoteric for the spirits of the common herd of disoiples, in many 
cases degenerated into a poetry worthy of only the baser sorts ot 
Tantrik Siva worshippers. But at its best the Krishna cult is 
wanting in the nobler elements of the teaching of Ramanand.
Its  essence is almost selfish, a soul-absorbing, nay all-absorbing, 
individual love cast at the feet of H im  who is love itself, 
teaches the first and great commandment of the Christian la >̂ 
but the Becond, which is like unto it— Thou shalt love' thy neigh
bour as.thyself—it omits.” *

■The above is a brief account of the history of 'Vaishnavism, Cat 

and it will suffice to add a sketch of its present position, 0f  
described by Mr. N. K . Bose, sometime Collector of Purl, in woi 
The Hindus oj Puri and their Religion (Calcutta Review, 1891).
“  Jaganath is the great god of the people of Orissa. A l l  w 'ljo 
call themselves Hindus are entitled to worship Mm, and, e x ce p t in g  
the pronounced aboriginal tribes and those low castes who are 
engaged in offensive occupations, all are entitled to enter the 
precincts of the temple. For the excluded classes there is an 
image at the entrance gate called Patitpaban Hari, to w h om  t h e y  
can offer their homage. The worship of Jagannath is fo r  the 
highest minds among the Hindus a pure system of theism". T o  
the polytheistic multitude it. offers *the infinite phases of d iv in ity  
as objects of worship and provides for their delectation an infin ite 
number of rituals and ceremonies. In a word, it supplies th e  
spiritual requirements of different classes of Hindus in d if fe r e n t  
stages of their intellectual development. Under its b r o a d - 
all-receptive roof doctrines the most divergent find a resting-jT lace. 
There you see the learned'pandit of the Sankaracharya m o n a s te r y  
seeking .salvation by- the way of spiritual knowledge. H ere y o u  
find a large number of Saiva sannyas is voluntarily enduring

■07THE WORSHIP OF JAGANNATH. ‘

% G. A. Grierson, The Modern Vernacular Literature\>f Hindustan,  J .A .S .B .>  
P&rt Ij 1888 j do., Journal, Royal Asiatic Societyi 1907, p. 319 et teg.
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excruciating torture .and misery, fthd seeking absorption into e 
deity by severe austerities. You also see a large number o 
devotees consecrating their entire soul as it were* to Hari wi 
outpourings of love and affection. Jagannath. is an unsectanan 
name. A ll Hindu sects worship at its shrine. The folloVers o 
Sankaracharya, Ramanuja, Ramanand, Kabir, Chaitanya an 
Nanak are to be seen doing homage to the great god. Even e 
Jains of the Digambar sect flock to the temple at a certain season 
of the year. The common link of alt these seots is their belie m 
the supremacy of Jagannath ; and their differences consist m 6 
character which they assign to his supremacy, in their re igious 
and other practices founded on the nature of such belie s, an
in their sectarian marks.”  . „  .

Not unnaturally, Jagannath has a secure place in the a ec ions 
of the Oriyas, most of whom wear the kantln {i.e., a piece o 
luhi wood worn on the neck) as a distinctive mark of a Vais nava, 
and change their .family title to Das {i.e., servitor) as a to en o 
their dev.otion. Not all, however, may enter the temple mi see 
the god. “  The temple of Jagannath,”  says Sir "William un er; 
“  in which every creed obtain an asylum, and in whic  ̂
class and sect can find its god, now closes its gates agains e 
low caste population. Speaking generally, only those cases are 
shut out who retain the flesh-eating and animal-litedestroymc 
propensities and professions of the aboriginal tribes. A  man.mus 
be a very pronounced n on -Aryan to be excluded. Certain o 
low castes m ay enter half way, and, standing humbly m e cour 
outside the great temple, catch a glimpse of the jewelle go wi ib  ̂
But unquestionable non-Aryans cannot go in a a • *
same ban extends to those engaged in occupations either 0 
in themselves, or repugnant to Aryan ideas of pun y, sue 
wine-sellers, sweepers, skinners, corpse-bearers, hunters, ® er®, 
bird-killers. Basu the fowler would now be driven .from the tt 
of the tem ple dedicated to Sis own god. Criminals w o 
been in  ja il, and women of bad character, except e Prl 
temple g irls , are also excluded, with this difference, 
a crim inal m ay expiate the defilement of imprisonmen y P 
and costly  purifications ; but a -woman once fallen can nev r



easto) ; 16. Common prostitutes. Criminals "who have been in jail 
and had jail diet may not enter unless they havQ Per 
ceremony of purification, while Bauris may enter the ou er oo 
only* , .

It is said that an European in disguise succeeded in en ®rmS 
the temple at night in the first half of the 19th century, u wa 
discovered Jbefore he could penetrate to the inner sane uary.
His presence necessitated the purification of the temple* . TsMPLE

The shrine of Jagannath, like other shrines in Orissa, consis 
of a suite of four buildings standing in line with changers open  ̂
in g  one into another. There are numerous other shrin08 ^  ™ 
the temple enclosure, but these four may be regarded as pecu ar y 
the Bhrine of Jagannath. ’  They are, proceeding frort\ eas °  
w est:—( 1) the Bhoga>mandapa or hall of offerings, ^ ^ e r ^,sorl8  
chhattrabhoga or offerings made by the maths and p rivate  p er 
is presented ; (2) the Jagamohana also called the Nat-mandapa or 
dancing hall; (3) the Mukhsiali, the hall of audience, in Y. 
the pilgrims assemble to gaze upon the g od ; and (4) Ik® 
deul or inner sanctuary of Jagannath, surmounted by & ?  
conical tower, in which the hothbhoga or offerings p r o v id e d  r0™ 
temple funds are presented. A  fuller description of the temp ® 
will be found in the article on Puri town in Chapter X V I . icois

I n  thej'Baradeul Jagannath, his brother Balabhadra ®° 
called Bara Thakurj and his sister Subhadra are enthroned oft ® 
Eatnavedi or Singhasan, a throne of chlorite about five f®® 
high. The images are of wood, and there are also m i n i a t u r e  
metal images of Lakshml and Saraswat!, besides an image call® 
Sudarsan Chakra (the name for the wheel of Vishnu). The tbr®® 
principal images are described by Brij Kishore Gho^e in 
History of Pooree as “  bulky, hideous, wooden busts. The eld®* 
brother Balabhadra is six feet in height, the younger J a g a n n & t b  
five feet, and their sister Subhadra four feet. They are fashione<* 
into a curious resemblance of the human head resting on a sort ° *  
pedestal. They are painted white, black, and yellow respectively > 
their faces are exceedingly large, and their bodies are decorated 
with a dress of different coloured cloths. # The two brothers hav© 
arms projecting horizontally forward from the ears. The sistei* 
is entirely devoid of even that approximation to the human 
form.*”

Being of wood, the images require periodical renewal, and 
this is a matter about which there is coasiderable *mystery. The 
.account given in the H i dory o f Pooree quoted, above is that “

^ The list given by Sir William Huuter has been revised from information, 
iupplied by the Manager of the Jagannath Temple.
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iifti' ree'is sought for in the forests, 011 which no-crow or other 
.amon bird has ever perched: it is known to the initiated by 
"6 , au* ^  ‘ The idol is prepared by the carpenters, and then
mi rusted to certain priests, who are protected from all intrusion.

e process is a great mystery. A  boy from a Pati’s family 
l8, se f°. fa ie out from the breast of the old idol a small box 
con aimng quicksilver, said to be the spirit, which he conveys 
l? S1 e The boy who does this is always refhoved from

6 before the end of the year.”  Other accounts are given
J  r‘ ^ ro°ke in an article on “ Jugguruaut”  in Things, 
n tan .—- When the stock is shaped by the carpenters, it is made 

over the priests, one of whom is selected" to take out of the 
Original image a box containing the .bones of Krishna, which is 
, ? n erred to the new image. One account describes how

is rahman veils his face lest he should be struck dead in, 
gazing on relies of such sanctity. Once, it is said, a Raja, of 
Li r T.an Pai<̂  priests an enormous sum for permission to see, 

6 It I an^ <̂ e<̂  s00n a^ er- Others say that the Brahman who 
lanales the relics is slain by his brother priests lest he should 
lvulge their character, or that he is always removed by the god' 
rom this .world before the close of the y 6ar. These tales, in their 
tfesent form , are obviously absurd. The rule of Yaishnavism 
s utterly opposed to the preservation of relics of the dead. The 
ale, m fact, points to a tradition from Buddhist times, when, 
e ics of the master were preserved in stupas all over the land.”
1 '*ae Present practice is reported by the Manager,,of the 
.emple to  be as follows. When the new image is ready, a certain 

t )6  *s ^aken out of the old one and placed in it by a priest of. 
ae Pati fa m ily : the latter are the .traditional descendants of the 
r§,hman. Vidyapati, who first discovered the abode of Jagannath. 

is artiole is called the Brahma-padartha. The priest is 
-11̂  aud his hands are swathed in cloth, so that he may

either see nor touch the sacred article. Wheu he has placed 
in t h e  new image, the 'opening is closed by a carpenter of a 

srtain fam ily .
T h e  service of the temple consists partly in a daily round of

5 0 l l s, and partly in' sumptuous ceremonials at stated periods 
k °^ g h o u t the year. The offerings made to Jagannath and the 

or „ T,av,Tn,r,ofl in the temnle enclosure are bloodless,
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'offerings of two sheep and of fish specially caught in the 
Narendra tank, where ordinarily no net may be thrown. The 
offerings are made at a late hour, when the daily rites of 
Jagannath are over and the temple is shut up.

The following is a brief account of the chief nitis or cere
monies which make up the daily ritual.* The ^ules regulating 
these ceremonies are contained in three sacred books, the Niladrj 
Mohodaya, the Kshetra Mahatmya and the Smiitis of Gadadhar 
PaddhatL It is of great importance that they should be punctually 
observed, as on it depends the safety of the large crowds of 
pilgrims who flock into the temple. Besides the nitis, there are 
what are known as sahana melds, i.e., audiences granted to the 
worshippers* during the leisure moments of the deities. The 
term is apparently a corruption of sadharana mela, meaning open 
to the public, and implies that the general public have access to 
the innermost shrines. A  sahana meld may take place at any 
time, but is at present held after the niti, called abakasha, 
described below.

The first niti, which is known as dwarfila, consists of opening 
the doors of the different shrines. An officer, called the Bhitar- 
chhu Mahapatra, arrives at the Lion Grate at about 5 a .m ., 
'challenges the sentry there, and passes into the inner courtyard 
where he is joined by four other temple servants. This party 
examines the seals on the doors of the different shrines, and if 
they are intact, they are broken, the padlocks unlocked and the 
doors opened. The object of thjp inspection is to see that there 
has been no defilement of the sacred buildings, in which & 
purifying ceremony, called mahasnana, is necessary. B efore 
opening the door of the H oly of Holies, a hymn is chanted to 
the gods within, warning them to leave their couches and. go  
to the throne, as the sun from bis eastern chambers is even now 
Shooting forth his rays. This done, the door is opened, the priests 
enter the shrine, and the couches are removed one by one to the 
store-room-. Meanwhile, before the Jaya Bijaya door, a c r o w d  
of eager worshippers is struggling, pushing and hustling- one 
another for the foremost place, so as to be first to rush down the 
steps into the next sanctuary as soon as the second cerem ony 
of the day is over. •

This ceremony, which is known as mangala arati, consists o f  
lighting camphor in silver salvers, and waving blazing torches 
before the gods. It is followed by piths. arati, i.e., the offering'

* This account of the nitis and festivals has been prepared from  a note b y  
Miff A . Garrett, i.o.s., formerly Collector of Pari, and from information sup p lied  
By Babu Raj Kishor Das, Manager of the Jagannath Temple.
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of piths, a  cake or paste made of rice, flour and water ; in this a,, 
greased wick is placed, lighted, and waved before the gods.
A  goqg now sounds, and the Jaya Bijaya dooj is opened. 
By. the light of the torches, the worshippers scan the features of 
the gods, and then arises the cry, “  Take pity on me, 0  God, and 
free me from all my woe.”  While pithd arati is being performed, 
the cry ceases,'and in silence the crowd await permission to enter. 
The Pashupalaks next mount the throne, and take off the flower 
garlands from the images.

Next come abukasha and besha, i.e., the bathing and dressing 
of the gods. The bathing is performed vicariously by their 
Bacred attendants, who sit in front of the gods’ throne, pretend to 
clean their teeth in front of the round brass plates in which the 
images are reflected, rinse their mouths, and pour water into 
brass tubs. TEe Pashupalaks then dress the gods and rub them 
with camphor. After this, sahdna meld takes place, i.e., the 
public are permitted to see the gods, and their offerings (pindikas) 
are collected. These rites .are followed by ballabha or early 
breakfast, i.e., rice, ■which has been dried in the sun, fried and 
covered with sugar and gin, is placed before the images. The 
pandas who officiate at this ceremony next go to the temple 
kitchen and perform the honia ceremony, ghi and coconuts being 
burnt and sanctified; and this is followed by Surya puja or an . 
offering to the sun-god, which consists of boiling some rice in 
the sun.

• The next important niti is sakaladhupa, at which Jagannath 
is supposed to enjoy his breakfasl. It consists of rice, vegetables, 
cakes, etc., which are offered at about 10 a .m . Meanwhile, the 
imaginary repast is enlivened by a girl dancing an antiquated 
measure to the sound of a drum. The offering of betel-nut (birid- 
Idgi) and the changing of the gods’ clothes (mailam) succeed this 
as all the other meals of the day. The next important ceremony 
is the m idday meal known as madhydnna dhupa or duiprahara 
dhupa, after which the gods enjoy a siesta (dinapahar) between
1 and 2  p .m ., the cots being taken from the store-room and placed 
in front o f  them.
. In  the evening sandhyd arati is performed in the same 
manner as mangala arati; and the next niti is sandhyd dhupa -or 
the evenine meal between 8  and 9 p .m . Then at about 10 p . m .
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g'odfi are giv&i nose ornaments composed of sweet-scented flowers, 
and- are garlanded from head to foot, this niti being called 
bam  ilngSra hesha. Alter this, the final bhoga, known as, bam 

u n g a ri bhoga, is offered, followed by music and singing, and the 
gods are then put to bed. Their couches are brought in from the 
Btore-room and put in front of the throne; three unripe coco
nuts with holes bored in them being placed close by with some 
betel-nut and flowers. Then the door is closed for the night by 
the Baradwar Parihari, who fastens a padlock to the chains; a 
little mud is put on the lock, and the stamp of Madan Mohan 
(a representation of Jagannath) is impressed on it. This a  
L  - -  * muda The gods are then left to their slumbers. _ 

are f h  altogether 62 festivals ia the year, but the following F*
are the R iv a ls  of general or local interest arranged

ilS
““ OKling to the mohtte'v# a y jg , . , ,

■Pmm  < D e o m b e r ^ W a w Z ^  ,  , . - f e h d inf,>> at__- “u u a i y T h r e e  f  estival J»ionth. The Navanna - • tTTi ee
^ e  pilgrims walk nine times ro J d t T  k f ' dâ ^ d d i o g

holiday ocouriine’ on the full j  ■J’ b̂hisheka v̂lieo
J w f c  i. O4 2  I n ?  a f t * *

B h o t a ^ ^ a T i /016 “ 'W  Eiaau SaDiraali
is  “ * «  ° f  • * “  “ *  - i0" ’  P

Mdgha (Jauuary-February).— The Makara Sankranti or 
Jatra takes place on the 1st day o f Magha or Makar*, 
attended b y  a iarge crowd o f  pilgrims on their way from  'S*gin  
Island . T h e  Sri Panchami or Basantotshava, a fes ti™ 1 
honour o f  the spring, is also held in this month. Jagann»t}l 
dressed in  gorgeous clothing, and golden fingers and- & 
attached to hie image.

Ph&lguna (February-M orch).— The D ola Jatra is h e ld  ^  
honour o f  the spring. On this occasion the image o f  A t#  - 0 
M ohan is brought to the dola-bedi or swinging platform outsid® ^  j. 
north-eastern com er o f the temple. The festival is at its heJi> 
on the fu ll-m oon  day, D ola Purnima. The day before 
known as Mendha-pucli and the day after it as Dhulandi; o n  
latter day there is general merrymaking, which finds expression1 
squirting red powder through syringes. ^

Baxs&kha (Aprit-M ay).— The chief festival is  the Ghandf ' Z ^  
Jatra, which lasts for 21 days. On this occasion .Madan M o b  
comes forth from  the temple every day and is escorted in p ro a ^ ^ r  
eioq, to the Narendra tank; the idol is then pieced on a boat a i>  -  
oarried round the tank with music and dancing.
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Jyaishtha (May-June).— This month witnesses a local festival, 

called the Narsingha Janama, at which Jagannath is covered over 
■with flowers, and appears with a lion’s face mad* of sola; or 
rfither a large piece of sola with pieces of cotton stuck on it is put 
in front of Jagannath’s face, with a huge slit in it to represent a 
mouth. It commemorates the appearance of JagannSth as a 
man-lion to kill the asura or demon, Hiranyakasipu, who was 
oppressing the gods.

Ashadha (June-July).— The Snana Jatra or bathing ceremony 
in Jyaishtha ushers in the great festival of the year the Math 
Jatra, whioh occurs 17 days later. On the Snfina JatrS ,  
the full moon of Jyaishtha, the images of Jagannath j ”  
and Subhadra are taken out of the sanctuary p F a0 a 
lofty platform near the outer wall, where the<>an he seen from 
the street ' with 108 pitchers

I  well near the 
wlueh »  fid  caly once to the yew. In 
* * * »  «0 m b  dLaged that they have <» ‘ * “ 1 ^  
» room in order to be renovated t o  the Oar Festival,*vuui ux ordAT to u© —  t *
when they next make their public appearance. They are placed 
tam d a screen, in faont oi which an tang three p a i n t e d  M ills 
that represent the gods fo r  the time being. None are allowed 
to go behind the screen except the Daitas, whose duty it is 
to renovate the imaeee This period is called ambasara (literally, 
not at leisure).
' T lle process o f .  renovation and decoration ia usually completed 

two or 'three days before the Car Festival, when the gods are again 
fit to be  seen. T h is occasion is celebrated as the Nabayauvana, 
litera lly  fresh  youth , and is eagerly looked forward to b y  the 
orowd th a t h a v e  'been assembling from  the time o f the Snana 5 atra. 
On th e  first d a y  o f the Nabayauvana, sahana meld is allowed for 

“ r s t  t im e  since the Snana Jatra ; on the second day the 
fin ish in g  to u ch e s  are given to  the eyes of the gods by  the Daitas, 
the c e r e m o n y  being  called Netrotshava. On the third day, known 
as fori Q ix n d io h a  day, the gods are brought out and put on the cars 
by t i le  t> a it a s .  The Rath, festival now commences, and ends 

S ° ds re,tum to their sbrine, this being known as bahudd. 
vT^ o f  who have begun to collect during the SnSna

jacra. De g m  to  disperse directly Jagannath’s car has W ,n



Srdvana (July-August).— The Jhulana jatra is held from: th|
H th day of the month to the'full-moon day. A  swing i® e?e^ea 
on the platfoim between the Mukti M andapa and th0 • S®" 
mohana, on which Jagannath is represented by Madan Mohan.
The festival is celebrated with greater pomp in. the maths, specially 
the Gangamata.

Bhadra (August-September).— The Krishna Janama or festival 
in honour of the birth* of Krishna is held in th is month.. An 
extra bhoga is offered before the image of Krishna during tne 
night, and next day the image is exposed to public view in a 
swinging cradle. KalTya-damana Besha is another local festiva 
held in this month. Jagannath is dressed with great splen^ouf ’ 
and a snake is placed in front of his image to com m em ora te  h is 
victory, in the waters of the Jamuna, over the snake that troubled 
his friends, the Gopls.

Astvin (September-October).— An important festival 13 held, 
in Aswin, viz., the Dasahara, which commemorates 
conquest of Southern India by Ramachandra, the husband of 
Sita.

Kdrttika (October-November).— The Rasa Purnima,- a 8̂0 
known as the Panchaka festival, is held during the last five days 
before the full moon. Large numbers of visitors come to Puri 
from different parts of Orissa to join in it.

A  special festival is that known as the Nua kalebara (literally ^ “̂ lara 
the new body) which takes its name from the fact that, on th£ a 
occasion of its celebration, the wiw-wood bodies of Jagann&^h, 
Subhadra and Balabhadra are renewed. Its celebration is sa id  
to depend on certain, astronomical conditions, viz., the occurrence 
of two months of Ashadha in the same year, i.e., when there 18 
an intercalary month owing to the lunar month of Ashadha H°̂ ' 
coinciding with the solar montji. This accounts for the rarity o f  
the festival. Within the last 60 years it has been celebrated ip- 
1853 and in 1877. It was expected again in 1893, but w a s ' 
not celebrated, according to one account, because of a popular 
tradition that the carpenter, a Brahman priest and one of the 
Raja’s household would die within the year. There should also’ 
have been a kalebara in 1900 according to the Bengali calendar, 
but- not according to the Oriya almanacs, and the latter w'er©' 
followed. The popular belief is that the festival depends on the 
durability of the wood of which the images are made. I f  the 
festival takes place at an interval of one yttga ( 1 2  years) or more, 
the images are entirely renewed, and the old ones buried in . 
grea# secrecy; but if there is a smaller interval of time, oiily a1* 
partial renovation is nceessary.
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the -sand, which in some places covers the road, the journey has 
been known to take several days. Once arrived at the garden 
house, the enthusiasm subsides. By the third day most of the 
pilgrims have left, and but for professional" car-pullers, Jagannafe 
would often be left there. The cars are dragged from the temple 
by the assembled •pilgrims and by a number of villagers, who 
hold revenue-free lands granted to them as remuneration for the 
work; when the pilgrims are insufficient to drag the cars back, 
coolies are engaged from the neighbouring villages. In 1904, 
the pilgrims alone pulled the cars to the country house m 
4 hours and brought them back again to the temple without such 
assistance; in 1907, when 75,000 pilgrims attended the ceremony, 
the journey was performed in 4| hours.

No crowd is more amenable than that which gathers 
during the Rath Jatra, but a very large proportion consists of 
women; and this constitutes a danger, as their eagerness to press 
forward and see Jagannath is very great, and if one falls down, 
a fatal accident may easily occur. The greatest care is taken 
to prevent accidents, but this is not always an easy task, for 
the more zealous devotees rush in front of the cars, especially 
that containing Jagannath, before which they prostrate them
selves with the object of touching it and so obtaining merit. 
This is not unnatural, for it is believed that he who obtains a 
sight of Jagannath at this time is saved from the misery of future 
rebirths. The accidents which have occurred in this way have 
given rise to the belief that self-immolation is practised at the 
festival.

Early European writers unanimously gave voice to this belief. 
Bruton, the_first Englishman to visit Puri (1633), wrote in his 
description of the temple:— “ Unto this Pagod or house o f  
Sathen doe belong 9,000 Brammines or Priests, whicji doe day ly  
offer sacrifice unto their great God Jaggarnat, from which Id o ll 
the City is so called. And when it (the chariot of Jaggarnat] is , 

’ going along the city, there are many that will" offer themselves a 
sacrifice to this Idoll, and desyerately lye downe on the ground, 
that the Chariott wheeles may runne over them, whereby they 

’ are killed outright; some get broken armes, some broken legges, so 
that many of them are destroyed, and by this means they thfhke 
to merit Heaven.”

Bernier also wrote (1667) :— “ In  the town of Jag'annat, situ- 
,ated on the Gulf of Bengale; and containing the famous temple 
o f the idol of that name, a certain annual festival is held, whioh. 
conti*ues, if my memory fail not, for the space*of eight or nine* 
da Si At this festival is collected an incredible concourse of



.similar oircumstanees.”  Mr. Fergusson, who y is ite d  Purl in 
1838, saw “ the pilgrims hurrying to the spot talking and 
laughing, lik« people going to. a fair in England, which in fact 
it is; ”  but he saw no victims crushed under the wheels, and 
none had been heard of for many years before. „ !

This fallacy was finally exposed by Sir William Hunter, 
who carefully examined the whole evidence on the subject, from 
1580, when Abul Fazl wrote, through a long series of travellers, 
down to the police reports of 1870, and came to the conclusion 
that the deaths at the (Jar Festival were almost always accidental.
“  In  a closely-packed, eager throng of a hundred thousand jnen 
and women, many of them unaccustomed to exposure ,or hard 
labour, and all of them tugging and straining to the utmost 
under the blazing tropical sun, deaths must occasionally occur  ̂
There have, doubtless, been instances of pilgrims throwing them
selves under the wheels in  a frenzy of religious excitem en t; 
but such instances have always been rare, and are now unknown- 
A t one time, several unhappy people were killed -or injured 
§very year, but they were almost invariably cases of accidental 
trampling. The few suicides that did occur were for the most 
part case's of diseased and miserable objects, who took this 
means to put themselves out of paiih The official returns now 
place this beyond doubt.

“  Nothing, indeed, could be more opposed to the spirit of 
Vishnu worship than self-immolation. Accidental deaths withujr 
the temple renders the whole place unclean. The ritual suddenly 
stops, and the polluted offerings are hurried away from the sigh t 
of the offended god. According to Ohaitanya, the apostle- o f  
Jagannath, the destruction of the least.of God’s creatures is a si® 
against the Creator. Self-immolation he would have .regarded 
with horror. The copious religious literature of his sect frequently, 
describes the Oar Festival, but makes no mention of se lf- 
sacrifice, nor does it contain any passage that could be twisted 
into a sanction for it. Abul Fazl, the keen Musalman observer, 
is equally silent, although from the Context it is almost certain., 
that, had he heard of the practice, he would have mentioned it.”

•For the due observance of the daily ritual, and .the celebration T J 
of the festivals there is an elaborate organization of aebaUs'fi.e., B* 
the priests, attendants and servants of Jagannath. They are 
divided into thirty-six orders, known as chhattisa niyoga, under a, 
head officer called the nayaka; but they piay be broadly grouped 
under two heads:— (1) the guards of the temple, such as Brahman 
Paribaris (Sans. Prati/iari) and Goehhikars, and non-Br&hmansT 
{e.g., Dwarjs, Lenkas, Paiks, etc.)’; and (2) the Pandas (Beng.
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for years together, by foregoing some of tlxe necessities of ^  * 
until they have enough for the expenses of the journey 
of the .offering! required. The difficulties of housing ana tee  ̂
these multitudes can easily be imagined. The lodging* 
only provide accommodation for 2 0 ,1)00 pilgrims, anc  ̂ 131 
have to camp out in the open; so that in the dry weather ^  
place looks like a great encampment. Unfortunately ^
Festival, the great ceremony of the year, takes place ^  ^
rainy weather, and at this »time the pilgrims who ca n n o  ^
room in the lodging-houses or shelter elsewhere are expose ^
the inclemenoy of the season. Conditions have now- impr°  
owing to the opening of the railway, the in crease . 
number of licensed lodging-houses, the improved sanrt®  ̂
of the town, and the greater facilities afforded for Se , ^  
non-rice food. Pilgrims also observe Jess rigidly the cU®
of not cooking their food, exceptions being made in the
of the sick and the young. W ith all these changes f ° r  Q£ 
better, however, Puri town and district still form a foc^S 
cholera. ^

Inside the temple the greatest rush takes place on the naf ,eV 
yuuvana day,-when the images, repainted and fully dressed* 0 y,o  
15 days’ rest, are brought out for public view. The pilgrijn-S ,
had been eagerly waiting for this day crowd inside to see >
gods, and special arrangements have to ba made by the
authorities to prevent accidents. The pilgrims’ are a llow ed  •
enter the temple in batohes by the north door, of the Jagam 
taken by a tortuous way to the sandal-wood barrier in the ^
si&li, allowed a minute or two to have a look at the idols, 0,11 
then hurried out through the south gate of the Jagaxnolx®11® '
The services of the Pandas are of muoh value at this time, , 
men forming a cordon round the pilgrims by interlocking h&&(z  9 
and then slowly taking them by the tortuous passage 
thus bearing on themselves the full brunt of the orush. 
theless, the frantic struggles of men and women, many o ld  a 11 
sick, are often a pitiable sight, and several swoon away in. t h 0  
beat and the crush. pandas’

The Pandas have frequently been charged, and in  many oa.s0& i o com0' 
not without reason, with fleecing their pilgrims.; but it is void#**-1"’  
able that they labour hard to seoure the personal oomfort o f  t & & 
latter, and to show them the tirthas and have the due ceremoru0 ® 
performed with the’ least inconvenience possible. ' Apart f r o U 1  

.small commissions on the purohase of 'mahdprasad and k n io fc" ' 
knacks the chief income, of these SDiritual ernides is .obtain©**- ’
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place in,;a building known as Vaikuntha, situated tmtei&e’ the 
foii'er' enclosure to the north of the temple. Here moral 
pressure is put on the pilgrims to pay a round sum for periodical 
bhogas of food to be distributed among Brahmans, beggars and 
ascetics. Sums varying from’ Rs. 5 to Rs. 1,000 are realized in 
this way from each head of the family, and are appropriated' by 
the priests. In case the pilgrim has no ready cash in hand, he 
executes a note of hand to pay the balance on reaching home; 
and these debts are almost always Repaid.* Big landholders and 
Rajas also grant the Pand&s endowments of land and even entire 
villages. But the Pandas, though often well paid, quickly spend 
the money, partly in spendthrift habits, partly in employing men 
Eor recruiting pilgrims. Most pilgrims are able to pay their 
PandaS for the- services rendered by them, including aceommo- 
lalion in  lodging-lfouses ; but numbers are in a state of 
lesiitution 'before' the time comes for them to turn their backs 
ipon the. holy city and set their faces once more homewards. 
Since 1902  there has been a fund for the relief of destitute 
rilgrims, the object of which is to furnish them -with sufficient 
aoney^for travelling and diet, and thus enable them to return to’ 
heir hozo.es in safety.

BhoQu (Sans, bhtlnja, to eat) ’means food sanctified by- being 
iffered to  a god^ while food made holy by presentation to Jagan- 
tfith goes' under the name of mak&prm&'t. The latter term 

-vj^fopeTly- 'lue&jis any'food offered to Jagannath, whether cooked 
or Uncooked, rice or other food, but' popularly it is used' 'only 
for cooked  rice, pulses, vegetables, tamarind, preparations of 
thd' sa ta e ; and 'sweetmeats, but not for edible fruit. The bhogas 
are o f  tw o  'kinds, the kothbhoga or offerings made from the 
tempi© funds'and the Raj&’s house, and chhattrabhoga, or offerings 
toad© % y m a t  As or private persons. Abotit half’ of the kothbhoga 
'tnahaprasGd  iB gjyfen as remuneration to the officiating * priests, 
and .Vb.e 'rest is sold, the sale proceeds being credited to the 
aocoiint t>f the R&ja of Pur!. It is reported by the Manager 

_ that t h e  whole of the kothbhoga is. regarded as patfc T>f the R&j&’s 
‘ p erq u isites, frpm which he allows a portion to’ the priests. The 
food^ i s  cooked' in the temple Jritohetis (rom-rjfiara) by the Suars, 

"tlienLCe removed by a covered passage to the inner sanctuary 
•tt case of ordinary kothbhogas, and to the Bhogamandapa
in t h e  <3ase of larger kolhbhogas and chhatrabhogas. When the 
f oo3. i s  "being presented to the gods, tlie priests on duty .utter 
m a n tr c ts . y fans and ffy-flaps (chamars) are waved, and' fiausio 
js p l a y e d .  Except -the Suars aind the priests, none cai&ouch 
the p o t s  ; otherwise’ they become unfit for -presentation before the



gpd and„have tp- be thrown away. But on.'the compl^01̂ . of 
wofship, the .'fciod; becomes mah&pras&d, and then «sn be touched 
by anybody and Q$ered even by men of low. oaste to Brah^ana 
and others of high caste. The mahdprmdd thus prepared .(minus 
the quantity retained by the Raja and the priests on duty) is 
offered for sale at Sarghara, a place outside the inner enclosure on 
the way to the Snanavedi. Here the pilgrims or their Pandas’ 
employes buy .and take the pots to the lodging'-houses- 4rhe 
cooking is generally well done ; but if kept for more than* a «$y, 
as is usually -the ease during the Car Festival, the food putrefies 
and becomes unfit for consumption.

The eating of'mahdprasad or the holy food is perhaps the most 
distinctive feature of a*pilgrimage to Puri. In-the PresenC^ ^  
Jagannath all men, whether priest, noble or peasant, are 
as equal, and the -sign of this equaMty is that all naay 301̂  
together in eating the mahapras&d. Popular belief, indeed, has it 
that, if a low caste man offers it to one of a higher caste, an<̂  ® 
latter turns away his head in contemptuous refusal, his necs 
becomes rigid and his head remains in that position. A n°  - 
legend is that a proud pilgrim from Northern India. ° ^ c®
swore that he would eat the leavings of nq'mortal or 
being. But as he crossed the bridge outside the sacked ■ ° .j > 
his arms and legs fell off, and there he lay on the roadsto-0
for two months, till a dog came out of the totfn eating a
<nent of the holy food, and dropped some as he passed. 
proud man crawled forward on his stomach, and ate th,e 1 ea-vi*1#  s»

• all slavered from the jaws of the unclean animal. Th^re^P0^1’ 
the mercy of Jagann&th visited him-; new limbs were g-xV&P̂  ^ 9  
him, and he entered the holy city as a humble disciple- tZ1
should be added, however, that the doctrine of equality o f  Jt
men in the .sacrament of the holy food is not always 
in p̂ractice, as a high caste man will sometimes take care to a>y°J- 
the chance of being offered rice tojiched by a man of low casfco-

The mahdprasad is unfortunately a fruitful-source of- dise®0 ^ "  
No pious pilgrims in good-health would dream of cooking 
food at Purl, and they eat, the, holy rice in whatever state it 
be, for every grain is holy. It is too sacred for the least irGkSZ" 
ment to be thrown, away, and-the result- is that large quaatifci^* 
are eaten in a state dangerous even, to a man -in ‘robtat^ 
health, while some is'taken away to th<? pilgrims’ homes aO<^ 
there* distributed among their relative The gtate of bojle<^ 
rice kept for such a long, time can, be better imagined thafrf*. 
deswtbed, but itfr efSeictsr are sufficiently apparent from the numb<?X 
of daatha oaimaH :&h(t bowsl wvn»l»m**
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Adkikis* Under the Muhammadan rale 9 laths of rupees are-said to 
iBATioir. Have been realized by Government from the tax levied on pilgrims 

coming to Jagannath* The Mar&tMs, being Hindus, encouraged 
the worship and sanctioned regular payments for the support of 
the temple. Ia spite of this, their misrule must have greatly1 
diminished the number of pilgrims. The Mar&thfc officials levied 
oppressive dues along the route; at eaoh ford and pass the 
unhappy pilgrims had to pay toll; and every myrmidon extorted 
all that he could. The JagannSth road was a mere foot-path', 
marked by the dead bodies of victims of cholera; and in 1806 
the Eevd. Claudius Buohanan describes the neighbourhood of 
Jagannath as “ a valley of skulls,”  and tells us that tigers 
roared every night near the outskirts*and made havoo of the 

pilgrims, whose bones strewed the highways.
When the British marched to occupy the Province in 1803, 

-k°r<̂  W ellesley expressly enjoined the troops to respect the temple 
and the religious prejudices of the Brahmans and pilgrims; and 
a deputation. 0f  Brahmans accordingly came into the camp, and 
placed, the - texaple under their protection without a blow being 
struok. F o r  the first few years the East India Company followed

6 ,?ame. system  as the Marathas, who had annually made 
tip the <lifieren.ee between the receipts and the expenditure of 

T he result was that there was a deficit every year, 
which tb.e Company had to make good. In 1806 the Govern- 

aa*®. er  ̂ e a v oured to get rid of the minute supervision of idola- 
X̂ eS ^bis system involved, and by Regulation IV

V , t ile  - superintendence of the temple was vested in an*
assembly^ o f  three pandits nominated by the Collector of the 

T a x  and appointed by Government. By Regulation 
IV  or X 8 0 9  the assembly of pandits was abolished, and the

was transferred to the Raja of Khurda (now known 
f 8 -R a ja  of Puri), who was appointed hereditary Superin-
ten ix t;. H e  was not granted, however, supreme authority; ior 

Preveilt any abuse of power on his. part, three
• .rT"0  T?Jrinoipal servants of the temple were appointed to
assist l i i t Q  They were not to be removed from their office 
efcoeptv -w ith the sanction of Government, and were required to 
^epoarti t o  Government any cases in which the R&jS issued orders 
m ooxxexsfc^nt with the recorded rules and institutions of the 

« The R&ja received a . fixed allowance on -the under- 
that ihe sum allotted was to be spent wholly in the 

m a x x x 't*3x^5100 of the temple.
‘--------— —  • ------------- -----------------------------------------   .  _________ — a

*  Xigqtm s-Salaiin, Bibl.’ Ind. Ed. trand., j>. 803.



Government reimbursed itself by a pilgrim tax similar to 
' that which bad been levied by the native governments, 11 ° 
ftf much lightes character* This tax formed an important 1 m m 
our revenue from Orissa; but it was felt that the money 0®1Je 
was to a certain .extent the price of a State sanotion to wo a Jj* 
Accordingly, in 1840 the Company abolished the pilgrim tax, gave 
up all connection with the temple, and by Act X  of tha year 
vested the Raja with full and absolute authority in regard to e 
management of the temple and its property. No provision o * 
ever, was made for his removal from the office of Sup^fin‘;en 
of the temple on account of misconduct, or for carrying ®  . 
duties in the event of his being incapacitated. Act. X ®  
marked a new and impoSant departure in the policy- ■V'0T" 
emment. It not only repealed the pilgrim tax, but also f°r ® 
the temple authorities to impose taxes of any kind up011 . 
pilgrims for admission into the temple ai\d performing oerem OBies 
there. The right of free admission and free worship thus b©oame 
a recognized privilege of the general body of pilgrims. ,

At the same time, Government scrupulously maintain®" , 
pledges on the strength of which the temple had been- P -?i 
under our protection by the priests. It declined to interfer® W1 , 
its ancient grants, and continued to make an annual pay*0-6 
to meet the expenses of the temple, which are. said to 
averaged Rs. 53,000 per annum. In 1843, the estate of ►5&̂ais 
Hazari Mahal, yielding an annual rental of Rs. 1 7 , 4 2 0 ,  
made over to the Raja, and the annual money payment 
by Government was thenceforth reduced to Rs. 35,738.
1845, it was ascertained that out of this sum Rs. 23,321 rep^®" 
sented partly certain assignments of revenue granted b y  7 \ 
former Rajas of Berar, and partly certain dues (called s'aJfJ  
formerly collected on behalf of the temple, on account of xv b lc  
compensation was due ; and it was therefore decided that 
annual payment should be reduced to Rs. 23,321, being 
amount of the resumed endowment and compensation for the s# t r  
leferred to.

In 1856, owing to the neglect of the Superintendent of 
temple, it was found necessary, for the protection of the pilgrim®* 
to appoint a police establishment at an annual expense 
Rs. 6,804, which was accordingly deducted from the annual 
payment made by Government. In 1858 the Government 
decided to make no more of these payments, but to transfer to tlx© 
tempi0 certain lands yielding an income of Rs. 16,517, the sum  
theff being paid by it. Subsequently, it w§s decided, in 185#* 
that in future the Superintendent should bo TmM <
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PolicS.

the preservation, of peaee inside the temple, that he' should "him
self maintain such extra police as might be necessary outside the 
temple, on the occasion of tiie great festivals, and .thgt the sum of 
Rs. 6,804 hitherto paid direct to the police should be made over 
to the Superintendent, until a transfer of land yielding an equiva
lent sum could be effected. The Superintendent; for his part, 
executed an agreement, by which he bound himself to maintain 
a “body of bartanddzes to assist in preserving order outside the 
temple during the Car Festival, and to keep up barriers at the 
temple gates to prevent a rush of pilgrims.

In 1859 the Raja of Khurda died, and his widow was 
empowered by his will to conduct the affairs of the temple during 
the minority of his adopted heir. The Management of tho temple 
went from bad to worse, nor was there any improvement when 
the Baja came of age. Matters came to a crisis in 1878, 'when the 
Baja was tried for murder, convicted, and sentenced to trans
portation for life. This sentence brought about a very anomalous 
state of things, inasmuch as, under Act X  of 1840, the superin
tendence of the temple remained with the Baja even after his 
transportation. Eventually, in 1885, Q-ovemment instituted a 
suit under A.ct X I Y  of 1882 (one section of which had repealed 
the provision in Abfc X  of 1840 vesting the Raj& of Puri with 
the superintendence^) for the purpose of declaring vacant the office 
of Superintendent? which was nominally held by the convict B§jS, 

^jnd  of obtaining a deoree to appoint new trustees under the trust 
and to settle a scheme for its management. This suit was hotly 
contested ;  the. cry that religion was in danger was raised in the 
vernacular press ; and in the end the case was abandoned in 
1888' nutter a deed of compromise. This deed stipulated that 
during th e  minority of the young Raj5, Mukunda Deva, his 
grandra.oth.er and guardian should exercise on his behalf the rights 
of superintendence over the temple till he came of age ; and 
that sh e should appoint a competent Manager to manage the 
affairs- o f  the temple during his minority. This arrangement 

. continued, till 1897, when the Raja having attained his majority, 
the d ecree ceased, to have any force. Complaints of negligence 
and BiiHnaanageinent continued oven after the Raja came of age, 
a n i even tu ally  a Deputy Magistrate was appointed as Manager, 
with Ix is consent,, in 1902.

other point calls for special mention in connection with 
the tem p le  administration, viz., the preservation of peace and 
mauxfce-n np of order .in the shrine and its precincts— a matter of 
ĉnsx*3L<eccable importance, as the records shew that without j&pper 

police. . arrangements many pilgrims may be crushed to death



PUBLIC HEALTH.

CHAPTER Y .

PUBLIC HEALTH.
The. climate of the district is, on the whole, healthy, and except in c u k a t s . 
ceriain swampy areas near the Chilka lake, its inhabitants are 
comparatively free from malaria. The healthiest part of the plains 
portion of the district is the north of the headquarters ‘ subdivision, 
whioh is free from water-logging in the rains; the south, whore th6 
land is often flooded and remains submerged for over a month at a 
time, is considered Unhealthy, when the water drains off or dries up.
The belt along the coast is always cool,' but is often unpleasantly 
moist and is; apt to be eneryating after long residence; while the 
Chilka and its neighbourhood are damp during the rains, and 
the atmosphere is disagreeably saline in the/ hot weather. The 
climate of the Khurda subdivision, on thef other hand, is dry, 
and most parts are healthy, the only feverish tracts being Jh§s -̂' 
Mals, a wild hilly country lying to the west, and the neighbour* 
hood of the Chilka lake. In years of deficient rainfal  ̂however, 
many parts of the subdivision suffer from want of a sufficient 
supply of drinking water, for the wells, tanks, springs and nullahs 
dry up or provide a scanty amount of bad water; in such 
years outbreaks of disease are almost inevitable. Thp rtfilway 
is also a common source of infection. The stream of pilgrims 
coming to Purl by rail is a constant one, averaging about 20,000 
a month and increasing at the time of the great festivals ;
_and the possibility of the introduction of cholera and other epidemio 
dise&ses is obvious. It is believed that, but for deaths among 
pilgrims and the effeot that pilgrims have on the resident popula
tion, both directly and indireotly, Purl would compare favourably 
with the healthiest towns in Bengal.

Previous to 1892, there were several changes in the system of Vl 
registering births and deaths. In 1869 the duty of reporting st. 
deaths was imposed on the village chaukiddrs, and in 1876 the Tri 
system was extended' to births ; but the returns received Were 
so incomplete that they were .soon discontinued, and, except in ' ‘ 
towns, deaths alone were registered un&l 1892, when the collec
tion of statistics of births as well as of deaths was ordered,

• 7
and the system now in vogue was introduced. Under, this system
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vital occurrences are reported by the ehaiikidars to the police, and 
the latter submit monthly returns to the Civil Surgeon, by whom 
statistics for the whole district are prepared. The statistics thus 
obtained are sufficiently accurate .for the purpose of calculating 
the approximate growth of the population and of showing the 
relative healthiness or unhealthiness of different years ; but little 
reliance can be -placed on the classification of diseases to which 
deaths are attributed, owing to want of medical knowledge on the 
part of the reporting agency, which causes the chaukidar to 
rfegard fever a§,a general cause of death. In the case of Puri, 
moreover, a large number of deaths take place among the' 
thousands of pilgrims who visit the shrine of Jagannath every 
year, and these deaths oannot be distinguished in the returns 
from those ’occurring ‘among the residents of the district.

The most -noticeable feature of- the returns in recent years has 
be<5n the rise in the'-birth-rate, which has steadily increased from 
29*57 per mille in 1901 to 40'47 per mille in 1906. Only once 
has there been a loWer birth-rate than that of 1901, viz., in 1892, 
when it was 29*31 per mille; and only once has there been a higher 
birth-rate than in 1906, viz., in 1899, when it was 43*19 per mille. 
The maximum mortality returned since the present system of 

"^ital statistics was introduced was in 1901, when the death-rate rose 
to 41*32 per mille, and the lowest death-rate returned was 24*88 
per mille Tit-1896* 'Another feature brought out by the returns is 
that the death-rate in Purl town -has b6en steadily diminishing, 
apparently as the result, in- part at least, of the Bara Danda 
drainage Scheme, completed in 1895. The average annual death* 
tate fn the Puri town during the five years preceding its intros 
duction was 49*03 per mille, but it has been steadily decreasing, 
falling in 1906 to 25*82, while the mean of the previous 5 years 
Was only 34*62 per mille. But although the scheme referred 
to -has been valuable, it is by no means complete, and the real 
Cause of the diminishing death-rate in Puri must be sought in 
the .generally -improved Sanitary conditions brought about by 
constant and assiduous attention to conservancy on the part of 
the local authorities, and in the advent of the railway, whioh has 
tended, largely to remove the congestion of the population not 
only £n the occasion of great festivals, but throughout the year. - 

PniNcr- The following account of the fevers of Purl has been prepared 
msba*ses the help of a note communicated by Major E. E. WaterSj M.p., 
Fevers. * X-M-S'> ^te- Civil Surgeon of Puri.

-There are two-sources from which information maybe drawn 
.regarding the prevalence of -different diseases; viz., the «eath 
returns supplied by the police, and- the atte'ndancfe returns furnished
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1-pox

Dysentery 
a ud
diarrbcea.

of Government, travelling on the Orissa Coast Canal after the 
festival at Pari, saw for days together the corpses of pilgrims, 
who had died from oholera, floating in .the* canals, into 
Vvhich apparently they had been thrown by their friends and 
relatives.
* With the improvement of the sanitation and drainage of the 
town, whioh has been carried- out in the last 30. years, the ♦ 
mortality caused by cholera has diminished, hut epidemics still 
occur every year. A. vicious cirole has been formed in which 
the. pilgrims .infect Burl, and Puri in its turn affects the district. 
Year after year oholera commences up the. pilgrim route or 
along the railway line, generally infects Puri town, takes hold 
among the pilgrims, and then spreads over the district. .The 
insanitary condition of the villages, the polluted source of water- 
supply , which is often a foetid tank, the use of unsuitable food, 
the domestic and personal hygienio habita of the people, are 

#xn every w ay favourable for propagating the disease; and some 
persons axe so baokward that they prefer dying to availing 
themselves o f medical assistance. When they hear that a doctor 
has Come, tiiey shut their doors against him, and refuse to take 
medicine} as they/ believe that if they do so, the god will be 
angry with. them.

vi ® d istrict is 'also notorious for the frequency with which 
epidem ics o f small-pox occur. In spite of the efforts made to 
p op u larize  vaccination, the disease ia very rife, especially in the 
taore ^ a ccessib le  parts; but the town of Puri is well protected, 

t o  ‘vaccination being compulsory in  the municipal area, 
ana h e r e  only sporadic cases occur. In 1906 the death-rate 
from . Sxxxa.ll.pox reached the high figure of 4’85 per mille.

1 1  as in other districts of Orissa, the mortality due tp
dyseicrterry and diarrhoea is unusually great; in fact, the death-rate 
^  ■r e ° ^ x it  years has been higher than in any other district ia 

except Patna and Howrah. The prevalence of diarrhcea 
arl ^-yeentery in Orissa has -recently been -made the subject of 
a enquiry, the object being to ascertain whether their
Prfe’v'» ,\ ^ TLOQ WftS aB *great as would appear from the high death-rate 
PĴ '*aS3-s 'teixtly returned ox whether it was due to error on the patt of 

^  ^©porting agency. The conclusions arrived at are that the 
, Jjr’ xeported death-rate does more or less represent the state of^

°* and that diarrhcea and dysentery, particularly the former,
. ^  fsequent cause of death in this part of the country* their

^"fcest incidence being in February and March. Dysisatery is 
.common, but does not cause b o  many deaths as acute 

The death-rate is, however, undoubtedly increased by



. This is a gruesome picture, but an account <5f '^ e  town,
1&41 is even more ghastly. “ Corpse, fields lay round- ^  Jodies,, 
in one of which the traveller counted, between 40 an  ̂ 0 
besides many skeletons wbicb had been picked by vu , ^ \ s and 
birds were sitting in numbers on the neighbouring sa ^ ' ^g-^ad  
trees,, holding carnivorous festivity on the dead ; aB(* an(j 
dogs lounged about full of the flesh of man. But the many 
lanes of the town, as well as the large road, presence feevera|. 
aoenes of the most appalling misery and humiliation. 
instances poor deserted women, quite naked, formed a ^ 6
insufferable filthiness of a thousand bodies washed r0Wing 
narrow streets by the sudden showers. Here they l»y> % .6edless- 
about their arms in agony, imploring a little water of the oJQent 
passers-by, who formed a half-circle around them for a ^  their 
and passed .on. They had rolled about till* they had . ^y 
Nothing, which was discernible at a small ‘distanoe, be® u(j_ 
the battering rain till it had mixed with the sand a°  e^cept 
Others lay quiet enough, covered over by their c l o t h ,  • ̂ 0ut 
perhaps their feet and hands, having apparently died ^  
much struggling. Other? again, .in their last extremity’> nivg  
their clothing soaked, and their skin white with the sodd gked, 
mn, had crawled under the partial shelter of some house ° r  
awaiting in apparent insensibility their last moment.” * . agon,

On the other hand, we have the testimony of Mr. F eX g  
who visited Purl in 1§38, that he found nothing to just**-' 
highly wrought picture of “ hundreds of dead and dying 
that strew the road and of their bones that whiten the plain0' ^ete Lodging 

No account of the sanitation of Purl would be c o i^ i^ ^ y  ^ °"sa 
without a reference to the Lodging-House Act. As fcfre ° ’
stated, one of the greatest difficulties in the administration _ s. 
town is. to check overcrowding in the lodging-houses for pilgT^^Tjj.e 
In 1866 a Bill was introduced into the Bengal Council i o f  . j  
better, .regulation of such establishments, and Was finally p #-0 o X , 
with amendments in 1868. It received the assent of the Go7 0 ^  e  
General. in 1871 and .is. called the Puri L o d g i n g - H - f c  
Act (Act IY  B. 0 / of 1871). It provides for the -appointrXJ-0  
of. -a. Health O.fficer to inspect the lodging-houses and report- 
them to the Magistrate. Under this Act no house n»y ^  
opened without a license, and licenses are granted only, upoX*-- 
certificate from the.Civil!Surgeon, stating the suitability’ of 
tenemejjrt for‘the purpose, and the number of persons whicH it
. . . . .  -------------- ---------------------------------------------------- — ---- :-------i------------*--------------

*'Letter to Lord Fitzgerald and Vesci ‘on Jagannath, 1843, quoted in 
yt* W. ,Hunter’s OriBsn, Vol. 1,’pp. 152-153.

PUBLIC HfiALTKt.
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properly aooommoidate. Except ia cases where the lodglng-liouse- 
keepers are persons of known, respectability, their -establishments 
continue under the surveillance of the' Health Officer ; and penal
ties are provided for- wilful overcrowding and similar breaches 
of the license. Much good;, has resulted from the operation of 
this Act, the primary object of which'is to prevent the outbreak 
Mid spread of -disease, particularly disease of an epidemic' 
character, and to provide a source of revenue for improving the 
sanitation of the town and its-approaches.

An Act, called the Puri Lodging-House (Amendment) Act,: 
1908, has recently been passed by the Bengal Legislative Council, 
the chief objects of which are to provide further safeguards' 
against overcrowding in lodging-houses, to give Government' 
power to increase the fees for lioenses for the reception of lodgers' 
■with a view to seaming the funds necessary for proper sanitation,’ 
to render the inspection of lodging-houses more practicable, and to’ 
remove a few m inor defects in the existing Act which the practical 
working of the law has disclosed.

The r e ce ip ts  constitute what is known as the Puri L odg in g- 
H ou se  F u n d *  a n d  are,obtained*mainly from the fees for licensing 
lo d g in g -h o u s e s  ;  other1 minor sources o f  income are fees for -th o  
H e a lth  O f f i c e r ’ s  certificate, the rent o f roadside lands, fines,-etc. 
A ft e r  m a k in g  contributions to the Purl Municipality, the' income 
i s  applied t o  th.© follow ing purposes :~ th e  Health Officer’s-pay and 
a llow ances, o f f i c e  establishment and contingencies, dispensaries 
e n d  oth er m e d ic a l  expenditure, conservancy, construction and 
repairs, an .<3 . m iscellaneous charges. F rom  this fund the Puri 
Cholera H C o s p ita l and the dispensaries at Bhubaneswar and 
Satyabadl a r e  maintained, and a conservancy staff is entertained,' 
besides s© x rv a n ts  at rest-houses (o/iattis) along the pilgrim routes.

A c c o r d i n g  to the returns for 1905-06, there are 730 licensed 
lo d g in g - lx o n SeB} -which have accommodation for 20,098 persons, 
and t h e r e  a r c  also two rest-houses (dharmsalds) under the control 
o f the One of these, by the Bide of the Narendra tank,' 
is c a l le t i  t i l ie  Pandit rest-house after its founder Babu Kauai 
1 * 1  Pa>xx«3L it; the other, by  the side of the Bara Danda, is 
known a a  the Bogla rest-house, having been ereotedby Babu 
Kanai«3 L *t5,\  jjoglS. Jn these rest-houses the pilgrims are charged 
no ren fc_

T h i r t y  years ago there were only two charitable medical 
in stitu tx o jjg  in jthe district, "viz., the Puri Pilgrim ESQspit&l; 
establi^lcj-^d. m 1836, and the Khurda dispensary, established in
1864. "Sphere are now no less than ten general hospitals or 
dispeixta o -̂acies. In the town of Purl there is, in addition to the large
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Pilgrim Hospital, a Cholera Hospital and a dispeB®8,1̂  a*i 
Lion Gate ; and in the interior there are oharitable dispensane 
at Banpur, Bhubaneswar, Gop, Khurda, Pipli, S&tpara ^  
SatyabadT. The Purl Pilgrim Hospital has accomm04a^(®n or 
40 male in-patients and 20 female in-patients, and th® ® 0  era 
Hospital for 20 males and 20 females ; the Lion Gate dispensary 
affords outdoor relief only. Of the other dispensaries ° se, / a. , 
Banpur, Bhubaneswar, Gop and Khurda have 6  beds each , a 
at Pipli has 14 beds, and those at Satpara and Satyabadi aVe 
8  beds each. , -»,•••••

Though the majority of the people still adhere to the I^btraji 
system -of treatment, European medicines and methods are 
distinctly "coming into favour; and religious p re ju d ice s  
far given away that in places suoh as Bhubaneswar and Satya 
the average daily attendance is as much as 50 to 60 Pa ~1 0 ’ 
including even high class Hindu women. Proportionately , ^  
area of the district, however, the number of dispensaries can 110 
said to be large, for it is estimated that the area served b y  e 
is a circle with a radius of 5 or 6  miles.

There is also a Leper Asylum in' Pun toWn, at which IePers 
are fed on mahaprasad given free by different maths in th© town* 
Three charitable Hindu zamlndars of Balasore have also en<loT'l 
certain property in the Purushottampur estate in this d i s t r . 0 
the purpose of providing food for lepers, the endowment 
known as the* Baj Narayan Das Endowment. A  donatio1 1 - . .  
Ps. 2 ,0 0 0  has recently been made by Kumar Rameswar 
for the construction of a hospital for the leper colony.
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DEscBip. uri Forest Division is situated entirely within the Khurda
'ioh. su rnsion an<J consists of reserved aiid' protected forests 

ex en mg over an area of 485 square miles. The reserved'- 
ores contain 2 0  separate demarcated blocks having an area of 

® ^are tailes, while the protected forests comprise all? 
tmse e Waste lands in the subdivision. The latter are scattered 

over the subdivision and have not been demarcated; their 
a^ a. 18 ®8titnated to be 872 square miles, while that of the' 
w o e  subdivision is 1,013 square miles. W ith the exception' 
°  -Srria^  blocks on level ground, the forests are situated
on i s  vary in g , in elevation from 500 feet in the north to
neariy 3,000 fe et iu the south.

ey l ie  w ithin what is technically known as the dry ever-’ 
green orest zone, and for general purposes may be classified under 

mam divisions, viz., sal forests, in whioh sal (Shorea robusta) 
vaMi° m i t ia ,^ e s 5 and mixed forests, in which sal is not the pre* 

8  BP ecies. In forests of the first class sal forms practically' 
? Ure while in others the following species are f o u n d *
yp.. '  e H ninalia tomentosa), rat (Dillenia pentagyna), kendu 
j  . Pys'Os melanoxylon), kasi (Bridelia retusa), kongra (Xylia 

and sidha (Lagerstroemia parviflora). 
forest is seen at its best in the metamorphic region to 

a n d T ^ 68* ^ v*8̂ 0n> w^ere trees 3 to 5 feet in girth 
sdl -^ °  feet high are found. The chief companions of 
and eSl< ‘̂es fchose already mentioned, are kumbi (Careya arborea) 
fp , ch-<zt~o (Buchanania latifolia), while suoh species as piabal 

r_°^ arpu 9 Marsupium) and jam (Eugenia Jambolana) are 
?^Ca81O H a lly  met with. The species of bamboo known as hanta- 

(Bambusa arundinacea) and Dendrocalamus strictus both 
o c cu r 5  the former being found more frequently in low-lying 

Climbers are numerous, the most noticeable being

i. l .  mchaptSrhas been compiled from notes communicated by M r. A . L . M cln tire, 
0 j  j ^ ^ * V » t o r  o f  Forests, JBengal, and M r. J . P . Draper, Extra Assistant Conservator 

form erly in charge o£ tho Puri Forest Division.
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have formed a separate forest charge, and there has been a 
progressive increase in the revenue, as shown in the table below:—

Average  ye a r ly
EE VEND E— A verage 

* yearly 
expendi

ture.

4
Average

P ebiod .9 From
reserved
forests.

From
protected
forests.

Total.
yearly

surplus.

Rs. Rs. Rs. # s . Ra.
1890 to 1899 
1900 to 1904 
1905-1906

4,642
9,556

23,084

15.845
23,379
35,467

20,487
32,935
58,551

19,231
23,233
28,830

,1.256
9.702

29,721

Expected for  15 years, i.e., 1905 
to 1919.

«

34,000 26,000 60,000 30,000 30,000 ‘

- “  There is .no reason to expect any large additional inorease pBOa. 
in the revenue of the protected forests. But the outturn and nori. 
revenue obtained from the reserved forests will, for the reasons 
given above, oontinue to increase for many years to come. It i& 
most probable that 30 years hence the yearly surplus from the 
reserved and -protected forest/ will 'be over Es. 60,000. Of the 
expenditure now incurred, Es. 10,000, or about a third of the 
total, is paid for improvements, • such as fire protection, roads, 
buildings, creeper cutting and the cutting of inferior kinds -of 
trees which are covering up young sal, teak plantations, -ete.
The object of such -expenditure is to increase the value and 
usefulness of the forests to future generations. The last remark 
especially applies to expenditure on teak plantations, which 
cannot produce any revenue till they are 40 or 50 years old, and 
will not give a full return' till they are 80 or *100 years old.
They are to some extent experimental, as, till large teak trees 
are produced, it cannot be said for certain that the locality is 
really suitable for teak. Though the profit obtained from the 
Khurda forests will in time become considerable, it is perhaps 
a- less important consideration than the maintenance -of supplies 
of timber and firewood for the Khurda ryots and neighbouring 
towns, which depends on the careful management of these 
forests.”

For the purposes, of management the reserved forests are adm in is- 
divided into three working circles, which, with the surrounding tbation. 
protected J^rests, are included in three'ranges or units of- manage
ment. e three oircles are the Chandka circle iu the northern 
Tange, the Khurda circle in the central range, and tBe Banpur 
circle in the-southern range. The Chandka and Khurda--circles * 
are being worked Under- the coppice system with a rotation- of
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30 years, while the-Banpur working circle is being worked under 
the selection method. For convenience of working, and to meet 
demands in the Khurda estate, the Chandka and* Khurda circles 
haveieen subdivided into a number of felling series scattered "over 
the whole area, and an annual coupe in each of the felling series 
or -blocks is opened each year. Each of these ahnual coupes is 
jsold by auction to a single purchaser, who is responsible for the 
working of the coupe and for the removal of. its produce under 
bond-, the aotual execution of the work being supervised by the 
Forest staff. In  the Banpur working circle an annual coupe is 
ajpo opened pach year, and the trees to be removed are marked by 
the Divisional Forest Officer. It is intended that these shall 
eventually be sold by auction while still standing in the forest, 
,but at present this system has not been introduced, and exploita
tion is cdftried on departmentally, the outturn of logs being finally 
sold by ’ auction at the nearest railway station.

The output of the coupes of the Chandka and Khurda circleB 
consists- of small timber, firewood and oharcoal, which are,mostly 
exported to Cuttack and Puri. Large tifnber is obtained from 
the ;Banpur circle only, the sal wood extraoted being sold by 
auotion at 'the Balugan railway station and exported to Cuttack 
and Purl for use in buildings. The right to colleot and remove 
minor produce of all kinds is leased out by ranges. The most 
important of these leases confer the right to collect swwdjgj bark 
for, tanning and Nux vomica seed for medicinal purposes. £  
jpertain quantity of stone, chiefly laterite, is also removed on 
.permit for building and road, metalling. ,
< The protected forests are worked under liberal rules framed 
under sections £9 and 31 of the Indian Forest Act, whioh provide 
for the removal of all kinds of produce, required by the local popu- - 
latioji and allow grazing for their cattle. A  cess, of 6 pies per 
■rUpee- of land revenue assessed is levied on all landholders, in 
return for the forest produce used, while a fee of 4 annas per 
•annum per head of cattle is levied for all cattle ove£ and above 
-the number allowed free to each landholder for the purposes of 
■cultivation and household requirements.!

No special arrangements are made to protect the scattered, 
undsmarcated protected forests from, fire, the only protection 
afforded,being such as is provided by the rules mentioned above. In 
.the-reserved blocks special protective measures are undertaken and 
.these consist of burning dean all outer boundary lines several 
•interior fife lines at the commencement of the dry season, which 
lasts from February to June. A  staff of special fire patrols is also 
retained during the season; These measures have been carried out
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sinoe 1885, and about 98 per cent, of the area undertaken has 
been successfully protected since then. In the reserved forests 
the majority £>f offences are petty, consisting gither of cattle 
trespass or illicit fellings and removal of trees.. Ejor purposes of 
protection each range, comprising both reserved and proteoted 
forests, is divided into beats, and eaoh beat is in the charge of a 
Forest Guard assisted by one or more forest paiks.

The people are almost exclusively, agricultural. Their wants Rbia* 
in the way of forest produce are chiefly bamboos, fuel and small TJJE 
timber for house posts and agricultural implements. No rights of fbopib. 
*tny sort have been ,admitted in any of the reserved forests; but 
the protected formats have been specially set aside to supply their 
wants, under the rules above mentioned, whioh (include the pay
ment of a foreaj; cess to Government. The privileges enjoyed by 
the people undeif these rules have, however, been, muoh abused, sa 
that they are now more or less depende&t on the reserves for both 
timber and bamboos. There are no special,' fuel and fodder. 
reserves, and, as stated above, all local requirements are met from . 
the protected forests. The latter are also usee? during September,
October and. November by outside graziers oiv payment of a fee 
for eaoh head of cattle. No grazing is permitted in the reserved, 
forests.
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A G R IC U L T U R E .

F or practical purposes, the distriot of Puri may be regarded as 
consisting" of two-sharply defined divisions—the plains and the hilly 
traots, the former occupying the south-east and the latter the 
ftorth-west of the distriot. The two are separated by the rivet 
Daya, whioh forms a natural boundary. The country to the 
Uorth-we ĵ; is studded with hills, and a large portion of the area 
is covered with jungle. The soil is mostly lateritio, but in places 
where the soil is suitable, as in some of the valleys, a large area is 
cropped with s&radi or winter rice. Almost the whole of this hilly 
fcraot is inoluded in the Khurda subdivision and is undpr the direct 
management of GcWernpient. The country to the* south-west 
of the Daya is marked by an almost entire absence of hills, there 
being only a few detached 'outliers, such as the Dhauli hills and 
the hills dose to tfye Delang railway station, whioh rise some
what abruptly from) the alluvial plains. In this portion©of the 
district there is practically no laterite or jungle, and almost the 
whole of the cultivable land is under the plough. The high 
lands, for which no means of irrigation have .yet been devised, are 
cultivated with bia\i or g,utumn rice, pulses, e tc , while savad or 
winter rice is«groWn in the marshy depressions know,n as pats 
and in other low-lying lands. This portion of the district is« 
comprised almost entirely jn the headquarters subdivision, and 
a portion of it is under the direct management of Government.

Another marked difference between the two tracts is that the 
headquarters subdivision is liable to havq its crops destroyed by 
inundations, while the Khurda subdivision is practically immune, 
for no part except Balabhadrapur on the Chilka lake is visited by- 
heavy floods. Cultivation in the latter subdivision is, more- 
overjf favoured by the deposit of vegetable matter washed down 
from the hills on the western border. On the other hand, the 
crops suffer to some extent from drought in places where the 
water runs off rapidly or* where there is only a thin oqgering of 
soil abov^the laterite. The majority of the fields tere are laid 
out in terraoes, aad in order to retain water, are surrounded with 
email raised banks of earth called hirq. It is the immemorial

C H A P T E E  V I I .



custom for the ryot to repay: only the ridges separating his field 
from one on a lowe^ level ; and any attempt to repair or' to reduce 
the size of the him between his field and one on a higher level 
leads to disputes and not infrequently to fights. In  this trcPct too 
the people- are still in the habit of utilizing the uplands for hoe * 
cultivation, locally known *as toHa, whioh is mainly carried on 
upon newly cleared portions of scrub jungle.

Purl has in ordinary years'abundant rain, the normal annual Rainfall, 
rainfall being 55'66 inches. It has been known to be as high 
as 136 inches (in 1862), but on the other hand, deficiency is more 
frequent than in 'the other sea-board districts of Orissa, and 
Purl is the only district where the fall is occasionally less than 
40 inches. Unfortunately, too, the rainfall is precarious, and an 
untimely or unequal distribution is liable to cause serious damage 
to the .crops, even if the aotual fall does not fall short of the' 
quantity required. A  heavy shower in February or March is 
necessafy to enable the land to be ploughed, but the most critical 
months are May, September and October. I f  the M ay showers  ̂
whioh are the precursors of the .monsoon -rains,ido not fall, sowing 
may be prejudicially delayed; laut deficiency in the rainfall iri 
September and October is even more dangerous, as it affeots 
the, maturing of the staple rice crop. 'The most -terrible famine 
the district has ever known was caused by the -failure of the 
Septen$er and October rains in 1865; and in 1896, with a 
rainfall very little below the normal, serious loss was caused by 
the cessation of the rains early in September . Qn the whole,* it 
may be said that a well distributed rainfall of 40 inches is 
sufficient to secure the crop, provided that not less than 4 inches 
fall in October ; but in order to obtain a bumpeg crop, at least 

r50 inches are required, of. which* 8 inches should fall in September 
and 6 inches in October. ’ * '

Besides this, the district is liable to inundation from the Floods, 
rivers overflowing their banks when swollen by heavy rainfall in 
the hills. When they are of great height and of long duration,

. or when they occur so late as to render resowing impossible, very" 
serious damage is done by such floods. Provided, however, that 
they are not high, subside rapidly, and come early in the 
season, they are productive of good, as the fertilizing - silt they 
leave behind renews the productive powers of the soil and assures 

'good  harvests. Much damage is also dene along the littoral -by 
salt floods sweeping up from the sea. This subject will’ be dealt 
with more fulfy in the next chapter. •

In the "headquarters subdivision the soil is of the usual alluvial So il s . 
type found in deltaic country, except in the west,* where, the

a g r ic u l t u r e , 1 4 ?
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subdivision enoroaob.es on the laterite .uplands of Khurda, and on 
the'south and east,-where the sandy littoral forijis a belt of varying 
width. There is every variety o f  admixture froln almost pure 
sand to  almost pure mud, but generally speaking, the lighter 
soils, suoh as'sandy loams, are most abundant in the north, where 
there is much diversity of level, ffnd the black soils are found 
more widely in the lower levels of the southern parganas. The 
oultivators themselves recognize a large _ number of different 
olasses. of soil, the names of which vary according to their 
situation, elevation and composition.

In an ordinary, village the lands fall primarily under three 
main divisions according to their situation, viz., (1) the low lands 
retaining rain water and hence called jala or wet lands, on whioh 
winter rice is grown. These lands predominate in the district and

• comprise ]the greater part of the whole cultivated area. (2) The 
high lands round the village homesteads, whioh being enriched by 
manure and household refuse, have a blackish colour dnd are 
therefore called kali; they are devoted to vegetables, cotton, and 
other valuable orops. (3).The riverside lands (paid), whioh being 
periodically fertilized by deposits of silt are suitable for growing 
tobacco, Sugarcane, kulthi, etc. Other common names are diha, 
i.e.,* homestead land, gora or light-coloured land, nadipatu or 
riverside land and sarpatu or ‘watery land. There are numerous 
names again given to different varieties of land according to its

. composition, colour, etc.- Among these may be mentioned balia 
matal, % a, sandy loam, chaulia matal, a friable soil of a brownish 
colour, sudh matal, a muddy soil, haltI matal, a black fertile soil

* found in low levels, and nunia matal, a soil of a bluish-white 
colour, foun^ near the Chilka lake, whioh becomes saltish in the 
hot weather.

The main portion of*the Khurda subdivision is hilly, but 
it includes a narrow alluvial strip varying in width from one 
to.three miles, and zilas Balabhadrapur and Mughajbandi are 
entirely deltaic. In zilas I^hurda and Rameswar, and m  part of 

‘ Dandimal, there are extensive beds of laterite; but the valleys 
of zilas Dandimal, Khurda, Tapang, Rameswar and Kuhuri*, 
and those in the northern portion of Banpur, are chiefly composed 
of secent. alluvium, Consisting of red and brown days, white, 
brown and red loams, with more or less sand, detritus and 
yegetable moulds; here ajid there ridges or beds of old alluvium, 
containing nodular "limestone (genguti), form the rab-soil, and 

. this" alluvium is found in large areas in zilas Panchgarh and 
-Kuspalla, as alsp in parts of zila- Banpur. A  portion of the 
Chilka lake<is comprised within the subdivision, and along its



"Wells. O f  tuesti sources, irrigation from natural streams is the 
most im portant, but unfortunately the streams, with, one or  two 
exceptions, are not perennial, and cannot be of much use for 
irrigation, unless the surplus water is stored in suitable reservoir/? 
during the rains. Wells form the least important source of 
supply ; th ey  are but little used, only a few fields of sugarcane or* 
country potatoes (saru) being watered from wells *dug yearly for 
the purpose. Properly speaking, there is no perfect system of 
irrigation in  the whole district. A  system of irrigation to be of 
real value should afford means of irrigating the fields whenever 
v?ater is’ needed for the crops, i.e., the source of supply should 
be perennial, or the supply should be drawn from some reservoirs 
where water can be stored up to meet the emergency of a 
drought. But, with the present system of irrigation, there is 
no command over the source of supply.
• In  the hilly tracts which form the Khurda subdivision the 
natural sources o f water-supply are the rainfall and the perennial 
springs issuing from the jungle-clad hills.' These natural sources 
are inadequate for the requirements of cultivation and are sup
plemented by tanks, and by utilizing the water of the numerous 
nullahs ana streams. W hen the latter method of irrigation is 
employed, dams ipandhs) are put across natural strekms^ and the. 
water being thus headed up either flows ovgr the cultivated 
area or is led to the Belds by means of small natural or artificial
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intercept the drainage of the land above. Somae t im e s  theyare 
■artificially deepened by excavation to increase t h e ir  oapaoity , and 
sometimes they are fed by natural springs ; t h e y -  are known 
locally as garhias. Perhaps the most valuable t r a c t  in . the Khurda 
estate ia the area irrigated from the Salia river i n  *sHa Banpur, 
but even there, if the rain fails in the basin o f  t i i e  river during 
the beusan season, the harvest is lost. This r e m a r k ,  however, 
'does not apply- to irrigation from some perennial sp rin g s, such as 
the spring ’feeding the Kajla Ganda 6dndh in. M a h a l  M ujna near 

■ Khurda and the springs near the Barunai bills.
In  the headquarters subdivision the chief s o u r c e s  o f irrigation, 

are the rivers, from which in  times of flood w a te r  i s  let out into 
tbe cultivated land through embankment s lu ice s . The defect of 
this system .of irrigation is that the crops suffer from , drought, i f  
there are no floods in the rivers. In  the m in or  drainage channels 
also earthen dams are thrown aoross the stream s o  as to head up 
the water, which thus irrigates the fields l y i n g  close to them •; 
but this is done to a very limited extent. S o m e  irrigation is 
carried on by means of water-lifts, m ainly in  th e  case of dalua 
crops, but there are also some hot-weather crop s  irrigated in 
this way-along the banks o f the rivers D aya  a n d  Bhargavi, and 
some sugarcane cultivation on the banks o f  th e  GranguS. near 
Bhubaneswar.

The three commonest contrivances for raising-water from a 
lower to a higher level are the tenda, send and ja n ta . The (ends 
consists of two upright posts with a cross bar, whioh serves as a 
fulcrum on which a bamboo pole works ; the latter is -freighted 
at one end by a stone or mass of mud, and at the* other a thin 
bamboo is fastened, with an earthen pot ox bucket attaohed. 
When water is required the cultivator pulls down the bamboo pole 
till the bucket is immersed : as. soon as the tension is relaxed, 
the weight attached to the lever raises the bucket of itself, an4 
the water is then emptied into a nodhd or pipe, which is generally 
the hollowed trunk o f . a palm-tree, and is directed into the 
fields. "When * tbe "field is any considerable height above the 
water, a platform*, is-built on-four stout bamboos on which a man 
stands to work the lever. \  .

Wherft tbs water has only to be raised a few feet, it may be 
Boooped up in a send, a sort of basket made of split' bamboo whioh 
twO men usj. fLoldiug the .ropes attached to either side, they.



oil-seeds on 4,000 aores. linseed, mustard arid the castor oil 
plant (jgaba) are grown mainly on river banks and round village 
sites. Cotton is raised on an even smaller area, the normal -acre-. 
age o f  early cotton being only 2,300 aores and of lat8 cotton ‘
400 acres.

Sugarcane, with a normal area of 3,100' acres, is grown Sugarcane, 
practically all over the district. It is a crop requiring high land 
with good soil and facilities for irrigation, and is frequently found 
on riverside lands, in the vicinity of village sites, and near tanks.
It is an exhausting crop_ and is consequently rotated with other" 
crops. The cane is pressed by a press called khai, a primitive 
contrivance consisting of two wooden rollers revolving round 
another central roller.

Indigo is grown' in small patches in the headquarters sUb- Dyes 
division, being found chiefly in parganas Kotdesh, Antrodh, tobacco 
Kotrahang and Damarkhand ; the normal area is ofily 700 acres. and pan' 
Tobacco is .raised on riverside lands, which periodically receive 
a deposit of silt. The tobacco grown is for the most part con
sumed locally. Pan is- grown in small quantities on the high 
lands of a few villages. The chief centre of pan cultivation is 
Na'rsinghpur, which has given its name to a variety called 
Narsinghpurl pan,' whioh has gained some popularity in the 
Calcutta and Cuttack markets. Other pan gardens are found in 
zild Dandimal and in the headquarters subdivision close to the 
Jagannath road, the pan being sold to pilgrims and exported to"
Pujri. «

•The principal fruits of Pnri are the mango, jack, papaya, FfiCIia 
ciiBtard-apple, pine-apple and plantain. Of these fruits the most and 
important is the mango, which forms an important part of the 
food supply of the people. The Khurda subdivision is specially 
noted for its niimerous mango and jack groves, which .have' 
been estimated to extend over nearly 30 square- mile's; besides 
these 'regularly planted trees, there 'are a large number of -wild 
trees scattered through the jungle or growing on the hills.

. The laterite soils common in this -tract seem fo b« specially 
'suited to the' growth 6f mango trees, whjch on' such soils 
often attain a remarkable size. The. fruit they yield is ,of every
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to a small berry-liKe iru.it witu stringy nesn, a large stone, ana 
a strong flavour of turpentine. In  the Male there is a variety-el 
wild mango, yielding a small but often sweet and tasty fruit. The 
jaok fruit is generally of the common stringy variety, though sweet 
and often of large size. The tamarind- tree replaoes the mango 
in tracts where the old undulating alluvium predominates; and on 
that soil, which is unsuited to the mango,0tbrives and grows to 
a great size. The common ciistard-apple, jama, bel, lanka-dmba,

. limes, and oitrons are cultivated to a limited extent. The orange 
tree, which succeeds in Gan jam, will ooly yield fruit in the 
Banpur Mals- Coconut and date palms thrive in Banpur, and 
the latter also do well in ' Panchgarh, Manikagora and other 
places. Among other fruit-bearing trees may be mentioned 
the polang treo, which is grown extensively for the* sake of 
the oil from its berries. Many vegetables are grown on riverside 
lands and on the land adjoining the village homesteads, including 
brinjals, cucumbers, radishes, gourds of several kinds, sweet 
potatoes, yams and beans. # »

According to the agricultural statistics of 1906-07, altogether 
1,132 square miles are under cultivation, fdrepts account for 485 
square miles, while 493 square miles are unculturable, and the 
area of cultivable waste other than fallow is 194 square miles. 
Thorinformation available shows that there has been a very great 
extension of cultivation within the last half century. Since» the 
settlement of 1837 the area under cultivation in the headquarters 
subdivision has inoreased by 23'4 per cent, owing to the reclamation 
of •wa'fete land; and in the Khurda Government estate there has 
been an--increase of 24,816 acres, or 39 square miles since the 
settlement of 1882.

In-the headquarters subdivision the advance of the plough has 
been steady, except in its north-western extremity, where the 
physical features of the country have proved an effectual obstacle 
to such extension. There are also a few tracts in whioh a consider
able area has been thrown out of cultivation owing to floods. 
In  Khurda the jungle is being* cleared steadily in places where 
the soil is suitable, and. it is believed that, if proper means of 
irrigation could be provided) still larger areas might Ije reclaimed.
A  noticeable example of- such reclamation may be observed in 
the case of some villages near Nil&driprasad. Once^a rich-and 
thriving estate, it was devastated during the wars between the 
Rajas 6f Khurda and Parikud ; the land relapsed into jungle, and * 
no attempt* was Baade to bring it again under cultivation. - Butf 
about 20 years ago these villages-were given-out in lease with the



m g ana cultivating Deing renewed. Of late years the extension of 
cultivation has considerably reduced the area of forest and waste 
land, which in former days was looked upon as only fit for toild 
cultivation, but has now been brought under the plough. In* 
other respects, however, there, has not been much advance. Iu 
spite o f the efforts made in the Khurda Government estate’ 
to introduce new crops and new varieties of seed, the cultivator 
still remains constant to the ways of his forefathers.

Manure, consisting chiefly of jcow-dung, is used to a large Manures, 
'extent in the- headquarters subdivision; this is eked out-£y mud'
' from the bottom of tanks and river deposits, arid the refuse of oil

seeds and sugarcane is also used. * In  the Khurda subdivision  ̂ the 
artificial manure almost exclusively used is dried>and powdered 
cow-dung. The droppings are collected from t^e cow-shed s and5 
kept in pits. The urine, as a rule, is allowed to escape, but -a- 
portion is collected with the scrapings of the mild floor, whioh are 
added to the manure pit. The manure is kept for seven or eight' 
months until quite decomposed ; it .is then plaoed in heaps on - the 
field just before A e  May ploughings. Other artificial manures are 
but little used, but for some miscellaneous crops, such as sugarcane,- 
a certain quantity of oilcake is employed. Green crops or jungle' 
growth are not used as* vegetable manure, although there are‘ 
large quantities of suitable plants, such as the smaller cassiaa and 
wild indigo. A  certain manurial value is obtained, however, front

* the weeds ploughed into the soil, and from the rice stubble, whioh 
is ploughed in immediately after reaping: One of- -the finest 
manures.whi^i the Khurda rice lands now enjoy *is the water, 
impregnated with salts and loaded with vegetable detritus, whioh 
flows into them f r o m  the adjoining hills.
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and by cultivators generally, sheep and goats by low  castes, and 
pigs by tbe degraded caste of Ghusurias. A  few  country-bred 
ponies are kept by tbe well-to-do 'for riding.

In  tbe headquarters subdivision an area of 21,400 acres, repre
senting from 3 to 5 per cent, of the total are% of tbe villages, was 
set apart at tbe last settlement for grazing .grounds. The proee-> 
dure adopted is described as follows by Mr. M addox:— “  "With two 
objects in view, the establishment of fuel and fodder reserves and 
tbe setting apart of specific places for sanitary purposes, jfche 
Settlement Officer caused all waste lands and tanks, to the use o f 
which the villagers appeared to have a customary right, to be 
recorded as the property of the community' (sarba sddhdmn)„ 
Such lands were found in most villages, though the right was, by: 
no means, always admitted by the zamindars. . . ]_n the rules*
of 1896 provision was made for the reservation of lands for grazing 
grounds with the consent of the zamlndar, and the Assistant 
Settlement Officers were directed to select in eaoh village a few. 
large fields, not more than 15 to 20 acres in an average .village of 
400 acres, suitable for grazing, and to enter them in a separate 
khatidn, to wbich they were required to get the signatures of some: 
of the leading ryots and of the.zamindar, or sub-proprietor, o r  bis 
agent. note was then made in the khatidn that the village'* 
community jvere entitled to graze their cattle without charge on 
this land, and that it was on this ground exempted from assess-’ 
ment. To safeguard these lands against subsequent encroachment 
a clause hag been.inserted in the form of kabuliyat to be executed by 
all zamindars and sub-proprietors entering into engagements for 
the payment of revenue, binding them to preserve as grazing 
grounds, cremation grounds, and reserved tanks, the plots specified, 
to take no rent or grazing charge, and to take action in the Courts 
to eject trespassers, if required by the Collector to do so.”  These 
areas were set apart after calculating the approximate number of 
cattle in. a village, and if the lands are maintained intact, no, 
difficulty should be experienced by the villagers in obtaining 
sufficient pasturage for their cattle; but unfortunately this has not 
proved to be as efficient a safeguard as was expected.

In the Khurda subdivision the cultivators depend mainly on the 
protected'fprests for pasturage, i.e., on the lands not included. in* 
the reserve^ fotests or. in the holdings of the ryots. JUlsewherfc in 
Otissa the tfce fields form a valuable pasture ground, the stubble 
weeds, and grass being intentionally left fpr fodder; but in!
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NATURAL CALAMITIES.
T h e  district of Purl is liable to suffer both, from floods and 
droughts. The former are due to the sudden rising of the 
rivers, which have one common charaoteristio. In  the hot 
weather they are nearly dry, and their beds consists of stretches of 
sand, through which small streams meander from bank to bank-. 
But in the rainy season they rise to a great height with, wonderful 
rapidity and bring down a large volume, of water, whioh the lower 
channels are unable to discharge. The result is that the water 
spreads over the country except where it is chocked by embank- 

'ments. Droughts are due to the deficiency o f the rainfall. In 
most years the rainfall is sufficient for the needs of the district 
but it is precarious, and its early cessation is fatal to the rice crop; 
on which the people depend. Practically the whole of "the 
cultivated area is under rice, and other crops are scarcely grown 
at all. B y  far the greater part, moreover, * of the rice crop 
consists of sarad or winter rice, and the autumn and spring rice 
are comparatively small crops; they are not grown at all in some 
parts, and can nowhere make up for the loss of the winter 
rice.

The greatest famine within the memory of the inhabitants of 
Purl was that of 1866, whioh was felt with even greater intensity" 
iri Puri than in either Cuttack or Balasore. The outturn of the 
rice crop 5f 1864 had been short, and this was followed by an 
utter failure owing to the scanty rainfall in.1865, when only 36*3 
inches fell, of which not more than 5-2 inches fell m September 
and none at all subsequently. In  October 1865, prices were 
about two and a half times their ordinary rates, and distress 
began to appear, the people in many places subsisting on fruits' 
and «roots, while rice was selling at famine rates. The Collector 
applied early in the season for permission to make enquiries 
into the losses on the zamlnd&ri estates, but.his^request was 
summarily refused by tha Board of Revenue. A  more pressing* 
application to^he same effect was made at the end of November 
but was again negatived, and the Collector was informed that 
fio remissions were to be granted, and that no hopes of receiving

C H A P T E R  Y I I I .



request for an advance with whioh to purchase rice was 
refused. The Commissioner then telegraphed:—“ Famine relief 
is at a stand-still. Purl must get rice from somewhere.- May 
I  authorise advance for this purpose ?”  The reply sent was-:— 
“  Government declines to import rice into Puri. I f  the market 
favours importers, rice will find its way to Purl without Govern
ment interference, whioh can only do harm. A ll payments for 
labour employed to relieve the present distress are to bo in oash.”  
The result of this telegram seems to have been to put an 
end to the discussion regarding the importation of rice till a 
period when the weather and the state * of the people rendered 
it too late to import it with successful effect. No further orders 
were issued oh the subject till June. In the meantime, the 
Collector did all that he possibly could, but there can be no doubt 
that the relief works were rendered to a great- degree inoperative 

'from want of rice to feed the labourers.
Matters grew rapidly worse, and in the early part of May the 

distress in the town of Purl had become so great that it was no 
longer possible to leave it to the unorganized charity of the 
mahants or heads of religious houses. On the 9th May the 
Collector, as Secretary to the Famine Relief Committee, made an 
appeal to public charity through the Calcutta Press. A  sum of 
Rs. 1,000 was sent in answer to his appeal, and this enabled him to- 
open a relief -house in the town, at which cooked rice was supplied. 
At the end of- May a grant of Rs. 10,000 was made by Govem-

• ment to the ̂ Committee, and an officer was appointed to superin
tend the distribution of gratuitous relief the interior. B y  this 
time some private trade had sprung up with the smith, rice being 
imported-by way of the Chilka lake from Gopalpui; but the supply 

, w.as ^dependent on the imports from ports still further south;



procurable even f<Jr the prisoners, and called on the Commissioner 
to send V>im a supply from the rice which had been sent by 
Government to False Point in order to avert a crisis. ;

The soiling ̂ price in Puri at this time was below 6 standard 
seers to the rupee ; but by the end of June there was a renewal
of the supply from the south, and the price then fell to 7J seers
for the rupee.' Government had, meanwhile, abandoned its 
resolution not to import rice, and imported 2,549 bags, which 
reached Puri on the 30th June. The Collector, began to make 
sales of rice.to the public in the town at the rate of 6  local
seers (-7| standard seers), and then was forced to raise the
price to 5 seers for the rupee, which had the effect of stopping 
the sales for a time. On the 7th July another Bteamer .arrived 
in the Roadstead with a cargo of 12,476 bags, but. the bad weather, 
had now set in, and it was with the utmost difficulty that 
the grain could be got-on shore at the rate of a few boat-loads 
a .day. At times it was absolutely impossible to go off to the 
ship at all, and altogether 7 weeks passed before the whole 
of the 12,476 bags were landed. Moreover a brig, which had 
brought up 1,500 bags of rice from Gopalpur on private account-, 
■was eventually obliged to leave the port without discharging 
her cargo.

This period was one of very great distress throughout the 
district. The quantities of grain which the authorities were able 
to land at Puri from day to day were so small, that there 
appeared to be no hope of carrying on the relief operations with
out a break. On the 20th July rice was selling in the market at 
less than 6 seers for the rupee, and the Collector was compelled 
to restrict his sales at market rates to one rupee’s worth to each 

-applicant in the town, and on the 13th August it was found 
necessary to stop the sales altogether for a time. The Relief 
Committee were still able to keep their relief centres in 
operation, but the distress was aggravated by the disastrous, 
inundation described later in this chapter.

^)n the 31st August, another vessel arrived with 7,453 bags- 
of nee, and during September operations were rapidly extended, 
the shopkeepers being employed as agents for ths-sale of the 
Government rice throughout the district. Rice from Gopalpur alsd. 
began to-com a into the district on private account, but on the 10th 
September the Committee recorded that the class whom they had 
hitherto allowed to purchase rice fvt 16 seers for the rupee,* h$d-
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'*jierged into the pauper population, having sold all that they 
possessed. They therefore discontinued sales altogether, supplying 
the destitute gratuitously, and leaving those who could pay to 
purchase at the Government shops. In October another dearth 
pf the rice stock took place, which compelled tl& Collector at 
first to reduce his sales at market rates by only allowing 
purchasers to take 8 annas’ worth instead of one rupee’s worth at 
a time, and afterwards to put a stop to sales altogether. The 
Relief Committee, however, had stocks in hand, and were enabled 
to carry on operations at all their centres, with the assistance, 
o f  15,000 maunds o f  old unhusked rioe supplied to them by 
the mahant of one of the maths. Further stores of rice were 
imported in November and the reopening of Government sales, 
together with the appearance of the new rice in the* market, had a 
marked effect on prices. Coarse rice, which on the 1st November 
had been selling at 7 ^  seers per rupee, rapidly fell in price, till 
on the 23rd the rate stood at 21 seers for the rupee. The 
oondition of the people had much improved by this time, and 
it was decided to close the centres gradually, but in certain 
tracts which had suffered more severely than others, it waa 
found necessary to continue gratuitous relief for several months 
longer.

The previous failure of the crop of 1864, the drought of
1865, and the terrible-inundations in August 1866, all combined 
to make the famine more severely felt in Purl than in any 
other district. In  the south and north-east scarcity had 
become famine some months earlier than either in Cuttack or 
Balasore; but unfortunately no rice was imported till a month 
later than to Cuttack. Certainly, private trade was importing 
something from the south, but not to anything like the extent 
of adequately supplying the wants of the people in the interior. 
B y June the famine had reached its height, and it continued 
unabated throughout July and August. The mortality reached 
its culminating point at the beginning of the second week 
of August during the heavy rain and stomas which preceded 
and caused the floods. The people were then in the lowest 
stage of exhaustion; the emaciated crowds collected at the 
feeding stations had no sufficient shelter, and the cold and ^et 
killed many. A  number of deaths were also due to the fact 
•that, at the centres in the interior, relief was given in the 
shape of uncooked rica till the end of Jyly. But, as in other 
districts, it was found that the paupers,' having *uo facilities 
for cooking it, and famishing with hunger, devoured the rice raw, 
which brought on fatal bowel complaints. The raw rioe was

M %
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also forcibly taken away from the weak by the strong, and 
this led to the distribution of rations of cooked rice. Regarding 
the mortality, it is impossible to form any estimate which can 
be confidently pronounced even to approximate to the tru th ; 
but in Octobe# 1866 it was reported that 210,866 deaths had 
occurred in the year,, and of these a large proportion must have 
been directly due to the famine.

Scarcities have since occurred in 1877-78, 1885-86 and 
1888-89, serious distress being caused in the year last named by 
floods, which injured or destroyed the autumn rice crop and 
seriously diminished the outturn of winter rice in the Khurda 
subdivision and a small tract of country between the Chilka lake 
and the sea. Famine once more visited the district in 1897 as the 
combined result of floods and drought. A ll the great rivers 
rose almost simultaneously to nearly the highest point on record, 
overflowing their banks or breaching the embankments. The 
low lands were submerged and owing to the unprecedented 
duration of the flood, remained water-logged for more than a 
month. Not only was the crop ruined, but much, land was 
permanently thrown out of cultivation by deposits of sand. The 
cultivators, on the subsidence of the floods, replanted as soon as 
possible, but the new sowings were sacrificed to drought, as the 
old ones had been to flood. The drought was 'also of long 
duration, the rains having ceased at the end of September. 
The result was that in some places the rice crop failed entirely, 
and in others the outturn was not good, while the winter rice 
crop, which is the mainstay o f  the people, suffered most from 
both flood and drought.

Relief measures were necessary in 365 square miles, contain
ing 102,000 souls, the area and the population affected being 
respectively about one-seventh and one-ninth of the total area 
and population of the district*. The affected area moreover, 
did not form a compact tract, but was scattered in both the 
subdivisions of the district; nor did all the tracts require relief 
to the same extent and at one and the same time. There were 
seven such tracts. The first and most important one was round 
the Chilka lake and comprised the parganas of Bajrakot, 
Majud, Parikud, Andhari, Manikpatna and parts of parganas 
Chaubiskud and Sirai in the headquarters subdivision and 
parganas Satpara and Balabhadrapur in the Khur^i subdivision.* 
Frctoi its geographical position and physical conditions, this tract, 
which measured 231’ square miles and contained'74,000 souls, 
is most exposed i,o the calamities of the seasons. It was here that 
relief measures were necessary in 1877-78, 1.885-86 and 1888-89-'
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lands are benefited rather than injured by- high floods: The 
portion of the subdivision to the east of the Gan jam road-is' in a 
very different position, for it is subject to annual inundation from 
the Daya river. The headquarters subdivision is also divided into 
two tracts, viz., the western or protected area between the Daya 
and the Bhargavi rivers, and the eastern or unprotected area 
between the Bhargavi and the sea, which is traversed by the 
Kushbhadra river. -The former is called the protected area, 
because it has been decided to keep up- the left embankments of 
the IJaya and the right embankments of the Bhargavi, so as to 
protect this area from floods. It  is doubtful whether this does 
much good in the long run. The country protected from floods 
becomes a sort of a hollow in course of time, while the country 
outside rises with the deposit of silt, and the time eventually 
comes when the embankments burst or are abandoned, and the 
low country suffers more than the surrounding h ig h e r  lands.

The tracts liable to inundation in ordinary years have been 
grouped by Mr. H . McPherson, the Settlement Officer, as 
follows:— (1 ) the West Daya tract, including "West Lembai, West 
Sirai, and Balabhadrapur in the Khurda subdivision (2) the 
Dhanua basin, inel]iding,the greater portion of parganas Purbaduai, 
Oldhar, Matkatpatna and a small portion of parganas Kotdesh- and 
Rahang ; (3) the Samang Pat, north of Puri ; (4) the land along 
the lower reaches tff the Kadua and the Praehi rivers ; and (5) 
portions of parganas Kodhar, Kurilo and X&ppa TTnnmnn,

The effects of inundation are most disastrous in the -Dhanua 
basin, where the water lodges for a longer period than elsewhere, 
on account of the inability of the Kushbhadra to discharge its 
volume quickly. The results of inundations in the tract first 
named are also serious, but the damage caused in the fourth 
tract is slight, and in the Samang Pat, which is used for the 
cultivation of ddlua rice, inundations are not onl-y beneficial but 
necessary for the crops. In years of extraordinary flood the only 
portions not liable to inundation are Kotrahang, Paschimduai 
East Rahang, and South-East Chaubiskud ; the rest of the head
quarters subdivision is converted into a lake for the time being% 
The effects are least disastrous in the northern parganas, where 
the slope of the land is sufficient to carry off flood water before 
irremediable damage has been done ; Kotdesh, Lembai, Antrodh 
Damarkhand and Banchas may be placed in th!b category. In 
the parganas further south the crops are liable to be severely 
damaged, and, in bad years, totally destroyed.

Salt floods. Certain traets are also liable to inundation by salt water. 
The rivers of the district? whether they enter the Chilbs. lake
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or th e  sea, run dry in the hot weather, and are then liable to  
have water forced up their channels by the action o f the
tides a n d  the strong breeze which blows from the south for several 
m onths o f the year. When the rivers are embanked, the tides 
high, a n d  the breeze strong, the salt water overflows and does 
much dam age to the cultivated fields. The tracts specially liable 
to this misfortune form a belt of about five miles round the shore 
'of the Ohilka in fa r  gams Chaubiskud and Sirai, and the lands 
situated on  the lower reaches of the Kushbhadra, the’ Prachi, the 
Kadua ft31*! the tidal creeks of the Kodhar block. Fields deeply 
s u b m e r g e d  do not recover their fertility for a period of three or 
four years, and the crops in these tracts are therefore precarious.
For suoh. areas river inundation is highly beneficial, as the saline 
i m p r e g n a t i o n  gets washed out of the soil by river flood, and the 
effects o f  tidal flood are thus counteracted. But for this, many 
large stretches of country would doubtless lie waste along the 
shores o f the Chilka Take.

The annals of-the district shew how great is the loss sustained Memor- 
by the disastrous floods to which it is liable. Of the 32 years ablc floods 
ending in 1866, 24 were years of flood so serous as to require 
remissions o f  revenue ; and during the last 15 years of this period 
there was only a single one-in which such remissions were not 
required, this exceptional year being 1865-66, when the Province 
suffered from  drought instead. In theSe 15 years the remission 
of land revenue due to flood alone was over 4 lakhs, while 3J 
lakhs were expended by Government on embankments and other 
protective works, the two items representing an annual charge of 
1-0 per cent, on the total land revenue of the. district. The years 
1872 1892 and 1896 were also memorable for high floods, that of 
1892'being remarkable for its severity and that of 1896 for its
duration.

But none of these inundations can compare for severity with Flood 0f 
that of 1866, by which 275 square miles were submerged for from i866, 
five to forty-fiv& days. Throughout this area the water was 
nowhere less than three feet deep, in whole villages it was ten feet 
deep, and over thousands of acres it averaged seven feet. The 
rivers came down bursting their banks in every direction and 
leaving fifty-two wide breaches behind them as they tore along.
More than 412,000 people were suddenly driven out o f ‘ house 
and h o m e ,^ n d  found themselves in the middle of an inland 
sea In  one part of pargana Sirai, on the north of the Chilka,
1 2 0 0  acres were under nine feet of water, and th§ average depth 
over the entire 7,830 acres reported upon in that pargana was 
between seven and nine feet. There were, therefore, in one single
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pargana, more than twelve square miles of solid la n d  suddenly 
turned into a sea between seven and nine feet d e e p ; and this 
sea continued to cover everything for thirty d ay s. Thousands 
of miserable families floated about in canoes, on b a m b oo  rafts on 
trunks, of trees, or on rice stacks, which threatened every moment 
to dissolve into fragments beneath them. No lives were lost in 
the first tush of the waters; for the unhappy inhabitants o f those 
regions know but too well, from previous experience, what they 
have to expect, and live in a constant state of preparation Most 
of the hamlets have boats tied to the houses; a n d  for miles the 
high thatched roofs are firmly held down by bam boo stakes so as 
to afford a refuge in time of flood. Starving colonies might be 
seen thus perched above the waters. Every banyan tree had its 
rookery of human beings, while the Brahmans effected settlements 
on the roofs of their brick temples, and looked down in safety 
as the flood roared past. The common danger disarmed all 
creatures of their natural antipathies. Snakes glided up to 
the roofs and burrowed harmlessly in the thatch. Others wriggled 
up trees, and whenever a canoe or log of w ood passed, slid 
down into the water and swam towards the ark which their 
instinct told them would bear them to dry land. The cattle 
suffered terribly. Sheep and goats were carried away by herds 
in the torrent, and in a few days their carcases came to the 
surface, and floated abdUt covered with crows and scuffling, kites 
But the most pitiable sight of all was that of the plough cattle 
standing in shallow parts up to their necks, and hungrily snuffing 
the barren waters for food until they sank exhausted info the 
slime. Before the flood was over, many a famished family had 
also succumbed. When the waters subsided, the survivors found 
themselves in a region of desolated homesteads, fcetid slime and 
rotting crops. ’

Such was the flood of 1866; and it must be remembered 
that, although of unusually long continuance, it was by no means 
singular as to its extent or its depth. Indeed, we find that in 
1855 the inundation was deeper in every one. of the parganas o f 
the district.

Government maintains altogether 248-87 miles of embankments 
in this district under Act X X X I I  of 1855. These embankments 
afford? only partial protection to the area liable to inundation, 
but the problem of providing complete protection^  no easy 
one. In  years of high flood in the Mahanad! river a large volume 
of water is poured into'thfe district by the Koyakhai. The chief 
peculiarity of this river is that it has no large channel leading 
direotly to the sea,* and the greater part of the water carried

•



by it has to pass to the sea through the Chilka lake. The 
channels by which the water is conveyed to the Chilka can, 
however, in their lower portions carry only about 45,000 cubic 
feet per second, as compared with 334,483 cubic feet, the 
estimated discharge of the' Koyakhai near its head in the flood 
of 1872. It  is, therefore, obvious that whenever there is a 
high flood, a considerable part of the Purl district must become 
a lake for the time being.

Both civil and engineering authorities are agreed as to the 
difficulty of remedying this state of affairs and of providing 
a system which could afford complete protection. Thus, Mr.
H . McPherson, who’ conducted the last settlement of the 
headquarters subdivision, writes:— “ The problem of protecting 
the district from' river inundation is a difficult one. The 
problem is to conduct a given amount of water from the head of 
the district to the Chilka and the sea’ by channels that reduce 
to a minimum the chance of danger to the cultivated area. In 
ordinary years the embanked channels of the Kqyakhai distri
butaries are equal to the task. In extraordinary years they are 
unequal to it. The object to be aimed at is to conduct the 
excess water in directions by which it will do least harm. A t 
present, it is allowed to spill into low-lying areas, where “the 
results are most harmful, while on the other hand complaints 
are made that where flood water is wanted on the shores of the 
Chilka to neutralize the salt impregnations of the hot weather 
tides, a sufficient supply of river water is not now obtainable.”

Again, the H on’ble Mr. W . A . Inglis, Chief Engineer to the 
Government of Bengal, writes :— “  The chief physical difference 
between the portions of the delta in the Purl and in the Cuttack 
districts is the marked difference in the sizes of the channels 
whioh have to convey to the sea the flood entering the head

• of the delta. In  the Cuttack district the channels cannot carry 
the whole of the flood, but they can carry, with the assistance 
of moderate embankments, a very fair proportion of it, and 
they reunite near the coast in very efficient estuaries. In the 
Puri district, on the other hand, the channels can carry such a very 
small proportion of the flood that any attempt to confine it 
between embankments is hopeless. Further, the only estuarv in 
the district is the small one of the Kushbhadra river, and the 
rest of the fi^od water has to find its way to the sea through 
the Chilka lake, which can hardly be considered as an effioient 
estuary. It seems possible that the existing state o f  affairs is of 
comparatively recent origin, and that at a period more or less 
rejnote a large river flowed along t]je course at present occupied
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by the Prachi Nullah. The existence of a high sandy ridge 
along the north side of this stream would appear to indicate that 
formerly there must have been either a large river or that it 
was the sea shore.

“  What at present happens is that with a low or moderate 
flood part of the district is protected and part is open to inunda
tion, while with high floods the main embankments are overtopped 
or breached, and only a small portion of the district is protected. 
To what extent the inundation is, on the average of years, really 
destructive is a point which, I  think, can hardly be said to have 
been determined, and in the absence of continuous records of the 
yield of selected tracts it can only be guessed at. The Commission 
of 1866 arrived at the conclusion that an annual assessment of 8  
annas .per acre would be a moderate charge for protection, and 
that, supposing such a rate to be lovied, an expenditure of 18| 
lakhs might be advisable. Unfortunately, it seems doubtful if 
even this sum would suffice for works which would reduce the 
flood volume of the Koyakhai to such dimensions that'it could 
be controlled within the channels of the district, and at the same 
time guard against injury from the water diverted to- other 
channels. It is not probable that the Bengal Grovemment will, for 
many years to come, if ever, undertake the construction of reservoirs 
on the tributaries of the Mahanadl to store and moderate floods, 
and generally it would seem that the existing distribution of flood 
must be accepted', or that at all events it cannot prudently be 
greatly altered.

“ Assuming that any material alteration in the distribution of 
the flood volume is not probable, it  may be as well to consider that 
policy should be adopted in the maintenance of the embankments 
in the Puri district. The general question whether embank
ments are in themselves desirable or otherwise need not bo discussed 
here. W e have to dep,l with a more or less imperfect system o f ’ 
embankments, which, having regard to existing conditions of 
agriculture, land tenure, etc., cannot easily be altered to any large 
extent. M y personal view is, that we should endeavour to utilize 
the existing channels for the passage of flood, assisted by embank
ments, to such an extent that the flood may be as much as, but 
not #more than, 5 or 6  feet above the level of the natural bank. 
Nature sets us the example in embanking, and I think it is not 
imprudent to improve on this example, or to go beyond it, to the 
extent indicated. Saving then determined, as has boon to a 
considerable extent already done in Orissa, the greatest volume of 
flood which has t<j be passed, and the approximate capacities of 
discharge of the various channels embanked to a certain extent, it
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has to he considered, how the surplus volume of flood is to be 
dealt with. It appears to me that the most reasonable method is 
to fix certain places along the banks of the channels which shall 
be left unembanked, and from which the necessary volume of flood 
may escape over the country. *

“  In the Cuttack district this result has been fairly attained, 
and little appears to be required. In the Puri district what 
happens now is that on the occasion of every flood of even 
moderate height, breaches are caused in the embankments, which 
are filled up again at very considerable cost, while all the time 
it is perfectly understood that the next flood will again cause 
the same or Bimilar breaches. This is a most unsatisfactory 
method of expending money. The only point I  can see in its 
favour is that it offers work to the publ\p who have suffered 
from the breaches. My view is that it would be much better 
to remove permanently parts of the embankments a t ' suitable 
places, to pave with stone pitching the natural bank at these 
places, so as to prevent deep channels forming, and in this 
manner to regulate, as far as may be, the inundation whioh is 
inevitable, and which has its good as well as its bad points.”

It may be added that the policy of providing escapes of this 
kind iji the embankments is gradually being given effect to.*
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KENTS, WAGES AND PEICES.
Cash rents are paid for the greater portion of the land under 
cultivation. The rents payable have been recently determined in 
the course of the settlement operations carried out both in the 
headquarters subdivision and also in the Khurda estate. In both 
areas the settlement took effect from 1897, but in the headquarters 
subdivision it has been made for a period of 30 years terminating 
in 1927 and in the Khurda estate for 15 years terminating 
in 1912.

B y  the settlement concluded in the Khurda estate, the rents 
of the ryots, which had baen .fixed at Rs. 2,68,212 at the 
settlement of 1882, and had risen to Rs. 2,84,556 during its 
currency, were further raised to Rs. 3,46,427. The rate of rent 
assessed was based on that imposed at the previous settlement, 
an enhancement of 3 annas in the rupee being made in the rents 
paid for old cultivation, while a rate of 14 annas 10 pies per 
acre was imposed on new cultivation. The enhancement on 
old cultivation was granted solely on account of the increase 
in the price of crops; the assessment on the small area of new 
cultivation was based on the universally a'ccepted rates of the 
country. Such newly cultivated land is called nayabadi or told ; 
the latter •vgord means literally unauthorized cultivation or 
squatting, and is applied to old lands cultivated after settle
ment and not incorporated in the revenue-roll of the estate. The 
holders of such land have been entered as non-occupancy ryots.

The net result of the settlement was to increase the rent- 
roll of the estate by Rs. 61,871, the greater portion of this 
increase being due to the general enhancement of rents for old 
cultivation. The general incidence of ryoti rents per acre 
amounted, however, to Re. 1-10-6 only, as against an incidence 
of Re. 1-11-7 for the rest of the district. In addition to these 
rents, ttie ryots pay half an anna in the rupee for road cess and 
an equal amount for certain forest privileges, sj^bout one- 
third of the agricultural under-tenants pay on an average 
Rs. 2-3 per acre as cash refits, and of the remainder half pay 
mixed produce rents and cash rents; the incidence of the latter 
has been estimated tft Rs. 6  -1  ^er acre.



In the Banpur Mals the rents fixed were specially light. Banpur ' 
This tract consists of wild hilly country inhabited by aboriginalMals* 
Khonds, who Were for the first time assessed to rent at the 
settlement of 1882. The rates fixed were nominal, varying from 
6  pies to one anna per man, i.e., 0-45 acre. The rents were 
payable through the sarbarahkars, with whom also were settled 
large areas at 7 pies per acre to be brought under cultivation in the 
course of the settlement. On its conclusion, the Khonds accepted 
an enhancement of 3 annas in the rupee on the rents hitherto paid, 
the result being that the incidence o£ the new rent payable from 
1897 is 3 annas 4 pies per acre. In the case of the non-aboriginal 
inhabitants of the Banpur Mals, a more rigorous policy was 
followed. The former rate of reat was about 3 j  annas per acre, 
but was enhanced to the full rates paid in the rest of the estate, the 
incidence of the rents thus fixed being 1 1  annas 8  pies per acre.

In the headquarters subdivision 60 years had elapsed since Puri sub. 
the last settlement. In the resettlement proceedings rents were dlvlsl0n' 
settled for all the tenants, including those who had held at 
privileged rents for the term of the expired settlement. The most 
important classes of tenants were those known as thani and pahi 
ryots, i.e., resident and non-resident tenants. The rents of the 
latter had not been fixed for the term of the previous settlement, 
but the zamindars had enhanced them considerably during its cur
rency, so that they were practically competition rents. The thani 
tenancies, embracing the best lands of the villages and carrying 
many important privileges, such as heritability, 'fixity of rent 
for the term of settlement, etc., had been assessed at higher rates 
than the holdings of the pahi tenants. In these circumstances, the 
general principle adopted for the settlement was that existing pahi 
rents should generally be assumed to be fair and equitable, and 
should be left unaltered, and that thani rents should only be 
enhanced when they fell below the pahi rents by a considerable 
margin. A t the same time excess areas, whether held by thani 
or pahi tenants, were assessed to rent. The net result of the 
operations was that the average incidence of rent over the ryoti 
area was Re. 1-11-7. A  further account of the rents payable 
by different classes of tenants will be found in Chapter X II .

Rents in kind are still paid for a  certain proportion ofjand. P b od u cs  
The commonest form of produce rent is that known as dhxilibhag BENT8, 
(literally, a ̂ sharing of the dust), which implies an equal 
division of the grain as well as of bye-products. Under this 
system the entire cost of cultivation is borne by the tenants, and 
when the crop comes to maturity, it is reapgd in the presence 
of the landlord’s agent and is ^asried by the tenant to the
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threshing fl'oor, where an equal division is made in the presence 
of both parties. Sometimes, however, instead of the crop being' 
actually divided, it is appraised on the ground, and half the 
estimated value in cash is taken by the landlord as his share. It 
is estimated that in the case of ordinary rice land the landlord’s 
share is about 8  maunds of paddy, worth Re. 1 to Re. 1-4 per 
maund at harvest, so that the rent actually paid would be equivalent 
to Rs. 8  to Rs. 1 0  in cash. A  less common form of produce rent 
is that designated phalbhag, i.e., a division of fruit and grain only, 
the straw and other bye-prodi^cts being retained by the cultivator.

Another form of produce rents, which is common in the 
district, is that known as sanja, a term (literally meaning a 
contract) whioh is applied to thg payment of a fixed quantity 
of agricultural produce. The latter generally amounts to about 
6  maunds per acre, which would fetch Rs. 6  in a good year and 
Rs. 9 in a bad year. The quantity fixed has to be paid whether 
the season is favourable for the ryot or the reverse, and the rent 
thus presses most heavily on him when he is least able to afford- 
it. Such rents appear to be highest where there is most land- 
available for cultivation, as in Nij Khurda and Banpur. 
Another form of the latter system of rent payment found only 
in this district is that called dekhamana, which is also known 
locally as reshi and sahan. Under this system a fixed proportion 
of the produce is given, if the outturn is normal, but, if the- 
crop is scanty, remissions are allowed. The only other class of 
produce rent calling fop mention is that called panldhan, i.e., an- 
arrangement by which a portion of a cash rent is payable in kind, 
e.g., a tenant with a nominal rent of Rs. 4 may have to pay 
Rs. 3 in cash and Re. 1 in grain. The landlord fixes the rate, 
so that the tenant generally has to pay something more than he 
would obtain for his grain in the open market.

The wages commonly paid in the district for skilled labour are 
low. Masons are paid from 6  to 8  annas per diem according to 
skill, carpenters and blacksmiths from 5 to 8  annas, while in the. 
towns male coolies get 4 annas, and female coolies and boys 2 annas 
as their daily wage. In  the rural areas, however, artisans are not 
remunerated in accordance with what might be called the market 
value of their services. They are the servants of the village, 
and perform such services as are necessary to the community 
in consideration of holding service lands and receiv&ig contribu
tions in kind from each tenant. Thus, the carpenter, blacksmith, 
washerman, barber and astrologer are maintained by small grants- 
of jaglr land and by contributions levied from the ryots. Where- 
Ho service lands are held, fjie village servants are remunerated;
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entirely in kind. The contributions vary from village to village; 
but it is said that a chan lid dr generally receives 2  sheaves of paddy 
per acre, a carpenter and blaoksmith 5 gaunis per plough, and 
the washerman and barber 3 to 5 gaunis for each married person or 
customer. The gauni, it may be explained, is a grain measure 
varying in different places from lJr to 6  seers of rice. Field 
labourers are usually paid a daily wage .of 3 standard seers of grain 
a day, but some agriculturists pay a money wage of 1 ^ to 2 J annas 
a day, and on rare occasions as much as 3 annas. A  recent Collector 
observes that in his tours he never found a cooly paid 16 pice a day 
for his work, and although such a rate may be paid in the harvest 
season, the average rate throughout the year is nearer 1 0  picei.

Daily labourers are known as mulias, and farm servants in Labouring 
permanent employment as kolhias or halt as. Almost every culti- c,tt8Ses- 
vator who owns more than 5 acres of land employ the latter, 
generally keeping one ha lid for every* 5 or 10 acres under 
cultivation.. As a rule, they sleep on the premises of their masters 
and are paid Rs. 12 to Rs. 18 per annum, besides their daily food 
and an annual supply of clothing valued at about Rs. 2 . Some
times, however, they do not mess at their masters’ houses, but 
take instead half the wages paid to an ordinary day labourer in 
money or kind. Ha-Has are recruited from the poorer cultivators, 
who have sold all their lands" or retain only a few plots,
'amf from among the Bauris or Savars. It is evident from the 
amount of their remuneration that the existence of a halt a is at 
hard one, and that he is a person standing as close to the* 
margin o"f subsistence as is well nigh possible. I f  he has a 
wife and family, he has to support them on an allowance of 
Re. 1 to Re. 1 - 8  a month. The women and children of the family 
eke out this amount by such small earnings as they can obtain 
from occasional employment in the fields in busy seasons, and 
from collecting jungle roots, fruits and fuel. Halids have nearly 
all taken advances from their employers, and find it difficult to' 
free themselves from such bondage when once assumed. They
are in fact practically serfs, who may be described as ascripti
domino rather than ascripti glebae.

The cost of the necessaries of life has increased even more than P b ices .
the rate of wages, and the figurgs in 

Price o f  rice in seers per  the margin will show how enormously
4g .8 the price of rice, the staple food of the

! 42-7 people, has ri^en during the last oen-
• 24-8 tury in Orissa. It will be* seen that
| 1 7 7  the greatest increase. took place after

1866, and it is indeed a common saying

1837-51
1852-66
18G7-81
1892-96
1896-1905
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'that the high prices whioh commenced during the famine 
have never left the land. This is to a certain extent true, as 
after that time came a period of great activity in the improvement 
o f the roads and harbours, the construction of canals, and the 
gradual development of foreign trade ; and a steady rise of prices 
set in after this transition period. During the last quinquennium 
prices do not seem to have been much affected by the opening of 
the railway, probably because the country had already been 
opened out to a brisk export trade in rice by sea ; but the effect of 
the railway on the general trade of the country and its potential 
value as a means of making prices independent of local demands 
are unquestionable. There has also been a great increase 
in the price of other agricultural produce, of pulses, ghi and 
tobaooo. On the other hand, cotton yarn and oil have 
cheapened, while there has been but little change in the cost of 
sugar and of betel-nut, .which every Oriya chews. In recent years 
the average price of salt has shown a gradual fall owing to the 
reduction of the duty and improved facilities of communication ; 
this fall has been very marked since the further reduction 
made in 1905, and consumption is increasing.

Mathbiah Writing a century ago, Mr. Ker described the landlords of 
cohdi- Pur! as follows:—“ The landholders are .needy and indigent, 
th°iT  ° F especially the smaller proprietors, who constitute at least half
people. 0f  the whole number. Their improvidence of disposition is
Land. commensurate with • their inferiority in the scale of civilization
lords. . an(j  refinement, and with this is combined a propensity to wanton

extravagance, whioh would appear inveterate.”  It is said that 
this description is as true to-day as a hundred years ago, and that, 
generally speaking, the zamindars of Puri are uneducated and 
often incompetent, and that they have little or no desire to spend 
a portion of their income for the good of the public. But it 
should be added that with few exceptions they are not oppressive 
landlords.

They are generally divided among themselves by family
disputes and involved -in debt. The result is that about half
of th*e zamindari interest in the district has now passed from the 
old landlord families to the great religious foundations and 
priestly classes of Puri or into the hands of the larger makajans 
and Usurers of this district and Cuttack. In the opinion of the 
Settlement Officer, Mr. McPherson, “  the transfe**of zamindari 
rights to the religious and usuring classes is no great matter of 
regret. The jyots find sf better friend in such landlords as the 
Mahant of the Emar Math than in effete and degenerate 
descendants of old families. The Mahant raises and maintains
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bdndhs, helps his ryots in time of calamity with loans of seed 
grain, feeds them when starving in years of scarcity, and generally 
seeks to secure his revenue by securing his rents. This can be said 
of few landlords in the district, either past or present. A s a rule,- 
they do absolutely nothing either for the welfare of their ryots 
or the improvement of their estates.”

The priestly class and the writer olass form small sections of Profa. 
the community. The opening up of the country has benefited 
both classes, while the latter have also profited by the greater 
complexity of zamindari management and of office work generally.
There is one section of the priestly olass whioh calls for special 
notice—the Sasani Brahmans, who are dependent on cultivation.
They form close Brahman corporations, formerly owning whole 
villages, which were granted to them free of rent or at quit-rents 
by the Eaja of Khurda. They still hold these villages at 
favourable rates, but the natural increase in their numbers, the 
absence of room for expansion of cultivation, and the gradual 
disintegration of the communal system have been sapping their 
prosperity. Though their numbers have increased, they have to 
maintain themselves out of the prooeeds of the same amount 
of land. Their caste prevents them from cultivating their lands 
themselves, and they are now obliged either to sublet their lands 
or employ kothias and thus incur extra expense. The Sa'saS 
villages used to belong solely to them, but most of their property 
has now passed into the hands of outsiders, chiefly mah&jans. . 
Pilgrim hunters are now recruited from among the poorer of 
these Br&hmans.

The prosperity of the trading olass has undoubtedly increased Mercant 
with the development of -communications and the introduction a 
of the railway. But the chief merohants are not natives of the 
district. The rice merohants are mostly Muhammadans from 
Bombay, the cloth merchants Marw&ris from Jaipur and Marwar, 
and the hide dbalers Kabulis from Afghanistan. The Oriya has, 
as a rule, little idea of trade and little commercial enterprise, 
his horizon' being bounded by petty retail trade or by usury, 
which requires the expenditure of little energy.

The cultivating classes have, on the whole, benefited by the Culti. 
rise in prices and the increase in the area under cultivation. T“tor*' 
Rent, which formerly absorbed at least one*third of the produce, 
does not now absorb . more than one-sixth. Moreover, the 
general improvement in communications, and the development of 
the country not only prevent the possibility of widespread faming 
but also open up to the inhabitants of the district the chanoe 
of employment beyond its borders, and afford them opportunities

w
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Artisans.

for -disposing of their surplus produce at good prices. Un the 
other hand, there is much indebtedness, the cultivators being in 
debt both to their landlords and professional money-lenders. 
A  practice exists in Orissa of zamindars keeping granaries, which 
are filled from the produce of their own farms and also from 
the interest in kind derived from loans to their tenants. These 
loans bear compound interest at 25 per cent, recoverable at 
harvest time, and allowing for bad debts, give a safe return of 2 0  
per cent. They affect the material condition of the cultivators in 
several ways. The interest is usurious and tends to -impoverish 
the people; they form a direct encouragement to unthriftiness 
by affording facilities for borrowing—a practioe that it is 
obviously the landlord’s interest to encourage in order that 
he may place his stock out at interest instead of letting it 
lie idle in his store-house. Loans are sometime^ taken so soon 
after the rice harvest as February, even in a good year ; the 
result being that in the case of the poorer tenantry one year’s 
crop does not carry them over two months of the new year 
without the assistance of advances. There is, in addition, the 
ordinary professional money-lender, who is certainly not more 
moderate in his terms than the landlord.

Generally speaking, however, it may be said that although the 
state of the cultivating classes cannot be described as one of 
plenty, certain seotions enjoy a fair measure of prosperity. 
Comparing their present condition with what it was 60 years 
ago, the Settlement Officer says:— “ While at the last settlement 
there was rude abundance in ordinary ye^fs varied by terrible 
suffering in years of calamity, there is now a- generally harder 
struggle for existence, but greater immunity from exceptional 
hardship and an access to conveniences which 60 years ago 
would, have been considered luxuries. Civilization and improve
ment, while bringing in their train general security and small 
comforts, have also, brought the struggle for a livelihood nearer 
the margin o f  subsistence.”
. The artisan .'class has also been benefited by the development 
of communications and the consequent intercommunication with 
large centres of industry, which has enabled them to keep up 
the Jevel .of wages and even to raise it. The supply of village 
artisans, blacksmiths, carpenters, potters, etc., is^iot in excess, 
and they can afford to exact good terms. Those who are willing * 
to go further-afield now have the Calcutta market in which to 
sell their* services, and there is beginning to be a levelling up 
to th'e higher standard obtain ins- in districts from whioh Orissa 
has hitherto been 'cut qff.
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WEile traders and agriculturists have prospered, and the Labourer*, 
wages -of artisans have increased, the wages of labourers have not 
advanced in proportion to the rise in prices. So long, however, as 
the labourer is paid in kind, as is usually the case when'he works 
for an agriculturist, his actual earnings are not affeoted. This 
class is increasing not only by the natural growth of population, 
but also by recruitment from among the smaller peasantry.
This is due to the decrease in the size of the holdings, which 
makes men who were previously peasants supplement their reduced 
incomes by working for others, and also to the smaller tenants 
Selling their holdings. The result is a tendency for the labour
ing class to increase more rapidly than the local demand for tlieir 
services. There are happily certain safety valves available, such 
us railway works and service in Calcutta and its neighbourhood.
'There is also emigration to the extensive waste lands in the 
Garhj&ts, and to the unoccupied culturable land in the hilly 
tracts in the north-west of the* district.
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OCCUPATIONS, MANUFACTURES AND TBADE.
A c co h d tn q  to the statistics obtained at the census of 1901, 60 per 
cent, of the population are supported by agriculture, 16‘5 per 
cent, by industries, 0-4 per cent, by commerce, and 4 per 
cent, by various professions. Of the agricultural population, 
34 pe* cent, are actual workers, and these include 9,000 rent- 
receivers, 183,000 rent-payers and 13,000 labourers. Of the 
industrial population, 53 per cent, are actual workers, among 
whom are 10,000 fishermen and §sh-dealers, 5,000 cow-keepers, 
milk-sellers, eto., 1 2 ,0 0 0  grain parchers, 6 ,0 0 0  rice-pounders, 1 1 ,0 0 0  
sellers of firewood and charcoal, 9,000 cotton weavers and spinners,
5.000 basket-weavers and mat-makers, as well as numerous 
goldsmiths, braziers, coppersmiths, potters and carpenters. Of the 
professional classes, 39 per cent, are actual workers, including
1 .0 0 0  priests, 8 ,0 0 0  persons engaged in temple service, and 2 ,0 0 0  
teachers. Among those engaged in other occupations are 9,000 
herdsmen, 5,000 beggars and 53,000 general labourers.

The district contains only one town, Puri, and Puri is only a 
town of pilgrims and priests, monasteries and lodging-houses. In 
no sense of the word can it be described as a manufacturing town 
or industrial centre. In the rest of the district the people are 
dependent on agriculture. Practically the only artisans are those 
who have from time immemorial supplied the simple needs of a 
rural people. The villagers grow their own food, grind their own 
grain and build their own houses. Their needs are few, brass and 
jearthenware utensils, coarse cotton cloth and other articles of 
daily use supplying nearly all their wants. Practically nothing is 
manufactured for export, and the craftsmen merely supply the 
every-day wants of the village communities. The only important 
industry which appears ever to have been exploited is that 
of salt manufacture, and this has been killed by foreign 
competition. At an early age, however, stone-carving must have 
been an important industry, if we may judge from the exquisite 
Memorials still remaining, such as the great temples of Bhubaneswar 
and the solitary .fane of Konfirak; but this art is now confined 
to a few skilled craftsmen. * Cotton-weaving appears never to have

C H A P T E R  X .
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had the same pre-eminence as in the adjoining districts of Cuttaok 
and Balasore, and while the English merohant adventurers 
established factories in those two districts in the 17th century, they 
found no such flourishing trade in cloth as would promise success 
in this district, and consequently left it severely alone. Practically 
the only industry which is of importance at present, and is likely 
under present conditions to develop, is that of fishing.

The following is a brief account of the principal industries 
of the district.

Nearly a century ago Stirling said that the finest salt of Saltmanu. 
all India was manufactured in the wild inhospitable tract along *acture' 
the sea-board of Orissa, and that the East India Company 
obtained from it, under their monopoly system, a net revenue 
falling a little short of 18 lakhs of rupees. In the Statistical 
Account of Puri published thirty years ago, salt was described 
as the chief manufacture of Puri, the centres of the industry 
being Parikud and the tract to the north of the Chilka lake. Ten 
years ago it was still of some importance, 195,000 maunds of salt 
being manufactured in 1896-97, and the Collector reported that 
there were two salt-producing areas, viz., the tracts at the mouth' 
of the river Devi and the country lying on the borders of the 
Chilka lake. But the work of manufacture was already confined 
to Tua and Gurbai in the latter area, and the industry was fast 
declining, owing to the fact that salt could be brought by rail 
from Madras and sold cheaper than that manufactured locally, 
which had to be carried across the Chilka lake by boats. The 
manufacture was finally stopped in 1899-1900, and with it 
died an indigenous industry which supported a large number of 
people.

Fishing is at present one of the most important occupations Fisheries, 
of the people of Purl. Special attention has recently been drawn 
to this industry by Mr. K . G. Gupta, i.c.s., in his valuable report 
on the fisheries of Bengal, from which the following information 
is mainly derived.

There is no deep-sea fishing anywhere in Bengal except in 
Purl, which alone has got an open coast. Even there such fishing 
is of the most limited extent, and is carried on not by local 
Oriya fishermen, but by Telugu settlers from Gan jam, called 
Nuliyas, whq^are found in Purl, Nuagaon, Arakhkuda, Khirisai,
Sahadi, Bamlenka and Manikpatna. During the calm months 
they use the seine net, and at times make excellent hauls of 
bijram (Madras seir, Cybium guttatum), pomfrets, small sole!,' 
e tc .; a kind of herring is also found in abundance. W ith the 
seine net the fisherman cannot go far 3ut, seldom more than half a
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mile, as one end of the rope to which the net is attached is left .on 
the beach, where the net is eventually hauled. W ith small gill 
nets or hooks and lines the Nuliyas go to a distance of two or 
three miles in calm weather in catamarans, but their hauls are 
small. During the prevalence of the south-west wind, when the 
seine cannot be used, a little fishing is done with gill nets not far 
from the beach; but all deep-sea fishing practically ceases from 
about the middle of March to about the middle of September. 
During the cold weather there is a small export of fresh fish from 
Purl town to Calcutta ; the rest is either sold locally or dried for 
export. The abundance and variety of sea fish caught with the 
rudest and most primitive of appliances indicate the wealth of 
marine life that may reasonably be looked for in the deep sea, for 
big shoals seldom come quite close to the beach, and the catches 
jperely represent stragglers from schools and younger members of 
the larger kinds.

The Chilka lake also forms a most valuable fishery. It 
abounds in fish of all kinds, chiefly mugils and perch, besides 
prawns and crabs, which grow to a large size; there is also a small 
oyster bed at Manikpatna. The best fishing grounds are situated 
on the south side of the lake near the sea, along the numerous 
creeks and channels, and round the low uninhabited island known 
as Nalabana. The fish are caught in the shallow water near the 
banks from October to November by means of fixed cruives 
(jam ), each of which is over a mile long and several hundred 
yards wide. Prawns are caught in abundance from January to 
March in bamboo traps fixed to screens of the same material. They- 
are boiled and dried for the Burma market, or are simply dried for 
consumption in Orissa. Nets are also used in the creeks, as well 
as in the Chilka itself throughout the year, and very large 
hauls are often made. Shoals of hilsa are found in the rainy, 
season near the north-east corner where the Daya falls into the 
lake. Owing to the absence of any large markets in the neigh
bourhood, most of the fish is dried, but the larger varieties 
are salted and exported to Cuttack, Puri and the Tributary 
States.

The lake is now largely fished, and the introduction of 
any .improved methods of capture, without anything being done 
to increase the supply, would probably lead to tl^speedy deple
tion of the waters. It is connected with the sea by a very narrow 
mouth, which is frequently liable to obstruction, and its enormous 
•tfater are& ii? thus imperfectly replenished, so that overfishing 
would soon exhaust it. On the other hand, it affords an ideal 
ground for the artificial propagation of various kinds of estuarine
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fish, especially perch, shads and grey mullets, whose favourite 
haunt it is ; and it is believed that its supply of fish could bo 
very largely increased by the establishment of hatcheries. At 
present, the lower classes inhabiting the banks of the Ohilka 
collect the frothy spawn and eggs (sridhar) that float near the 
edge during the monsoon, and fry them or put them in their 
curries. A  morsel of this stuff means the destruction of thousands 
of fish. Even so, however, there is.ample scope for supplying, 
from the present hauls, Calcutta and other important places with 
fresh fish, prawns and crabs from October to April.

Dry salting is the method most commonly employed for 
preserving fish. The fish are ripped up in two from the snout 
to the tail, the entrails are taken out, and the inside washed and 
cleaned. Salt is rubbed both inside and outside, and the fish 
placed in small rows under some pressure, as that of a plank, and 
the juice allowed to exude for a little time. They are next spread 
out in the sun for a few days until they are quite dry. Dry 
salt is then put inside, the quantity varying according to the size 
of the fish, and the halves which remain joined at the back 
are then folded, and the fish is ready for despatch. The fish 
keeps good for several months and is sent to different parts 
of Orissa, including Sambalpur. This is a very clean process 
and there is no particularly offensive smell. Hiha, bhetki 
and all other large kinds, as well as the roes of certain 
varieties of mugils, are treated in this way. Boiling and 
drying in the sun is followed only in the case of prawns, 
intended for the Burma market. This process is employed during 
the season, i.e., from January to March, by a Muhammadan* 
trader from Gran jam, who also exports to Burma. The prawns 
are merely boiled and dried in the sun, no artificial heating, 
being practised. This form of preserving, though very effective, 
is unacceptable to the Hindus, as the fish being boiled cannot be 
eaten by them without loss bf caste.

The most common method of catching fish in inland waters is 
by means of the jan. This is an extensive bamboo enclosure, by 
which the fish that come for shelter and food in the shallow ‘water 
near a -bank are cut off from the rest of the water and are kept 
confined for daily capture, until the enclosure dries up an^the 
whole of the is caught. This method is much in vogue on

• the Ohilka, a single jan often covering more than a square mile. 
Another common method of catching fish is the erection of a bajd 
or patta, i.e., a soreen of split bamboo is set up in shallow watef, 
with a small space left in the middle where a. bamboo trap is 
placed, in which the fish are caught ae»they go through.
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The cast net' with iron weights is in common uge for smaller 
catches. It can be worked by one man either from a boat or on 
foot. It is dexterously whirled over the head and then oast, 
when it falls in the form of a circle. Drag nets are often used 
with boats, and a good many of them are provided with a 
purse; one of these nets, the bara jal, though a drag net, has as its 
main portion a large pocket, tod may, therefore, also be termed 
a purse net. For deep-sea fishing the fishermen use a large 
net called a catamaran jal. One comer of the latter is held by a 
rope from the catamaran, the opposite comer is heavily weighted, 
and the rest of the net is kept stretched by means of floats 
and weights carefully arranged. When a shoal of kaula (Clupea 
fimbriata) pass through, a good many get entangled in the 
meshes, the floats sink, and the net is drawn up with the fish 
all hanging by their gills. Among other contrivances are 
baited hooks. There is a spot close to the Purl beach, which is 
named Pedraya by local fishermen, where ballast used to be 
thrown in the days when ships came in ballast. A t this place 
lines, 64 feet long, are cast from catamarans to catch big bottom 
fish, two men with four hooks fishing from each catamaran, and 
using cuttle-fish as bait.

Another ingenious device is the phand or noose used at the 
Nalabana island in the Chilka lake. This is a cord made of 
fibre extracted from the stalks of palm leaves. A  series of 
loops of gradually diminishing diameter are made of the 
twisted fibre, which are joined at equal intervals by a thin 
string of the same riiaterial. The loops look like tapering bags, 
which are attached to the reeds just a little below the surface of 
the water. Fish come to Nalabana through the shallow channels 
to feed, but having entered the thick reeds, lose their way and 
make for any openings they can find. Once a fish puts its head 
inside & phand, it is unable to recede, and in its mad struggles gets 
more entangled and is often killed at once.

In  concluding this sketch of the fisheries of Puri, mention 
may be made of those in the Khurda estate. These are:—
(1 ) "tillage tanks and reservoirs, for which no rent is paid; the 
fish are divided among the villagers and sarbarahkan in the 
proportion of £$ths and T%ths respectively. (2 ) Small nullahs 
and streams, which are leased annually to the high\fc bidder. (3) 
The extensive deep-water and foreshore fisheries of Tua and 
Satpara on the south:eastem shore of the Chilka, which are leased 
l5y auction for periods varying from one to five years. (4) The 
fisheries, called the Banpur-Chilka fisheries, along the north
western shore of the ChilBa from Bhusandpur to the Gan jam
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frontier. The fisheries last named, extending along the foreshore 
of zilds Bameswar, Kuhuri and Banpur, include, a certain area of 
deep water, but exclude all creeks an(̂  channels. They have been 
from time immemorial in the possession of the Khurda- fishermen 
tenants of ‘ the villages adjoining the lake, who paid no rent for 
the privilege of fishing until the settlement of 1896-97, when 
a rent of 8  annas a house in each fishing village was assessed.
The most valuable of these fisheries are those round the islands of 
Tua and Satpara on the eastern shore of the Chilka lake, where 
mixed fish and prawns are caught in large numbers.

Puri is one of the few districts in Bengal in which stone- Stone- 
carving of any merit can be found. The present state of the carvlDg' 
industry has been described as follows by Mr. E. B. Havell in 
a monograph, Stone.-carving in Bengal, published in 1906:—
“  Within the area in Bengal which may be described as a stone-' 
building country, it is practically only in Orissa, under the 
flourishing native dynasties first established in the early centuries 
of the Christian era, that a great style of stone architecture 
and stone-carving has developed. The splendid antiquities 
of Orissa have often been described. In the ornamentation 
of the hundreds of temples, monasteries, and other works of 
stone which were built in the course of many centuries in the 
districts of Cuttack and Puri, the Orissa carvers acquired the most 
extraordinary technical skill in architectural decoration Hindu art 
has known. There is a pitiable remnant of this splendid art still- 
struggling for existence all over the Orissa Division, but unless 
Government adopts some more effective measures for preserving 
it than those hitherto employed, it is not likely to survive many
years. ♦ J

“ There are carvers still to be found whose work, in spite
of all the discouraging conditions which surround them, is'
hardly inferior in artistic perception and teohnical skill to that of
their predecessors. A  few of them have been lately employed by
the Archaeological Department in restoring ancient carvings at
Konarak and elsewhere; and the Director-General, in his report
f o r - 1902-03, says that ‘ the work of the modem stone mason, a
native of Bhubaneswar, does not fall much- behind the old work,
except that modem restorations of human and animal figures are
less graceful tipn their old models.’ I f  this employment Vere
of a permaneift kind, no better means could be found for reviving
Indian stone-carvers’ art, but unfortunately there is no prospect
that it will 'afford them anything but temporary existence #

“ I  am able to endorse fully Mr. Marshall's appreciation of
modem Orissa carving. It  is often .pot very inferior-to the old
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work. *In style it is much more interesting than the better known, 
sand-stone carving of Bajputana and the Punjab, -which is often 
monotonous and more suggestive of furniture than of architectural 
decoration. "While the Orissa carvers are in no way inferior to 
those of North-West India in delicate surface ornamentation, 
they have not hampered themselves by the limitations of a wood 
carver’s .technique, but have fully realized the technical possibilities 
o f their material for producing bold effects of light and shade 
suitable for architectural work.

“ I  will take the work of a carver named Chintamoni Mahapatra, 
of Pathuriasahi in Purl town, to illustrate the present condition of 
the craftsmen and the style of their art. I  found him and his sons 
employed in making small soapstone'-carving by the sale of which 
they now earn a living. They generally Work in soapstone 
obtained from Dompara near Cuttack, because it is the easiest 
material to work with, and because the prices their work obtains in 
the bazar are generally very small. Occasionally, however, they 
work in a potstone obtained from the Nllgiri hills near Balasore, 
which is much more difficult to carve. The soapstone-carvings are 
generally coloured black to make them resemble the more expensive 
work in sandstone, a process which depreciates the real artistic 
merit which many of them possess. I  purchased from him-for a 
rupee and.a half a charming little sculptured group of Krishna, 
and the G-opis, which he had just finished in soapstone. Fortu-. 
nately the blacking process had not been applied. The carving 
only represents two or three days’ work, but it is full of animation 
and artistic feeling, while the composition and the combination of 
gradations of relief are admirable. There are five or six other 
families of stone-carvers in Puri whp live by the same kind of 
work, as there is now no demand for the really fine- architectural 
carving which they can produce. There are several splendidly 
carved stone doors in Purl town, executed within the last 15 or 20 
years by Chintamoni and two other stone masons or carvers, called 
Mahadeba Maharana and Kapil Mahapatra, also of Puri.”

Mr. Havell goes on to say that one of the doorways of Emar 
Math, a Vaishnavite monastery, would bear comparison with the 
carving of the mediseval Gothic cathedrals in Europe. “ The 
delicate surface carving in low relief is admirably contrasted with 
the lJold cutting of the pilasters supporting the projecting cornice 
over the doorway. It is.altogether a fine piece 6f  work, worthy 
of the best traditions of Orissa architecture.”  He also mentions 
another example of the saifte men’s work, one of a series of column^ 
su p p o rt in g *the verandah, of a piivate house, and says that since 
these were completed, about ten or fifteen years ago, the men have
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described, as there is now no demand for finished sculpture of p- 
better class.

“ It is deplorable,”  Mr. Havell adds, “ that the standard of 
public taste in Bengal should have fallen so low that skilled 
artists of this stamp have no employment for their best talent;- 
while the lowest class of commercial Italian statuary, incomparably 
inferior to the art which these men can produce, is in regular 
demand at prices which would make all the sculptors in Orissa rich 
beyond their wildest- dreams. The very fine carved doorway 
referred to above, which is an incomparably finer example of 
architectural decoration than any to be found in Calcutta, is said to 
have cost only about Us. 1 ,2 0 0 , or less than is often paid for a 
oOmmon garden statue, a simpering Venus, or a vulgar ballet-girl 
in marble.

“  In  other places in the Purl district a certain number of stone- 
carvers have found employment lately in the building or restora-' 
tion of Hindu temples. A t Bhubaneswar, H ajar am, Mukteswar, 
Siddheswar, Bhaskareswar, Brahmeswar, and Parasurameswar 
have been recently restored, and various sculptured figures have 
been replaced. The Colleotor reports that at Tangi and Bolgarh 
in the Khurda subdivision two temples have recently been built 
in which there is a certain amount of carving. Stone-carving is 
also carried on to some extent in Haldia, Grhatikia, Tangri, 
Narangarh, and other villages in the Khurda subdivision.

“  Besides stone-carving proper, there is a good deal of architec
tural work carried on in Puri in a kind of conglomerate stone, too 
coarse-grained for fine carving, in whioh the ornamental details 
are joughly blocked out by the. chisel and afterwards finished by a 
layer of fine stucco or chunam. The process of applying fine 
plaster to stone work is a very ancient one in India, and is used 
for figure sculpture as well as for ornamental details. The 
chunam often serves as a ground for fresco painting, as in the 
well-known decoration of the Buddhist carvers of Ajanta. In 
Purl I  noticed a number of finely designed pedestals or altars for 
the iulsl plant executed by this process, which in former times 
reached- a very high degree of perfection. It is quite a distinct 
art to stone-carving and is not practised by ordinary stone masons.
For a damp climate like that of Bengal this plaster work* has 
the practical afrrantage of preventing moisture from penetrating 
through bricks and porous kinds of stone.”

Tusser and cotton oloths are made .by hand loojns #in many Weaving, 
places. Some of them are prized for their fine texture or durabi
lity, but they cannot, at, any rate in JPuri town* and the larger
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villages, compete with the machine-made articles o f  English manu
facture. The industry is therefore not thriving, and the weavers 
are taking up other means of earning a livelihood in increasing- 
numbers. The District Board has had some local weavers trained 
at Serampore with a -view to introducing weaving by means of 
the fly-shuttle loom ; and the fly-shuttle has also been tried in 
the Kotdesh estate under Government management, where the 
Tahsildar taught the local weavers to use it. It was found that a 
weaver working with it could earn four times the wages that he' 
could with the ordinary contrivance, and there is some hope that 
fresh impetus may be given to the industry under the auspices 
o f the Committee of the Utkal Union Conference, the Honorary 
Secretary ’of which has taken considerable pains to improve the 
local looms in a practical fashion and to overcome the difficulties 
whioh local weavers find in manipulating the fly-shuttle.

The manufacture of tusser cloth by the hand looms now in use 
is very- limited, being confined to a few families of Gauria Patras 
and Asani Patras. They obtain the raw silk from Keonjhar and 
dispose of the cloths at neighbouring villages and hsts, as well as to 
the itinerant pedlars called beparis. The fabrics woven by them 
are called matha, baulbdta, pdnchi and kantia. They are chiefly 

' used -locally, but are also exported to a small extent to Cuttack 
and the Tributary States of Ranpur, Nayagarh, Narsinghpur,- 
Daspalla and Tigiria.

Brats Brass and bell-metal utensils and ornaments are made in con-
work. siderable quantities, and exported’ to the neighbouring Tributary 

States, Calcutta and other places, and are also sold locally. Their 
manufacture is on the decline owing to the import and sale of 
German silver ornaments at a cheaper price. The chief centi^ of 
the industry is Balkati. Many quaint brass figures of various 
gods and animals of grotesque shape borne on wheels find a ready 
sale in Puri town.

0tber The other industries are of small importance. Gold and silver
industries, ornaments are made, but the workmanship is poor. Coarse sugar 

and molasses are prepared from sugarcane, and rough pottery,- 
matting- and baskets are made locally ; while laterite, sandstone, 
gravel, etc., are quarried for building and for road metalling.

The trade of Purl is of far less importance than that of Cuttack 
T r ad e . j £ ^ aB ore- The principal article of export is^ice, which is 

shipped in large quantities from Puri to the Madras ports, Ceylon 
and Mauritius. In recent years the export trade by sea reached 
i<$ highest leyel in 1905, when rice to the- value of 7 lakhs, 
of- rupees was exported. In  1906-07, 19 vessels with a tonnage 
of-41,500 tons entered the gprt and cleared-with cargoes valued pt
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Es. 5,20,000; • The variations inthe value of this trade front year 
to year are caused by fluctuations- in the demand for rice -in 
Colombo and Mauritius, the surplus produce being carried off by 
rail when there is no demand in these plaoes. The sea-borne trade 
is confined entirely to exports of rice, and there are no imports.'

The other principal exports are gram, pulse, unrefined sugar, 
coconuts, brass and silk ; and the chief imports are salt, cotton 
piece-goods, refined sugar, spices, iron, tobacco; and kerosene oil.
Nearly the whole of the export and import trade has now been: 
absorbed by the railway. In  the rains a certain amount of 
traffic passes up and down the rivers in country boats, but after the 
rains the rivers soon dry up and the traffic ceases. A  small 
trade is also carried on with the adjoining Tributary States of 
Nayagarh, Eanpur and Khandpara, but it is gradually decreasing.
The local merchants carry on operations on only a small scale, 
traders from up-country monopolizing the more important branches 
of trade, e.g., the rice merchants are Muhammadans from Bombay, 
the cloth merchants Marwaris from Jaipur and Marwar, and the 
hide dealers Kabulis from Afghanistan. The local mercantile 
classes are members of the Teli, Guria and Tanti castes, the 
majority of whom are petty dealers rather than merchants.

The chief centres of trade are Puri, Khurda, Satyabadi, Pipll, Markets. 
Balkati and Banpur. The greater portion of the local trade, 
however, is carried on at various markets (hats) usually held 
twice a week in villages in the interior. A t these markets villagers 
dispose of their surplus stores of rice, grain and other local produce, 
and make purchases of cotton piece-goods, ornaments, metal' 
utensils, spices, sweetmeats, tobacco, kerosene oil, and the like.
The hat consists usually of a group of ricketty stalls huddled 
together in a convenient mango tope, for the use of which the 
stall-keepers and vendors of wares pay fees in cash or kind to 
the owner. In the larger hats the attendance of the villagers 
frequently rises to over a thousand. A  great deal of the local 
barter of the district is also carried on at the great religious 
gatherings, such as the Jain Jatra held in March before the 
shrine of Mangala Thakuran! in Kakatpur, the Chandrabhaga 
and sun festival at Konarak, the Thakuran! festival at Satyabadi, 
and- all the great Purl gatherings, like the Bath Jatra, the 
Chandan Jatra^he Snan Jatra, etc.

The standard weight in common use is the Cuttack seer of 105 Weigflt* 
tolas, which is used by all classes of traders dealing in indigenous ^ , , nre, 
goods. For imported goods, traders use the standard seer o£
80 tolas, which is also known as the Balasore seer. For weighing 
vegetables, turmeric, fish and brass utensils, the *unit is the binI,
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which is equivalent to 27 pals in the Khurda subdivision, to 2 0  and 
24 pals in different parts of the headquarters subdivision, and tp 
30 pals in the Banpur thana. A  pal is equal to 6  tolas. The 
most usual measure of capacity is the gauni, the capacity of which 
varies very much, for the gauni is merely a basket which easily, 
loses its shape, while its capacity also depends on how much the 
grain is pressed, heaped up, or filled in loosely ; it varies, in fact, 
from 2 to 9 Cuttack seers. For measuring country cloth the unit 
of length is the h&lh or cubit, which varies from 18 to 2 2  inches, 
■tfhile for foreign cloths the English yard of 36 inches is used. 
The local land measure is the man, of which there are several 
varieties, but the commonest is almost exactly equal to one acre.
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CH APTER X I.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.
The state of internal communications a century ago has been Develop 
well described by Mr. Toynbee in bis Sketch of the History of com- °* 
Orissa. “  When we took the province in 1803, there was not a munioa- 
road, in the modem sense of the word, in existence. What were TI0I,S' 
then called roads were mere fair-weather cart-tracks without bridges 
and Without proper ferry arrangements for crossing the numeroiis 
water-courses which they intercepted ; they passed, however, for 
the most part over high ridges of uncultivated land, alid were 
thus more practicable than they would be at the present day, 
when cultivation has been so enormously extended. The traffio 
from the south to Cuttack passed along the eastern shore of the 
Chilka lake, between it and the sea, to Purl and thence followed 
exactly the line of the present great Jagannath road. It now 
all passes through Khurda along the Gran jam road, the old route 
being abandoned to Nuliya fishermen and antelope. The ruins 
of the old rest-house for pilgrims still remain— the only visible 
record of its former existence. Another line from Purl passed 
through Khurda and the Barmul Pass into the Central Provinces 
vid Sambalpur. Proceeding northwards, the line from Puri passed 
through Cuttack, Padampur, Arakpur and Barambardah to Jajptir 
(then generally spelt Jehajpur), and thence to Bhadrakh through 
Dhamnagar. Thence the line followed as nearly as possible that 
of the present road. It was not, however, until 1804-05 that 
this line was adopted. The former route was through Nllgiri 
and Mayurbhanj. It passed in many places through dense 
jungle infested by tigers and other wild animals, and to keep down 
these the Mughals and Marathas used to give grants of land rent- 
free to individuals on condition of their reclaiming the grant.”

The construction of the Jagannath road was not sanctioned 
until the year ^1811, and in October 1812 Captain Sackville

* was appointed to superintend the work. The greater part 
of the earth-work of the section between Cuttack and Puri was 
completed in 1813, but it was not reported passable uiftil 1817*
In  1819 an attempt was made to improve and extend com
munication by sea by the appointment of a "Master-Attendant
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fit Manikpatna on. a salary of sicca Es. 500 per mensem. The first 
incumbent of the post was Lieutenant Minchin of the Bombay 
Marines. The object of the appointment was the double one of 
improving and encouraging trade, and of saving the lives of 
persons shipwrecked on the coast. The Collector and Salt Agent 
were appointed a committee for superintending and controlling the 
Master-Attendant’s department. Two surf Jjoats were constructed 
at Puri, and an establishment of boatmen sanctioned to 
work them. In 1827 a bungalow for the use of the Master- 
Attendant was built at Manikpatna, and a surf boat was also 
stationed there with a crew. A ll these measures, which were 
undertaken with a view of improving the- trade of the Province 
and reviving its former comparative commercial prosperity, were 
of little or no avail. The establishment of the Government salt 
monopoly was a fatal blow to the private export trade which 
formerly existed, and the internal land communications of the 
Province were so deficient that a new one was not to be so easily 
or rapidly developed as seems to have been expected by the 
Government and the local authorities.*

The grave deficiency of communications which still existed as 
late as 1866 was made apparent in the great Orissa famine, when 
it was said that “  the people were shut.in between pathless jungles 
and impracticable seas, and were like passengers in a ship without 
provisions.”  The state of affairs at that time was graphically 
described by the Famine Commissioners of 1867 as follows :—
“  The whole proVince is geographically isolated to an excessive 
degree. To the north and north-west the hill tracts merge into 
countries more hilly, wild and inaccessible, by which they are 
separated effectually from Central and Northern India. On the 
other side, the nature of the coast and the sea is such as effectually 
to stop all native traffic for the major part of the year. With one 
exception— False Point— there is no protected anchorage of any 
kind, and that exception may be said to be in some sense almost, 
a recent discovery. Such being the difficulties on either side of 
the length of Orissa, the only ordinary mode of communication 
with the outside world is by the route traversing its length. That, 
however, is so much intersected by the streams already mentioned, 
and has been hitherto so little rendered practicable by art, that it 
is comparatively little used by wheeled carriag'S^; pack-bullocks 
still predominate at all times ; in the rainy season wheeled traffio • 
is quite impracticable ; ^and when, the rains are heavy, .even 
pack-bull«cks« cannot be used. A t this day the European officer

• G, Toynbee Sfeelti o f  the Bistory o f  Qritsa, 1873.
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who cannot obtain a special steamer must find his Way into Orissa 
slowly and tediously, as ancient officers may have travelled in the 
days of Asoka, and the very post takes several days between 
Oaloutta and Cuttack.”

The famine of 1866 directed attention to the state of the 
Orissa districts, and measures were taken to prevent the recurrence 
of a similar disaster, roads being opened up, the coast surveyed, 
and canals constructed. The communication with the outside 
world whioh was *thus established effectually broke in upon the 
isolation of Orissa, and more recently the Bengal-Nagpur Railway 
has extended its system through the district. The district is now 
fairly well supplied with means of communication by the rail
way and roads, but in some parts internal communications are 
still deficient. It is reported that the eastern portion towards 
Astrang, Kakatpur and Nimapara is inaccessible for months, 
owing to the want of culverts and causeways ; while the area 
between the Khurda-Puri branch of the railway and the Khurda 
road is said to be still practically without communications of any 
kind. The income of the District Board, moreover, is small and 
scarcely sufficient to meet the cost of maintaining the present 
roads, so that it will be long before the district is placed in a 
sound position with regard to communications, unless material 
assistance is given by Government.

The difficulty of providing roads is not very great in the 
Khurda subdivision, which is mainly a high and well-drained 
tract, with ridges' and high lands connecting different villages. 
Along these uplands roads can easily be constructed, and laterite 
gravel for metalling is plentiful everywhere, except in the south 
of Banpur. Besides the roads maintained by the local authorities, 
there are a large number of native cart-tracks, some of which 
are really good and naturally metalled roadj. The case is far 
different in the headquarters subdivision, which is a deltaic tract 
intersected by a network of rivers, many of which cannot be 
bridged except at a prohibitive cost, and which periodically over
flow their banks and inundate the surrounding country. The 
main arteries of communication have no feeder lines in the 
easterg. and larger half of this subdivision, and though there are 
everywhere cart-tracks, which are passable in fair weather, they all 
disappear in the ̂ fins. Foot passengers then use the crests of *the

• river embankments as the main avenues of communication, and 
when they leave them, have to stumble along the hiras or ridges 
dividing the fields or wade knee-deep through mud an^ peddles. #

The district roads maintained by the District Board have a Uoads. 
length of 248 miles, of whioh 108 mjles# are metalled and 140 miles
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are unmetallod roads, and there are also a number of village 
roads, with an aggregate length of 137 miles, in its charge. 
The Public, Works Department maintains 114 miles of road, all 
metalled. The following is a brief account of the main roads of 
the district.

Jagannatli The most important road in the district is the Outtack-Purl
roa ’ road, also known as the Jagannath or Pilgrim jroad, of which 39 

miles lie in this district. As mentioned above, the portion of this 
road in the Puri district was stated to be passable in 1817 ; but the 
whole road was not complete until 1825, and it was not metalled 
till nearly 50 years later. The construction of the road was a 
difficult task, as the greater portion rests on an embankment raised 
high above the level of the surrounding country. The bridges 
were built almost entirely of stone taken from the ruined forts 
and temples in ‘ which the Province then'abounded; the cost of 
their construction being met by a Bengali gentleman, who took 
this excellent opportunity of helping pilgrims on the road to 
Jagannath. His name is commemorated by an. inscription on a 
bridge 3 miles from Purl, in Persian, Hind!, Bengali and Sanskrit, 
which says:— “ The late Maharaja Sukhmay Ray of Calcutta 
having presented a lakh and a half of rupees towards the construc
tion of this road and the bridges on it, the Governor-General in 
Council has ordered these inscriptions on stone to be set up to 
mark his generosity and renown. Date A .D . 1826.”  Before the 
completion of the railway the road used to be thronged with a 
continuous stream of pilgrims on their way to Purl, but foot 
traffic has now declined considerably, and cart traffic is also 
growing less. It is, however, one of the most perfect roads to be 
seen in the Province, and in portions is lined with an over-arching 
avenue of trees, which afford grateful shade to the foot-sore pilgrim.

Cuttack- The Jagannath rdad is maintained by the Public Works
Ganjam Department, which is also in charge of the Cuttack-Ganjam road; 

a metalled highway passing through the whole length of the 
Khurda subdivision. Its length within the -district is 6 8 £ miles. 
This road and the Jagannath road are linked together by two 
cross-roads, the Pipll-Khurda roafl. and the Patnaika-Khurda road. 
The former, which is 13f miles long, leaves the Pilgrim road at 
Pipli and runs due west through Khurda Road Station to Khurda. 
The other takes off at Patnaika, 15 miles from. Puri, and runs 
north-west to the same place through Jagadalpur and across the* 
Barunai pass. Both th,ese cross-roads are metalled, and both are 
intercepted by the Daya river, which is fordable in the hot weather 
and is crossed bjj a ferry in the rains. The Cuttaek-Ganj am road 
has -also a small Uranch from Tan^i to the Chilka lake.
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The following are the other important roads' of the district :—  Other
(1) The Khurda-Kalapathar road, 18 miles long. This road, which roatl3- 
is metalle.d, is continued to Marada, where it joins theSonpur road, 
thus connecting this district with the Central Provinces. (2) The 
road from Baghmari to Bolgarh, 21 miles long. This road, which
is also metalled, is a branch -of that mentioned above, from which it 
takes off at Baghmari at the ninth mile. Beyond Bolgarh it is 
maintained by the Khurda estate as far as the frontier of the 
Tributary ’ State of Nayagarh. (3) The road running from 
Balugan to Baghura vi& Banpur, 18J miles lon g ; it is metalled 
as far as Pratap. (4) The Sardeipur-Chandka road, passing 
through Bhubaneswar and Khandagiri, 14J miles in length. This 
is also a metalled road.

Among unmetalled roads the most important are "the Pipll- 
Astrang road, passing through Nimapara and Arj unpur and 
ending in Astrang near the mouth of the Devi, and the Madhab- 
Purl road, generally known as the Grop road, which is 50 miles 
long. It takes off from the Jagannath road at Phulnakhra and 
passes through Grop and Balighai, and after skirting the Sar lake 
runs into Purl across the sandy littoral belt. It is a useful road in 
fair weather, but difficult in the rains, and from Balighai to Puri 
it is a mere track across the sandy waste. Near Grop it is 
intercepted by the Kushbhadra river, which has to be crossed by a 
ferry.

There are 6  road inspection bungalows belonging to the Public Bunga. 
Works Department on the Cuttack-Puri Road, at (1) PhulnSkhra,loW3’
(2) Sardeipur, (3) PiplT, (4) Mukundpur, (5) Jaipur, and (6 ) Purl, 
of which the last five lie within the Purl district. There are 7 
road inspection bungalows belonging to the same Department 
along the portion of the Cuttack-G-anjam road lying within this 
district, at ( 1) Chandka, (2) Chhatabar, (3) Khurda, (4) Jankia, (5) 
Tangi, (6 ) Sunakhala, and (7) Barkul. The following bungalows 
have been built for the inspection of the embankments under the 
control of the Public Works Department, viz., (1) Kanti, (2) 
Gtaradia, (3) Kanas, (4) Sahupara, (5) Rarhmal, (6 ) Kerandipur, (7) 
Torania, (8 ) Sainso, (9) Balighai, (10) Balipatna, (1 1 )-Nimapara', 
and (12) Jankadeipur. The District Board has constructed 
inspection bungalows at the following places: (1 ) Baghmari, j(2 ) 
Khurda, (3) Kalapathar, (4) Pratap, (5) Jagadalpur, (6 ) Pichkuli,
’(7) Q-op, (8 ) Astrang, (9) Bhubaneswar, (10) Balugan, and (11) 
Balianta. The Government estate of Khurda has inspection, 
bungalows at (1) Khandagiri, (2) Sunakhala, (3) Hantwar, (4)* 
Jatni, (5) Seko, and (6 ) Bhusandpur; and the. Forest Depart
ment at ( 1) Bolgarh, (2) Daras, (3) Dbuanali, and (4) Ankula.

o 2
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The principal ferries in the district are those at Kanti, Begunia- 
para, Lingpur, Madagani (on the Gan jam road), Jankadeipur, 
Balkati and Balianta (the three last named being on the Puri 
Trunk Road), and at Satpara, Ossia, Pokhara, Sunamukhi and 
Sealo.

The main line of the Bengal-Nfigpur Railway between Calcutta 
and Madras runs through the district throughout its length for 
a distance of 64 miles, entering it near Bhubaneswar and leaving 
it a short distance from Barkul. From Khurda Road station a 
branch line, 28 miles long, runs almost due south to Purl town. 
It has been proposed to make a railway from Khurda to Sambal- 
pur via Sonpur, a distance of 220 miles, and a partial survey has 
been made.

The seft along the coast is fairly deep, and vessels can go close 
' to the shore; but there is no place where .a vessel, even of small 

draught, can take refuge in bad weather, and during the greater 
portion of the year there is a heavy surf through which only masula 
or surf boats can pass. The only port in this district is that of 
Puri, but this unfortunately is only an unprotected roadstead. 
Owing to the difficulty of landing in the high surf, passenger traffic 
by this port is very limited, and the trade is not of much import
ance. In  the interior there is a considerable amount of traffic 
along the rivers during the rains, but in the hot weather they 
all cease to be navigable for more than a few miles above their 
mouths, except the Devi, by which rice finds its way by boat to 
the Taldanda canal and Cuttack. The three great rivers, of the 
district, the Kushbhadra, Bhargavi and Daya, are navigable 
throughout for several months of the year. The Kushbhadra 
is the first to dry up in its upper reaches, but in its lower reaches 
it is navigable by small country boats the whole year round. The 
Daya and the Bhargavi are usually navigable throughout till 
about the month of January; even in the hot weather country 
boats may be seen along their banks for at least 1 0  miles above the 
point where they enter the Chilka.- The boats belong chiefly to 
Ganjam traders, who bring loads of bamboos and other goods and 
in return carry oil the surplus rice of the southern parganas. 
They come vid the Ganjam canal and the Chilka lake, which is 
avt^lable for boat traffic the whole year round. ^

No account of 'the water communications of Puri would be 
complete without a mention of the boats in use. On the rivers; 
dug-outs and ordinary (jountry boats are in use, which call for no 

Special description. On the Chilka boats called pativa are used ; 
these are -flat-bottomed boats specially suitable for shallow water. 
On the sea the fishermen use masula boats apd catamarans. The
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masula boats have been introduced by the Nuliya fishermen from 
Ma'dras. They are large flabby flat-bottomed crafts of planks 
sewn together with cane strips, which are eminently adapted for 
crossing the surf, as they give to the waves. They can, however, 
only be used in good weather close to the beach, and are not fit for 
going out to sea. Catamarans are also largely employed by the 
fishermen. They are composed of four tree trunks held together 
by wooden pegs, the two trunks in the middle acting as a keel.

There are 30 post offices in the district, and 297 miles of postal Postal 
communications have been opened. The number of postal articles- 
delivered in 1906-07 was 888,000, of which 460,000 were letters 
and 317,000 were post cards. The value of money orders issued 
in the,same year was Es. 6,56,000 and of those paid Es. 8,96,000.
The total amount deposited in the Savings Bank was Es. 52,000, 
and the nifinber of deposits was 1,722. There are 4 postal tele
graph offices, situated at Purl) Khurda, Jatnl and Pipli, from 
which 13,250 messages were issued'in the same year.
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LAND EEVENUE ADMINISTRATION.
D uring the time of the Hindu kings of Orissa the country was 
divided into two administrative divisions— the military fiefs and 
th e . Crown lands. The former, which comprised the hilly 
tracts to the west, a strip of land along the sea coast to the 
east, and some portions in the interior, were divided among 
a number of military chiefs, on condition that they protected 
the country from foreign invasion, maintained peace within their 
borders, and furnished contingents of troops when called upon. 
These chiefs in their turn distributed the land among paths or 
peasant militia, who tilled the land during peace and took up 
arms in time of wa.. In the Crown lands, which consisted of 
the fertile alluvial zone between the hills and the sea, part of the 
land was assigned in grants to the ministers and servants of 
the king, and the rest was divided into several circles, called 
bis is and khands. Each circle was managed by an officer, called 
bisoi or khandpali, who had the chief control of local affairs and 
supervised the police administration. Under him was an officer 
called a khandait, who was in direct charge of the village police, 
besides an accounftmt, called bhoi-mul, who superintended the 
collections of revenue, drew up accounts of produce and cultiva
tion, and kept a register of all the particulars of the fields. Each 
of these fiscal divisions contained several villages, which then, 
as now, formed the unit of administration. In each village there 
were a headman ( padhan) and an accountant (bhoi), who were 
responsible to their divisional superiors for the revenue of the 
village.

After the Mughal conquest a regular settlement of the Crown 
lands was taken in hand, being begun in 1581 by Todar Mai, 
Akbar’s general and finance minister, and concluded in 1591 by 
the Viceroy, Man Singh. Todar Mai retained intact the old 
division of the Province into military fiefs and Crown lands, which 
were henceforth called respectively Grarhjats and Mughalbandi, 
•Ontenting himself, in regard to the former, with a verbal allegiance 
and a nominal ti^bute. H e also respected the provision made for 
the royal househoM and great officers of the court under the Hindu
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dynasty, and left 1,547 square miles as the undisputed demesne 
of the Khurda Rajas and their dependents, the Raja retaining 
Khurda, Rahang, Sirai and Chaubiskud, aggregating 1,342 square 
miles, or more than half of ’ the present area of the district.
The remaining portion of the Crown land he managed through 
the old Hindu officers, only changing the names of divisions 
and divisional officers. The khanrfs -and I ms were now called 
parganas, the khandpatk and bisois were styled chaujlhris, the 
bhoi-mul received the appellation of kanungo mlayati. The portion 
of the pargana Under the immediate charge of each of these 
officials ■was called a taluk, and the managers generally talukdars', 
the padhan again was called mukaddam, an Arabic word meaning 
a headman. The jdglrs of the great military chiefs were called 
kilas, and for their Hindu title of Bhuiya was substituted 
zaminctar, an appellation which was. originally restricted to the 
Rajas of Khurda, i\ul, Sarangarh, and the Grarhjats.

The fiscal officers of the Mughalbandi or revenue-paying tract 
had no proprietary right in the soil, and were not zamindars in 
the modem sense of the term. The Musalmans had no leisure 
for or knowledge of the details of administration. What they 
wanted was a body of powerful native middlemen, who would 
relieve them from the trouble of dealing with the people, and 
have both power and local knowledge enough to enforce the 
revenue demands. In the Hindu fiscal officers they found such 
a body ready to • their hands; but this body, as it became more 
and more neoessary to the foreign rulers, also grew more and more 
independent. It soon lost its character as a staff of revenue 
officers, and split up into a number of diffei’ent landholders, each 
with more or less of admitted proprietary right, according as each 
individual had strength and opportunity for asserting himself; but 
none possessed anything like a full ownership in the land. This 
state of things continued till the year 1751, when the Province 
passed into the hands of the Marathas.

The Marathas retained the old political division of the Province Marath , 
into military fiefs and royal domain. The former, comprising the SSSTBM• 
hilly country on the western frontier and extensive marshy wood
land tracts along the sea-shore to the east, was parcelled out in 
divisions, calle< /̂a7d.s, amongst certain Rajas, chieftains, or zamin
dars; and the latter, comprising the central plains, was divided 
into four chaklds or divisions, viz., Cuttack, Bhadrakh, Soro and 
Balasore, each of which Was subdivided into about ,150 parganas.
The revenue administration of the whofe area wa^ entrusted 'to, 32 
offioials called amils, each of whom was individually responsible for 
the revenue assessed on his division. H e was remunerated by
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grants of land called nankar, which he held rent-free, and by 
certain other perquisites on account of collection charges. He was 
assisted by a sadar kanungo, under whom were employed a number 
o f gumdshtas or agents in  each par gam. Each pargana was again 
divided into one, two, three or more of the following divisions, 
each called after the officer responsible for its revenue, viz.,
(1) taluk chaudhri, (2) taluk kanungo wilayati, (3) taluk kanungo, 
(4) taluk• sadar kanungo, and (5) taluk mazkurl or mukaddami 
mazkurl.

This system led to the weakening of the position of the talukdars. 
The one object of the amils was to realize the revenue by hook or 
by crook; and they soon found it convenient to recognize only those 
talukdars who paid without trouble, and, when they had any diffi
culty with the chaudhris or kanungos, to treat with the village 
tnukaddams and accept their engagements for the payment of a lump 
sum. The latter thus began to develop into small landholders, and 
at the same time the gumdshtas, from being mere office accountants 
and collecting agents, began to usurp the functions of the talukdars, 
whose collections of revenue they were supposed to supervise. A  
noticeable instance of this process is afforded by the acquisition, 
in 1775, of the zamlndar’s sanad of parganas Kotdcsh, Kalijori and 
Antrodh by Trilochan Patanaik, an Oriya Karan, who was 
originally a gumashta under the Faujdar of Pipli, but eventually 
succeeded in founding the largest zamindari family in the district.

The result of the Mughal administration had been that the 
divisional officers called chaudhris and kanungos gradually became 
quasi-proprietors of extensive estates and divisional landholders. 
Under the Marathas, the village headmen, dealing directly with 
the treasury officers, developed into village landholders; and 
after the British conquest, claimants belonging to both classes 
came forward with conflicting titles. It may be safely stated, 
however, that, during the confusion that prevailed, there was 
no class to whom a proprietary right can be said to have been 
allowed. The State owned the land; while the kanungos (both 
sadar and icilayati), the chaudhris, mukaddams, and others exercised 
Buch rights within their respective limits as they chose to assume, 
so long as they met the demands made upon them. Numerous 
alienations were made by all classes, but there was^iothing like an 
acknowledgment of such a privilege by the Marama authorities. 
Those who then or subsequently chose to arrogate to themselves 
the title oE zamindar were either principal mukaddams with a 
hereditary sight, of collection, but without any right, title, or 
interest in th© land itself; or fiscal officers, chiefly chaudhris and 
kanungos, in charge *of the collections. Some of them, however^
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such as the zamlndar of Kotdesh, had zamindari sanads, and 
were designated zamindars ; but they had very few of the rights 
of a zamlndar in the present sense of the term.

When the British conquered the Province, they found that the Eahlt 
land revenue was being paid by the various revenue agents fniims- 
enumerated above, some of whom represented large tracts of te a t io x . 
country, and others single villages and plots of homestead land- 
The same measure was meted out to all, irrespective of indivi
dual history, rights or origin ; and in Regulation X I I  of 1805 
the whole body of revenue agents were comprehensively .styled 
zamindars. The officers in charge of the administration were 
‘enjoined to make the settlement of the land revenue with the 
zamindars or other actual proprietors of the soil, except only 
when the property in land was disputed, in which case it was to be 
made provisionally with the person in possession. But there was 
no body of landholders with well-defined rights, such as existed 
elsewhere, and the local officers had no means of knowing what 
were the rights and titles of the different landholders. No 
revenue documents could be obtained except some records of 
previous assessment. The dmils, sadar kanungos, talnlcdars and 
mukaddams were all intent on preserving for their own use the 
information which should have been in the hands of Government..
Some were busy in establishing a proprietary title which had 
never existed, others in furthering a claim to hold rent-free' lands 
which .were liable to assessment. In the end, engagements were 
taken from the parties in possession, who had been responsible 
for collecting the land tax and paying it into the treasury; all: 
such persons, under whatever designation they had discharged^ 
this function, became under our system landholders. This was 
the origin of the Orissa zamindars.

A  proprietaty body was thus created out of the various 
intermediate holders between the ruling power and the actual' 
cultivators. A ll were now given the same rights, their quasi- 
hereditary, • quasi-transferable office of managing the land and 
transmitting the land revenue being converted into a full 
proprietary tenure. The abstract ownership had always been 
vested in the ruling power; and this we made over to the land
holders, except tjiftt we retained the power of increasing the ]pnd 
revenue due from them. In this respect, the revenue system of . 
Orissa differs from that of the rest of Bengal, inasmuch as the 
settlement for the Government land revenue is not of a fixed 
and permanent character, but is made for a term of years only? 
subject to an increased assessment at the end. of ewry fresh 
period. •



A  different policy was.pursued with the Raja of Khurda, who 
paid only a. penhkash or quit-rent, like the Khandaits or feudal 
chiefs, who held large estates along the sea-board and paid but 
a little peshkash, kept bands of paiks, and were bound to render 
military service when called upon. Upwards of 50 estates of this 
nature at one time existed in the Province, but under the Maratha 
rule few of them had maintained the privilege of paying only 
a quit-rent, and most had gradually been reduced to the position 
of ordinary zamindars. These petty chiefs, at the time of the 
British conquest, made some attempt at resistance; but they 
gave, way on the approach of the troops and wore pardoned. 
In  recognition of their ancient lineage, and in order to secure their 
loyalty, Government, by Regulation X I I  of 1805, confirmed in 
perpetuity the pcshkaah of seven estates, among which were Khurda 
and Marichpur. This arrangement, however, was immediately 
Upset in respect of Khurda, the most important of these estates, 
for the Raja rebelled and his estate was confiscated in 1805. 
Khurda has ever since been held direct by Government.

The first settlement of the Province, which was for one year 
Only, was concluded early in 1805 and was followed by a number 
of temporary settlements. The history of these early settlements 
is an unfortunate record of assessment on insufficient enquiry and 
of the enforcement of inelastic rules for the realization of inequi
table revenues. The Collector had no reliable information as to 
the real assets of the estates, for the zamindars and amils 
combined to withhold all papers, and he had to proceed on a very 
rough estimate of the quantity of land in cultivation and on the 
reports' of interested subordinates. The evils arising from such 
ignorance of the real circumstances of the people, from the general 
disorganization of administration, and from the severity of the 
assessment, were aggravated by the stringency* of the Bengal 
regulations and sale laws.

Under the rule of the Mughals and Marathas, the persons 
whom we recognized as. proprietors of the soil were, in theory at 
least, officers of Government, responsible to it for the revenue they 
collected, and were not entitled to any remission. But, when 
droughts or serious floods occurred, the cultivator did not pay 
his. rent, and there is reason to believe that ^he native rulers 
recognized such calamities as a valid excuse for short payments, 
so that the actual collections always fell short of the full demand. 
In the early days of British administration the Bengal regulations 
■were enforced, the assessment became a fixed and invariable debt, 
which tbe.-zamir|,dar had to discharge to the day on pain of losing, 
his estate, in spite*of the fact that Orissa is peculiarly liable to.
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suffer from the extremes of drought and flood. The consequences 
of this attempt to engraft the rigid administration of a perma
nently settled Province on a country and people wholly unsuited 
to it were disastrous. Arrears accumulated rapidly, and in 1806 
began the system of putting up defaulting estates for sale in 
Calcutta, a policy -which allowed Bengali speculators to buy 
valuable properties at low prices. Some of the oldest families of 
Orissa were ruined; their estates were sold up and passed into the 
hands of Bengali adventurers ; and the hardships of the revenue 
system being aggravated by repeated droughts, even these failed to 
pay the revenue, and the collections fell far short of the demand.

The Khurda rebellion of 1817 served to bring home to the 
authorities the deep discontent and real grievances of the Oriyas ; 
and in Regulation V II  of 1822 Government shortly afterwards 
proclaimed its intention of concluding a settlement based on a 
detailed investigation into the circumstances of the Province and 
a determination of the rights of all parties. Preparations for this 
settlement were commenced as early as 1830, and it was held 
to run from 1837, although the proceedings were not finally 
completed before 1845. The settlement thus concluded was made 
for 30 years, and should therefore have expired in the year 
1867, but the state of exhaustion in which the great famine of 
1866 left the Province rendered it inadvisable to undertake a 
resettlement. It was felt that the minute investigations necessary 
would have been distressing to the people, and consequently 
it was decided to grant an extension of the settlement of 1837 
for 80 years without any enhancement of revenue. The last 
settlement was concluded in 1899, with effect from 1897, and 
will expire in 1927.

The above settlements were confined to the headquarters 
' tj ; and the Khurda estate, which is under tHe direct 

Management of Government, has had a number of separate settle
ments. The first settlement was made in 1805, but was of a 
summary nature, being a mere valuation of produce. Another 
settlement was made in 1806, and in 1806-07 kila Panchgarh, a 
portion of Khurda, was formed into a separate mahal and mada 
over to Rani Mukta Devi of Sambalpur. The revenue assessed, 
however, could <cot be realized by her, and she finally relin
quished the jd(fi)' in 1818 or 1819. In the meantime, summary 
settlements and various experiments-in the farming- out of the rest 
of the estate were tried with disastrous result's.. These experiments 
Continued up to 1817, when the rebellion of the pnikf completed 
the temporary ruin of the estate. Parts of Khurda* it is said, 
were almost depopulated, large-tracta* of arable land were thrown
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out of cultivation, and all revenue work came to a standstill. A t 
the conclusion of the rehellion, another settlement was made in 
1818, and this was followed by various short settlements, viz., 
in 1822, 1824, 1837 and 1857. On the expiry of the last settle
ment a cadastral settlement was effected by Mr. W . 0.- Taylor 
in 1882; and on its expiry a resettlement was made by his son, 
Mr J. H. Taylor, which was completed in 1898, the new assess
ment coming into force in December 1897 and being sanctioned 
for 15 years.

' The largest estate in the district- is the Khurda estate, which 
has an area, according to the latest survey, of 618,154 acres, of 
which all but 27,000 acres are comprised in the Khurda sub
division. It is held under direct management, with the following 
exceptions:— (a) two service tenures held by the Khandaits of 
Haldia and Malipara subject to the payment of a fixed quit-rent 
and the performance of certain nominal police duties; each of these 
tenures has t o  area of about 4,500 acres; (b) one village liable to 
the payment of a quit-rent only, known as the tanki bahal village 
of Bimarsinghpur; (c) the estate known as the Ekhrajat Mahals, 
extending over 68,000 acres o f land, which'was originally part of 
the Khas Mahal, but was assigned, partly in 1858 and partly 
in 1863, revenue-free to the Raja of Purl in lieu of an annual 
payment of Rs. 23,631; and (d) thirteen revenue-free villages 
covering about 5,000 acres.

The area held under the direct management of Government in 
this estate is 565,356 acres comprised in 1,377 villages, of which
1,309 villages containing 540,376 acres lie in the Khurda subdivi
sion, and 68 villages containing 24,980 acres are included in the 
headquarters subdivision. The administration of the estate rests 
with a Deputy Collector known as the Tahsildar. The subordinate 
staff consists of sarbarahkars, who collect the rents and are 
allowed a deduction, calculated at a percentage of the actual 
amount collected, to cover their risks and expenses. There are over 
176,000 tenanoies, and the ryots’ holdings are generally small. 
Their rent is fixed for the term of the settlement, the rent as 
recorded at the last settlement being Rs. 3,77,127.

In  the headquarters subdivision more than two-thirds of the 
revenue is derived from 10 estates, viz., Kotdesh (now paying 
Rs. 1,41,297), whioh is under the direct management of Govern
ment owing to the recusancy of its proprietors at the settlement 
of 1899, Krishnachandra, Krishnanagar and Rahang (Rs. 63,504), 
D«lang (Rib. 43,564), Kokal (Rs. 6,486), Kotsahi (Rs. 7,321), 
Pipli (Rs. •6,291)% Rorang (Rs. 5,525), and Golara (Rs. 3,881) 
The area under the direct management of Government is 116,416
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aores with a rent-roll of Rs. 1,56,723. The only .permanently 
settled estate is that known as Marichpur, with an area of 67J 
square miles, whioh was given a permanent settlement by section 
35 of Regulation X II  of 1805.

The permanently settled estate of Marichpur and all the 
temporarily settled estates are alike in nature. The only distinc
tive feature is, that while the revenue payable by the former is 
fixed in perpetuity, that payable by the others is liable to adjust
ment at the expiration ol the term of eaoh settlement; and that 
the rights of under-tenants in the latter, have been defined and 
recorded. The majority of the estates are held by the descendants 
of the talukdars, rent-collectors, village headmen, holders of 
resumed jaglrs and the lrke, who were found, at the time of the 
British conquest, to be paying their revenue direct into the 
Maratha treasuries; they also include descendants of the holders of 
the larger revenue-free properties that were resumed and assessed 
to revenue during the early years of last century. All these 
landholders have long since thrown off their distinctive appella
tion of talukdars, kamingos, mukaddams, padhdns, etc., and have 
readily assumed the generic and more significant title of zamlndar.
In fact, every sadar malguzar, i.e., every person who now pays 
revenue directly to the treasury, not being a servailt of the State, 
is called a zamlndar, i.e., a proprietor of land, while the distinctive 
titles of mukaddams, sarbarahkars, padhdns, etc., have been left to 
the subordinate tenure-holders.

The area in which the zamlndar collects rents from the tenants 
is called hastabiid. It is a common practice, however, to grant 
ijaras, i.e., to farm out villages to individuals at a sum which 
leaves them a certain margin for the expenses of collection and 
ordinary profit. The lessees, who are called mustdjirs, are merely 
temporary farmers. Their rights are limited by the terms of the 
lease, ceasing on its expiry; and even during its continuance 
they are liable to ejectment for failure to carry out the terms of 
the contract.

The free grant of land for the maintenance of Brahmans, for Rbtende- 
the endowment of monasteries, and for the upkeep of shrines, has IBEB 
always been regarded by Hindus as a becoming act of piety. It is LASDS‘ 
no matter for ponder then that in Purl, with its large Brahman 
population, its numerous monasteries, and the holy shrines of 
Jagannath and Bhubaneswar, such assignments of land should * 
have been very numerous. The various Muhammadan and Maratha, 
offioials also alienated land freely, add the result was an enor
mous number of revenue-free lands, called lakhiraj, meaning 
“ without revenue.”  On the acquisition of tW  Province in 1803,
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the British found a large proportion o f  the cultivated land held 
under various revenue-free grants, and as a preliminary to an 
enquiry into the validity of their titles, all who claimed to hold 
land revenue-free were required to register their claims and deposit 
their sanads, or deeds of grant, in the central office at Cuttack. 
For five years this office was kept open, and in that time upwards 
of 128,000' claims were registered. In 1815 the registry was 
reopened,- with branch offices at Balasore and Puri, a id  30,000 
more sanads were filed. Many of these claims were known to be 
fraudulent, but no attempt was made to sift them till 1837. 
Government then instituted enquiries to test their validity, enquiries 
which laste'd for nearly 1 0  years, and eventually the right to hold 
land free of revenue was recognized in the-following cases :—

(1) Lands assigned revenue-free under grants from the 
Maratha Eaja of Berar, or from any zamindar, taluk dir, or 
actual proprietor of land, as endowments of the temple of 
Jagannath, or of maths in the vicinity of the temple, or for similar 
purposes.

(2) A ll grants for holding land exempt from payment of 
revenue made previous to October 1791, provided that the grantee 
actually and bona fide obtained possession of the land so granted, 
and held it exempt from the payment of revenue, before that 
date, and that the land was not subset” ^nt9V rendered subject to 
the payment of revenue by proper officers, or orders of Govern
ment.

(3) All grants for holding land exempt from the payment of 
revenue, made subsequently to October 1791 and prior to October 
1803, which had been confirmed or expressly admitted before the 
latter date; provided that, by the authority of the existing 
Government, the grantee actually and bona fide obtained possession 
of the land so granted, and held it exempt from the payment of 
revenue before October 1803, and that the land had not been 
afterwards rendered subject to the payment of revenue by the 
officers or orders of Government.

• - (4) Small quantities of land not exceeding 74 bighas, held
exempt from the payment of revenue under grant made prior to 
October 1803, and bona fide appropriated as endowments for 
temples or for other religious or charitable purpose*, or the proceeds 
of wffich were enjoyed by individuals, whether Muhammadan or 
Hindu, being priests or. religious advisers of the great body of 
cultivators.

a (5) Badsh&M grants made previous to October 1803 ; provided 
that the grantee actually and bona fide obtained possession of the 
land -so granted pluvious to .that date, and the grant had not
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been subsequently resumed by the proper officers or orders o£ 
Government.

(6 ) A ll grants made or confirmed by the British Government 
subsequent to October 1803, and grants held under invalid 
title which the Governor-General in Council thought fit not to 
resume.

<- (7) Small plots of ground for village idols.
The lands so confirmed are generally known as Idkhiraj bahal, 

i.e., “ confirmed without revenue,”  or more shortly bahal, as 
opposed to the resumed or baziajti land. Land confirmed without 
revenue for the term of the incumbent’s natural life is known as 
hinhayati lakhiraj.

The revenue-free lands fall under two main heads, according as 
they are the absolute property of an individual or assigned in 
trust for a charitable or religious purpose. The first -class • 
includes brahmotlar or land originally assigned for the support 
of Brahmans, khairat or grants to mendicants and other poor 
Hindus, and khushbash, literally comfortable dwelling, i.e., grants 
made to Brahmans and other respectable cultivators for their houses.
Land of this class is the absolute property of the grantee. He. can 
sell -or give away the whole or any part of it and grant mortgages 
and- perpetual leases. He pays rent to no one, and only renders to 
Government taxes and cesses according to the value of his property.
Lands of the second class consist mainly of debottar or “  lands 
bestowed on the gods,”  by which term are known all lands assigned 
for a religious purpose. Among suoh grants may be mentioned 
amruta-manohi or charitable endowments for the support of the 
Jagannath temple. Properties of the second class are all o f the 
nature of trusts ; tho land becomes the absolute property of temple, 
idol, monastery or saint, while the management is vested in a 
trustee who is variously called the sebait or minister, marfatdar or 
agent, mahant or abbot, or, in the case of a Muhammadan shrine, 
the mulwali or daroga.

The most important of the revenue-free properties are the Jaglr 
Mahals of Malud and four other parganas, and the endowments 
of the Jagannath temple. .These latter include the Ekhriijat 
Mahals in the Khurda subdivision and the Satais. Hazari Mahals, 
of which a large^portion is included in the headquarters sub
division. These properties have an interesting history, of -vfhioh 
the following sketch may be given.

The Satais Hazari Mahals form a revenue-free property made Satai* 
up of villages and shares of villages and of money.assjgnment^. Bahais. 
After the conquest of Orissa by the Marathas, the Raja $>f Khurda 
was forced to surrender to them, in lieu of payment for military
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services, the parganas of Rahang, Sirai, Chaubiskud and Lembai, 
forming a part of the lands excluded from the Mughal settlement. 
Out of these the Marathas assigned the revenues of certain lands 
for the support of the temple of Jagannath at Purl, making good 
from the public treasury the annual deficit. This endowment 
the British Government recognized, and further undertook the 
management of the temple' and the payment of the expenses 
connected with it; but in 1843 it withdrew from the management 
and made it over to the Raja of Purl, who had been appointed 
Superintendent of the'temple. A t the same time, it made over 
to the Raja the estate of Satais Hazari Mahals, yielding an 
annual rental of Rs. 17,420, which was the last remaining portion 
of the endowment of the temple at the time of the conquest 
of the Province in 1803.

The revenue of the Satais Hazari Mahals is derived from the 
following sources in P u rl:— (a) 1 2  hastabud villages in parganas 
Rahang, Chaubiskud, Lembai and Paschimduai'; (b) 50 bahal 
tanki villages and portions of villages ; and (c) certain allotments 
from 8  tanki bahal villages, from 1 0  tanki baziafti villages, and 8  
sarbftrdhkdri and mmtajiri villages, all of which form part of the 
Rahang estate. Outside the district the estate includes two mukad- 
dami villages in Dalijora in Cuttack, one village in Asureswar in 
the same district, and certain lands in kila Daspalla, from which 
timber for the cars of the gods is supplied.

Ekhrajat Until 1858 the Government paid an allowance of Rs. 16,517
Mahals. towards the upkeep of the Jagannath temple, but in that year 

Government decided to make no more annual payments, and in 
lieu'thereof transferred to the Raja of Puri a portion of the 
Khurda estate with a rent-roll of Rs. 16,827. Subsequently, in 
1863, Government transferred a number of other villages with a 
rent-roll of Rs. 6,889 in lieu of the annual payment of Rs. 6,804, 
which it had hitherto made for the maintenance of a police force 
to preserve order in and about the temple. The lands thus trans
ferred in 1858 and 1863 are known as the Ekhrajat Mahals, 
ekhrajat, or more properly ikhrajat, being an Arabic word 
meaning expenses, so that the expression means literally lands 
assigned for expenses. The estate comprises the whole of zild 
Tapang and 51 villages in zild Rameswar. Jts area is 67,520 
acr*, and it contains 124 villages.

Maltd When the British conquered Orissa in 1803, the Malud jagtr
Mahals were held by one Fateh Muhammad Khan, to whom the first 

^Jommissipnqfs granted a"sanad entitling him and his heirs to hold 
their jagtr revenue-free in perpetuity in consideration of their 
services to the ‘ British. #It is said that when the British
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troops marched from Gan jam in 1803 to oonquer Orissa, Fateh 
Muhammad undertook to guide the army across the swamps of 
Ohilka, and tradition says he was promised every village through 
which the troops passed, and that their route was in consequence 
somewhat circuitous. Section 34 of Regulation X I I  of 1805 
confirmed the sanad granted to h im ; but he was afterwards 
dispossessed of a large area by the Raja of Parikud. The 
parganas of Malud, Bajrakot, Manikpatna and Andhari comprise 
the jagir rwhals confirmed as revenue-free by that Regulation.
Their total area is 72J square miles, while the Parikud estate 
extends over 67J square miles. The Raja of Parikud still pays a 
quit:rent of Rs. 1,600 per annum to one of the descendants of 
Fateh Muhammad.

The following is a brief account of the land tenures of the L a n d  

Khurda estate, of which Government is the proprietor. tbnubhs
One of the most influential classes in the estate consists of the ICh t o d a . 

lihhiraj bahaldars or holders of revenue-free lands. Their tenures Revenue- 
are of two kinds— brahmottar, over which they have full proprie- 
tary rights with power to alienate, and debottar or plrottar, i.e., 
lands whioh they hold in trust for endowments without power to 
alienate. The latter are held by marfatdars and sebaks, whose 
position was defined as follows in the resumption proceedings of 
1843 :—“  Marfatdars or trustees of endowments, and sebaks or 
priests and c 'her attendants at temples holding endowment lands 
for their rem aeration, or holding such lands in trust for the 
benefit of the ndowments, have no rights in Khurda to transfer 
their trusts or ervices, or to alienate the lands attached to the 
several endowments. A ll such persons are classed at the settle
ment under which they hold the lands as mere servants of the 
idols, and liable to dismissal by the Collector for misconduct.”
After the settlement of 1899, .however, it was decided that, as the 
right given to the Collector by these proceedings had not been 
exercised and Act X X  of 1863 put the religious endowments in 
Khurda on the same footing as elsewhere in Orissa, it was not 
expedient for Government to interfere. The area of revenue-free 
lands thus held in perpetuity in the Khurda Mia is 5,231 acres, 
besides the Ekhrajat Mahals and 13 entire lakhiraj villages with 
an area of 4,972 acfes. ,

Altogether 4,173 acres are aocounted for by jagirs or service 
lands and by minhas or homestead lands held rent-free. There 
are numerous varieties of miscellaneous service jagirs, of which an 
account will be found in Mr. Taylor’s Settlement Report* such as* 
jagirs granted to gari chaudhris and manjhis of ghats of ferries, 
grace jagirs o or rent-free lands granted for past services, and
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hinhayati jdgirs held rent-free for the lifetime of the holders.- 
There are also many varieties of minhd lands. Paik minhas are the 
homestead lands of the old native militia (vaiks) granted rent-free 
for certain services. Sarbarahkari minhas are the homestead lands, 
of the sarbarahk&rs, held rent-free during the term of their office. 
Gram sebak minhas are the usual rent-free grants enjoyed by 
village servants, such as barbers, blacksmiths, carpenters, potters, 
astrologers, and washermen. There are also minhas granted for 
religious or public purposes, including sites granted for religious,- 
educational and public buildings. Qarib praja, or minhd lands 
granted to the poor and exempted classes, are rent-free homesteads 
of the landless and aboriginal classes, such as Bauris, Savars, etc.

Tandkar jagirs are rent-free chdkran or service grants, held by 
tandkars, i.e., men who aot as criers or assistants to the sarbarah- 
kars; no rights of occupancy can accrue in them. Dalai jdgirs 
are rent-free servioe grants enjoyed by the headmen of the old 
native militia or paiks, who are now chiefly used for revenue work, 
such as escorting treasure, summoning tenants, and guarding 
the tents of Government officers on tour. Paik jdgirs are 
found only in the Banpur Mals, a tract in which there are no 
chaukidars, the Pan paiks, to a certain extent, taking their place. 
As there is very little orime in the Mals, the chief duties of the 
paiks are attendance on Government officers as guards and guides 
through the forests, and the escort o£ treasure. A  similar class of 
holdings is that known as jungle paik jdgirs, i.e., servioe lands 
held by jungle paiks or their descendants. These- men were 
required for the purpose of watching and guarding the forest, 
when forest conservancy was being introduced in Khurda. 

evonne. Altogether 27,178 acres are held by rafa tankidars, i.e.,
fand» 8 holders of invalid grants formerly held subject to the payment of 

quit-rent, who agreed in 1839 by compromise {rafa) to pay Rs.-4 
or Rs. 4-12 for every bad (20 local mans or 9 acres) of land in 
their possession and to pay enhancement at every settlement 
calculated in the same propQrtion as the enhancement of the rent- 
paying tenants. The average rent now settled is annas 12-4 per 
acre. A  small area is held by bahal tankidars, i.e., the holders of 
tenures on small quit-rents fixed in perpetuity. Besides these, 
there are two ordinary tenure-holders having lands in 1 2  villages 
im^er leases granted for the reclamation of waste lands.

%ots. The settled ryots in Khurda are the descendants of the ryots
who received pattas and gave kabuliyals for the first time in 1820. 
•There a*e now 123,349 tenancies of this nature, comprising 
197,498 acres aiyl paying rent of Rs. 3,23,222, the incidence per 
acre being Re. 1-10-2. Occupancy ryots in Khurda would be
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ryots who have purchased lands from settled ryots within the 
last 1 2  years, and who have no other cultivation in the villages 
in which the purchased lands are situated ; but such cases have 
not been distinguished,from settled ryots. Non-occupancy ryots 
are ryots cultivating nayabadi land, i.e., land newly brought 
under cultivation ; at the last settlement their number was 4,535, 
and the area cultivated by them 5,606 acres. Chandinadars are 
non-agricultural tenants occupying homestead or garden land 
only. They are mainly shopkeepers or holders of homestead 
lands, and include a class of tenants known as khushbash or 
privileged tenants, who are mostly Brahmans, Rajputs and 
Karans.

Sarbarahkdri jagirs are lands held by sarbarahkars by virtue of 
their office. They are assessed to rent, which is deducted from the 
remuneration allowed to the holders as sarbarahkars. The latter 
have no occupancy or other right in the lands beyond their term 
of office, and their jagirs are therefore purely chakran or service 
land. They consist of some of the most valuable lands in the 
estate, being mostly situated in parts of the villages commanded 
by sources of irrigation. The area of these jagirs at the last 
settlement was 7,954 acres, and there were 915 sarbarahkars hold
ing jagirs in 1,740 portions of villages. Altogether 9,710 acres 
are held by Khandaits, i.e., superior service tenure-holders holding 
af a fixed quit-rent or peshkash. The former duties of these 
Khandaits were the arrest of dacoits and bad characters, and the 
reporting of offences, but these servioes are no longer rendered.
The khandait jagirs pay quifc-rents in perpetuity subjeofc to the 
condition that they may be resumed in case of misconduct, this 
proviso being expressly stipulated in the terms of the grant.

The land tenures of the headquarters subdivision fall gen- land 
erally under one or other of the following heads :— (1) Proprietors TENUM 
of estates, who are directly responsible to the State for the reve- pUBI s, 
nue of the land they own, i.e., malguzars or zammdars. (2) Revenue- DIVISIC 
free proprietors, holding their lands free of revenue in perpetuity, 
i.e., lakhiraj bahaldars. (3) Tenure-holders with quasi-proprietary 
rights, holding under the proprietors, viz., mukaddams, padhdns, 
Sarbarahkars and shikmi zamindars. (4) Purchasers or recipients 
of proprietary rights in small plots of land from the zamlndar^ or 
mukaddams, such as kharidadars. (5) Holders of resumed revenue- 
free tenures, or baziajtidars, falling under 2 classes, viz., nisfi, i.e., 
those holding at half rates, and kamil, {.6k, those holding at full 
ra'tes. (6 ) Holders of small areas permanently assessed*at quit-* 
rents, known as tankidars. (7) Resident cultivators*, whosS right to 
hold at a rent fixed for the term of settltement has been reoognized,

p  2
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viz., ihan'i and chanclina. (8 ) Cultivators who have not suoh reoog* 
nized rights, i.e., paid ryots, occupancy and non-oocupanoy.
(9) Persons holding land free of rent in consideration of their 
servioes to an individual or to the community, i.e., jagirdars.
(1 0 ) Under-tenants of classes (4)' to (8 ).

holders" Under the zamindars are a number of tenure-holders paying 
their revenue through the proprietors of the estates within 
which their lands lie. They are for the most part descendants of 
village headmen^ suoh as padhans and mukaddams, and of the rent- 
collectors called sarbarahkars. The old Hindu name of the village 
headman was padhan (contracted from pradhan, meaning chief), 
but most of this class were absorbed, under the Arabic form of ‘ 
the name, as mukaddams into the Muhammadan system, their duty 
being to collect rents, superintend cultivation and settle ryots in 
the villages. All ‘ these were transformed in course of time into 
tenure-holders; while the zamindars’ subordinate rgnt-collectors,

• the 'sarbarahkars, gradually acquired separate tenures, just as 
their masters, having been originally rent-collectors of a higher 
grade, acquired the substantial interest of zamindars. As the 
incidents of the padhani and niukaddami tenures differ only in one 
trifling respect, it will be convenient to discuss them together.

ria»f*'a"d When Orissa came into the hands of the Mughals, four
padhans.. parganas, Lembai, Sirai, Chaubiskud and Rahang, were left, with 

Mia Khurda, to the Raja of Khurda as his personal demesne. 
The village headmen responsible to the old Hindu officers for 
the village revenue were called padhans, but in the tracts taken 
over by the Muhammadans the name was changed to mukaddam. 
Under the Mughal administration the rights of the mukaddams 
developed, and became superior to those owned by the padhans, 
who still remained in the four parganas of the south. In 1760 
the Raja of Khurda was compelled to relinquish these parganas to 
the Marathas, by whom they were brought under direct manage
ment (khas), and they continued to be so managed when first 
taken over by us in 1803. During this period the pddhans 
acquired more than equality with their brother headmen in the 
Mughalbandi, and their claims to be regarded as proprietary 
tenure-holders were fully acknowledged at the settlement of 1837/ 

^Che incidents of the tenure as then* settled were as 
follow s:—(1) The tenure is hereditary, transferable, and divisible, 
subject to the proviso that no division of rents can be made 
without the oonsent of the zamindars. Any division of rent 

'allowed fcy Che zamindar for the time being would be binding on 
his successors in* interest, but would be annullable by the auction- 
purchasers at a sale for Arrears of revenue. (2 ) The padhqn
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exercises the same proprietary rights within his village that the 
zammdar exercises in hastabud villages. (3) The padhan is a 
proprietor of a share of the rental of the village. His allowance 
is usually 2 0  per cent, of the village assets, and the amount 
payable by him to the zammdar is fixed for the term of settlement. 
(4) In  default o f  payment of rent, the tenure is sold under the 
provisions of Act X  of 1859, and of Chapter X I Y  of the 
-Bengal Tenancy Act, which has been extended to Orissa. The 
balance of the purchase money left after liquidating the arrear 
is paid to the defaulter. (5) The padhan is entitled to 5 
per cent, malikana in case of recusanoy. (6 j In the event of 
reousancy, he is entitled to a claim of re-entry at the ensuing 
settlement. The incidents of the mukaddami tenure differ from 
those of the padhani tenure only in one respect, viz., that the 
mukaddam is not entitled to a claim of re-entry in the settlement 
following tljjit in which he recuses.

The mukaddams are subdivided into three classes— (1) maurasi 
or hereditary, (2 ) kharidadars, who purchased a hereditary right 
from the tahikdar or mukaddamand (3) zate mukaddam, appointed 
by the people of the village as their representative, or appointed 
by the zamindar to superintend the collection of rent and cultiva
tion in one or more mauzas. The incidents of these three classes 
of mukaddami tenure are now exactly the same. The padhani 
tenures are almost ocnfined' to parganas Lembai, Sirai, Eahang 
and Ohaubiskud. A t the last settlement 259 such tenures, held 
by 3,507 tenure-holders, were recorded, while there were 486 
mukaddami tenures, held by 680 tenure-holders. The latter 
are most common in the Kotdesh pargana, where 356 of- the total 
number are found.

Both mukaddami and padhani tenures have been subdivided 
to a very marked extent, with the result that the mukaddams and 
padhans as a olass are losing their importance. “  The experience 
of the last sixty years,”  says Mr. Nathan, “  shows that the 
undisputed rights of succession and the freedom of transfer which 
the mukaddam has gradually acquired, and whioh we have finally 
recognized, are a fatal gift whioh is gradually undermining his 
existence. The devolution of property obeys in Orissa the Mitak- 
shara law. The constant splitting up of shares which this sy^em 
involves has a continual tendency to make the tenure insufficient 
to support the family. When this pressure begins to be severely 
felt, one of two things happens. Either the mukaddams succeed 
in gradually ousting the ryots, and, by cultivating Che land? 
themselves, support their families and pay the ]jpnt, or they find 
the struggle hopeless and are forced i<9 sell their ancestral rights.
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Sometimes they disappear altogether ; more frequently they 
remain in the village, cultivating their ancestral paitrali lands as 
ryots of the new purchasers. In 43 villages in which I  have 
made enquiries on this point, I  find that the total number of 
mukaddams has increased from 156 to 401, i.e., by more than 150 
per cent., and this notwithstanding that the natural increase has 
been checked by extensive sale. These mukaddami interests are 
never sold by the original mukaddams exoept through necessity, 
and therefore the transfer of half the mukaddami rights shows 
that the old mukaddams are finding it hard to maintain their 
position. Many of the villages are bought up by large mahajans . 
and by the land-owners.”

The class known as sarbarahkars has been created in several 
ways. Some sarbarahkars were originally servants of the zamln- 
d&rs, who collected their rents from the cultivators and enjoyed 
jagirs ;  some obtained possession of their v illa g e  as farmers 
only, but gradually obtained a prescriptive right to the tenure, 
as .it descended from one generation to another; while others 
again were sardar paikx, who were bound to attend the summons 
of the chief and paid rent for that part of their village lands not 
occupied as jaglr. The following principles laid down by Gov
ernment in 1838 may be accepted as an authoritative declaration 
of the rights and incidents of the sarbardhkari tenure:—

(1) The tenure is recognized as one o f . the existing under
tenures of the Province. (2) The Collector at the time of making 
a settlement must, as in the case of mukaddams, fix the share of the 
existing rental to be allowed to a sarbardhkdr and the amount 
payable by him to the zamlndar for the village under his manage
ment. (3) I f  a sarbardhkari tenure is'found at the time of 
settlement in the possession of several joint sarbarahkars, the 
Collector, with the concurrence of the zamlndar, may select one or 
more of the body to be recorded manager of the sarbarahkars.
(4) Sarbarahkars so selected and recorded cannot be ousted from 
their tenures, except for default of payment of rent or for mis
management proved to the satisfaction of the Collector. (5) The 
tenure should never be admitted at the time of settlement as a 
hereditary property (maurasi sarbardhkari), unless it has been 
held as such uninterruptedly from a period*antecedent to the 
Brilish accession, i.e., antecedent to 14th October 1803, and 
unless the claimant is in possession of the tenure at the time or 
within a year previous to the time of settlement. (6 ) In cases in 

•which hereditary succession or uninterrupted occupation cannot 
be shewn, but j;he claimant himself has been long in possession 
and iB in possession at the time of settlement, the Collector may,
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in  consideration of occupancy and according to its duration and 
circumstances, propose a temporary admission of the tenure (miadi 
sarbarahkari) for such term and on such conditions as the case 
may seem to require. (7) No admitted sarbarahkari tenure, 
hereditary or temporary, can be alienated or subdivided without 
the consent Of the zamindar.

A t the last settlement 211 such tenures held by 1,184 tenure- 
holders were recorded.

Another class of tenure calling *for notice is that called shikm\_ 
shikmi zamindari, i.e., literally an included estate. These tenures 
are almost entirely confined to the Jagir Mahals of Parikud,
Malud, etc., where the right and immunities of the shikmi 
zamindars are exactly the same as those of the zamindars in other 
parganas. They are so called simply because their rent is paid( 
not into the Government treasury, but into that of the jagirdars, 
who in t h ^  respect stand in the same relation to the shikmi 
zamindars as Government does to the zamindars in other parts 
of the district. There are also a few such tenures in the Kotdesh 
estate.

Another important class of tenure-holders consists of kharida,- Kharida 
dars or purchasers of waste lands. It was customary in the t<!nure8‘ 
days of the Mughals and Marathas for the superior revenue 
officers to recognize a species of sale, by whioh those who engaged 
for the revenue transferred small areas of waste land and jungle 
to persons who undertook to bring it under cultivation or to found 
villages. The areas were supposed to be small and worthless, 
but fraud was practised in many case3 , and valuable lands were 
frequently alienated for a small consideration. The term, kharida 
jamabandi is generally applied to these tenures. A t the last 
settlement they numbered 1,000 with an area of 2,400 acres.

Baziafti tenures are tenures which were formerly held revenue- Saztsjti 
free, but have been resumed and brought on the district rent-roll, tenure8, 
the deeds of grant under which they were held not being 
considered genuine or valid. The holders were, however, 
declared entitled to enter into immediate engagements with. 
Government, and a settlement was accordingly concluded with 
them. Those- dispossessed lakhirajdars who had been in continuous 
ancient possessioa, and had held in good faith, were assessed at 
an amouilt equal to one-half the gross rental; and in cases Miere 
the lakhirajdar was himself the cultivator, at one-half of the gross 
value of the land. Those who had not held their tenure in good 
faith, but who had been long in possession, weie assessed at fî Ll 
rentals, and were allowed to retain possession of the land; while 
Ifche lands of those who had not been in  long possession, and whose
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tenures were not valid, merged into the parent estate, the settle
ment being concluded with the zamlndar. Those M io  were 
assessed at half rates for the term of the settlement of 1837 are 
palled nisfi bdzidftidars, and those who were assessed at full rates 
are called h a m il bdzidftidars. A t the last settlement they were 
dealt with as ryots, whose special privileges had expired, but in 
consideration of the very low rents at which they were found to 
be holding, and to prevent the hardship that would have been 
caused by too sudden an" enhancement of those rents, a strict 
limit was imposed on enhancement, and they were eventually 
assessed to rents much below those paid by thani or pahi ryots. 
Altogether 36,400 nisfi bazidfti holdings were recorded with an 
area of 59,400 acres, and 5,400 kamil bazidfti holdings with an 
area of 6,500 acres.

Tanki holdings are those which were formerly held revenue- 
free, but were subsequently assessed at a quit-rent.^ They vary 
greatly in extent; some consist of entire villages, while others 
are small detached patches of ground measuring a few acres 
altogether. Originally they were grants assigned for the 
support of idols, priests, courtiers, members of the royal 
household, and others who had claims to be supported fronl 
the publio property. Numerous alienations of this nature were 
made not only by the Rajas of Khurda, but by their representa
tives and by landholders of all descriptions. When, after the 
invasion and conquest of the Province, the Rajas found their 
revenue reduced, they began to levy a quit-rent on most, but 
not all, of such tenures in the parganas assigned for their 
support. Hence, these tanki holdings are numerous in Khurda, 
which remained in the possession of the Rajas till its conquest by 
the English, and in the parganas of Rahang, Lembai, Sirai and 
Chaubiskud, which were ceded to the Marathas long after they 
had taken possession of other parts of the Province. Of those 
that are now known as tanki tenures, the most numerous belong to 
the SaBani Brahmans, i.e., Brahmans to whom villages were 
assigned for their livelihood. A t the last settlement the rents of 
these privileged tenants were not disturbed, but excess areas held 
by them were treated in the same way as those found in the 
possession of revenue and rent-free holders. •

^fhe incidents of the kharida jam&bandi, baziafti and tanki 
tenures are as follows :—

(1) They are heritably, transferable and divisible; but no 
division of r»nt is binding on the landlord without his consent.
(2 ) The tenure-holders have the same rights over waste land 
included m their \snures as zamindars have in the waste land
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in their estates, i.e., *a full right to the jungle produce and to 
the profits of reclaimed lands. Any lands brought under culti
vation in the eourso of the settlement are liable to assessment 
at next settlement. (3) The rent payable is fixed for the term of 
settlement. (4) In default of payment the tenure may be 
brought to sale under section 105, Act X  of 1859 and Chapter 
X I V  of the Bengal Tenanoy Act. The balance of the purchase 
money after paying the arrear rent goes to the defaulter.
(5) These tenures do not, on purchase by the zamind&r or other 
landlord, merge in the superior right, but by the custom of the 
country survive.

The great majority of the cultivators consist of tenants Thani »nd 
known as thani and pahi ryots. A t the British conquest it was1>ahi ryot,' 
found that the cultivated lands of the Mughalbandi were tilled by 
two classes of ryots— thani or resident cultivators and pahi or 
non-residen^ultivators. The thani ryot bad a hereditary right of 
occupancy in his lands, while the pahi ryot was a mere tenant- 
at-will. The advantages enjoyed by the former were briefly as ' 
follows. He held his homestead and garden land rent-free; his 
thani lands were the test in the village; and he had the prefer
ence in the tillage of the remaining pahi area, in the cultivation 
of rent-free lands, and in the reclamation of new lands. H e had 
communal rights to pasture, fire-wood and thatching grass; he 
had a hereditary right of occupancy; and he could not be ousted 
so long as he paid his rent. The possession of these advantages 
increased his importance in the eyes of his neighbours and 
strengthened his credit with the mahdjan. On the other hand, 
his rent was much higher than that paid by the non-resident ryot, 
and he groaned under the extra contributions and impositions 

.exacted from him by his landlord. These demands were often so 
excessive as to swallow up all the profits .of cultivation, and the 
thani ryot, reduced to despair, was often compelled to abandon, 
his home and the doubtful advantages of his position. The p&hi 
ryot paid a much lower rate of rent, but, on the other hand, he 
was liable to be turned out of his holding at any moment.

The thani ryots now h&ve fixity of rent for 30 years, but 
otherwise there is nothing to differentiate their status from that 
of the pahi ryots. * The latter have long ceased to be non-resident.
They have settled down on their cultivation, and, undef the 
operation of the Bengal Tenanoy Act, have become oocupancy 
ryots with all the rights and privileges which that Act has 
given. The name of the pahi tenant has practically disappeared 
from the settlement records, as it is held to% comprise all the 
tenants included under the Bengal ̂ Tenancy 'Act as settled, the
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holdings of th ani ryots and all mixed holdings (thani-pahi) being 
excluded.

The latter term calls for explanation. Besides their ancestral 
thani lands and the lands temporarily cultivated and paid for at 
the ordinary pahi rates or in kind, the tham ryots commonly hold 
a considerable area in their own villages called thani-pahi. The 
term is loosely used to designate holdings composed of perfectly 
separate and distinct thani and pahi lands, for which rents are 
separately paid, as well as holdings in which the lands are so 
mixed that the ryot cannot separate them; and it has long been 
the practice for the landlord to take a lump sum rent for both and 
to enhance or reduce it as if the whole holding were pahi. In 
either case* separate rents have now been fixed for thani and pahi, 
and the incidents of the thani tenure have been declared to 
belong to the thani portion ; but when the lands are indistinguish
able, the whole is practically the holding of an ordinary settled • 
ryot of the village.

Tenants other than the khusias or respectable thani and 
resident ryots have always paid rent for their homestead lands. 
In  the case of the cultivating classes, such lands were generally 
part of the pahi holding; but shopkeepers, artisans, and labouring 
classes, who, having no arable land in the village, pay rent for 
homestead lands only, are called chandinadars and their tenure 
chandina. Pahi ryots also, who have their "home in one village but 
hold a house or homestead in another, are sometimes known as 
chandinadars of the latter village. The term originally implied 
inferiority, as on this olass fell the obligation of supplying forced 
labour or pasturage when required by Government officials; but 
this obligation having fallen into disuse, the unpopularity of the 
term has passed away, and it has come to be used for all home
stead land paying rent separately from the arable lands.

The jagir lands axe service lands granted to various village 
servants whioh require no particular description. It will be 
sufficient to note that homestead and other lands confirmed as 
tenable without payment of rent at the last settlement were left 
unassessed; that rent-free grants made by the zamindars during 
the currency of the settlement were assessed to revenue but not to 
rent; and that the jagirs of village servants were regranted to 
then*, while those of chmkldars, patuaris, khandaits, and paiks were 
resumed and assessed to rent.

The under-tenants are divided into four classes— (1) ryots of 
tenure-holders with rigKts of ocoupancy; (2 ) ryots of tenure- 
holders with non-occupanoy rights; (3) under-ryots with rights oi 
occupancy; and*(4) under-jyots liable to eviction for failure t<
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pay rent or at the end of the year after service of dile notice. 
Nearly all the under-ryots, however, have other lands of their own, 
held as pahi or thani either in the same or a neighbouring village. 
Eespeotable ryots take up and cultivate lands held by Brahmans 
or small patches required for sugarcane and tobacco, which the 
ryot himself cannot or 'will not grow ; and other under-ryots are 
tenants paying produce rents, who are men of low caste with a 
position differing but little from that of hired servants. Similarly, 
the ryots holding under tenure-holders may be divided into 
respectable ryots cultivating for their own convenience and low- 
caste men paying produce tents.
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G E N E R A L  A D M I N I S T E A T I O N .

T he administration of the district is in charge of the Collector 
under the Commissioner of the Orissa Division. For general 
administrative purposes it is divided into two subdivisions with 
headquarter's'at Purl and Khurda. The headquarters subdivision 
is under the direct supervision of the Collector, who is assisted 
by a staff of three Deputy Collectoi’s, with two or three Sub- 
Deputy Collectors; while the Khurda subdivision is in charge 
of a Subdivisional Officer, who is assisted by a Deputy Collector 
and a Sub-Deputy Collector. Tift Collector is also %z-officio 
Assistant to the Superintendent o f the Tributary Mahals of Orissa 
and Port Officer for the port of Purl; in the latter capacity he 
receives notices of accidents to ships for communication to the 
Local Government, and also collects port dues. The Deputy 
Collector stationed at Khurda is Manager of the Khurda. Govern
ment estate, while one of--the Sub-Deputy Collectors is Manager 
of the Kotdesh, Kodhar and other Government, estates. Among 
other district officials may be mentioned the officer in charge of 
the Purl Forest Division, whose headquarters are at Khurda, 
and an Inspector of Salt, who is stationed at Purl but goes 
frequently to Satpara for inspection along the shores of the 
Chilka lake.

The revenue of the district, under the main heads, increased 
from Rs. 6,44,000 in 1880-81, when the income-tax had not been 
imposed, to Rs. 9,16,000 in 1890-91 and to Rs. 11,41,000 in 
1900-01. In 1906-07 it amounted to Rs. 12,14,000, of which 
Rs. 7,41,000 were derived from land revenue, Rs. 2,12,000 from 
excise, Rs. 1,63,000 from stamps, Rs. 71,500 from cesses and 
Rs. 26,500 from income-tax.

The collections of land revenue increased from Rs. 4,64,000 
in 1880-81 to Rs. 6,56,000 in 18y0-91 and to Rs. 7,74,000 in 
1900-01. In 1906-07 they amounted to Rs. 7,41,000 collected 
from 496 estates. Of these, 489 estates with a current demand o f , 
R%. 2,63,000 are temporarily settled, and 3 estates with a demandJ 
of Rs. 10,300 are# permanently settled, while there are 4 estate* 
with a demand of I?s. 4,66,0(10, held direct by Government.

C H A P T E R  X I I I .
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The next important source of revenue is excise, the receipts Excise, 
from which increased from Rs. 1,39,000 in 1896-97 to Es. 2 ,1 2 ,0 0 0  
in 1906-07. B y far the greater part of this sum was obtained 
from the sale of opium, which realized Es. 1,07,000 or half of the 
total excise revenue. The people have always been addicted to 
the use of the drug, and at the present day the consumption of 
opium is greater than in any other district in Bengal except 
Midnapore, Hooghly, 24-Parganas, Cuttack and Balasore. There 
is one shop for the sale of the drug and its preparations to 
every 26,084 persons, and the amount realized from duty and 
license fees is Es. 1,056 for every 1 0 ,0 0 0  of the population, as 
compared with the average of Es. 463 for the whole Province.
After opium, the largest receipts are obtained from the duty, 
and license fees levied on ganja, i.e., the unimpregnated dried 
flowering tops of the cultivated female hemp plant (Cannabis 
indica), and the resinous exudation on them; the amount thus 
realized was Es. 65,584 in 1906-07. The total incidence of 
the revenue accruing from hemp drugs is Es. 648 for every 10,000, 
and the number of shops licensed to sell by retail is one to every 

■ 21,193 persons. A  Special Excise Sub-Inspector with a small 
subordinate staff has been appointed to watch .the tracts bordering 
on the Tributary States for the purpose of suppressing illicit import 
o f ganja from Grarhjats.

The manufacture and sale of country spirit are carried on 
under what is known as the contract supply system, which was 
introduced in 1905. Under this system the local manufacture 
o f country spirit has* been prohibited, and a contract has been 
made with the Aska Distillery for its supply. The contractors 
are forbidden to hold retail licenses for the sale of the spirit, 
but are allowed the use of distillery and depot buildings for the 
storage of liquors. The spirit is brought from the distillery to the 
depot at Purl, and is there blended and reduced to certain fixed' 
strengths, at which alone it may be supplied to retail vendors and 
Bold by the latter to consumers. The receipts from license fees 
and duty on this spirit are less than in any other Bengal district 
except Balasore and Angul, amounting in 1906-07 to only 
Es. 24,091, while the sale of the country fermented liquor known 
as iari brought is. only Es. 13,462. The fact is that the Oriya is 
far from being a hard drinker, a,nd the demand for liquor is  so 
small that it is found sufficient to have one retail shop for every 
67,818 persons. The annual consumption of country spirit is not 
more than four proof gallons per 1 ,0 0 0  of the population ; and t^e 
receipts from spirits and fermented liquor amount only j;o Es. 378 
per 1 0 ,0 0 0 , as compared with Es, 2,1^7 for the*whole of Bengal,
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Stamps.

Cesses.

Income-
tax.

Registra
tion.

The revenue derived from the sale of stamps was Es. 88,000 
in 1895-96, and averaged Rs. 1,09,000 per annum in the 
quinquennium ending in 1899-1900. During the five years 
ending in 1904-05 the annual receipts averaged Es. 1,43,000, and 
in 1906-07 they were Rs. 1,63,000, as against Rs. 94,000 in 
1896-97. The sale of judicial stamps alone realized lis. 1,20,000 
in 1906-07, as compared with Es. 64,000 in 1896-97, the increase 
being due partly to the growth in the number of rent and civil 
suits, and partly to the fact that mutation fees were taken in the 
Khurda Government estate in court-fee stamps, while the previous 
practice was to take them in cash. There has been a slight 
increase in the receipts from non-judicial stamps, whioh rose during 
the same period from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 43,000 in consequence 
of the increase in the number of deeds of sale and mortgages.

.Road and public works cesses are, as usual, levied at the 
maximum rate of one anna in the rupee. The current demand in 
1906-07 was Rs. 70,000, of which the greater part (Rs. 47,000) 
was due from 718 revenue-paying estates, while Rs. 23^000 are 
payable by 4,857 revenue-free estates. The number of recorded 
share-holders of estates is 13,600. There are 18,380 tenures 
assessed to cesses with 18,100 share-holders ; and the number of 
tenures is thus more than three times that of estates. The total 
annual demand o f  cesses is nearly equal to one-tenth of the 
demand of land revenue.

In  1896-97 the income-tax yielded Rs. 17,000 paid by 630 
assessees, and in 1901-02 the amount derived from the tax had 
increased to Rs. 26,000 and the number of assessees to 958. A t 
that time the minimum income assessable was Rs. 500, but this 
was raised to Es. 1,000 in 1903, thereby affording relief to a 
number of petty traders, money lenders and clerks. The number 
of assessees has consequently fallen off, and in 1906-07 the tax 
brought in Rs. 26,488 paid by 556 assessees. In spite, therefore, 
of the decrease in the number of assessees, due to the exemption 
from taxation of persons having incomes below Es. 1 ,0 0 0 , the 
collections have increased, owing to the growth of the income of 
merchants and grain-dealers which has followed the opening of 
the railway.

There are* 4 offices for the registration of assurances under Act 
I I I  o$ 1877, one at the headquarters station and the others at Gop, 
Khurda, and Pipli. A t Purl the District Sub-Registrar deals, aa 
usual, with the documents presented there and assists the District 
Magistrate, who is ex-officio Registrar, in supervising the proceed
ings of the gub-Registrars in charge of the other registration offices. 
In. the five years•1895-99.the average number of documents
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registered annually was 1 2 ,8 5 6 ; in the next quinquennium 
(1900 -04 ) it was 1 8 ,4 9 1 ; and in 1906 the number rose to 19,612, 
as shown in the marginal statement, which gives the salient

statistics for that 
year. This in
crease is chiefly

• attributable to the 
last settlement, 
which put into 
the hands of every 
ryot a record 
clearly defining 
the position and 

legal status of his holding. W ith the facilities for transfer whioh 
such a record placed in his possession, the ryot naturally resorted 
more largely to transfer, though the settlement did not confer 
any new rigfyt of transfer. The validity of such transfers still 
depends Upon the consent of the zamindar, but this is usually 
given on payment of a bonus of 25 per cent, of the consideration.
This restricted right of transfer is fast hardening into a custom, 
but this is not a matter for anxiety, as the purchasers usually 
belong to the same class as the sellers.

W ith the increase in the number of documents registered there 
has been a corresponding increase in the receipts and a considerable 
surplus over the expenditure. The average annual receipts during 
the quinquennium 1895-99  were Es. 13,000 and the expenditure 
was Es. 7,000 ; in the 5 years ending in 1904 the average was 
Es. 17,000 and Es. 9,600 respectively ; and as shewn above, the 
receipts were Es. 19,069 and the expenditure Es. 8,421 in 1906.

The judicial staff entertained for’ the administration of civil a d m in is . 
justice consists of two Munsifs stationed at Purl, who are sub- ™ATI0N 
ordinate to the District and Sessions Judge of Cuttack. In recent ju s tio h . 
years there has been a considerable increase in the number of c;vil 
civil suits instituted, owing to the settlement concluded in ] 899, justice, 
the opening of the railway, the general growth of trade, and the 
donsequent development of business relations. The increase in the 
number of rent suits, in particular, has been very noticeable.
This is attributed #hiefly to the fact that the land revenue demand 
having been enhanced at the last settlement, the zamimiars 
jcannot now afford to allow large arrears to remain outstanding, 
ms they were accustomed to do when they enjoyed larger profits.
A lso, the settlement records have given inoreased facilities to thg 
™ nlndars to prove the area and annual rental of th£ tenants’ 
^Bdings, .which were formerly subjects of (fispute that many

Name. Documents
registered. Receipts. Expenditure.

Ka. Rs.

Purl 6,308 7.901 3,957
Gop 2,974 2,472 1,167
Khurda ... 3,761 3,879 1,556
Pipli 6,569 4,817 1,741

Total ... 19,612 19,069 8,421
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zanrindars shrunk from bringing before the Courts, as they had 
no thoroughly reliable records of their own. The issue is now 
practically confined to the amount of the arrears, and consequently 
the majority of suits are uncontested.

There is also another reason why the landlords have been 
compelled to resort more largely to civil suits since the settlement. 
Formerly the poorer pa hi or non-resident ryot was a mere tenant- 
at-will, who was summarily evicted if he fell into arrears with his 
rent, and any man willing to pay the balance of rent was installed 
in his place. Armed with the record of rights, the poorest tenant 
can now successfully resist this form of tyranny, and the results 
of many criminal cases have taught the landlord that a suit in the 
Revenue Court is a much safer means qf realizing arrears of rent 
than forcible dispossession of the defaulter or illegal distraint of 
his crops. The increase of rent suits is, at least to this extent, a 
healthy sign of the development of tenant right, and the fact that 
this increase has been accompanied by a diminution in the propor
tion of contested cases shows that there is yet no tendenoy on the 
part of the tenant to throw designed obstacles in the way of the 
landlord.

Criminal justice is administered by the District Magistrate and 
the Magistrates subordinate to him. The sanctioned staff at Purl 
consists, in addition to the District Magistrate, of two Deputy 
Magistrates of the first class and one Deputy Magistrate of the 
second or third class. Besides these officers, one or two Sub- 
Deputy Magistrates with third class powers are generally posted to 
the headquarters station. The Subdivisional Officer of Khurda is 
almost invariably a Magistrate of'the first class, and is generally 
assisted by a Sub-Deputy Magistrate vested with second or third 
class powers. In  addition to the stipendiary Magistrates, there 
are benches of Honorary Magistrates at Purl, Khurda and 
Bhubaneswar. One or more of the Honorary Magistrates at Purl 
may sit with any salaried or Honorary Magistrate appointed by 
the District Magistrate and form a bench for the trial of offences 
committed in the headquarters subdivision.

The Oriyas are generally a law-abiding people. Organized 
crime by professional criminals is almost unknown, and has hitherto 
been confined to occasional drugging and robbing of pilgrims on 
the Jagannath Road and to an occasional daeoity. The country 
has now been opened by the railway, and it is feared that thej 
peace hitherto enjoyed may be disturbed by foreign oriminalsl 
Recently ijie settlement has had a disturbing influence upon t H  
relations o£ landlords and tenants and upon the economic condit^B 
of the country eeiftrallv; while hisrh nrices and the influx^B
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foreigners, a8 well as the introduction of railway communication, 
are also causes which have had some effect upon criminal statistics.
There is no crime which can be described as characteristic of the 
district, but infanticide is unusually common. In the ten years 
1896-1905 there were 11 cases of infanticide, a higher number 
than in any other district of the Province, except Shahabad and 
Saran. In  1903 a case of human saorifice occurred. A  man, who 
was a follower of one of the degenerate forms of the Tantric 
faith and had obtained a reputation for occult knowledge, induced 
three boys, who had attached themselves to him as his disciples, 
to sacrifice another boy as an offering to the goddess Aghortara; 
the belief being that the goddess, propitiated by the offering, 
would grant them the fulfilment of all their desires. The body 
was never found.

For police purposes the district is divided into 6 thanas or Policb.
police stations. Two are.located at 
Puri, one being the Puri town 
thana and the other the Puri 
Sadar thana. The other four are 
at Khurda and Banpur in the 
Khurda subdivision and at Pipli 
and Crop in the headquarters sub
division. In addition to these 
thanas, there are 15 outposts, as 
shown in the margin: Brahmagiri, 
it should be explained, is treated 
as a thana for purposes o f crime 
investigation, but not for other 

adminstrative purposes, such as the taking of the census. The 
'regular police force consisted in 1906 of the Superintendent of 
Police, 5 Inspectors, 34 Sub-Inspectors, 41 Head-Constables, and 
405 constables, and there was one police-man to every 5 square 
miles and to every 2,093 of the population. The rural police 
force is composed of 1,609 chaukiddrs and 166 dafadars, and there 
is one chaukidar to every 602 inhabitants.

There is a distriot jail at Puri and a subsidiary jail at Jails.
Khurda. The latter has accommodation for 1 0  prisoners j it is

imerely a lock-up, all but short-term prisoners being sent to ,the 
^district jail at Puri. The district jail has accommodation for *
^ 55  prisoners, viz., for 92 male convicts, 10 female convicts, 6

kvenile convicts, 32 under-trial prisoners, and 2 civil j>risonersfc 
tile there are cells for five prisoners and a hospital with beds for 
ptients. The industries carried on in the ja il are oil-pressing 
fo u n d in g  and the making of coir yarn.

TKanas. 

Puri Sadar

P i p l i ...............

Gop ...
Khnrda

Banpur

Outposts.

Satyabadi.
Kanas.
Krishnapraaad.
Brahmagiri. ‘
Baliauta.
Nimapara.
Delang.
BSlipatna,
Kakatpur.
Gobindpur.
Jankia.
Bolgarh.
Bhubaneswar.
Sunakhala.
Tangi.
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LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.
Outside the municipality of Puri the administration of local 
Affairs, such- as the management of roads, pounds and ferries, the 
control of dispensaries and' the provision of sanitation, rests with 
the District Board, assisted by the Local Boards constituted 
for each subdivision. The District|Board consists of 13 -members, 
of whom three are nominated by Government and six are elected, 
while four are ex-officio members. Its average annual income 
during the 10 years ending in 1901-02 was Rs. 61,000, of which 
Rs. 31,000 were derived from Provincial rates ; and the average 
annual expenditure was Rs. 60,000, of which Rs. 26,800 were 
spent on civil works, Rs. 18,500 on education, and Rs. 4,500 on 
medical relief. In  1906-07 its income was Rs. 89,000 (excluding 
an opening balance of Rs. 35,000), the principal receipts being 
Rs. 33,000 derived from rates, Rs. 24,000 contributed by Govern
ment, and Rs. 20,800 obtained from civil works. The expendi

tu re  in the same year was Rs. 84,000, of which Rs. 44,000 were 
spent on civil works, Rs. 25,500 on education, and Rs. 9,000 on 
medical relief. The incidence of taxation is light, being oiily six 
pies per head of the population.

The District Board maintains 248 miles of road, of which 
108 miles are metalled and 140 miles are unmetalled, besides 
a  number of village roads with an aggregate length of 137 miles; 
the oost on maintaining these roads in 1906-07 was Rs. 126, 
Rs. 50 and Rs. 7 per mile respectively. The Board also keeps up 
32 pounds, which bring in an income of Rs. 3,400. Its educa
tional expenditure is devoted to maintaining 9 Middle schools, 
and to aiding 1  High school, 10 Middle schools, 30 Upper 
Primary schools, 719 Lower Primary schools and 1 other, 
ech«ol. The District Board, it may be mentioned in this connec
tion, has sanctioned a schoolarship of Rs. 15 a month for thi 
education of a deaf-mute at the Calcutta Deaf and Dumb Scho'* 
(an,& entertajns a peripatetic gymnastic teacher $nd a peripatei 
darzi for. teaching sewing in girls’ schools. *It also maintai 
four dispensaries,* and in J.906-07 altogether 8-7 per cent. oM 
ordinary income was expended on medical relief and sagitatioli
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Local Boards have been constituted for the headquarters and L ocal 
Khurda subdivisions. The system of election which obtains in BoABD8* 
soihe parts of Bengal has hot been introduced, and the members 
are nominated by Government. The Purl Local Board consists 
of 8  members, of whom 7 are nominated and 1 is an ex-officio 
member; and the Khurda Local Board has 12 members, of whom 
11 are nominated and 1 is an ex-officio member. The functions 
of these bodies are unimportant, consisting mainly of the adminis
tration of village roads and the control of pounds and femes.
• The Puri Municipality is the only municipality in the district. Munich- 

It was established in 1881, and its affairs are administered by a P̂AlinBS- 
Municipal Board, consisting of 15 members, of whom 3 are 
nominated, and 1 0  are elected, while 2  are ew-officio members.
The area within municipal limits is 4‘03 square miles, and 
the number of rate-payers is 5,867 or 19 per cent, of the 
population. The average annual income for the decade ending 
in 1901-02 was Es. 44,000 and the expenditure was Rs. 36,000 
per annum. In  1906-07 the income was Es. 64,000, the main 
sources of income being a tax on houses and lands, levied at 7% 
per cent, on their annual value, which brought in Rs. 20,000.
There is also a conservancy rate, levied according to the valuation 
of holdings at 5 per cent., which realized Es. 13,000 ; Es. 3,000 
were obtained from a tax on animals and vehicles, while the fees 
and revenue from markets brought in Es. 6,000. The total 
income from municipal rates and taxes was Es. 36,000, and the 
incidence of taxation was Ee. 1 - 1  per head of the population. The 
expenditure in the same year was Es. 61,500, of which Es. 18,000 
or 29*6 per cent, were spent on conservancy, and Rs. 15,000 or 
23'7 per cent, on medical relief, a higher percentage than.in any 
other municipality in Orissa except Balasore.

The administration of the Puri Municipality is always a 
mfttter of difficulty, owing to the influx of pilgrims throughout the' 
year and to the multitudes which attend the great religious 
festivals. The most pressing needs of the'town are an efficient- 
scheme of drainage, a supply of good drinking water, the improve
ment of latrines and cess-pools, the improvement of the lodging- 
Louses, and the proper lighting of the streets. The finances of the 
Municipality are insufficient to enable it to carry out these reforms,
A d  their execution depends on the liberality of Government.
^sps are being taken to carry out a complete drainage scheme;

the.land require^. for a pumping station in connection with 
^*vater-supply scheme has been acquired.
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EDUCATION.
Pboorbss N othing perhaps illustrates the progress of Orissa under British
cation . ru ê more clearly than, the history of the spread of education 

among its people. The contrast between, the low estimation 
in which early observers held their intellectual capacities and 
the standard •which they have now reached is very striking. 
Orissa was described as the Boeotia of India, and its people as 
equally ignorant and stupid. It was cited as a proof of the 
poverty of their qualifications that the principal offioial posts 
had to be filled by foreigners ; and it was stated that it was 
impossible to find Oriyas of sufficient ability for positions of 
responsibility and trust. When we first acquired the Province 
in 1803, there was scarcely a single native of Orissa in 
Government employ. The language of the courts and public 
offices was Persian, and it was not till 1805 that orders were 
passed that in all written communications with the natives of 
the Province the subject should be written in Oriya as well 
as in Persian. This order necessitated the employment of Oriya 
muharrirs, who, though skilful enough with their iron pen and 
bundle of palm-leaves, were almost helpless when required to 
write qji paper with an ordinary pen. They are said to have been 
slow in acquiring any facility in this method of writing, ignorant 
of business in general, and especially of the new English method 
of revenue accounts. A ll the best ministerial appointments were 
consequently in the hands of Bengali clerks, who, attracted by the 
high pay that had to be offered to procure the requisite standard oi 
efficiency, left their homes in Bengal, and bringing their families 
with them, settled in the Province and became naturalized Oriyas. 
Matters appear to have improved, but slowly, time went o n ; and 
in #1821 the Magistrate reported : — Scarcely a single real Oriyj 
receives a salary of more than Rs. 10 per mensem, but several aJ 
naturalized Bengalis or Musalmans. I  always give a preferei* 
to Oriyas, but at this snoment I  scarcely know a single O rjJ  

’ possessing Qualifications to fit him for being a common muharr 
Tho* backwa#dness of education in Orissa during thei 

half century of British rufe has been graphically described b j



" W G o v e r n m e n t , ”  he wrote, “  not less than the 
JWSSionaries, long found itself baffled by the obstinate orthodoxy 
of Orissa. Until 1838 no schools worthy o f the name existed 
except in the two or three little bright spots within the circle of 
missionary influence. Throughout the length and breadth of the 
Province, with its population of 2  ̂million of souls, all was dark
ness and superstition. Here and there, indeed, a pandit taught 
a few lads Sanskrit in a comer of some rich landholder’s mansion ; 
and the larger villages had a sort of hedge-school, where half a 
dozen boys squatted with the master on the ground, forming the 
alphabet in the dust, and repeating the multiplication table in a 
parrot-like sing-soDg. Any one who could write a sentence 
or two on a palm leaf passed-for a man of letters. In 1838 
Government entered the field, and opened an English and a 
Sanskrit school at Puri. But these institutions proved altogether 
unable to make head against the tide of ignorance and bigotry* 
and presently sunk beneath the flood. In 1841 we opened a 
higher class English school at Cuttack, which after a long series 
of conflicts and discouragements still survives as the principal seat 
of education in the Pr6 vince. During Lord Hardinge’s adminis
tration two vernacular schools were set agoing in 1845 ; another 
one in 1848 ; and in 1853 an English school was founded in 
Balasore, while the one at Purl was resuscitated. In 1854 arrived 
the famous Educational Despatch which was to bring western 
enlightenment home to the eastern races. Yet for several years 
afterwards, the increase of schools throughout vast Provinces like 
Orissa has still to be counted by units. In  three great Government 
estates (Khurda, Banki and Angul) we managed between 1855 
and 1859 to set on foot 19 elementary schools ; but in the latter 
year the total number for all Orissa, with close on three millions of 
people, amounted to only 29. The truth is the whole population 
was against us. Suoh little success as our schools obtained they 
owed, not to the Oriyas themselves, but to the Bengali families 
whom our Courts and public offices brought into the Province. 
Thus, of the 58 Orissa students who up to 1868 reached even the 
moderate standard exacted by the Calcutta University at its 
Entrance Examinations, only 10 were native Oriyas, while 48 
belonged to immigrant families.”  ,

The Brahmans, with the Karans, had hitherto held the monopoly 
of education. They kept it strictly in their own hands ; and oaste 
prejudice and religious superstition were great obstacles in^the way 
of progress. The Government schools were looked up5n as infidel 
inventions ; and even as late as 1860, a learned Oriya, on being 
appointed to the orthodox post of Sanskrit teacher in  the Purl
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school, was excluded for a year or two from the Brahmanical 
orders, and stormy disoussions took place as to whether he should- 
not he formally expelled from his caste. In  spite, however, of 
such opposition, State education slowly, but surely, made its way 
in Orissa. In 1848-49 there were but 9 schools, with a total 
attendance of 279 pupils, .out of a population of 3 million souls ; 
but during the next ten years the number of schools increased 
to 29, and of pupils to 1,046;, while at the close of the third’ 
decennial period, i.e., in 1868-69, there were 63 schools with 
4,043 pupils.

Until 1869, however, no machinery existed in Orissa for 
training teaohers, and the lack of qualified instructors was one of 
the greatest difficulties experienced in establishing and maintaining 
schools. In  that year Government opened a Normal school 
in Cuttack town, at which young men were instructed with the 
\>bjeot of qualifying them to become teachers in their turn. On 
the conclusion of the course of training, these young men dispersed 
through the Province, and settling in the villages, did much to 
bring education home to the ignorant peasantry. Each teacher 
collected as much as he could in money and rice from the villagers 
who sent their children to his school, and received a small weekly 
stipend from Government so long as he discharged his duty 
properly. A  considerable number of schools of this sort were, 
gradually opened, and no measure was more successful in po
pularizing education.

The contrast between the present state of affairs and that 
depicted above is very remarkable. In  1872-73, when the diffusion 
of vernacular education was first taken systematically in hand by 
extending the grant-in-aid rules to hitherto unaided schools, there 
were only 112 schools in the Puri district attended by 2,802 pupils; 
in 1875, when this scheme was fully in operation, there were 182 
schools ‘and 4,155 pupils, representing one school to every 13J 
square miles and 4 pupils to every thousand of the population. 
According to the returns for 1906-07, the district now contains 
altogether 1,489 public educational institutions, at which 25,007 
pupils receive instruction, besides 712 private institutions, i.e., 
schools which do'not observe departmental standards, attended by 
4,273 pupils. Altogether, 26,039- boys are educated, representing 
34'^ per cent, of the number of boys of school-going age, arid there 
are 3,241 girls at schools. A t the census of 1901, 6’2 per cent, of 
the population of Purl (13‘9 males and 0-4 females) were returned 

•as able to*read and write. The inspecting staff consists of a Deputy 
Inspector of Schgols, 9 Sub-Inspectors, 2 Assistant Sub-Inspectors 
and 13 Inspecting Pandits,*
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• There: is no. college, in the^distrfcC There are altogether 22 Second.  
eecondary sohookattfiadeiTTjy 1,380 pupils, as against 974 in 
1891-^^O I^these' schools, 2 are H igh schools, 8  are Middle 
■EffgKsn schools, and 12 are Middle Vernacular schools. The 
two H igh schools are the Purl Zila school, maintained by Grovem- 
ment, which has 216 pupils on the rolls, and the Khurda H igh 
school, which is an aided school with 173 pupils on the rolls. A t 
the Middle English schools instruction is given to 527 pupils, and 
at the Middle Vernacular schools to 464 pupils. Schools of the 
latter class are on the decrease, the tendency being to convert them 
into Middle English schools.

There were 1,391 Primary schools for boys and 52 Primary Pbimaet 
schools for girls in 1905-06, at which instruction was given to 27*5. 
per cent, of the male and 4 per cent, of the female population of 
school-going age. Of the total number of boys’ schools of this 
class, 72 are Upper Primary and 1,319 are Lower Primary schools.
There has been a marked increase in their number since 1891-92, 
when it stood at 1,097, and there has been a corresponding 
increase in the number of pupils, which has' risen from 14,265 
to 21,983, i.e., by over 50 per- cent. This increase is the more 
satisfactory, as recently it has been found necessary to close 
a number1 of schools in the tracts bordering on the Ohilka 
lake, whioh have suffered from inundation and consequent poor 
harvests.

Two subdivisional training schools have been established since Special 
1902-03 for the training of gurus or Primary school teachers.
There are 6  maktabs and 16 Sanskrit (ok recognized by the Education schools. 
Department. The most important of these is the Purl Sanskrit 
school, which is endowed and maintained by the Raja of 
Balarampur in Oudh. It is said that this school marked the 
first attempt to educate the Purl Brahmans, and that before its 
establishment there was not a Brahman in the English school.
There are also 712 private institutions, including unrecognized 
maktabs, Sanskrit toh, arid pathshalas attended by less than 10 
pupils; a large number have in recent years been absorbed in the 
departmental system.

A t the close of the year 1906-07 there were 52 Primary schools Female 
for girls, as compared with 17 schools of this class ten years 
before. They include two model Primary girls’ schools at* Puri 
and Bhubaneswar, and all are dependent for their maintenance on 
public funds. The number of girls studying in Primary girls* 
schools is 1,168, including 1,131 Hindus, 32 native Qhristians ai^d 
5 Muhammadans. Altogether 3,241 girls are receiving instruction 
in schools of every class, no less ihan 2,0^3 or. 63 p er  oeat.
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attending boys’ school, a fact which seems to shew that the OriyS 
is not prejudiced against co-education.

According to the statistics <?f the census of 1901, 13’9 per cent, 
of the males and 0‘4 per cent, of the females of the total popula
tion are literate, i.e., are able to read and write. In  the case of 
Muhammadans the proportion is 11*7 and 0‘3 per cent, respectively; 
so that it appears that, as a class, Muhammadans are not so well 
educated as other sections of the community. On the other hand, 
the educational returns shew that in 1906-07 the percentage of 
Muhammadan pupils to pupils of all creeds was 2-3 per cent., 
whereas Muhammadans account for only 1*7 per cent, of the popu
lation. They form a very small minority in Purl, and the number 
studying at public schools is only 676.

Three Lower Primary schools have been opened for the educa
tion of the aboriginal Khonds, who are found chiefly in the 
Banpur thana; these schools are attended by 60 Khond children. 
The low oastes consist of the Bauris, Kandr&s, Dhobas, Haris and 
Nuliyas, of whom 497 are at school. Two Lower Primary schools 
have been started specially for the Nuliyas, a low caste of fisher
men. It is reported that, though there is no very strong feeling 
against the admission of low caste children in Primary schools, 
they are not allowed to mix with children belonging to the higher 
caste; they have to sit apart from them and they are generally 
made to sit in the verandah of the school building.
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Atri.—A village situated in zila Kuspalla, 8  miles from 

Khurda. Here a hot spring bubbles up from the ground in the 
midst of paddy fields; a strong odour of sulphuretted hydrogen 
pervades the locality, but beyond the smell, no signs of sulphur 
are perceptible. The soil at the spring, and for a considerable 
distance round it, is composed of alluvium, or of marl and laterite.. 
Oriya pilgrims gather here on the Makar Sankranti day in 
January, in- the belief that the spring has the miraculous power 
of removing the curse of barrenness from any woman who bathes 
in its waters on that day.

Balukhand.— A  Government estate, having an area of 575 
acres, and forming part of the civil station of Purl. The land 
formerly belonged to a private estate, but in 1876 it was decided to 
extend the area of tho land occupied by public buildings, and a plot 
of land, measuring 548 acres, was acquired at a cost of Rs. 2,120, 
in addition to 29 acres already in the possession of Government. 
The land was paid for from the Town Improvement Fund, whioh, 
on the formation of a municipality at Puri, merged in the Muni
cipal Fund. In 1885 it was decided that Government should 
retain direct control of the land; and the purohase-money was 
therefore refunded to the municipality, and the land became 
Government property, known as the Balukhand estate. It now 
contains the Government offices and the residences of its 'officers ; 
the rent-roll is Rs. 8,000 per annum. The area assigned for 
masonry buildings is very small, and consequently a high rent 
of Rs. 150 per acre has been fixed for land near the shore, in order 
to prevent over-crowding.

Banpur.—A  village situated in the extreme south-west of "the 
Khurda subdivision, 3 miles north-west of the Balugan railway 
station, with which it is connected by a good metalled road. 
It contains a temple dedicated to Bhagavati, the presiding deity 
of the Banpur Mals, which is visited by pilgrims from the Ganjam

This chapter has been written in collaboration with Babu. Monmohan 
Chairararti, M.A., B.L., Assistant Superintendent, Gazetteer*Kevision, Bengal.



district and the Tributary States of Nayagarh and Eanpur. The 
temple stands on the edge of a deep but dirty pool within a high 
enclosure wall. The village also contains a polioe station, a 
dispensary and a tahsil office for the management of the Banpur 
thana, which forms part of the Khurda Government estate. Some 
of the most fertile lands in Orissa lie in its neighbourhood, but 
the place has the reputation of being very unhealthy.

Baral.—A village in the Puri subdivision, situated on tbe 
Trunk Eoad, 18 miles north of Puri town. It contains a temple 
which is visited by Hindus of all classes, but mainly by those who 
desire to be blessed with children or who are suffering from some 
lingering disease. The temple has endowments of rent-free lands 
in almost every part of Orissa, which have been granted for the 
maintenance of the sacred Siva linga.

Barunai Hill.— A hill situated one mile south of Khurda town 
with an altitude of 1,000 feet above sea-level. It is a saddle 
backed hill, rising into bare and often inaccessible precipices, and 
extends over an area of two square miles. A  large portion of 
the bill has been reserved and planted with teak, which grows 
luxuriantly; leopards, wolves, bear and deer are found in the 
jungle covering it. There are some interesting remains, of which 
an account will be found in the article on Khurda.

Bhubaneswar.—A  village in the Khurda subdivision, situated 
in 20° 15' N . and 85° 50' E ., 2  miles south of the Bhubaneswar 
railway station, 18 miles south of Cuttack, and 30 miles north 
of Puri town. Popularly the name is used not only for Bhuba
neswar, but also for the village of Kapilaprasad and for part 
of Bargad, the boundary running from the Rameswar temple 
on the north to the Kapileswar temple on the south, and from 
the District Board bungalow on the west to the Brahmeswar 
temple on the east. Bhubaneswar, as thus defined, has a length 
of 2  mijes and a breadth of I f  miles, and its area is 3 -J square 
miles. The sacred precinct (kshetra) is much larger, extending in 
a circle round the temple of Lingaraj, from Khandachala 
(Khandagiri hills) on the north-west to the Kundaleswai temple 
near Tankapani village on the east, and from Valahadevl’ s temple 
near Miyapalli village on the north to the Vahiraugeswar temple 
at the Dhauli hills on the south. This wider area, however, 
is rajely circumambulated by pilgrims. According to the census 
of 1901, the population is 3,053; it is almost exclusively Hindu, 
and a large proportion consists of Brahmans and priests.

The pjace is built on rocky soil, composed of laterite with 
occasional small mounds of sandstone. On the east the laterite 
is covered largely by alluvium, which are grown rice or r a l i
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^ o p s f^ b u t  on the north- and west the country is fairly well 
wooded.. In Bhubaneswar itself there is only one road worthy of 
the name,'the Bara Danda, over whioh once a year the god’s car 
is pulled from the Lingaraj temple to the temple of Rameswar, 
a' distance of over a mile ; but there is a good road leading to the 
railway station and a fair one to the Khandagiri hills. There are 
five monasteries {maths), all non-Vaishnavite, the inmates being 
Saivas and Sannyasis. As there is no local trade, the shops are 
poor and few in number, chiefly supplying ordinary food, grocery, 
etc., to the villagers and pilgrims. The place becomes very hot 
in summer on account of the rocky formation of the soil, but is 
otherwise healthy; it enjoys a mild, but bracing, winter, and 
is not unpleasant during the rains. Good spring water is obtain
able, and the water of the Kedara Gaurl spring is recommended 
by some for dyspepsia,

The village oontains a dispensary, Middle English school, 
police outpost, post office and Kanmgo’s office, while the District 
Board and the Public Works Department have each a small 
bungalow. The Lingaraj Temple Committee have a kachahri 
close to the temple, where there are also a few lodging-houses. 
The Puri Lodging-House Act has been extended to the 
place, and the dootor in charge of the dispensary is its Health 
Officer. It  is visited by pilgrims on their way back from Puri, 
but more frequently on their way to that place. There are no 
statistics showing the number of suoh pilgrims, but they are very 
much fewer than those visiting Puri— not even, in fact, a quarter 
of the number. They also stay a far shorter time here, generally 
for a few hours only, and rarely more than a day. The priests, 
therefore, get but little in the way of offerings,- and crowd 
round a visitor in order to get even a few annas; a -score or 
so of them mfiy generally be found loitering on the station to 
"meet the trains, and they will run with the pilgrin^ for miles 
to secure their patronage. Being poor, these priests are unable 
to organize any system of recruiting pilgrims such as that of 
Puri, and have to be satisfied with the leavings of the Puri 
pandas.

Historically and architecturally Bhubaneswar is o n e 'o f  the 
most interesting places in India. Important remains are found 
close by at Dhauli and Khandagiri an account of which Tjill be 
found in the articles on these places; and in Bhubaneswar itself 
there are still about one hundred temples and a score of tanks, 
which testify to its former importancer A  full account of these is 
beyond the scope of this work, and a brief description of a selecfed 
few is all that can be attempted.
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Lingaraj. The largest and the most important temple is that of Lingaraj, 
otherwise called Ifruttivasa, Bhubaneswar or Tribhubaneswar. 
It covers an area of 4J acres, and is surrounded by a high thick 
wall of laterite, oblong in shape, measuring 520 feet by 465 feet. 
This wall is pierced by three gates on the north, south and 
east, the largest being that to the east, whioh is 31 feet broad, 
is guarded by two lions, and is capped by a pyramidal roof 50 
feet high. The courtyard inside is flagged with stone, and is 
crowded with 60 to 70 side temples, some of whioh would rank 
outside as main temples. The biggest of them is the temple 
of Bhagavati, wife of Siva, in the north-west corner. It 
consists of a tower, 54 feet high, and a porch, joined by a 
long lobby. A ll three are elaborately sculptured in a rich florid 
style, the statuettes, bas-reliefs and bands having a picturesque 
effect from the reddish colour of the sandstone used.

The main temple consists of four structures, viz., beginning 
from the east, the refectory hall, the dancing hall, the porch and 
the tower. The refectory hall is 56 feet square, and has four 
square pillars inside. It was apparently colonnaded, with a 
large opening to the en«t to serve as an entrance, but the 
colonnades were subsequently closed up, making the open hall a 
dark room, for keeping Ihogas in. Adjoining it is the dancing 
hall, which has a sloping roof with a flat top, supported on four 
pillars and iron beams. Next comes the porch, measuring 65 feet 
by 45 feet, on a plinth 12 feet high. It is ornamented with 
pilasters that divide the surface into niches filled with alto-relievo 
figures of men, women and lions. The body is nearly cubical, and 
is richly decorated with carvings, a few of which are obscene. 
It had originally one door to the east and two windows, 
but four- bars of the south window were removed and a new 
door made, apparently because the light was found insufficient 
and an additional exit became necessary. The eastern door has 
Bandal-wood panels, delicately carved and strengthened with 
brass bosses. The porch roof is pyramidal with receding ledges, 
and is capped by two ribbed domes, one over the other. It is 
supported inside by four massive pillars, 30 feet high, but additions 
have been made to the two front ones converting them into walls. 
The lower ledges of the roof are covered with numerous figures 
of horses, elephants and men in procession, said to represent the 
war-scenes of the Mahabharata.

Last comes the great tower. Its plinth is a continuation 
of Jjhe porch f)lipth, 1 2  feet 'high, and is decorated in a similar 
manner. Oa this rises the body of the tower, which is 6 6  feet 
square and is nearly cubical in shape. The outside surface is
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divided into niches.- On each facade, except the east, tire central 
niches containing life-size images of Bhagavati the wife of Siva 
on the north, of Karttikeya his elder son on the west, and of 
Ganesha his younger son on the south. Two side projections 
contain four niches, while a comer projection contains two more. 
The lower comer niche and one lower side niche contain images 
of the Lokapalas, the eight guardians of the quartersthe other 
lower side niche contains a domestic scene in bas-relief. The 
three upper niohes contain images of deities, heavenly nymphs, 
or pairs of human beings. Between the niches are deep recesses, 
with figures of heavenly nymphs, and below is a lion rampant 
on an elephant alternating with an elephant standing on a lotus. 
The niches have side pilasters exquisitely carved with foliage 
between dotted lines.

Over this body rises a tapering spire, which has a small 
window near the top. It is divided horizontally into sections 
and vertically into ribs. The vertical ribs consist of a projecting 
central broad rib, two side ribs one on each side of this, and 
a comer rib. The central rib has, at about one-third of its 
height, a carving of Kirttimukha resembling a coat of arms, 
flanked on each side by a female musician, over which projects 
into the air a lion rampant on an elephant ; the lion on the 
facade adjoining the porch is put at a much greater height than 
those on the other facades. The side ribs are covered with 
miniature temple forms from base to top. In the comer rib to 
every five ordinary sections is a dome-shaped (dmalakl) section 
marking the storeys of the temple. Altogether, there are 70 
horizontal sections in  the ribs. The spire top, which is flat, is 
closed by long-stone beams and a cylindrical neck, which, aided 
by four lions crouching on their haunches and four she-goblins, 
holds up a big 64-ribbed dome, and above it a jar-shaped 
pinnacle. This dome, it may be explained, is an afchitectural 
necessity, as it serves to prevent the stones of the horizontal 
arches falling inward. Into the pinnacle is fixed a massive 
metallic trident, the emblem of Siva, which was originally 
three-pronged, but one curved prong is now broken. The 
pinnacle is 160 feet above the courtyard pavement. The tower 
has a double casing of stone, the outer carved, and the 
inner one plain. The walls are very thick, and the saiPctuary 
inside is only 42 feet square. The god is represented by a large 
natural block of stone, rising somQ 8  inches above the ground 
and about 8  feet in diameter. It is encircled bj* df stone vim 
drawn to a point on the north side,'representing the female organ 
(yoni). Such a representation of Hie god is called ft svayambhk
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of natural Iinga to distinguish it from the artificially made 
■cylindrical lingas.

D»to of _ The general featurea of the temple thus briefly described above 
mgaraj. ^  ^  importance arohitecturally, as they have been adopted, with 

more or less elaboration, in subsequent Orissan temples, and 
liave, in fact, become stereotyped as the proper style of architec
ture for that class of buildings. Even in Bhubaneswar, with 
the exception of a small group of an earlier date and type, it 
largely influenced the other temples and ultimately superseded 
every other variety. According to the palm-leaf chronicles, 
Yayati Kesari began the construction of the temple, and his 
great-grandson Lalata Kesari completed and consecrated it in 
Saka 588 (A . D. 666-7). But the architectural details do not 
support this early date ; and other versions in the chronicles 
.say that the old temple having become dilapidated, Kolavati, 
queen of Sankalpa alias Yasukalpa Kesari, raised a new temple 
to Kruttivasa. An inscription, which may be attributed to the 
tenth century A . D ., mentions Kolavati as mother of Udyotaka 
Kesari; and this later date is supported by the general nature of 
the architecture. The tower and the porch appear to be contem
poraneous, and the colonnaded hall in front may have been built 
at the same time; but its conversion to a close dark room for 
keeping the larger bhogas must be subsequent. The dancing hall 
is said to have been erected in the twelfth century, but is probably 
later, as royal inscriptions of the thirteenth century are found on 
the jambs of the porch door, and would scarcely have been placed 
in a place darkened by the hall. There are no data from which 
the period of the construction of the side temples can be 
ascertained ; but it is reasonable to conjecture that the temple of 
Bhagavati was erected along with the main temples, and its fine 
carvings support the belief that it was built at a fairly early date, 

juuial. The daily service consists of twenty-two ceremonial rites, 
closely resembling those of Jagannath:— [1) A t  early dawn bells ; 
are rupg to rouse the god from his slumbers, and the door of 
the sanctum is opened; (2 ) a lamp with many wicks is waved in 
front of the-stone (arati) ;  (3) the god's teeth are cleaned by 
pouring water and rubbing a stick about a foot lopg on the stone \ 
(4) thp deity is washed and bathed by emptying several pitchers 
of water on the stone; (5) the god is dressed by putting clothes on 
the stone; (6 ) the first breakfast (ballabha) is offered, consisting 
of grain, sweatmeats, curd,, and coconuts; (7) the god has his 
prfiioipal breakfast (sahala) when cakes and more substantial viands 
are served ; *(8 ) a kind of light lunch is offered ;(9 )th e  god has 
his regular lu n ch ; (1 0 ) the fhid-day bhoga or dinner iB served.
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consisting* of curry, rice, pastry cakes, cream, etc., while a priest’ 
performs arati, i.e., waves a many-flamed lamp and bums incense 
before the stone; (1 1 ) after this, the god has his afternoon siesta, 
and the doors are closed until 4 p.m., when strains of noisy 
discordant inusio rouse him from his sleep; (1 2 ) a simple meal, 
consisting of jilapi (sweetmeats) is offered; (13) the afternoon 
bath is administered ; (14) the god is dressed as in the morning;
(15) another meal is served; (16) another bath is administered;
(17) a full dress ceremony takes place, when fine costly vestments, 
yellow flowers, and perfumery are placed on the stone; (18) 
another offering of food follows; (19) after an hour’s interval, 
the regular supper is served; (2 0 ) five masks and a damaru are 
brought in and oblations-made to them; (2 1 ) another firati or 
waving of lights is performed before bedtime; (2 2 ) a bedstead is 
brought into the sanctuary and the god composed to sleep, after 
which the door is closed.*

This anthromorphizing of the divinity, the bringing of the’Festivals 
godhead to man by representing him with human functions, 
is further traceable in the festivals. According to the oldest 
guide-book, the KapUa-samhiia, which probably dates back to the 
fourteenth century, the chief festivals of the Lingaraj are seven 
in number :— (1) Prathamdshtaml (colloquially Parhudshtami), 
celebrated on the 8 th tithi of the dark half of Margaslrsha 
(November-December). The god, represented by a proxy, is taken • 
to the. temple of Yaruneswar on the north bank of the Papanasini 
tank, close to the present dispensary, and is there feasted.
The proxy is a small .brazen image called Chandra sekhara, 
which is kept in a small temple dlose to the south door of the1 
porch. This ceremony is peculiar to Orissa. (2) Magha-saptami, 
celebrated on the seventh tithi of the bright half of the month of 
Magha (January-February). The proxy of the god is,taken in 
procession to the temple of Bhaskareswar and there feasted with 
offerings of sesamum (tit). (3) Kapila-jatrd celebrated on the 
first Saturday of the bright half of the month of Phalguna. -The 
proxy is taken, ■with all his paraphernalia, to the temple of 
Kapileswar, given a bath in the Kapilahrada tank, and then' 
fedsted, (4) Aso&dshtami (colloquially Oskashtami), the Car 
Festival of Lingaraj, is held on the 8 th tithi of the bright h ^ f of 
the month of Chaitra (March-April). The god’s proxy is seated; 
on a oar, 2 1  cubits high, with four wheels, and is pulled over the*
main road (Bara Danda) to the temple of Rameswar a little over|______________ . _____•

t
P  Monier Williams, Religious Thought and L ife  in Intfia (1883J, pp. 39-94{

. It. Mittra, Orissa (1880), Vol, II, pp. 76-78.
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a rtrile away, is there feasted and worshipped, and then brought 
back. Locally, this is regarded as the most important of all the 
festivals at Bhubaneswar. (5) Damana-lhanjika, held on the 
fourteenth tit hi of the bright half of the month of Chaitra. The 
proxy is taken to the temple of Tlrtheswar near the Yindusagar, 
tank, and there worshipped with offerings of thyme (dayana). 
This festival is unknown in Bengal, but is observed in the south.
(6 ) Parasurdmdshtml is observed on the eighth tilhi of the bright 
half of Ashadha (June-July), when the proxy is taken to the 
temple of Parasurameswar and there feasted. This festival also 
is unknown in Bengal. (7) Yama-dioitiya is celebrated on the 
second tit hi of the bright half of the month of Karttika (October- 
November). The proxy is carried to the temple of Yameswar on 
the west and there feasted.

Besides the above festivals, there are 19 jatras, which were 
probably omitted from the Kapila-samhita because they were 
considered of minor importance.

Offerings. The various offerings to the god in the temple become 
mahaprasad, and have the same value as the bhogas of Jagannath 
temple. The virtues of Bhubaneswar mahaprasads have been 
dilated upon in the Siva Purana and Kapila-samhita; and a 
similar sanctity is claimed for the offerings o f the Yasudeva 
temple on the east bank of the Yindusagar tank.

- Establish* The temple establishment consists o f :— (1 )  pandas or priests,
ment. who carry on the worship of Lingaraj or his proxy, and perform 

the ceremonies connected with bhogas; (2 ) badus and malis or 
gardeners, who decorate the linga and the proxy, and present 

„the flower garlands, eto., necessary for the worship; (3) suar$ or 
cooks, who prepare the rice, pulse, cakes, etc., and place them 
before the idol for bhoga offerings; (4) chasas or husbandmen, 
who pull the -ears or carry the vimana (a sort of palanquin) of the 
proxy. "Formerly the temple was under the superintendence 
of a parichha or honorary inspector; but in consequence of 
mismanagement and frequent quarrels with the priosts, the 
District Judge took charge of it under the Civil Procedure Code, 
and,placed the superintendence in the hands of a Committee, 

other Unlike Puri, where the other temples sink .into insignificance
temples, g^ e 0 f  the Jagannath temple, the Lingaraj temple is

rivalfed by a number of other big temples, several of which are 
architecturally no less interesting. They may be grouped into (1) 
the Yindusagar tank group, such as Yasudeva, Uttareswar, 
8 isireswar* Kapalinl, and Sari Deula; (2) the Papanasini tank 
group, su<5h as Vftruneswar, Maitreswar, Chitrakarni; (3) the 
Kedara Gaurl pool group, iiTcluding Parasurameswar, Siddheswftj



Mukteswar, Kedareswar and GaurT, Rajarani, and Nakeswar;
'(4) the Gosahasreswar tank group with sev.eral temples lika 
Gosahasreswar; (5) an outlying, group, including Kapileswar on 
.the south, Yameswar on the west, Rameswar on the north, and 
Brahmeswar, Megheswar and Bhaskareswar on the east. The 
temple last named is an unique structure consisting of a square 
tower, rising from a square platform, which is built over a huge 
stone linga, reaching from the ground to the spire.

Space does not allow of a description of all these temples, but Mulde- 
Mukteswar calls for special mention. This beautiful little shrine swar’ 
is surrounded by a number of small ,shrine3, and close to it stands 
the temple of Siddheswar, a larger structure. It is barely 35 feet 
high, with a porch 25 feet high, but the ornamentation is of the 
richest description. The floral bands are neat and well executed, 
the basreliefs are sharp and impressive, the statuettes vigorous, 
full of action, varied and decently draped, and the whole temple 
well proportioned. Unlike most Orissan temples, the ceiling of th$
•porch is carved, and is an elaborate and beautiful piece of work.
-In front of the porch is a graceful archway or torana, 15 feet 
high, supported on two columns of elaborate workmanship.
Dr. Rajendra Lala Mittra describes the carvings as follows:—
“  Among the subjects may be noticed a lady mounted' on a rampant 
elephant and striking .her uplifted sword against a giant armed 
with a. sword and a shield; a figure o f Annapurna presenting some 
alms to his lord Siva; semiophide females canopied under the 
expanded hood of five or seven-headed cobras; lions mounted on 
elephants; groups of elephants fighting with lions; lions capped 
with-* elephantine trunks; damsels in various attitudes, some 
dancing, others playing on the mridanga or the vina or the tambur; 
crouching monsters supporting heavy weights; saints worshipping 
Siva; an emaciated hermit giving lessons to a disciple; another 
reading a palm leaf manuscript placed on a cross-legged stool; a 
lady standing under an umbrella; another standing by a door 
with a pet parrot on her hand; another enjoying the cool shade 
of a tree; another.standing on a tortoise. This last is evidently 
intended for the goddess of the earth. The head-dresses of most 
of theser ladies are# particularly interesting. The scroll work, 
bosses and friezes are also worthy of special note, as they display; 
marked excellence in design, and great delicacy of execution.’*
.. O f the minor temples Parasurameswar (group 2), Sieireswar, Date o( 
KapalinJ, ahd probably Uttareswar (gjoup 1 ), form a distinot the tem-trchitectural group, earlief than the Lingaraj. ParasuiSmeswar 4 es’ 
i,evidently .the oldest existing'temple. at Bhubqjxeswar or indeed 
 ̂ .the whole of Orissa, and in many respects resembles the
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Papanath and Lokeswar (or Virupaksha) temples in the Bombay 
Presidency, which were built in the 8 th century A .D . Its. early 
age is indicated by the following peculiarities :— Eight (not nine) 
planets, over the cell doorway, inscribed labels over the planetsj 
the archaio form of the letters in the labels and in an inscription 
over the south doorway of the porch, and the promiscuous mingling 
of Saiva and Vaishnava sculptures. The group itself is disting
uished, among other features, by a simple plinth, by less elaborate 
carvings, by a sparing use of mouldings in the bhitti (body), by the 
use of a comice and neck in the place of horizontal mouldings, by 
the absence of a coat of arms flanked by musicians with a lion 
projecting into the air from the central rib, by absence of side lit s 
and miniature temple forms, and by the flat roof with clerestory 
openings in the porches. The other temples mostly resemble the 
Lingaraj temple and are presumably not earlier than that great 
structure, the only exceptions being Mukteswar (group 3), and 
probably Sari Deula (group 1). Several, however, do not resemble 
the Lingaraj in all their features, and may represent a parallel 
development, e.g., Brahmeswar (group 5), Rajarani, Siddheswar 
and Kedareswar (group 3). Of the more important temples, the 
latest in date, to judge from their inscriptions, would seem to be 
Megheswar and probably Vasudeva, belonging to the end of the 
twelfth century. Curiously enough, Vasudeva on the Vindusagar 
tank is the only temple of Vishnu in this city of Siva. The 
temples of Bhubaneswar may thus be regarded as having been 
built chiefly from the eighth to the twelfth century A .D.

Architec. Among them, and in fact among Orissan temples generally, 
tnre‘ the Lingaraj forms, on the whole, the best specimen of Orissan 

architecture. Its size, its massive proportions, the solidity of its 
construction, and its elaborate variety of details make it far superior 
to other Puri temples except those of Jagannath and Konarak. 
It is also better preserved than these two latter temples (the one 
plastered over, and the other without its tower), and the grouping, 
execution and originality of its carvings and mouldings are in many 
eases better. It is a matter for regret that a close inspection of 
this fine example of Hindu architecture is debarred to Europeans, 
for none but Hindus are permitted to enter its sacred courts. 
Numerous specimens of Orissan carvings may, however, be seen 
in the other temples, especially Parasurameswar, Sisireswar and 
KapalinI of the early group, and Brahmeswar, Megheswar, 
Rajar&ni, Mukteswar, Sari Deula and Yameswar of the later groups;

' They are all gems of architecture and carving, with admirable^ 
work in *the foliage, in the carved lines shewing a free play on 
light and shade, and ia the elephants, whose big limbs and heavjj
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gait have been naturally depicted in scores of different postures.
The women, who have prominent pointed breasts and suggestive 
postures, also display considerable variety in their jewellery and 
head-dresses, while their saris are often drawn delicately with 
beautiful embroideries. But the human face is less successful, 
being flabby and expressionless, while the body is of inartistic 
proportions.

It is obvious that enormous labour was expended on these 
temples, and that minute care was taken even with small details.
Their general character may be gathered from the remarks of 
Mr. Fergusson, who, after comparing the Lingaraj temple with 
the great pagoda at Tanjore, says :— “  Besides, however, greater 
beauty in form, the northern example excels the other immeasur
ably in the faot that it is w holly  in stone from the base to the 
apex, and—what, unfortunately, no woodcut can show— every inch 
of the surface is covered with carving in the most elaborate 
manner. It is not only the divisions of the courses, the roll-mould- 
ings on the angles or the breaks on the faoe of the tower; these 
are sufficient to relieve its flatness, and with any other people they 
would be deemed sufficient; but every individual stone in the 
tower has a pattern carved upon it, not so as to break its outline, 
but sufficient to relieve any idea of monotony. It is perhaps not 
an exaggeration to say that if it would take, say lakh of rupees, 
to erect such a building as this, it would take three lakhs to carve 
it as this one is carved. Whether suoh an outlay is judicious or 
not, is another question. Most people would be of opinion that 
a building four times as large would produce a greater and more 
imposing architectural effect; but this is not the way a Hindu 
ever looked at the matter. Infinite labour bestowed on every 
detail was the mode in whioh he thought he could render his 
temple most worthy of the deity ; and whether he "was right or 
wrong, theeffeot of the whole is certainly marvellously beatftiful.” *

Next to the temples, the objects most deserving of notice in Other 
Bhubaneswar are its tanks. The most remarkable, of them are rema,ns- 
the Yindusagar, the Devlpadahara (miscalled Sahasralingam) and 
the Papanasini, lying to the north-east, east and west of the 
Lingaraj temple, the Kedara Grauri near Kedareswar, the Brahma- 
kunda near Brahmeswar, the Grosagar near Gosahasreswar, and 
the Kapilahrada outside the KapHeswar temple. The biggest 
■i the Yindusagar, measuring 1,300 feet by 700 feet, and having 

^lepth o f water averaging 6  to 1 0  feet. .I t  was embanked withSe on all sides, forming magnificent flights of stepS, but the •
,ter part of that to the north and half of thqpe to the* east and

^History o f India and Eastern Architecture, Book V, Ch. II., pp. 421-3.
£ 3
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wrest have fallen down. In the north-eastern corner is a .channel, 
under a ftone covering, which was apparently designed for letting 
in outside water. In the centre is an island, 110 feet by 100 feet, 
protected by a stone revetment, with a small temple in its north
east comer. A t present the tank water is dull green in colour 
and full of slimy masses of algse. All pilgrims and most residents 
bathe in it, as it is said to contain drops from all the sacred rivers 
and tanks in India, so that special sanctity attaches to it. The 
tank must be fed by natural springs at the bottom ; and at one 
time, water came probably through the north-east channel from 
the Gangua .stream. This stream, though now but a shadow 6 f 
its former self, drains Bhubaneswar, and can be traced close 
to the police outpost near the Yindusagar tank. One mile lower 
down, it was crossed by an old bridge of eighteen openings, said, 
to have been built by Varaha Kesari, the king credited with 
having excavated the Vindusagar tank. The stones of this old 
bridge were removed by contractors for metalling roads some. 15. 
years ago. To the south of the Lingaraj temple is a high mound, 
6aid to be the ruins, of Lalata Kesarl’s palace ; and about a 
mile and a half to the south-east is Sisupala, an old fort, the 
remains of whose moats and ramparts can still be seen.

Since 1899 _ Government has been carrying out repairs to 
several of the temples, and the following have been more or less 
repaired, viz., Brahmeswar, Rajaran!, Mukteswar, Bhaskareswar, 
Siddheswar, Parasurameswar, lingaraj, Sayi Deula, Megheswar, 
Yaruneswar, Ohitrakarni and the Sahasralingam tank. In these 
repairs no attempts were made to alter or improve, but simply t.Q 
festore ; whenever a temple had to be completely or partially 
dismantled-and rebuilt, each stone, as it was taken down, was 
numbered, thus obviating any chance of its not being put back on 
its proper place, and ensuring that the temple has the same 
appearance as when first built.*

Biswanath H ill.— The highest peak in a line of low hills 
intersected by the Pur! branch railway at Jagdalpur to the 
north of the Delang railway station. The hill, which is 500 feet 
above sea-level, rises behind the Jagadalpur inspection bungalow 
and is crowned by the temple of Biswanath. An annual 
gathering of the neighbouring Hindu villagers takes place on the 
sufhmit of the hill during Raja Sankranti in the month of June.

Chitrakot H ill.— A  hill, with a height of 1 0 0  feet above thej 
sea-level, in village Kasipur to the south-east of the Jankil 
■inspectidh. bungalow. A  is a bare and precipitous hill, overgro-d

* Report on the ^repairs executed to the Bhubaneswar temples and U -day^ 
caves, by Mr. M. H. 4m ott (1S08) p. 3,
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)vith shrubs and infested with' bears, and contains a cave on its 
summit which is the abode of a hermit. It commands a magni
ficent view of the Chilka lake.

Dhanli.— A  village situated 4 miles south-west of Bhubanes* 
war on the south bank of the Daya river. Close to tie  village 
are two short ranges of low hills running parallel to each other 
and only a few hundred feet apart. On ih e  north face of the 
southern range, the rock, which is called Aswatthama, has been 
hewn, and polished for a space of 15 feet long by 10 feet 
in height; and here some rook-edicts of Piyadasi of Asoka 
are inscribed. The inscription is deeply cut into the rock, and 
is divided into four tablets. The first appears to have been 
executed at a different period from the rest, the letters being 
much larger and not so well cu t; while the fourth is encircled 
b y  a deep line and is cut with more care than any of th$ 
others. Several letters having been lost during the last 70 years, 
a shade in stone has recently been put up over the inscription in 
order to preserve it from further damage.

Immediately above the inscription, is a terrace measuring l€t 
feet by 14 feet, on the right side of which is the forepart of an? 
elephant, 4 feet high, hewn out of the solid rock and carved with 
some skill. I f  of the same age as the inscription.— and there 
are no reasons to think that it is not— this is one of the oldest 
carvirigs in India. A  small narrow groove runs round three 
sides of the terrace, leaving a space of three feet immediately 
in front of the elephant, and two other grooves may be noticed 
on either side of the elephant on the floor and along the" 
perpendicular face of the rook. These grooves were probably 
intended to support a wooden canopy. Originally designed as 
an emblem of Gautama Buddha, the elephant has become an 
object of popular worship during the last half centuiy. A t the 
time of Mr. Kittoe’s visit (1838), it did not receive*regular 
•worship; but one day in the year the Brahmans of the temples 
in the vicinity came to throw water on it and to besmear it with' 
red lead in honour of Ganesha. It is now held in' great venera
tion, and among the neighbouring villagers the most solemn 
form of taking an oath is to swear by Dhauleswarl Mata, 
i.e., the tutelary ‘goddess of the spot. On a flat terrace on 
the same hill near the figure of the elephant, and also on •the 
opposite ridge, are brick remains evidently marking the site 
p f two. stijpas. There are also a few broken natural caverns or 
Bssures in the rocks adjoining the Aswatthama.

‘ The northern ridge culminates in a temple-crowijed peak, and 
its western extremity are> a number of. caves; natural and-



artificial. To the east of this temple, land at a lower level, is a 
natural fissure full of bats; and on a boulder at the top, near the 
entrance, is cut a small inscription in three lines. Lower down 
on the south slope of the hill is an artificially cut cave, close to 
which are several other caves begun but left unfinished, and a 
large fissure or hollow in the rock. Lower down, between the 
western extremities of the two ridges, is a small plainly built 
temple of laterite dedicated to Siva. The temple on the top of 
the northern ridge stands on a platform, measuring 150 by 100 
feet, with revetments of out laterite blocks set without cement. 
It has no porch, and the mouldings are plain, but bold and 
massive. The sanctum is a square chamber, with a false roof 
inside. The facade has two openings, one over the other, the 
lower giving admission into the sanctum, the upper into the 
chamber formed by the inner roof and the hollow roof of the 
tower. A  cornice runs round the interior of the cell at a height of
6  feet above the floor. The whole of the north side of the temple 
has fallen down, but the other sides stand intact though evidently 
rather shaky. This temple has several peculiar features, which 
should give it more attention than it has hitherto received.

East of the hills is a large tank named Kausalya Gang, in the 
middle of which is an island containing the remains of a palace. 
The tank is said to have been originally a kos (2 miles) long on 
each side ; and though a great part of it is now silted up and 
under cultivation, it is still about a mile and a half long and 5 
furlongs broad. It is choked with weeds, and with sand probably 
brought from the Daya river, with which it was apparently con
nected by a canal at the north-we§t comer. Kemains of a 
bridge built over the canal are traceable; and on the west 
are heaps of stone foundations, potsherds and bricks indicating 
the former existence of a town. The tank was dug, according to 
the palfli-leaf chronicles, by Gangeswardeva, in expiation of his 
sin in having an incestuous connection with his beautiful daughter 
Kausalya.

The most interesting remains, however, are the edicts of Asoka 
which call for a more detailed description. Discovered by Lieut. 
Kittoe in 1837, who took a careful copy of thejn, they were first 
deciphered by James Prinsep, who published a translation in the 
Joifrnal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1838. The alphabet 
and language of these and other rock inscriptions had long been 
the wonder of the learnecj, and it was the genius of Prinsep which 

•discovered the true key of the oharacter and brought to ligla 
its secrets. Sevejal other translations have since been published 
but the Btandard reading »is that giveq by Dr. Buhler in
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Reports of Che Archaeological Survey of Southern India, Vol. I , 
1887, prepared from impressions taken by Dr. Burgess in 1882; 
on the same materials, the special edicts portion was revised by 
M. Senart and translated by Dr. Grierson in the Indian Anti
quary, Yol. X IX .

The inscription is in three columns. The left hand -column in 
26 lines is speoial edict I, the Provincials’ edict of Mr. Vincent 
Smith; the middle column in 33 lines contains general edicts 
I — V I the right hand column has two parts, the upper in 
19 lines containing general edicts V II— X  and X IV , and the 
lower, in 11 lines within a frame, special edict I I , the Borderers’ 
edict of Mr. Smith. The fourteen general edicts have been 
found in five other places in India and a fragment of edict V III  
at Sopara near Bombay. The only other place at which the 
special edicts have been inscribed is Jaugada in the adjoining 
district of Ganjam.

The question naturally arises why edicts X I , X I I  and X II I  
have been excluded from the Dhauli and Jaugada versions. An 
explanation is probably to be found in the statement in edict 
X IV , that “ this set of dhamma edicts has been written by 
command of the king Piyadasi, beloved of the gods, in a 
form sometimes condensed, sometimes of medium length, some
times expanded, for everything is not suitable in every place, 
and my dominions are extensive.”  Now edict X I I I  refers to 
the conquest of Kolinga, the terrible massacre in that war, 
the king’s remorse, h;s desire for true conquest— the conquest 
by means of dhamma and not by force of arms—and his arrange
ments for ensuring that end. Such an edict may not have been 
considered suitable for the conquered territory of Kalinga. As 
regards the other two edicts, edict X I  defines dhamma, and edict 
X I I  declares the king’s reverence for all sects, defines toleration, 
and speaks of the appointment of censors. Now the appointment 
of these censors had already been notified in edict V , and the 
king’s toleration in edict V II, while dhamma had been defined in 
edict I I I . It is possible therefore that the ediots were omitted 
partly for condensation and partly because they were not 
applicable to the conquered tract.

Another point* worth noticing is the existence of the two 
special edicts, which are not addressed to the public, but tc* the 
^officers in charge of the country. These two special edicts were 
apparently, considered “ suitable”  for the conquered territory, 
kalinga  had numerous aboriginal tribes op the border* requiring 
^eoia l treatment; it had been only recently su^djied; and 

^  king’s officers had to be specialty charged to stop torture,



unwarranted imprisonment or acts of violence, and at the same 
time not to be indolent in the discharge of their duties. They 
have one noticeable peculiarity, viz., the name “  K ing Piyadasi ”  
is omitted. The omission is probably due to reverential motives, 
and must have been intentional; it may also be noticed in. other 
edicts addressed to officers.

For a translation of the Dhauli edicts the reader is referred 
to Buhler’s translation in the Archaeological Survey of Southern 
India, Vol. I, and to Mr. Grierson’s translation of M. Senart’s 
papers in the Indian Antiquary. They may be summarized 
as follow s:— Edict I  forbids the slaughter of animals in thef 
capital and in His Majesty’s own kitchen. Edict I I  declares 
that healing herbs for men and beasts, and trees and wells fot 
their comfort have been provided. Edict I I I  directs the liegea 
and officers of the king to repair to the general assembly every 
five years for proclaiming dhamma. Edict IY  points out that 
the king has practised dhamma and has been Encouraging it 
among his people. Edict V  declares that censors have been? 
appointed for the furtherance of dhamma. Edict Y I  says that 
the king has made certain arrangements for the prompt despatch 
of public business. Edict Y II  recognizes the infirm nature-of 
man and recommends certain virtues. Edict V III  points out 
that the king, instead of going out on pleasure tours, went out on 
tours of piety. Edict I X  condemns many ceremonies as , corrupt 
and worthless, and commends dhamma as the true ceremonial. 
Edict X  deprecates the ordinary ideas of glory and renown, and 
suggests that all should try to be freed from sin for the sake of 
the hereafter. Edict X I V  forms the epilogue treating of the 
form and nature of the dhamma edicts. Special edict I  directs the. 
king’s- officers to see that moral rule is observed, that unwar
ranted imprisonment, torture or acts of violence are stopped, and 
that the officers themselves do not become indoleut in their duty. 
Special edict I I  directs the officers to convince the border tribes 
that the king bears them good will and wishes them to practise 
dhamma, and expects to be well served by the officers themselves. 
Dhamma, it may be added, consists in obedience to parents, 
liberality to friends, acquaintances, relatives, Brahmans and 
ascetics, respect for the sanctity o-f life, and afoidance of extra- 
avgajice and violence of language (edict III). ,

These edicts display a broad catholic view and inculcate a 
lofty ethical doctrine unique for the age in which they were 
incised. §>uch liberal ethics were, in essence, pre-Buddhisticj 
also appearing in the Upanishads and Dharma Sutras. Vedi 
Brahmanism, while it prescribed, and enforced social ai|

2 4 8  p u iil.
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ceremonial parity; left religious speculation fre'e ; and the.' 
V edas^aarfT U pan ishads reveal an astonishing freedom of thought- 
regarding the great mysteries of life, 'such as the existenoe of. 
God and the hereafter, the existence and the immortality of; 
soul, the source and method of creation, the origin of sin,- 
etc.. But, though these doctrines and speculations had existed 
from a long" tilne before, they were intended chiefly for the. 
twice-born castes, especially the Brahmans, and were not. 
regularly enforced. The great merit of Asoka is that he, lent 
them his powerful support and insisted on dhamma and religious, 
toleration being practised by all throughout'his extensive empire. 
Furthermore, for himself he. emphatically declared:— “ A ll men 
are my children ; and, just as for my own children, I  desire that, 
they should enjoy all happiness' and prosperity both in. this 
world 'and in the next, so for all men I  desire the like happiness 

[and prosperity.”  • •.
The time of the inscription can be only approximately ascer

tained. Edicts I I  and X I I I  mention the Hellenistic kings of; 
Syria, Egypt, Oyrene, Macedonia and Epirus, viz., A ntiochoa 
Theos,- Ptolemy Philadelphos, - Magas, Antigonos Gonatas, and 
Alexander, who were all alive, at the same time, in 258 JB.C. at 
"the latest. The latest fact recorded in tiie edicts is the establish
ment of religious censors in the fourteenth year of the coronation 
(general edict V ). The date of the king’s coronation is not 
known; but Piyadasi, who has been identified with Asoka, would 
appear from the Puranas, and from Buddhist and Jaina chronicles,, 
to have been anointed- about 269 B.C. These general edicts 
could not have been inscribed earlier than 256 B.C., and probably 
were inscribed a year or so after that. Of the special ediots, edict 
II , the Borderers’ edict, is said by Mr. Vincent Smith to be 
contemporaneous with the general edicts, and edict I, the Provin
cials’ edict, is put two years later.* There are some ,grounds, 
however, for the view that they may have been composed at the 
same time, and inscribed later than the general edicts.

The edicts were meant for the general public and for thq 
king’s officers, and therefore must have been inscribed close to a 
big town on or near the public highway. This town was .presuma
bly Tosali, for tfrte officers in charge of which the special edicts are 
addressed; and Tosali may with some probability be identified with 
the Dosara of Ptolemy’s map, the Desarene of the Periplus and 
the Dasama of the Mahabharata, I in Magadhi being substitute^ 
for r. No trace of this town has yet been found, but Jtiie _physiqpl 
features of the country appears to have changed* jjonsiderably.

* Smith, Asoka,^p. 64.



The Daya river now flows to the north of the Dhauli hills 
cutting them off from the main rooks of Dandimal pargana. 
From the depressions which can still be traced to the south and 
Bouth-east, it seems probable that the Daya formerly flowed on the 
south side of the hills, and that the big tank Kausalya Gang to 
the east occupies some of these depressions. The stream Gangua 
apparently flowed further to the east, and joined the Daya or 
Koyakhai opposite Balkati, still a large centre of trade. The city 
of Tosali may thus have been situated between the Dhauli hills 
and the junction of the Koyakhai, Gangua and Daya, on the high
way from Khandagiri and Bhubaneswar. Tosali must at least 
have been a large town and the capital of the surrounding country, 
for a kumdra or prince was in charge of it.

Jatnl.— A  village containing the railway junction known as 
Khurda Road Station. Formerly an insignificant village, it haa 
risen to importance since it was tapped by the Bengal-Nagpuri 
Ballway and made the site of the junction for the Puri branch 
railway. It contains the residences of the railway staff stationed 
at the junction,

Kaipadar.— A  village situated on the Ganjam-Cuttack road,
7 miles to the south-west of Khurda. It contains the tomb of a 
Muhammadan saint called Bakhari Saheb, whioh is visited by both 
Hindus and Muhammadans in order to obtain fulfilment of their 
vows Or wishes. Offering of sweetmeats are specially made in 
order to obtain children, to get rid of some incurable disease, or 
to ensure suocess in business.

Kakatpur.— A  village on- the Prachl river, containing the 
temple of Mangala ThakuranI, which is visited by pilgrims from 
different parts of this district and of Cuttack and Balasore on 
Chaitra Sankranti day in March. One special feature of this 
festival is that the priests of the ThakuranI, with a pitcher full 
of water 'and offerings of flowers, walk over' a narrow trench 
containing lighted embers. After the ceremony, the priests 
journey from village to village, promising immunity from attacks 
o f emall-pox and cholera.

Kalapara Ghat.—A village on the Chilka lake, which -was 
an important centre of trade before the opening of the Bengal- 
NSgpur Railway, boats from the Madras Presidency discharging 
their Cargoes here and returning home with rice and other exports 
from Orissa. Trade has considerably declined since the opening 
o f the railway.

• Khandsfgiri.— A  hill in the north-west of the Khurda subdivi- 
Bion, situated in 20°,16' N . and 85° 47' E., three miles north-west 
o f  Bhubaneswar. It is approached from that place by a road that, i
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"&ffer crossing the railway line, rims through an undulating stretch 
of arid laterite, until itreaohee its lowest level at the Kochilakhunti 
stream, three quarters of a mile from the hill. Here the road begins 
to rise, passing by Jagmara, a village surrounded by mango-topes 
and bamboo clumps, intermixed with wild bushes and trees and 
leading through reserved forests. A t the third mile the hill rises 
abruptly in the midst of a well-wooded belt, and stretches in a long 
curve from north-east to south-west. From the foot it is seen to be 
divided into three distinct peaks, called Udayagiri or the* sunrise 
hill, Khandagiri or the broken hill and Nilgiri or the blue h ill ; 
but in the maps all the three peaks appear under one name, 
Khandagiri. In  the Sanskrit Mahaimyas (guide-books) they are 
called Khandachala. The crest of Khandagiri is the highest 
point, being 123 feet high, while the crest of Udayagiri is 
110" feet high. The hill is composed of Athgarh sandstone, 
greyish and porous, easy to excavate, but too gritty for fine 
carvings. Udayagiri has a small Yaishnava math at its foot, 
while at the base of Khandagiri is a Government inspection 
bungalow.

These hills are honey-combed with caves, of which 44 are in 
Udayagiri, 19 in Khandagiri and 3 in Nilgiri. Their number, 
age and carvings make these caves the most interesting in Eastern 
India. In Udayagiri a foot-path running from the north-east 
end to the gap, divides the caves into two groups, one higher, the 
other lower. The higher group is roughly divisible into three sub
groups, the easternmost, the central, and below the central, the 
south-western. The lower group begins opposite the Hatlgumpha 
or elephant cave, and running down in a semi-circle, ends in the 
Kanlhansapura cave. In  Khandagiri all the caves except two lie 
along the foot track, Tatwa No. I I  being a few feet below Tatwa 
No. I , and the Ananta on a higher ledge, above whicji is the crest 
crowned by a Jaina temple. A  general idea of the •position of 
the caves may be gathered from the plan annexed.

The Ranlhansapura or Ranlnabara cave, i.e., the Queen’s Udaya - 
Palace (also called Kanlgumpha) is the biggest and the mostGIE1 
richly carved. It comprises two ranges of rooms on three sides Qneen’,B 
of a quadrangle, Jeaving the south-east side open. In the lower Palace, 
range are (1) a main wing with three rooms facing south-east, and 
one room facing south-west, (2) a left wing with three rodins on 
each side, except the south-west, and (3) a right wing with one 
room facing south-west. The upper range of rooms is placed not 
immediately over the lower rooms, but over the tocky maes 
Ibehind, and contains (1) a main wing with fqjir rooms, (-2) a left 
v in g  with one room facing a covered verandah, and (3) a right
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wing with: one5 room. ' The rooms have Jong verandahs in front 
presenting three special features.

The first is that at. each end there is the figure of a guard 
carved in high relief. The guard in the lower range is a, soldier 
standing erect with legs bare, clothes worn like a wrestler, 
a spear in the right hand, and a coil of rope in the other. In 
•the upper main wing the verandah is guarded by figures riding 
animals, probably the goddess Amba sitting astride on a lion, 
and Indra riding a bull or elephant. In the upper right 
wing are a turbaned, pot-bellied, armless soldier 4 feet 7 
inches high, with his dhoti tucked up, and a kilted warrior, 
4 feet 4 inches high, booted and turbaned, with a straight 
$word in a scabbard hanging from his left side. The- boot 
and kilt remind one of the booted image of the sun, “  clad 
in the dress of the northerners.” * The second peculiar feature 
of the verandah is that it has low stone benches, as in the old 
caves of Western India. The third is that the verandah roof 
was supported on pillars, all of a very archaic type. But all the 
ten pillars of the lower range, and seven out of nine in the upperi 
main wing, are gone ; and the three surviving pillars and all the 
pilasters are more or less damaged by the climate.

Access to the rooms is obtained through oblong doorways, 
of which there are one to three according to the size of the 
room, each having a groove cut on either side, probably for put
ting in .a jhamp or bamboo-framed door. In the upper right 
wing the sides of the doorways are plain, but elsewhere they have 
side pilasters, from whioh springs a carved arch framing the 
tympanum.. The capitals of the pilasters are carved with two 
winged animals side by side, and the small sentry rooms at the 
entrance of the lower main wing have carvings of jars over the 
base tiles, jars being deemed highly auspicious objects to place at 
an entraucp. The aroh above the tympanum is carved with an 
animal at each base, ,and filled in with flowers and fruits, and in one 
instance with figures of men and animals, &c., capped by triangu
lar trisuJas. The arches are joined by railings, four-barred or 
five-barred, above which in the upper and lower main wings and 
in the lower rigbt wing run friezes of scenes in low relief. 
The rooms are 3 feet 9 inches to 7 feet high, a?id vary in length 
from,20 feet to 11 feet; only one has a window. They are plain 
inside with flat ceilings, and the floor is curved at the inner 
end in the shape of pillows, evidently for the monk’s beds.

The th^ee friezes and the carvings oa  the lower Bentry rooms 
naturally attract special attention. The carving on tho smal^

* Varaha-mihira, BrihmUSamhita, Ch. L  VIII, verse.46.
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sentry roogia-^FrSsents “hill scenery.' Elephants stand among 
tataflCS'Tiy tall trees laden with fruit and flowers; there are peaks 
represented by triangular buds; and at the top afe monkeys, a 
jcave'with animals, and two females. The smallest frieze, which 
is. about 19tt feet long, is in the lower right wing and' has four 
compartments. The first compartment shows to the left a dwarf 
standing under a tree, Evidently marking the beginning cif the 
sculptured story; then comes a lady rather scantily clad, with 
folded hands, wearing heavy earrings, necklaces andleg-dmaments, 
and by her side is a male, wearing his dhoti as a Wrestler would, 
with heavy e^ Nigs and also with folded hands; lastly another 
feniale (shown up to the waist) is seen carrying offerings in her 
•right hand and a plate in her left. The second compartment 
shows apparently the same three figures, with two more females-, 
one of whom is carrying a plate. The principal figures are shown 
•danoing in religious ecstacy. The third compartment shows, a 
pavilion on two posts, under which is a lady dancing, with hands 
-outstretched, to music played by four females on ’the ’ dhol, 
mridanga, harp and flute. The fourth shows the lady, her 
husband, and a second female, both the females carrying offerings. 
The scene ends with a boy under a tree. These scenes are 
probably intended to represent' a family attending- a temple 
during some religious festival.

The largest frieze is in the lower main wing, and has 11 
compartments. Unfortunately, the verandah roof having fallen, 
it has suffered much from exposure -to sun, rain and the full force 
of the south-easterly wind. The first compartment shows a tree 
and a double-storied house, with three doors (resembling -the 
cave doorways), two in the lower storey, and the third, with 
a verandah, in the upper. Prom the lower doors three females, 
and from the upper One a male, are looking out. The second 
compartment is almost entirely effaced, but in the.third seven 
figures may still be discerned, one holding an umbrella, and 
another riding a horse. The fourth scene is also mutilated, but 
ten figures are visible, one -carrying a sword and three riding -an 
elephant. In the fifth scene seven figures can with difficulty be 
made out, one holding an umbrella over the principal man. In  
the sixth scene ofie figure is just decipherable, holding an umbrella 
over another in the centre. In the seventh scene, six figures 
are traceable, of whom one holds a straight sword, and another 
with folded hands looks towards the third, apparently the principal 
man. The ' eighth compartment coittains nine figures, a- mgij 
followed by two attendants, and apparently worshippqfl by a male 
With folded hands, by two females#standing* with offerings,, and
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two other females on their knees, with a boy turning to one of the 
kneeling women, probably his ijiother, who is apparently taking 
up- the dust to show reverence to the principal man. After this, 
come two scenes on the side doorway, the left hand one showing a 
caparisoned horse and three males, of whom one is under an 
umbrella held by an attendant and is followed by two guards with 
straight swords. The last scene on the pilasters shows six 
females, three standing with pitchers on their heads and the last 
one standing with folded hands, besides two kneeling females, 
one- holding a bowl and the other something broken.

The Scenes, though mostly mutilated, clearly indicate the 
prooession of a saint through a town during some religious 
festival, when persons would be looking out from their houses for 
a glimpse of him, when horses would be led, elephants ridden and 
guards be in attendance, while the people, both male and female, 
would follow the saint with folded hands, and women standing or 
kneeling would present him with fruits or cakes on plates and ask 
his blessing. In  this hill Farsvanath appears to be the most 
honoured of the Tirthankaras, and it may therefore be conjeo- 
tured that the scenes are somehow connected with him or some 
revered disciple of his.

■Tire frieze on the upper -mam wing, which is nearly 60 feet 
long, is the most interesting:—in fact, no frieze in Indian-caves 
has excited more discussion among archaeologists. The bas- 
reliefs run in nine compartments over the eight front doorways. 
The first and ninth each contain a vidyadhara with cloth 
plaits falling to the ground and a chadar or scarf floating above, 
and with both hands raised, one holding a plate of offerings, 
and the other tesselated cords, or a roll of garlands. They 
evidently mark the beginning and the end of the story. The 
second may be called the elephant-scene. From under some rooks 
represented «by triangles, come two elephants, the front one on 
its hind legs ; they are faced by several standing figures, viz., a 
woman holding a coiled rope in her right hand, a man with a 
raised' bludgeon (with an animal, probably a dog, in front of them), 
another woman holding the left hand of the first, and a third 
woman behind raising two ropes, one in each hand, apparently 
to throw them at the elephants, while in front of the second 
standing woman is another doing something behind the animal. 
Beyond them are three figures, in the middle a lady held up 
■on the right by a female, and with a male on her left; while in front 
oi them, tfaq female is dragging along another, partly fallen to 
the grounds The s^ene closes with a tree (probably an aso/ca tree) 
having lanceolate leaves and bunches of flowers.
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The third scene, wjiich may be called th e ’abduction scene, 
begins with a doorway like the cave doorways, through which 
appears a man reclining as if in pain or sorrow, against a lady, 
whose right hand is on the man’s right shoulder, while her left 
holds the man’s right hand; the lady wears earrings, a necklace, 
leglets, and probably, a girdle. Beyond her is another female 
holding the right hand of a man wearing a dhoti like a wrestler 
and armed with a straight sword ; her right hand is raised appar
ently to restrain h im ; and behind is a tree. Next is shown a 
combat between the last male and the first lady, both armed with 
a straight sword and oblong shield, with a small bird running near 
her left leg. The scene ends with the lady being carried off 
bodily by the male, her left hand still holding the shield and her 
right hand outstretched with the index finger pointing to some 
object.

The fourth scene, which may be called the hunting scene, 
shows a horse reined and bridled, with four attendants, two with 
straight swords and one with a fiy-fan, while a boy stands in front 
of the horse. Beyohd him is a prince, clad like a wrestler, with, 
a .bow inhis left and an arrow in his right hand;, he wears a 
necklet, a long necklace and heavy earrings, while a straight 
scabbard is hanging on his left side. He is evidently aiming the 
arrow at a long-horned winged deer, with two fawns below, in a 
forest marked by a large flowered tree. The scene closes with the 
prince, with the bow still in his left hand, talking with a  lady 
seated on the fork of an asoka tree, under which rests a winged 
deer, evidently the one shot at. The fifth scene, which is partly 
effaced, represents a feast. Here a lady is seated; to her left 
is a figure, now almost obliterated, while to her right, five females, 
bring in food on plates, etc., and three more are seated in 
front doing obeisance to her. In  the last portion a male seated 
with food below the seat can be made out. The sixth scene is 
entirely obliterated. The seventh, much mutilated, seems to 
represent an amorous scene between a male and a female.. The 
eighth soene, now largely broken up, fehows an elephant and 
apparently another animal, with two figures on each side.

Various explanations have been given of these sceiies, which also 
appear briefly in flie Ganesha cave. The first question is whether- 
they form a connected story, or merely pourtray different «ocia l 
and domestic events. From analogy with the other two 'friezes in  
the Queen’s Palace and from the worshipping vidyadharas marking 
a beginning and an end, it is not unlikely that they Were carvqfl 
with the intention of representing connected legends. I f  so, 
what personage was more likely to baselected fhan a Tlrthankara
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or Jaina saint, and, of the latter thf^i .Parsvahalh, who in 
these- caves appears to be the most favoured personality ? Unfor
tunately very little is known of the legendary life of Parsvanath. 
-According to the Parsvanath-charita of Bhavadeva Suri, a mediaeval 
work; of the 13th century, Parsvanath was the son of the king of 
Benares. During his youth the town of Kusasthala (Kanauj) 
was besieged by the Yavana king of Kalinga for the forcible 
•abduction of its beautiful prinoess, Prabhatafi. It was relieved by 
Parsva, wha drove away the Yavana, and as a reward was given 
.the, princess in marriage. Subsequently Parsva, during a halt 
under an .asoka tree, while out hunting, was led to see the 
•beauties of a religious life and became an ascetic. In th§ course 
o f .his. preaching, he visited Paundra, Tamralipta, and Jsfagjipurl, 
where many became his disciples, and finally he attained 
nirvana on Mount Sametasikhara, -which has been identified with 
•the modern Tarasnath hill. The Kalpasulvfl of about the fifth 
.century A .D . omits the rescue of Kusasthala and .the names of 
pla(39s visited by Parsva, but otherwise, so far as it goes, agrees 
with this mediaeval account.* In the list, of st/iaviras, moreover, 
one comes across certain early sakhas of the Jainas, Tamraliptika 
and Pundravardhaniya.f

The_mediseval Jaina legends thus connect Parsva with Eastern 
.India (including K alinga); and it is not unreasonable therefore to 
{suggest that the elephant scene introduces Parsva’s future wife 
with,her relatives and attendants, that in the next scene she is. 
abducted by the Kalinga king, that in the fourth scene she is 
rescued by Parsvanath in a forest while hunting, that the following 
scene depicts the Wedding feast, the seventh scene the consumma
tion o f marriage, and the eighth scene a march with elephants. 
Similarly; the frieze in the lower wing may represent Parsvanath 
as a Tirthankara his wanderings, and the honours shown him. 
I t  is quite natural that Jaina monks should have carved in 
theirtcfells episodes in the life of their venerable saint. 1

.From  the road near the math a flight of steps lead to the Jaya- 
bijaya.cave, between which and the Queens’ Palace lie (1) two 
small cells with verandahs, called Bajadara or the musicians’ cave; 
^2) a. cave with an elephant frieze (Chhota-hatl); (3) the Alakapuri 
cave, 'o r  Kubera’s palace ; and (4) a small cave l o  the right of the 
latte*. The Chhota-hati cave consists,of one room with a doorway 
find a frieze, on which are carved two elephants, the trunked head 
of a third, and a tree. Alakapuri, called Swargapurl by Mittra 
^fid, Fergueson, is a two-storied cave with two rooms below and

*  Translation: by H> Jacobi, Sacred Books of the Kast; Vol. X X II, pp 273— 5-
4  D o ., p. 288.
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a large room above, all -■jvith finely arolied ceilings and verandahs 
having benches and shelves. The pilasters are carved at the top 
with winged lions, animals with human faces (naba-gvnjara), 
eto.; and one pillar bracket shows an elephant king, over which 
another elephant holds an umbrella while a third is fanning him.

The Jayabijaya has two rooms with a verandah and terraoe.
The verandah ha3 a male guard on the left and a female on the 
right. Over the two doorways is a frieze in three Compartments.
The first and third each contain a fat heavy-faced yaksha oa,rrying 
a plate of offerings in one hand and tessellated cords or some
thing broken in the other. The second compartment shows, m 
the centre within a square railing, * a holy tree (pipal) being 
•worshipped by two males and two females; each of the latter 
holds a plate of offerings, the left male has folded hands, and the 
right male is tying a garland or strips of cloths to a branch.
Over this cave is another open cave.

In  the semicirole between Jayabijaya and Manchapurl are Pa.na£a_ 
found (1) two open caves called Thakurani, (2) the Panasa cave “”pnrI<a * 
and (3) Patalapurl. ’ The Panasa or jack-fruit cave, mentioned 
by Mittra as Gopalapura, is a room with a verandah having 
bas-reliefs of animals at the top of its pilasters and a small cave 
ovpr it. It is so called after a jack-fruit tree growing dose by.
In Patalapurl or the hell-house cave, called Manchapura by 
Mittra, a benched verandah leads to two side rooms and two back 
rooms, now made into one by the fall of the partition wall.
The neit two caves end the semicircle of the lower range. They 
are important, as. they have inscriptions connecting them with 
the elephant cave on the other side of the loot track. One is 
oalled Manchapurl, and the other Swargapurl or Yaikunthapuri.

The Manohapuri, i.e., the house of earth, has a courtyard M ancha- 
with first a room with a verandah on the right, .and' then a pun" 
verandah leading to a side room and ^two ba'ck rooms. The 
verandahs of the main wing and of the right wing have each 
figures of two guards, one at either end and all biyied-up to the ' 
knee. The main wing verandah has its roof front carved; the 
carvings, now nearly obliterated, indicate faintly a five-barred 
railing with a procession of an elephant and other figures below 
it. The main wing rooms have five doorways (inoluding the 
one in the side room), with side pilasters and arches carved?' as 
usual, with animals, fruits and flowers. The arches are joined by 
railings, over which are bas-reliefs in five compartments. The 
fourth has an inscription of one line over the railing* aJhd in the* 
seventh compartment is another inscription. T)je first inscription, 
irefera to the room as the cave of tbe«warrior Yakadepa king of
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Kalinga, entitled Mahameghavahana, i.e, literally, Laving convey
ances or elephants like big clouds. The second simply describes 
the room as the cave of prinoe Yadukha. The titles of Yakadepa 
are repetitions of those 'given to king Kharavela in the inscriptiQn 
on the elephant cave, while the faot that Yadukha is called simply 
a prince suggests that he was a relation, probably the son of 
Yakadepa. This cave "is called Patalapuri by Mittra and 
Fergusson.

On the rook behind Manchapurl rises Swargapuri, i.e., the ** 
house of heaven, a cave referred to by Mittra and Fergusson as 
Yaikunthapuri. It Consists of a yerandah, a long back room 
and a side room on the right. The verandah has a low bench, 
but has lost the greater part of its roof, with pillars and 
guards, if any. The back room, which is 22J feet long, 6 J feet 
broad and 4£ feet high, has three doorways, and an inscription 
in threg lines, which speaks of the cave having been made for 
Kalinga monks, as a gift to the Arhats, by the great-grandchild 
of king Lalaka Hathisahasa, the chief queen of Kharavela, kiug 
of Kalinga.

The higher ledge begins at the extreme east end with a pool 
called Lalita-kunda and three open caves. Then follows the 
Ganesha cave, so called apparently from a carving of that god on 
the inner wall. It  consists of two rooms with a verandah leading 
to them; but the verandah appears to have been filled up with 
-earth and stones, and it is now reached from the courtyard by a 
flight of four steps flanked on each side by an elephant holding 
lotus plants over a full-blown lotus. The verandah roof was 
supported by two pilasters and four pillars, but the pillar and 
pilaster on the right hand are gone. On the left pilaster is the 
‘figure of a guard, 4J feet high, having bare legs, a turbaned 
head, and a spear in the right hand; over this guard is the 
carving of a bull. The two rooms are separated by a wall, in 
whioh a small aperture was made to serve as a window. Each 

.room has two doorways with the usual side pilasters, tympanum 
and arch. The arches are joined by four-barred railings, over 
whioh are two sculptured scenes, resembling some of the scenes 
in  the upper main wing of the Queen’s Palac^,

The first scene also begins with a tree and shows the first male 
lyJhg on a bed, and the lady sitting by him with her right hand 
Qn his left leg, possibly shampooing it. The second scene is 
noticeably different. In the first part, the end of which is marked 
by a tredj perhaps to represent a forest, four kilted soldiers, armed 
’with swards and, shields, are fighting with men riding on an 
-elephant. The hindmost rider has just cut off the head of th«fl
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nearest soldier, and ’ the middle rider is shooting with a bow 
drawn to the ear; while the foremost rider, a lady armed with a 
rod or elephant goad, is looking on at the fight. The next act 
shows the elephant kneeling and the three riders dismounted, 
with another man in front of the elephant. Then the chief male 
(the man with the bow apparently) is showing the way to the 
lady. Lastly, the lady is sitting on a bed, and the male, leaning 
t owards her, is talking to her, presumably in endearing terms.
In the top corner a man is looking towards them, holding a plate 
in his right hand and a bag or some food in the other. I f  the 
Ganesha frieze tells the same story as the upper frieze of- the 
Queen’s Palace, as is not unlikely, it fills in one gap, viz., the way 
in which the abducted lady was rescued. The kilted soldiers are 
probably foreigners, and thus to some extent corroborate-the 
mediaeval legend that Parsvanath rescued the princess from the 
Yavana king of Kalinga.

The central group begins on the east with the Dhanaghara Dhana- 
cave, and ends with the Baghagumpha and Jambeswara cave, § 5^ , ^  
thus going round the crest of the hill. The top of the hill has pu» . 0 
been levelled, and the edge of the level portion set with laterite 
blocks. In  the centre is a stone pavement, the remains probably 
of a small temple. Below the crest on the east side is an ppen 
cave, and further down the Dhanaghara (house of rice) cave.
The latter is a room 14§ feet long, with three doorways faoing 
east. . The verandah is benched and partly filled up with earth, 
but is still 5J feet high. On the left pilaster supporting its roof 
is a guard buried up to the knees, with an elephant at the top.

Turning round, one comes, beyond a small cell with an open 
cave above it, to Hatigumpha or the elephant cave, a large 
open cave of irregular size, which may originally have consisted 
of four rooms, and probably had a verandah in front. Inside, 
the cave is, at its widest and longest, 57 feet by nearly 28 feet, 
while the cave mouth is I l f  feet high. Some words, are cut 
on 'th e  walls, apparently the names of monks or visitors.
The roof rock ha3 been scraped away in front for the incision 
of an inscription, in 17 lines, measuring 14 feet by 6  feet.
This is the celebrated inscription of king Kharavela. It is now 
protected by a shade on stone pillars, in order to prevent further 
damage, the inscription on the soft gritty stone having suffered 
krom the climate and lost many of its letters. The inscription is 
■inked at the beginning by a trisula and an hour glass ; at the 
A d is a monogram in a railing, and on the left of tha fourth lino* 

all auspicious symbols. According^ to the reading of
pit Bhagwanlal Indraji, the inscription purports to give the

s 2
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biography of Kharavela, king of Kalinga, up to the 13th year of his 
reign and is dated in the 16th year of the Mauryan era, i.e., some 
year between 158 and 153 B.C. A  brief summary of the historical 
facts disolosed by this inscription has been given in Chapter II . 

sttrpa-_ To the west of. the elephant cave are eight caves at varying 
IndBSgha- heights, five directly under the hill crest, two in a side boulder (to
gumpha. the west), and one just opposite the snake cave. The Sarpa-

gumpha or snake cave is on the other side of the footpath, faoing 
east. Its verandah top is carved so as to resemble the head of a 
serpent with three hoods, the symbol of Parsvanath. The cell is 
small, and is only 3 feet high. There are two inscriptions, with 
several letters gone, of which the meaning cannot definitely be 
stated, one on the doorway and the other on the left jamb. On
the left side of the same boulder is another cell without a
verandah, and a little further down is an open cave in another 
boulder, now blocked by jungle. To the north-west of the snake 
cave is the Baghagumpha or tiger cave, so called from its front 
being shaped into the eyes and snout of a sardula or tiger, with the 
outer opening representing its distended mouth and the cell door 
its gullet. The cell is 3J feet high, and over the doorway is an 
inscription in two-  lines, calling it the cave of Sabhuti of TJgara 
Akhada. Further to the left of the same boulder is another cell, 
and above it a- third cell and two open caves, more or less broken, 
facing south.

jam bes- On the same level with the tiger cave and at the extreme
wara, end, is the cave called Jambeswara, which is 3 feet 8  inches high
Jagan-Sa’ an<l  has two plain doorways, over one of which is a Brahmi
nath, inscription in one line saying that it is the cave of Nakiya of
B*aBui. Mahamada and of his wife. From the tiger cave a flight of

uneven steps takes one down to a group of three caves, about 50 
feet higher than the road on the glen. The eastern ca  ̂e bears 
the naftie Haridasa, and consists of a room, over 2 0  feet long, 
with three doorways and an inscription speaking of the cave as a 
gift of Kshudrakarma of Kothajaya. The Jagannath cave, so 
called from a rude drawing of that god on the inner wall, has 
one long room with three simple doorways and a verandah. By 
its side is a smaller cave called the Rasui or c^ok-room cave, with 
one simple doorway, the roof projecting slightly so as to form a 
piHarless verandah. i

Khanda- the Khandagiri hill the caves begin from the north w i«
GiBi Tatwa I, so called from the tatwa bird carved at the top corner^ 
c a v e s . '  the tympanum arch. T te  cell is 16 feet 4 inches to 18 feet 1 <m 
Tatwa and an^ ® 9 inches high, and is entered by three doorways h
Tentuli. side pilasters, carved tympanum and carved arches. On the
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is written in red ink an inscription in one line, and. below it 
another inscription in five lines. Six feet below this is another 
cave marked similarly with tatwa birds -and therefore called 
Tatwa i r .  TBte verandah is guarded at each end by the mutilated 
figure of a soldier armed with a spear. The cfell, whioh is 11 
feet 8  inches long and 4 feet 4 inches high, is entered by two 
doorways, on the wall between which is an inscription speaking 
of this being the cave of an attendant named Kusuma. Adjoin
ing the verandah on the east is a small open cell, 3 feet 4 inches 
square and 3 feet high.

To the west of Tatwa I, is an open cave facing north-east, 
and beyond it, to the south-west, is a cave called Tentuli or. 
the tamarind cave from a tamarind tree near by. The cell is 
4 feet 5 inches high and has two doorways with a verandah in 
front. The right-hand doorway is blooked with stones, so as to 
convert it into a window-like opening.

T o ’ the south-east of this is a double-storied cave, called K hm da- 
Khandagiri or the broken hill from a crack in its two storeys. f^ u nn<1 
This cave is the first to be reached by the flight of steps from caves, 
the public road. The room on the lower storey is 6  feet 2 inches 
high, and the upper room 4 feet 8  inches high. Besides these,, 
there is a small broken cave in the lower and a small room in 
the upper storey with a small window and a figure of the god 
I’atitapabana, on the back wall. To its south is the cave called 
Dhanagarh (the rice fort) or the shell cave on account of certain 
characters found in it. Originally a room with a verandah, it has 
been converted into an open cave by the fall o f  the partition, 
wall, a fragment of which is left on the right side. On the left, 
side wall of the verandah are seven letters in shell-shaped 
characters not yet deciphered, but supposed to date back to the 
7th to 9th century A. D.

Further south are three caves called respectively the cave of Nabamuni, 
the nine saints, the twelve-handed cave and the Trisula cave, 
from the images carved in their walls. "  TrUfila.

The Nabamuni or cave of the nine saints consisted of two 
rooms with a common verandah, but the front walls and the parti
tion wall have fallen down. On the architrave inside is an inscrip
tion of about the K>th century A . D., which speaks of a Jaina 
monk Subhaohandra in the 18th year of the increasingly victorious 
reign of Srimad Udyota-Kesari-deva. On the broken partition 
wall are another inscription of the same Subhaohandra and a 
Email inscription referring to a female -lay disciple. JjPhe right- 
■and room contains images in moderate relief of ten Tirthankaras,,
■bout a foot high,- with their sdsana-devis • or' consorts below
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them. Parsvanath, who is easily recognized by his serpent hoods, 
is the most honoured, for he is carved twice.

Beyond this cave lies the Barabhuji or twelve-handed cave, 
so called from the figure of a female with twelve' hands carved 
on the left wall of the verandah. The latter leads to a long 
room with three doorways, whioh are now ^fallen, 'the' roof 
being supported by -two recent pillars. On the-walls are carved 
in moderate relief seated Tirthankaras or Jaina saints with 
their Sasana-devls or consorts below them; on the back or west 
wall is a large standing Parsvanath canopied by a seven- 
hooded serpent and without any dems. The saints_ and their - 
wives are shown with their different symbols, and are nearly of 
equal size, 8  to 9J inches each; but the figure of Parsvanath is 2 
feet inches high, from which he would appear to have had 
special honour.

Adjoining this on the south is the Trisula cave, so called 
from a rude carving on the verandah wall. The room had three 
doorways, whioh are now fallen, the architrave being now 
supported on two pillars. The room is 22 feet by 7 feet, is 8  
feet high, and is unique in having the inside benched. Above 
the benches is carved a series of 24 Tirthankaras, including a 
standing Parsvanath under the seven hoods of a snake, and end
ing with Mahavira. In this group, too, Parsvanath, instead of 
being placed before Mahavira as the 23rd saint is given the posi
tion of honour, nearly in the centre of the back wall. The base 
of the 15th saint is hidden by a masonry structure rising from 
the floor, on which are placed three well-carved steatite images of 
Adinath. The general execution* of the images in this group is 
finer than in the adjoining cave.

Turning to the left, 50 or 60 feet off, Jaina images are found 
higher up, which will be described in the account of the 
liigher le^ge. Further west, near the Government bungalow, 
is a two-storied cave called after king Lalatendu Kesari. The 
upper portion consisted of two rooms .and a common verandah, 
all of 'whioh have been destroyed, portions of the walls alone 
still clinging to the rock. This side of the hill is very much 
exposed to south-easterly winds, and the side of the rook has fallen 

-down. The rooms on the first floor contain some carvings of 
Jaina saints, among whom Parsvanath is the most prominent. 
The ground floor was buried in earth, and recent excavation has 
disolosed anolher room, a side room with approaches, and a 
gircular cave with a doortvay. Beyond this is a broken caveJ 
and bey on (J. fhat a pool called Akasa Ganga. The western facJ 
of the hill contains three caverns apparently without any doorwa^
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and adjoining tEem on the south side is a natural cavern, contain
ing water, called Gupta Ganga.

The high.gr ledge may he climbed by steps cut in the rock on Ananta 
the right sict̂ - of the Khandagiri or by steeper steps near the 
Barabhuji cate, or by a track from Tatwa I. The northern 
portion of this ledge has been levelled and forms the courtyard of 
the Ananta Cave, This is a long room 23 to 24 feet long and 6  
feet high with an arched ceiling. The room had four doorways, 
but the wall between the first and the second doorways is gone, 
the third is partially closed with stone blooks, leaving only the 
fourth, in its original state. On its back wall are parved 7 sacred 
symbols, swastika*, pointed trisulas, etc. Below the Giat-sicastika 
is" a small standing image now much worn, which probably 
represents Parsvanath. The front wall is covered with a mass of 
carvings, and the tympanum, the tympanum arch, and the space 
between the arches, including the side walls, are all more or less 
carved.

Beginning from the left, the first tympanum has the remains 
of a carded scene, which probably represents a royal elephant 
attended by an elephant on each side. The second tympanum 
shows the sun-god under an umbrella riding a chariot drawn by 
horses, .trith a female on each side, probably his two wives Sanja 
and Chhaya ; while before the chariot is a burly demon on 
his knees, armed with a sword and a carved shield. The third 
tympanum shows the goddess Sri standing on lotus stalks with 
heij arms entwined round lotus stalks, while two elephants, one 
on* eaoh side, are pouring water on her head. The fourth 
tympanum shows a (pipal) tree within a square railing worshipped 
by a male with attendants; a woman is holding up a garland to be 
placed on a branch of the sacred tree, and is followed by a 
female attendant carrying a jar and a plate of offerings.. The 
tympanum arohes are also carved and represent some quaint 
scenes, e.g., a man seizing the hind legs of a lion ; then ,a burly 
man faced by a man. riding a buffalo or horse, whose tail is also 
held by a m an; a man holding a buffalo by* the horns, whose' 
hind leg is held by a man standing on the upturned legs of 
a man, whose head again is in the distended jaws, of a makara.
Every aroh is enfolded within two big serpent hoods, the symbol 
of Parsvanath, and the spaces between the arches and the#siae 

^walls are filled with flying vidyadharas, eaoh carrying offerings.
Over the Trisula cave is a white-washed temple of uncertain 

ate. Beyond this to the south, high up on the rjck, appear 
rveral images, which have been exposed by the fa ll 'o f  the side 
vks. From the traces of a partition wall, it Vould appear that



there was. a cave here, probably accessible from the higher ledge, 
containing images of Jaina saints and deities.

Jama tem- crest 0f Khandagiri has been levelled, so a / t o t e m  a
terrace with stone edges. In the middle of this tftrace stands 
a Jaina temple with two side temples. The main temple consists 
of a sanctuary and porch, built like Orissan porohej/ with pyrami
dal roofs and ribbed domes. Within the sanctuary is a masonry 
platfrom with a small raised wall behind, in whfoh are imbedded 
five images of Jaina saints. Behind the terdple on a slightly 
lower level is another terrace, on which lie pattered scores of' 
votive stupa?, indicating the existence of an older temple.

Nilgiri. From the inspection bungalow a track le|ds to the Nilgiri 
peak, which lies to the south-west, of Khandagiri and is separated 
from it by a gap covered with jungle. Passing1 by a small pool, 
called Radhakunda, deep in the south-east corner, the track leads 
to a small but broken open cave. Gmng up the hill, the traok 
leads to a roofless mandapa, and then, turns- round to the right 
tb an open cave facing south, now converted into' iwo rooms by 
a partition wall o£ dressed Stones, evidently erected Fecently. 
Further on, is a spring named Syama Kunda with a masofiry cell
shaped structure over it, and beyond it on the south side of the 
hill an open cave-faoing west, to which a flight of steps cut in 
the rock gives access.

Architeo- Altogether 11 different kinds of caves may be distinguished,
tbecaves. (1 ) open caverns, slightly improved by art, (2 ) open caverns 

with sides chiselled and partition walls cut, (3) open cells, called 
chhatas or umbrellas, (4) a room with a doorway, (5) a room also 
with a doorway, but with the top projecting to form a verandah, 
(6 ) a room with a regular verandah, (7) a set of rooms witfi. a 
common verandah, (8 ) a set of rooms with a side room and a 
common verandah, (9) the same, with the addition of a wing, 
(1 0 ) two-stgreyed rooms without a verandah, and (1 1 ) two-storeyed 
rooms with a verandah. The cells vary in height from 3 feet 
square—mere sentry boxes, where a monk’ could only squat— to 
long rooms, like Jagannath, 27 feet 4 inches long and 6  feet 
8  inches broad. The. height also varies generally from 3 feet 
to 4^ feet, but in the Trisula cave it rises to 8  feet. The cell 
is'plain inside, but there are Jaina images iti several of the 
Khandagiri caves, which apparently were looked upon as temples. 
Besides the images, certain auspicious symbols are found on the 
back walls of Tatwa I  and Ananta. Except in the'temple caves, 
the cell-floca: is raised and- curved at the inner ends, evidently 
serve as pil^o^s for monks. These cells must therefore have beej 
meant for residency i.e., weje lenas. Benohes are found only

;he-
esj

i
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the Trisula- cave, where they may be a later addition, for its 
height also 'is abnormal. The ceiling is generally flat, and is 
arched only in  the Haridasa, Jagannath and Patalapuri caves 
in Udayagiri, and in Tatwa I  and Ananta in Khandagiri.

The carvings are found chiefly on the front wall of the cells, 
which have ono^to three doorways, according to their size. The 
doorway is obloftg and has. a groove about an inch wide, cut 
on each side, probably for a jhamp or bamboo-framed movable 
door. In the opqn caves and single cells without a verandah 
a horizontal excayation is found above the doorway, 4 to 6  
inches wide, the ‘object of which is not clear. Some of the 
doorways are simply, but most of the cells with verandahs and 

those without pillared verandahs have doorways with 
’ inters, a tympanum and a tympanum arch within two 
^^klines. The verandah is short or long according to the 

rooms. It is generally benched inside, and many 
^M ves’ over the benches aoross the side walls. In some 
Hrarverandah exists, the cell-top projecting to form a 

^Deing' sometimes carved into the figure of some animal, 
per’s face or snake-hood. Generally, however, the verandah 

Jf supported on side walls, and in front on pilasters, with one 
piPfaore,pillars. The ends of the verandah are often marked by 
guards varying in height from 4 feet 3 inches to 4 feet' 7 inches.. 
These figures usually have bare legs and are armed with a spear, 
but other shapes are also found, e.g., a goddess on a lion and a god 
on a bull or elephant in the upper main wing of the Queen’s 
Palace, a pot-bellied man and a kilted soldier in the upper right 
wing of the same cave, and a female with a male in the' 
Jayabijaya. The ground in front of some important caves has 
been levelled to form a courtyard, e.g., the Queen’s Palace, 
Ganesha, Manchapuri, Jambeswara, Atlanta, jSarabhujl and 
Trisula. # •

The carvings are rude but vigorous, showing males and females Carvin 
in different attitudes and postures sufficiently expressive of various 
emotions, such as pain, eagerness, despair, pleasure, devotion, eto.
The stiffness and immobility so characteristic of primitive art have 
been overcome by the artists, and there is a faint idea of per
spective, e.g., eleplftints are shown one behind the other. Among 
the figures of' animals, elephants are, as a rule, well carved ;#and 
the execution is fair in the oase of horses, deer, monkeys and 
geese. The trees are somewhat stiff, and so are the fruits and 
flowers with creepers and lotuses, displaying none of th^ beautiful^ 
carving of conventional foliage seen in the Lingar&j and 
other Bhubaneswar temples. But ^plant lffe on the whole
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The chro
nology of 
the caves.

appears to have been depicted with care. The hill scenery on 
the sentry boxes and in the second compartments of the Queen’s 
Palace and the G-anesha cave is peculiar and does not appear else
where in Orissan architecture. The hill peaks are represented by 
triangles, a foaiure which also appears in Ajanta paintings.

Domestio life is represented with fair success. The males 
wear clothes like modem wrestlers, i.e., folded and wrapped round 
the waist and thighs, and then tied into a knot, leaving one end 
hanging down. The women, specially those of higher rank, 
wear fine and, it may be, diaphanous clothes (saris), in some cases 
shown merely by a fold on the le g ; but, as with the males, no 
cloth is worn above the waist. The ladies and the chiefs are 
bejewelled, one peculiarity being their heavy earrings, a feat 
found also in the Amravati sculptures. The h e a d -d r ^ ^ ^  
extremely varied, and some distinctly ingenious. Mj j r  
of indoor and outdoor life have been depicted, e.g., a oM  
a two-storeyed house, seats, stools, bedsteads, plates,# 
instruments of four kinds, umbrellas, ropes, trappS j^  
and elephants, swords (all straight) naked or in them  
oblong shields, bow3 with arrows, etc. Beligious life is aSbt 
trayed, e.g., a pavilion on posts forming a temple or p a r t 'l l  
temple, a family dancing in religious ecstacy, the procession of^S1 

saint, the worship of trees, etc. The Sri and the sun-god are 
specially represented, besides a number of auspicious symbols. 
Several caves in Khandagiri contain images of Tlrthankaras 
which, even if of a later date than the caves, are interesting 
as examples of mediaeval Jaina hagiology, while, if contempora
neous, they are the oldest existing specimens of Jaina Tlrthan
karas and their consorts. The prominence given to Parsvanath 
whether among the images or by the use of his symbol, the' 
serpent-hood, is curious, for in other existing remains Mahavira 
is the greatest of all the saints. The preference for Parsvanath 
may point to the early age of the remains, and if so, they are 
unique specimens of Jaina iconography. So little is known about 
this great preacher, who lived, according to Jaina chronicles 
250 years earlier than Mahavira or about 750 B. 0., and 
whose law recognized but four vows and allowed an under 
and upper garment,* that the sculptured redbrd contained in 
thes^ caves, scanty as it is, cannot but be welcome to the 
antiquarian.

The period in which the caves were made has been the subjeot ' 
0Tf much discussion, but recent research has done much to

• Utiaradhytyana-siiira, Lectuie X X III , transl. H . Jacobi, S. B. E., Vol. X L V .



elucidate this vexed archaeological question. The date of the 
Hatigumpha cave has been deduced from Kharavela’s inscription 
and is believed to fall between 158 and 153 B.C. Nine caves, 
viz., Swargapurl, Manchapurl, Sarpagumpha, Baghagumpha, 
Jambeswara and Haridasa in Udayagiri, and the two Tatwa 
oaves and Ananta in Khandagiri, have inscriptions in Brahmi 
characters resembling those of Kharavela’s ; and as these 
characters were changed after the first century B.C., they cannot 
reasonably be placed later than that period. On the present 
data, these nine caves were apparently excavated not much later 
than Hatigumpha or not earlier than the second century B.C. 
Possibly, however, some of- these as well as some of the other caves 
may be earlier than even Hatigumpha, for king Kharavela would 
naturally have selected the hill for his inscription because it had 

’’already become sacred from being the retreat of Jaina monks. 
These monks must have had caves, both natural and artifioial, to 
live in ; and as at least half a century may be allowed for the 
place to become sacred enough to move a royal family' to spend 
large sums in excavation, lenas existed in these hills by the third' 
century B.C.

The existing facts do not conflict jvith this supposition, for a 
century before the Hatigumpha inscription, Orissa had become 
a part of the great Mauryan empire, and must have shared in 
the spread' of religious culture due, among others, to the 
nigranthas mentioned in the edicts. In  the second centuryA.D. 
Nagarjuna, the great Buddbist preacher of Mahayana, is said to 
have conyerted .the king of Otisha (Orissa) and many of his 
subjects to Buddhism; and it is permissible to infer that after 
that time Jaina influence declined and (he excavation of Jaina 
caves stopped. On the 'whole, the 3rd century B.C. to the 
1 st century B.C. may be roughly taken as the period during 
which most of the caves were excavated. The biggest *cave, the 
Queen’s Palace, has unfortunately no inscriptions to point 
out its date. But its long suite of rooms, extensive rows of 
pillars and pilasters, vigorous bas-reliefs, and other elaborate 
carvings, presuppose a very rich donor, probably a powerful 
king and possibly Kharavela himself, who, according to 
the inscription, made pillars (caves) in Patalaka, Ohetaka 
and Vaiduryagarbha, in the mountain peak near the se%t of 
arhats, by skilful masons and able craftsmen with numerous 
designs, etc.

Signs of subsequent occupation are found in same of thg 
caves, e.g., the inscription, in the Nabamuni, shell, Elephant and 
Ganesha caves, and possibly the ynages aE the saints in the

gazetteer . 267'
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Khandagiri caves (except Anantft). The Jainas' were very 
influential in the Deccan from the 8 th to the 11th century;* 
and the characters of the inscriptions belong to this period. 
It is not known how they lost their hold; but their 
influence declined with the rise of Yaishnavism, and tradi
tions ill the palm-leaf chronicles record their persecution 
by a Ganga king at the instance of the Brahmans. During 
the period of British rule the Jaina Parwars of Cuttack 
built the Jaina temple on the crest of Khandagiri, made 
masonry verandahs for the twelve-handed and Trisiila caves, 
and built the small temple in front of these two. The white 
pillars which look so cut of place in the verandahs of the Queen’s 
Palace, and the Alakapuri, Khandagiri, and Satabakhria (i.e., 
Barabhuji and Trisula) caves were put up by some Government 
offioer apparently after 1869-70, as they do not appear in Mittra’s 
plates. In 1902-03 the Public Works Department removed the 
masonry verandah of Satabakhria, put up a shade over the 
elephant inscription, repaired the elephants of Ganesha, and also 
carried out repairs in some of the caves.

Their number, age and carvings make these caves the most 
interesting in Eastern India,, Eirst noticed by Stirling in the 
Asiatic Researches, Yol. X Y  (1824), some of the caves were 
described "by Eergusson in his “ Illustrations of the Rock-cut 
Temples of India (1815), and fuller descriptions are given in 
Rajendralala Mittra’s Orissa, Yol. I., Chapter I, in Beglar’s 
Report, Archaeological Survey of India, Yol. X III , and Babu 
M. M. Chakravarti’s notes on the caves, 1902. Fergusson also 
dealt with them in his History of Indian and Eastern Archi
tecture (1876) and Cave Temples (1880)f.

Khurda.— Headquarters of the subdivision of the same name, 
situated in 20° 11' N. and 85° 38' E. on the highroad from Cuttack 
to Ganjaifi in Madras; the town is 7 miles from the Khurda Road 
railway station, with which it is connected by a good metalled 
road. Originally a small village in pargana Dandimal, Khurda 
came into prominence when the descendants of the Bhoi kings 
made it their capital during the Mughal rule. These kings 
lived in a fort at the foot of the Barunai hill, a mile to the south 
of the town. This site was apparently selected 'because it was 
protested on one side by the Barunai hill, which was easily 
defended, and on the other by dense, almost impenetrable, jungle. 
The fort was taken, however, by the Marathas in the time of

— ------------- * ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------— ---------- -—

"  R. G. Bhandarkar, Early History of the DeTckan, 1896, p. 59 et. seq. 
t  The maf> of the ^aves annexed has been prepared with the help o£ a site 

plan kindly lent by the Superintendent, Archaeological Survey, Eastern Circle.
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Vlrakishoradeva; and during the Khurda rebellion of 1804, it 
was carried by storm by the British troops after a siege of 
three weeks. The fort is now in ruins, but traces of its walls 
and ramparts still remain, an4  there are many mounds marking 
the sites occupied by the buildings of the Iiaja’s palace. On 
the northern slope of the hill, at a height of about >150 feet 
above the plain, is the temple of Barunai, at which a large fair 
takes place during the Raja Sankranti festival in June every 
year. The hill contains several caves, of which the largest is 
one known locally as Pandubguha, whioh is said to be capable 
of holding 100 persons. Rows of low rocky pallets line the 
floor, and it has obviously been the residence of Hindu ascetics 
{jogis). There are numerous pilgrims’ records in it, but the 
inscriptions are of no special interest, though some are of consider
able age, e.g., that of Makaradhwaja Jogi, dated 900 of an 
unspecified era (probably the Ohedi era), another dated Sambat 
780 of no specified era, and three others insoribed in old Kutila 
characters.

The town, whioh has a population of 3,424 according to the 
.census of 1901, contains the usual public offices, a sub-jail, a 
dispensary, and inspection bungalows of the Public Works 
Department and District Board. The climate is dry, and the 
roads, being laid on rocky soil, are good. The local name of the 
town is Jajarsingh. Water is taken to the Subdivisional Officer’* 
residenoe by means of aqueducts from springs in the Barunai 
hill.

Khurda Subdivision.— Western subdivision of the district, 
lying between 19° 41' and 20° 26' N . and 84° 56' and 85° 53' E., 
and extending over 971 square miles. It is bounded on the south
west by the Chilka lake ; on the south by the Daya river, whioh 
separates it from the Puri subdivision ; on the north by the Cuttack 
district and the State of Khandpara ; on the west bj£ the Tribu
tary State of Ranpur and the Gran jam district in the Madras 
Presidency. Along the Daya river the country is flat and 
alluvial ; but with this exception, the subdivision is covered with 
long ranges of hills rising to over 1 ,0 Q0  feet in height, whioh run 
an irregular course from north-east to south-west, breaking up 
the country int8  cultivated valleys drained by small streams. 
The most conspicuous hills are Solari in Banpur near the Qhilka 
lake, Bhelari on the south-west boundary, Boita in zila Kuhuri, 
west of the Ohilka lake, and Barunai one mile to the south of 
Khurda town. None exceed 1,800 feet in height. •

A  natural watershed crosses the subdivision and'separates the 
Ohilka lake from the Mahanadi valley. In fhe western part of
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the subdivision the waters run into the Mahanadi by means of the 
Kusumi; on the north the country is drained by the Ran and 
other small streams ; and on the east and south the waters find 
their way direct into the Chilka lake. The Daya river, which is 
the main branch of -the Koyakhai river, and which inundates the 
surrounding country in the rainy season, connects the Chilka with 
the district of Cuttack.

The population of the subdivision was 359,236 in 1901, as 
against 331,423 in 1891, its density being 370 persons to the 
square mile. It contains 1,212 villages, one of which, Khurda, 
is its headquarters. At Bhubaneswar are situated the Lingaraj 
and other fine old temples, while the Khandagiri' and Udayagiri 
hills contain many caves of great archaeological interest.

KhurdS. formed the last portion of territory held by the 
independent Hindu dynasty of Orissa. The Maratha cavalry were 
unable to overrun this jungle-covered hilly tract, and the ancifent 
royal house retained much of its independence till 1804, when the 
Raja rebelled against the British Government and his territory 
was confiscated. A  rising on the part of the peasantry took place 
in 1817-18, due chiefly to the oppression of the minor Bengali 
officials. The insurrection was speedily quelled, reforms were 
introduced, and grievances redressed; and at the present day 
Khurda is a prosperous and well-managed Government estate. 
The current settlement dates from 1897, when the demand was 
assessed at 3*77 lakhs. The present Raja of Khurda is superin
tendent of the temple of Jagannath, but has delegated his powers 
as such for five years to an experienced Deputy Magistrate- 
Collector.

Kodhar.— An estate situated in the extreme north-east of the 
district with an area- of 5'8 square miles. At the time of the 
British oonquest, the estate was in possession of the Mahant of 
the Uttara-^arsva math, its revenue being nominally devoted to 
the expenses of the mohanbhogq of Jagannath. In 1834,-when 
the claims to revenue-free estates were enquired into, it was found 
by Mr. Wilkinson that the Mahant had no proprietary right 
to the estate and had only been granted an assignment from 
its revenue from th‘e Maratha Raghuji Bhonsla. It was accord
ingly resumed in 1839. A t the settlement Sf 1843-the estate 
was lgt in farm at a sadar jama of Rs. 6,739 to the former ISkhiraj- 
dar, and as he defaulted after one year, the farm was leased to 
Jagamohan Rai Ohuramani, who continued to hold it till the re
settlement «f 1865-66. In 1865 the Collector proposed to let out 
the estate Ui iarm with a net sadar jama of Rs. 8,906, and the 
opportunity was taken to spnvert certain money payments made
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It is said that, somewhat over 730'years ago, Raja Narsing Deo 
completed this stupendous fabric and left this mighty memorial 
to posterity. Twenty-eight temples stand in its vicinity, six 
before the entrance and twenty-two without tho enclosure, each of 
which has its separate legend.”  *

It is clear that the labour and expense of constructing this Materials, 
huge edifice must have been enormous. Even now the porch, 
though without the finial (ka/asa), is 128 feet high; and the 

■ tower must hav.e been nearly 190 feet high. Gigantic blocks of 
stone and massive iron beams were used! The architrave of the 
eastern doorway with the images of the nine planets (nnmgraha) 
was 19 feet by 3 feet by 3 feet and was supported by an 
iron beam measuring 22 feet 10 inches by 9 to 10J inches 
square. The iron beams supporting the stones of the false- 
ceiling inside were from 1 2  to 2 0  feet long, and one was 
found to be 21 feet long and 8  inches square. Not only 
were the iron girders of great size, hut it is noticeable that 
their thickness gradually increases from the ends to the Centre'
“  showing,”  according to Eergusson, “  a knowledge of the 
properties and the strength of the material that is remarkable 
in a people who are now so utterly incapable of forging suoh 
masses.”  t

The fact that the smiths of six centuries ago should have 
been able to weld suoh enormous masses in their primitive forges 
has excited muoh wonder, and the secret of manufacture has 
hitherto been unknown. The methods employed are, however, 
explained in a note kindly communicated by Mr. M. H . Amott, 
Superintending Engineer, who was for some time in charge of 
the repairs to the temple. He writes :— “  In removing one of the 
girders it fractured and tho secret of its structure was revealed.
It was a whitened sepulchre,-and its construction was as follows.
The- iron was wrought into small lengths about 1 foot to i  J feet 
in length and from 3 to 4 inches square, and these Bmall lengths 
were placed end on, and side by side, somewhat in the same 
way as bricks are placed, overlapping one another, to form a 
wall.. But in the interior, owing to. each .'small length not being 
of exactly similar size, and, I  suppose", to carelessness in fixing 
the" lengths, voids were plentiful; and, in the piece I  examined* 
some ..of the voids were large enough for me to insert my ha^d„
What the smiths undoubtedly did, after they had put the lengths 
together, as described above, was to pour in molten iron round

*  Jarrett’s translation.
+ Fergasson, Hittorj) of Indian and Eastern Architecture, (1891)* Book vi, 
2, p. 428,
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the four sidea of the girders; and some of this must have 
penetrated into the interior and thus effected a partial welding of 
the small lengths'inside. At the fame time, it made a beautifully 
polished surface and gave the beam an appearance of great 
solidity and strength.”

Apart, however, from this ingenious method of manufac
ture, the power of the builders to move great blocks of ttone is 
wonderful. A  striking instance of their resources is affoyded 
by the :fact that the crowning stone slab (kalasa) o£ the • 
temple is 25 feet thick and is estimated to weigh not less than 
2,000 tons.** Equally remarkable is a huge piece of sculpture, 
which still lies among the debris. It represents the usual lion 
rampant upon an elephant, which is commonly seen projecting 
from the front of the spire in the temples of Orissa. The height 
up to the top of the lion’s head measures 20 feet; the base is 15 
feet long, and 4 feet 7 inches broad. This colossal figure was 
out out of two solid blocks of stone, and both these stones had lo 
be raised to a height of 150 feet above ground, where they were 
fastened into the wall. Moreover, there are no stone quarries 
within a radius of 25 miles, and no steatite slabs like those found 
in the temple are available within 80 miles. It is quite possible, 
however, that the temple originally stood close to the sea-shore, 
and that one of the small rivers near it was then navigable for 
rafts, at least during the rains, thus affording means of transport 
for the huge blocks of stone used in building, which w'ere 
brought from the hills near Khurda or even further ^way. 
A s' regards the raising of the building materials, there is a 
story that the struoture was embedded in a sand hill, and 
that the huge stones were carried up the slopes of the hill by 
rollers.f

Not only was the general design on a Titanic scale, but the 
temple* was adorned with minute and elaborate carvings and with 
statuary of a finished, type. Every part of the building outside 
is more or less carved or filled with images, e.g., the porch, the 
flight of steps, the pavement, the base, the body of the 
edifice, the doorways, the cornices and recesses of the roofs, 
eto. In each doorway the eight .rows of oarvings, if joined 
together, would be nearly 400 feet long; while the frieze 
on*the roof of the porch along extended over nearly 3,000 feet 
and contained at least twice that number of figures. Many of 
these arabesques and animal figures are in the best style of 
Indian ffrt.

* *  Beport, Arch. Surv. Ind., 1903-04, p. 9.
+ Report, Are*. Surv. Ind„ 1902-03, pp. 48-49.
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1't is no wonder therefore that the temple has extorted admira
tion from numerous critics,* from the time of Abul Fazl. An 
idea of its grandeur even in its present state may be gathered 
from the remarks of Mr. Marshall, Director-General of Archaeo
logy :— “  There is no monument of Hinduism, I  think, that 
is at once so stupendous and so perfectly proportioned as the 
Black Pagoda, and none which leaves so deep an impression on 
the memory. When Fergusson wrote of it so admiringly, he 
had seen but half of its beauty. The deep and riohly carved 
basement with the horses and chariots of the Sun-God had not 
been unearthed in his day, nor were any traces visible of the 
massive dancing hall in front, which makes stich a splendid 
addition to the main building. Even now the shrine remains 
buried in sand and debris, and it will be several years still 
before the whole of the temple— or rather what remains of it—  
can be seen in all its beauty.”

The question naturally arises why this magnificent temple 
was erected in such a dreary barren sandy waste, far from any 
town or centre of trade. The answer to this question lies probably 
in the hydrography of the district. Centuries ago tjie PrSchi 
(literally the east) was a large navigable river. On its banks ara 
still found temples, remains of temples and brick houses, and 
mounds marking old village sites. The temples were so numerous 
and their sanctity was so great that a special guide-book was 
oompiled under the name Prachi-Mahatmya. Tradition speaks 
of an old port at its mouth which, if true, might, with some 
reason, be identified with the port of Che-li-ta-lo that lay to the 
south-east of the capital of W u-t’u (Oda or North Orissa) in 
the time of Hiuen Tsiang, i.e., in the sixth century A .D . 
Round Konarak, existed a number of flourishing villages with 
Brahman colonies, and the Chandrabhaga was then apparently a 
large river. The palm-leaf chronicles speak of a temple to the. 
sun erected here by a Kesari king in the latter half of the 
ninth century, and apparently this date is referred to in the 
Am-i-Akbart, where the temple is described as being 730 years 
old (1590— 730=860). The chronicles add# that, seeing the 
dilapidated state gf the old temple, king Narasinhadeva caused 
the present temple to be erected in a marsh, called Padmatola 
ganda, i.e., the -lotus-raising pool. One may dimly discern the 
reasons for the erection of this great temple in the 13th century,

* Ain-i-AJciar\, Jarrett’ s translation, II, 128-9; Stirling, Asiatic Researches, 
XV, 326; Fergusson, Picturesque Illustrations o f  Ancient Architecture if! 
Hindustan, pp. 27-28; Hunter, Orissa, I, p. 283; R. Mitra, Antiquities o f  
Qrtssa, II, 145 ; Archaeological Survey Report g£ India, 1902-03 and 1903-04.
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Legends.

and it is at least certain that since then the waters of the Katjuri 
haVe been diverted from the Prachi to the Devi, the Kushbhadra 
tad the Koyakhai. The flourishing villages have disappeared; 
sand has drifted' northwards and westwards, obliterating all 
traces even of cultivation; and the temple alqne has withstood 
the attacks of time and climate, bearing melanoholy testimony 
to the past civilization of the land.

Many curious legends are related about the construction and 
deseation of the Konarak temple. Out of the mist of legends 
about the construction of the temple two may be seleoted. The 
first is taken from the palm-leaf chronicles, and the second is 
current in the neighbouring villages. Raja Narasinhadeva, it is 
said, ordered his officer Sivai Santra to erect a temple at Konarak 
in honour of the sun-god. "When the-stones- were being thrown 
into the lotus-covered pool at the sacred site; they were swallowed 
by Ragh ab fish, This untoward circumstance deeply distressed 
Sivai Santra, who slept before the goddess Ramachandl in fervent 
dharnd, (supplication). The goddess, assuming the shape of an 
old woman, appeared before him, and having asked him to take 
some bhogas, handed him a leaf covered with some khir, i.e., 
a confection of rice and milk. Sivai ,put his hand into the 
middle and was scalded, at which the goddess said:— “ You are 
doing just as Sivai has been doing in order to build his 
temple. The stones are being thrown in the middle and are 
being swallowed by the big Raghab fish. They should be thrown 
in from the sides. ”  On hearing this, Sivai Santra had the 
stones cast in close to the sides o£ the pool, and thus gradually 
built up a foundation upon which the temple was'erected. _

Another legend runs that for 16 years 1,200 carpenters and 
masons worked in building the temple. One of them had left a 
boy at home, and when he had grown to manhood, his mother 
sent him* in search of his father. As a sign by which the 
young man might know his father, she gave him the fruit o f 
a barJcoli tree that grew in the courtyard, telling him that only 
his father could identify it. After long wandering he came 
at last to the temple, where he showed the fruit and found 
his father, who alone could name the place from which it had 
come. After finishing their day’s work, the masons went away; 
but ihe son worked the whole night, and completed the porch 
(ip to the Icalasa or final vase. Next morning, the artisans saw 
with surprise this astounding feat and learnt that the work had 
Veen done* by the new-comer. They then angrily asked his 
father if be preferred his son to.all his fellow-workmen; for they, 
said:— “ I f your son is alloyed to go on in this way, he will soon
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finish building the temple; and we will lose not only our daily 
bread, but also our lives, for the king will think we have been 
neglecting our work.”  The father then sorrowfully declared his 
preference for his fellow-workers, climbed to the top, where his son 
was still working, and hurled him down to the pavement below.
But a curse fell on the work, and the porch was left unfinished up 
to the final vase.

A  quaint legend is told about the desertion of the fane. It is 
said that a lode-stone of immense size was formerly lodged in the 
summit of the"great tower, which, like Sinbad the sailor’s rock, 
had the effect of drawing ashore all vessels passing near the coast;
At last, in the time of the Mughal rule, the crew of a ship landed 
at a distance, and stealing down the coast, attacked the temple, 
scaled the tower, and carried off the lode-stone. The priests, 
alarmed at this violation of the sanctity of their shrine, removed 
the image of the god to Puri, where it has remained ever 
since ; and from that date the temple became deserted and went 
rapidly to ruin.

To leave these misty but picturesque legends and come to.more Pall of 
pros'aic details, the ruin of the temple was probably due to the fa llthe tower. 
of the tower, which is the subject of several theories. It is 
ascribed by some to earthquake or lightning, by others to the 
failure of the marshy or sandy foundation to support so enormous 
a mass, and by others again to faulty construction. It seems 
probable that the growth of trees and plants loosened the dome 
and the topmost stone slabs, which then fell down during one o f 
the strong south-easterly gales which lash the coast. Their fall- 
removed the pressure that had kept the stones of the corbelling- 
roof in bond, and gradually these stones of the horizontal arches' 
dropped. This is confirmed by the fact that the lower cubical 
body is still standing intact, and that most of the stones dropped- 
inside the tower or just outside the cubical body. . •

The theory that the ruin of the temple was due to faulty. Architec- 
construction has been substantiated by Mr. M. H. Amott, whffture' 
Writes:— “ The portions that have suffered most are towards 
the west and the south. The corbelled stones on the western 
face are crushed and cracked, and evidently the -Corbelling 
<5f  the interior was damaged when the temple was first constructed,' 
i.e., when the sand was removed from the inside. B jj this- 
dtatement it will be seen that it is supposed that the temple was 
constructed on a heap'of sand, the heavy stones ramped up, and- 
when the work was completed, the sand from the iaside was Ĵl~ 
removed by means of the four doorS. I f  we accept thiB view,- 
it will account for the state of the exterior and the interior of the-



structure, as they exist at the present time; for the masonry being 
without any mortar, in any particular course, or at any particular 
height, the weight of the superincumbent mass must be borne by 
any stones that are not exactly level. They would of necessity 
get crushed, and in turn distribute the weight to the next stones 
that might be out of level, and this would go on until the 
weight came on to a sufficient number of stones, whose power of 
resistance was greater than the orushmg weight. When once this 
point was reached, the structure took up a position of stable 
equilibrium, and all further damage ceased, except that caused by 
the natural disintegration and weakening of 'the stones through 
the lapse of centuries. In a perfectly constructed building of 
the Konarak design no damage would occur, but if any error Crept 
in, or if through carelessness a single unequal course was built, 
the result to such a building would be the same as we see in the 
case of the Black’Pagoda.

“  Further, in a corbel-built structure, its equilibrium depends 
on the relative position of the centre of gravity of each individual 
Btone, and of the structure taken as a whole ; and if constructed 
without centering, the interior must be filled up with sand to 
enable construction to go on. This was experimentally proved by 
constructing a model of the Konarak temple with dry bricks to 
a scale of V' to the foot. It was found that, to keep the corbelling 
in place after a height of 30 feet from the starting point of the. 
corbelling was reached, sand had to be kept below to widen the 
base, so that the weight of the corbelling fell within it, or weights, 
placed on the exterior of the stones that were being corbelled; 
otherwise the structure collapsed. There is also another pressure 
tending to render the building stable, and that is the lean-to that 
comes into play from each wall on- the other at the point when 
each wall would of itself tend to topple over, this being prevented 
by the support derived from the other two walls against which it 
is abutting. This pressure has two components, one of a compres
sive nature with a tendency to shorten the walls due to the 
pressure from the two opposite walls, and the resistance offered by- 
the stones, of which the structure is composed, against the action 
of gravity. There is practical proof that the former pressure is no 
mean one in the temple itself; if the roof is studied, the large 
numbgr of stones will be noticed that to all seeming should fall 
down, and which it would never be thought could possibly remain 
in situ; and the only reason that they do is due to this lateral 
pressure. TJhe fact that this lateral pressure does exist goes to 
prove that tfce walls would fall if they were not supported the one 
by the other.
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“  Now, in order to counteract this, i.e., to prevent tie  walls 
from buckling inwards, it is necessary to weight them. This can 
easily be proved by making two corbelled walls with bricks. I f  
a weight is placed on top of two corbelled walls, they will remain; 
remove the weight, and the corbelled walls collapse. Corbelled 
walls, as in the Black Pagoda, have a tendenoy to fall in, and 
when a weight is placed on top of them, as long as it is great 
enough, the friction it exerts will resist and overcome this

• tendency. This friction in intensity depends on the weight and 
the extent of surfaces in contact. It would be extremely difficult 
to find out now with any degree of accuracy, whether the weight 
of the topmost portion of the walls was' great enough to keep the 
building stable, <5r how much extra weight should have been put 
on top, and whether this weight, consisting of the melon-shaped 
dome known as the amli and the other portions of it, were just 
enough for the purpose ; but it is most likely that it was erected 
without any scientific method, and with a view to effect as the 
ruling cause. As regards the melon-shaped dome, there can be 
no doubt, if what has been written above is accepted as fairly 
reasonable, that this weight is at the same time helping to 
support the walls.

“ W e have therefore this anomaly that the topmost weight is, 
at one and the same time, tending to destroy and also conserving 
the temple. It is nearly certain that the Deul fell from the 
same oause, viz., that when the sand was removed from the 
interior, the weight above was not great enough to resist the 
inward tendency of the corbelling to fall in. The heap of stones 
is direct proof that the result of the catastrophe, when, it did 
take place, hurled the stones inwards and not outwards; had it 
been the latter, the heap would have been a scattered one, i’nstead 
of which it is a remarkably compact one.”

The date of the fall of the tower is not known,, but it is W ort of 
certain that the temple was in a ruinous state-early in the 17th ” o*ora" 
century. In  1627 the tower was so dilapidated, and the shrine-so 
deserted, owing partly to the bigotry of the Muhammadan rulers, 
that Narasinhadeva, Eaja of Khurda, removed the presiding 
image of the sun-god to the temple of InHra in the inner 
enclosure of the Jagannath temple. The beautiful pillar in front 
of the eastern doorway was subsequently removed in the time of 
the Marathas and set up in front of the Lion Gate before the 
Jagannath temple. This was not the only loss the temple 
sustained, for Stirling states that the officers of the Maratha 
Government demolished part of the walls in order .to procure 
Materials for building some insignificant terSples in Puri. Part



of the tower to the 'height of about 1 2 0  feet was still standing in 
the time of Mr. Stirling (1822), and also in 1837 when.Fergusson 
made a drawing of i t ; but it bad entirely collapsed in 1869, when 
visited by Dr. Rajendralal Mitra.

In 1901 Government directed its excavation from the sand in 
"which it was buried, and the work of conservation was begun in 
1902. This work is still in progress.and the following improve
ments have been carried ou t:—the sand has been removed from 
the great courtyard; portions of the compound wall and certain 
platforms have been dug out; the structure in front of the porch 
has been cleared of sand, inside and outside; the base and flight 
o f  steps of the porch have been excavated, as well as the two 
elephant-lions, the two elephants, and the two horses placed at 
the foot of the flight of steps leading to the east, north and 
south doorways; the doorways and the spire of the porch have 
been repaired; the porch has been filled inside with stone and 
sand; the debris and sand round the base of the tower have been 
removed from the north-eastern corner; and casuarina trees have 
been planted on the south and east of the enclosure to prevent 
drifts of sand.

Descrip-. This magnificent temple has sunk into a state sadly different
tion of the f  j o m  that which still delighted the world in the time of Abulremains* - °  .

Fazl, but muoh has been done to remedy the inroads of time
and misohief, and enough is left to give'an idea of its former
■splendour.

Temp.e. The temple compound was surrounded by a wall, and the
prinoipal gateway was to the east. The wall, which was oblong 
in shape, seems to have been 885 feet from east to west and 
535 feet from north to south, and was apparently 7 to 8  feet 
thick and 25 feet high. It was surmounted by battlements, some 
of which now lie scattered about. Two long platforms have been 
laid open in the north-eastern corner of the courtyard, which 
were apparently used for bathing the images. But a more 
interesting discovery whioh has followed the excavation of sand 
is that of a fine hall with elaborate carvings in front of the porch. 
Its roof is gone, but a high basement and the body wall remain. 
The hall has four*doors, one ou each side, with two windows on 
the right and the left of each door. The ioside i8  plain and devoid 
of ornament, but has four massive richly carved pillars which 
supported the roof. The carvings are of the same type as those 
©n the outside Walls of the hall, but not obscene. The four 
Bides of tl̂ e square pillars have been divided into two galleries, 
Sach consisting of a row of five ornamental pilasters adorned 
with figures of animals, musicians and dancing-girls. The hall
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outside is. covered with carvings of gods, celestial courtesans, 
human figures, musicians, etc*, a few being suggestively but Hot 
directly obscene.. Some call the hall a bhoga-mcmdapn, others a 
nafmandapa, and it may be one of the six temples mentioned in 
the Ain-i-Akbari as having been before the entranoe.

A  little to the west of the hall rises a flight of broad steps, now 
broken, leading to the eastern doorway of the porch. The stepd 
are & feet broad, and have side walls carved outside on each- side 
with four horses and two wheels of 16 spokes, thus representing 
•the flight of steps as a chariot on four wheels drawn by eight 
horses. The wheels are minutely carved, and the spaces between 
the wheels and Jiorses have pilasters showing griffins, human - 
faced nagas, heavenly, dauoing-girls, musicians, human'figures, 
etc. They stand on a pavement crowded with elephants id 
various attitudes. At the foot of flights of steps, to the east,
■south and north, are now placed the guarding animals, two 
rampant lions over crouching elephants, two elephants crushing 
demons, and two horses trampling down enemies. The execution 
of the lions is conventional, but that of the elephants and 
borses is spirited.

The porch is a massive building on a high basement. The Porch, 
basement, including the pavement, is more than 16 feet high, and 
is carved with figures similar to those on the side walls of the - 
'Steps. The body of the porch, which is 6 6  feet square, rises 
boldly for more than 60 feet, forming nearly a cube. It has four 
openings, the western leading to the tower. The eastern door
way retains to some extent its original state, though it has lost 
•its navagraha architrave, and is a fine piece of work with its high 
opening, its black polished steatite sides, and its front carved 
elaborately with eight parallel rows of figures and traceries. The 
steatite sides have unfortunately been disfigured by scrawlings 
of m£ny names, the oldest being “ Gr. Hartwell, 1807.”  The 
outside body is covered with elaborate carvings an i statuaries, 
many nearly of life size and obscene in character. ThB pyramidal 
roof is divided into three compartments, the two lowest of which 
ate composed of six projecting cornices, separated by deeply 
recessed compartments containing sculptures as large as l ife ; 
while all the fSces of the projecting cornices are covered by 
bassi-relievi of processions, hunting and battle scenes, and represen
tations of various occupations and amusements. Over the topmost 
ledge' is placed a ribbed dome on crouching lions, with a bell over 
it, and over that' a second dome. The vase-shaped fijjial (tcalasa)'
£t‘ -the top is gone. Except for a plain moulding at a height' o^ 5 
feet, the interior is plain. Just where the pyramidal roof - begins"
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to curve was a false ceiling composed of stones and mortar resting 
on iron beams and supported by four pillars. These fell down 
and littered the floor, but the debris has been removed, and the 
interior is now filled up with stones and sand to protect the sides.

The tower lies dismantled, but the recent removal of sand and 
stones from the north-eastern comer shows that about one-third 
still remains standing. The excavations "have brought out the 
base and a large part of the cubical body. In the base a wheel 
has been discovered indicating that the lower structure was 
intended to represent the chariot of the sun-god. In  the 
centre of the facade is found a small side chamber with a passage 
leading into the interior of the shrine. In a niche above it 
stands a finely, carved chlorite figure of a man on horseback, 
probably Aruna, the charioteer of the sun. The base and the body 
wall are'covered with carvings of the alamkaraa and kdmasutras. 
Recent excavations show that the sanctum was 32f feet square 
inside, and that it contains a steatite throne for the image. 
During the removal of debris 16 fine sculptures have been found, 
which were probably statues placed in the outside niches of the 
tower and body of the porch.

The presiding deity had the figure of Maitr-aditya, holding a 
lotus in eaoh hand, with ornaments on the body and a crown on 
the head. It was seated on a chariot drawn by seven horses and 
guided by Aruna. The image can be still seen in the temple of 
lndra within the enclosure of the Jagannath temple. According 
to the palm-leaf chronicles, the daily service Consisted of eight 
bhogas or offerings of food, and there were 1 2  great festivals, 
the most important being held in the month of Magh (January- 
Februaiy). It is still observed on the seventh tithi of the bright 
half of the lunar month, when a fair is hel<J at Konarak, which is 
attended by a large crowd numbering from five to ten thousand. 
The worshippers gather at the place the previous night, and early 
in the morning bathe in the sacred pool formed by the Chandra- 
bhaga river, and stand on the sea-shore close by to watch the 
sunrise, as it is believed that on this day the sun-god is seen with 
his chariot. They then visit the temple and worship the natagraha 
stone. •

This stone represents the nine planets and h*as an interesting 
history. Originally, it formed the lintel over the eastern door; 
twice ft was determined to transport it to the Indian Museum, but 
the first attempt was soon given up for want of funds, and the 
second, ma^p about 1 0  years ago, was suddenly abandoned on the 
diScovery that the stone had become an object of local worship, 
a man from Furl hafing bee^ cured by its miraculous virtues.
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In conclusion, the carving of this stone and of ' other parts' of Carvings, 
the temple may be mentioned. According to Sir W . W . Hunter,
“  Sculptures in high relief, exquisitely cut, but of an indecent 
character, cover the exterior walls, and bear witness to an age 
when Hindu artists worked from nature. The nymphs are 
beautifully-shaped women, in luscious attitudes ; the elephants 
move along at the true elephant trot, and kneel down in the 
stone exactly as they did in life. Some of the latter have, how
ever, the exaggerated ear and conventional mouth of modem 
Hindu sculpture, and the lions must have been altogether evolved 
from the artists’ inner consciousness. Among the life-sized 
pieces, elephants crouch in terror under rampant lions, while 
mutilated human figures lie crushed beneath the flat, pulpy feet 
of the elephants. Clubinen, giiffins, warriors on prancing horses, 
colossal figures of grotesque and varied shape, stand about in 
silent, stony groups. The elephants have the flabby under-lips 
of nature, and exhibit a uniformity in all the essential points of 
their anatomy, with a variety in posture and detail, which Hindu 
art has long forgotten.”

The obscene character of many of the carvings is most notioe- 
able, but remarks Dr. Bloch “  It should be borne in mind that 
the word obscene and the notion it conveys were unknown to the - 
ancient Indians. In all the productions of Kalidasa and of many 
another famous Sanskrit poet are numerous scenes and descrip
tions, the true meaning of which it would be difficult to explain 
to an audience of ladies, but there is not the slightest reason to 
suppose that any one in antiquity took exception either to these 
or to the realistic carvings of the Black Pagoda. Nothing indeed 
could be more unjust than to decry the people who made them 
as indulging in immorality, gross as the figures may seem to 
modem ideas.’ *

The tower and porch of the temple were visible from sea for Black 
a considerable distance, and therefore served as a landmark for Pagoda' 
mariners. In old logs and sailing directories it is mentioned as 
the Black Pagoda, apparently to distinguish it from the next 
landmark, the Jagannath temple, which was sometimes called the 
White Pagoda. The earliest mention of these names appears 
to be found in the diary of Sir Streynsham Master, Agent and 
Governor of Fort St. George (Madras), who wrote as fo^ows, 
when sailing from Balasore, after a tour of inspection, in 1675 :—
“  December 23rd. W e sailed in sight of the Black Pagoda and 
the White Pagoda. The latter is that place called Jtfggernat,

* Keport, Archaeological Surv^r of India,*1903*04.
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which the Hindus from all parts,of India come on pilgrimage.” * 
Another reference to the Black Pagoda and the “ Jakernot”  
Pagoda appears in the log of a voyage along the coast of India 
in 1746t; in the French JMap of Croisey, 4764 A .D. the' 
temple is noted as Pagoda Noire ; and the old sailing directory 
of Dunn (1780) says:— “ Four leagues E.. & N. of Jagrenath 
Pagoda is the Black Pagoda, which at a distance (like the former) 
resembles a large ship under sail; but on a nearer view it loses 
somewhat of its magnitude.” ?

It may be added that the temple is difficult of access. 
It is situated near the northernmost end of the sandy strip that 
stretches from the Chilka lake to the Prachi river, and the only 
convenient' means of transport is by palki, the journey taking 7 
to 8 -hours, or by bullock cart, when the journey takes .nearly twice 
as long. The road from Purl passes through a long stretch of 
sand or sand-hills, and if good riding camels could be secured,- 
they would be a more rapid means of transport, except during 
the rains. A  small bungalow has been lately built at Konarak 
for travellers and inspecting officers, but it is necessary to maktf 
one’s own arrangements for food. Hindus can put up ip a 
Small math close by.

Kotdesh.— An estate managed by Government extending 
over an area pf 138 square miles. The history of this estate is 
interesting. It is one of the seven great Orissa zamlndaris, 
properly so called, which existed at the date of the British 
conquest. The history of its origin is narrated in paragraph 24 
of Mr. Stirling’s Minute of 1821 :— “ The history of the great 
Kotdesh estate claims a more particular detail. It comprises three 
parganas, Kotdesh, Antrodh and Kalfjori, and was originally" 
divided, like every other part of the Mogulbandi, into the taluks 
of the chanqlhuris and kanungos. There were eight of these' 
taluks m.*pg,rgana Kotdesh. During the -Government of BalajI 
Naik, Trilochan Patnaik, "an Orissa Mahanti, was entrusted with' 
the collection of revenue of pargana Kotdesh, etc., as gumastha on 
the part of the Eaujdar of Pipll, within whose jurisdiction these 
parg&nas were situated. Having distinguished himself by his' 
zeal, activity and intelligence, he continued in charge, when that 
officer died, and at length having obtained the support of the 
Subahdar Raja Ram Pandit, he proceeded to Nagpur, and there 
by paying a large nazarana obtained the zamlndari sanad of the* 
three parganas from the Raja of Berar about A.D. 1775.” '

**biary o f  William Sedgei, edited by Col.'Yule, II, 238.
iklndian Antiquary, 1901, p. 342.
% Horsburgff, Sailing Qirectory, 1809, p. 353.
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Trilochan Patnaik died in 1792, 'and was succeeded by his Bon, 
Narayan Chhottra, who in the following year obtained a fresh 
zanad of appointment from the Marathas. Narayan Chhottra was 
ifi. possession of the zamindari, when Orissa came into our hands 
and the first engagements were taken from him. He died in 1824, 
leaving as heirs two sons, Balkrishna and Krittibas. The former 
<lied in 1833, and the thirty years’ settlement was concluded 
with Krittibas, who, previous to the settlement, had married his 
only daughter and heir to Bhagban Eaitsingh and had made 
some assignment of the estate in his favour. Krittibas died soon 
after the settlement, and his son-in-law Bhagban held possession 
till his death. He was succeeded by his two sons, Abhiram and 
Dhananjay, who each enjoyed a half share of the estate. .In 
January 1896 the estate was sold by auction for arrears of 
revenue and purchased by the chief creditors of the old zamindari 
family. A  seven annas share fell to the Bhagats of ‘Cuttack 
.town, a five annas share to the Chaudhuris of Bhingarpur, and a 
four annas share to the Mahant of Emar Malh in Purl. The 
auction purchasers did not enter into an engagement with the 
Government at the last settlement of the estate in 19U0, and 
consequently it has been held khas, being put in charge of a Sub- 
Deputy Collector who is assisted by a Tahsil establishment for 
collecting the rents. The rent-roll is reported to be Es. 1,76,657 
and the revenue payable Es. 1,04,351.

The estate is a fertile tract lying between the channels 
of the Kushbhadra and the Bhargavl, and is partially protected 
by embankments along the upper reaches' of those rivets, It is 
marked in the north-west by a considerable diversity of level; 
and in the south-east it consists of an extensive plain subject to. 
inundation in years of heavy flood. The north-east grows the' 
lighter varieties of sarad rice, the south-west grows chiefly bara 
dhdn. The average incidence of the rents as now. settled is 
Es. 2-2 per acre, and three-fourths of the estate is held by 
proprietary tenure-holders.

Parikud.—A  large estate with an area of 67̂ - square miles 
held by the Eaja of Parikud, who is the head of one of .the 
leading families^ of the district. The family traces back its 
descent to Eaja Jaduraj, who was in possession of Parikud'and 
other territories in 4he time of the Mughal Government. #It is 
said that he fought against the Subahdar of the Province .on 
behalf of Nawab Parsuram Eaja Pandit, defeated him, and- 
received a large grant of land from the NaWab as i is  rewar .̂- 
Towards the close of the Maratha rule, the. Eaja £>f Khurda 
defeated the then, Eaja of Parikucl, and'deprived him of all his
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laud except Parikud itself. A t the time of the British conquest, 
the jaytrdar of Malud having assisted the British troops in their 
advance, was granted five parganas, including Parikud, as jaglr; 
while the Raja of Parikud, who had failed to support the British, 
'Was directed to pay his quit-rent to him. Raja Chandra Sekhar 
Mansingh, the predeoessor of the present Raja, showed great 
liberality in the famine o f 1866 and was made a C. S. I . ; the title 
of Raja was recognized as hereditary in 1872. The present Raja, 
Gaur Chandra Mansingh Hari Chandan Murdraj Bhramarbar Rai, 
received the title of Raja Bahadur in 1898. The rent-roll of the 
estate is Rs. 27,652, and it pays a rent of Rs. J ,600 per annum 
to the jagirdar of Malud, under whom the Raja is a tenure-' 
holder. The resources of the family have been largely reduced 
owing to the abolition of the salt manufacture on the Chilka lake, 
and the estate is now under the management of Court of Wards.

Pipli.—A  village situated on the Jagannath Trunk Road, 
nearly midway between Purl and Cuttack, being 25 miles from 
Pur! and 27 -miles from Cuttack. It contains a police .station, 
post and telegraph office, dispensary, and sub-registry office, and 
is the headquarters of a Public Works Subdivisional Officer. 
It is the. centre of a considerable trade in rice and cloth, and is 
inhabited by many tailors, who prepare batuas or cloth-bngs 
and.s«ynis or embroidered quilts, which are much prized by the 
Oriyas. The village also contains a colony of Native Chris
tians, a mission bungalow, church and schools. The native Chris
tians mostly belong to the American Baptist Mission Society, 
which sent its first missionary, an Oriya named Daitari, to 
Pipli in 1840. Pipl! has figured somewhat prominently in the 
history of Purl. It 'was seized by prince Shah Jahan in A.D. 
1621, when he rebelled and advanced from the Deccan to Cuttack 
and thence to Bengal. Here the Marathas were defeated in a 
pitched battle by the British in 1803, and the place was raided 
a n d -sacked by the paiks during the Khurda rebellions of 1804 
and 1817. It was also the headquarters of the Settlement 
Officer for several years.

Puri.—Headquarters of the district situated on the shore of 
the Bay of Bengal* in 19° 48' north latitude ajid 85° 49' east 

^longitude. It is about 50 miles distant from Cuttack by road and 
58 mjj.es by rail, and is 311 miles from Calcutta and 776 miles 
from Madras by rail. Its population rose from 28,794 in 1891 to 
49,334 in 1901, the increase being mainly due to the presence of 

large nutnber of pilgrims who came to attend the Govinda- 
dwadasl festival. In the preliminary census the pilgrims were 
counted separately, *and fomad to number 17,085. I f  these are
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deducted, the resident population falls to 32,259 or only 12 per 
cent, more than in 1891. The inhabitants are almost exclusively 
Hindu, only 351 being Musalmans and 1 1 0  Christians. The area 
included in the municipality is 4 square miles-

The present name Puri is not found in any Sanskrit or other Nomencla- 
■works not written in the present vernaculars. Sanskrit and other ture' 
old works refer to it as Purushottama, Purushottama-kshetra or 
Srikshetra; and in Oriya inscriptions of tho 15th century it is 
called Purushottama Kataka (or camp). The Ain-i-Akbart 
describes it as the city of Purushottama,* and this is the name 
given by subsequent Musalman historians down to the author of 
the Jtij/azu-sSa/dlinf who wrote at the dose of the 18th century.
Among Europeans, the city was known from an early date as 
Jagannath, after its great god and temple. The first mention of 
the place by an European appears in the journal of Sir Thomas 
Eoe, who refers to it as “ the chief city called J e k a n a t a n d  the 
earliest English* visitor William Bruton, who came here in 1633, 
o&lls it “  the great city of Jaggarnat”  so called after “ their great 
god Jaggarnat.”  The same name under various spellings is found 
in every subsequent account and was extended to the surrounding 
country and even to the whole of Orissa.§ As the present name 
Puri was not used formerly either by Hindus, Muhammadans or 
Christians, the question naturally arises how it has come to be 
adopted. It appears that after.’ the British conquest, the town 
was sometimes called Jagannath-Pooree; and Mr. W . Hamilton 
in his Description of Hindostan (1820) mentions the city as 
Juggamath, Juggernathpoor and Pooree, while Stirling in- his 
Account of Orissa, published in 1824, uses both Jagannath-Pooree 
and simply Pooree. Evidently, therefore, the latter name com
mended itself to popular taste as a handy abbreviation, and 
displaced the older and more correct name Jagannath or Puru- 
shottam, the lord of the world, whose temple has made the town 
famous throughout India.

Not only is the temple holy, but also the whole of its The 
precincts, the kshetra, extending over five kos or 1 0  miles, whioh 
the pilgrims are solemnly enjoined to circumambulate as in other 
sacred cities. The kshetra extends from the ‘Lokanath temple on 
the west to tlfb Baleswara temple on the oast, and from the 
Swarga-dwara or gate of heaven on the south to the Matia streajfi 
on the north-east. This sacred tract is said to resemble in* shape

* Jarrett’s translation, II, 127.
t  Abdas SalUm’s translation, Bib. Ind. Ed. pp. 302-3. •
{  Hak. Soc. II, 538 : Pinkerton’s Collection of Voyages and Travels, V llI , 

p. 54. «  »*
§ Jeane de Thevenot’s Travels, III, p. ($*; Bernier’s Yojage to the E^st ladies.
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a conch-shell navel (sankha-navi), in the centre of which lies 
the Jagannath temple. It does not appear that the place is* 
mentioned in any very ancient works. It is true that in the 
Mahabharata, Yanaparva, Ch. 114, there is a description of a sacred 
altar on the sea-coast between the Baitarani river on the north 
and the Mahendra mountain on tho south, where Yudhisthira, 
the eldest brother of the Paudavas, offered oblations of water; but 
it is doubtful if this site should be identified with Purl town. In 
the travels of Hiuen Tsiang or Yuan-Chwang (640 A .D  ),-Kong- 
Yu-to, which is identifiable with southern Orissa, is said to 
contain some tens of towns stretching from the slopes of the hills 
to the edge of the sea, but in the absence of other details it cannot 
be said that Pur! was one of them. The attempt of Dr. Rajendra- 
lal Mitra to identify it with Dantapura, the capital of Kalinga, is- 
also- not entertained by more recent authorities. It is mentioned' 
Only in some of the latest Puranas, sporadically in the Padma 
Purana, and in a separate section called the Purushottama- 
mahatmya annexed to the Skanda, Kurina and Narada Puranas. ’ 

The town includes two distinct portions, the Balukhand or 
gandy tract along the sea, and the town proper. The inhabited 
portion of the Balukhand stretches^between two sacred tirtkqs, the 
Swarga-dwara or heaven’s gate and the Chakra-tirtha. The 
central portion of this tract is occupied by the various public 
offices, the criminal, revenue and civil courts, the offices of the 
police, the District Board and the Customs, the post office, the 
circuit-house, the flagstaff with the meteorological observatory, the 
inspection bungalow, the dak bungalow and tho church. Further 
to the north-east lie the bungalows of the officials, beyond which 
have* been built several houses ending on the right (near the sea) 
in the cemetery and on the left in the railway station. Parallel 
to the beach for about a mile runs a road built of tiles laid firmly 
on the sand, with benches at intervals, which may be described as 
the Puri Parade. Behind the Customs office have been built in 
recent years a number of houses, which, with the quarters of - the 
Nuliya fishermen, extend southwards up to Swarga-dwara, the site 
of which is marked by a stone block. Round the latter cluster a 
number of maths or*monasteries, among which the Kabirpanthi 
and Sankaracharya are prominent. The latter* math is said to 
Eave been founded by Sankaracharya himself, aud is evidently-of 
considerable age, as the sand, barely kept back by cactus fences, 
rises all round into a high dune. It has a fine library containing 
about 1,200 manuscripts, of which some are 300 to 400 years,old. 
Close by is a monument said to mark the grave of Haridasa, the 
•well-known MusalmSa follower of Chaitanya.
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' The B|lukhand' is narrowest at its south-east end (the Swarga-- 
djwara),‘where it is only alittle over quarter of a mile broad, and. 
then -widens; till it is nearly a mile at the other end. Excepting 
tine Swarga-dwara portion, the whole of it belonged formerly 
to a zemindar,, from wh'om it was bought by the Puri Muni
cipality and then resold to Government. Leases for building: 
purposes'are 'given by the Collector for 30 and often 50 years, at 
a,Mgh reiital, but so great is the demand for houses on the beach: 
that all the .available land has now been leased out. This .sandy 
tract is intersected by several roads, along which have been 
planted fine avenues, of casuarina trees, which tend to prevent the 
sand blowing inland.
- Thd sea is shallow for about a mile from the beach; and even 
in the calmest season, the winter, all vessels have to lie off at 
considerable distance, the goods and passengers being taken -to 
the shore by the catamarans of the Nuliyas.' During the monsoon’ 
the sea is so rough that no ship can come within a mile (>f the 
shore. “  The surf,”  wrote a visitor in 1829, “  breaks with suoh. 
violence.on this shore during the monsoon, that no European 
boat 'could live for an instant amongst its curling breakers—  
communication with ships from the shore being carried on, as at 
Madras, by the native surf-boats. Of these there are two kinds, 
the musso6ta a,nd the catamaran. The former is deep, spacious, 
dnd extremely light, not a particle of iron being used in its 
construction: the. planks are sewed together with thongs and’ the 
sides,, though tough, are so elastio, that they yield visibly when: 
struck by a sea. The catamaran, which is not calculated to carry 
anything but the amphibious being who guides it, is a sort of raft, 
JJoritfed merely of three long timbers rudely bound together with 
ropes. As residents in the neighbourhood of a high road extract 
am\j.seiiieh.t and interest from the coaches and other equipages 
daily, passing' in review, so do the inhabitants of Ptirl in like 
mariner ifiake the appearance of a ship in the roads an important 
epoch in.the.monotony of their existence. Proud'is the fortunate 
mp.il- who first detects the sail in the distant offing ; and prouder 
still* as well as richer, is he who, having backed' with a bet his 
opinion as to the, number of the stranger’s masts, pockets the gold 
mphur Confirmative of the accuracy of his judgment.”  ,

In 'those days; a stay at Puri was recommended as befog as 
good as a' sea voyage, and a few Europeans used to,gather there 
during the hot months (March to June). W ith the journey 
from Ca'lcutta reduced .to 1 2  ;hours, the place .is being largely 
visited not only by Europeans, but also by, Ijidi&ns i »  increasing 
QUmbejs. -  To. meet the demand for* accommodation,' two hotels

V
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and many houses have been built on the sand, but evea so the 
demand is greater than the supply. This is not surprising, for 
the sea breeze rarely fails and ensures an equable temperature, 
pleasantly cool in summer and mildly cold in winter, thus making 
the station one of the most enjoyable in the Province for a 
short change.

The native The town proper consists practically of the temple of Jagan-
t°wn. nath, of the different quarters radiating from it, and of the 

main road, named Bara Danda, extending from the temple to 
the Gundicha-bari. The quarters are named sahis, and 
Bpread out somewhat in the shape of a fan, as follows: 
Harachandlsahi (with Baselisahi) on the west, Gaurbars&hi on 
the south-west, Balisahi on the south, Matimandapsahi with Kali- 
kadevlsahi on the south-east, Dolmundisahi on the east, Kundai- 
bentsahi on the north-east, and Markandasahi on the north. 
These sahis are crowded with houses, which cluster most thickly 
round the temple and the chief maths; and the same is the case 
also on the wide car road (Bara Danda), the houses thinning out 
only beyodd its junction with the Jagannath Trunk Eoad.

The town was originally built on sand, and probably began 
from the north and west, towards the roads to Cuttack and Gan jam, 
where the Madhupur or M&tia stream is lined with the largest 
tanks, Narendra, Mitiani, Markanda and Sivaganga. The prooess 
of sand reclamation can still be watched in the quarter called 
Balisahi, the name (bait or sand) of which proclaims it one of the 
latest additions to the town. The sands are first fenced in by 
cactus hedges kept straight with bamboos, and then the inside is 
planted with grass and creepers. When the sand begins to pile up 
against the, fences, more cactus is added and the fences are raised, 
until they are replaced by walls of earthen pots plastered and 
cemented^ by earth. Inside, as the sand begins to be held fast 
and covered with vegetable mould, bushes and polang trees are 
planted, until sufficient earth and moisture can be found to plant 
mango groves, the favourite Hindu plantation's. Then wells are 
sunk in the sand, or depressions in the ground are made use of to 
form small pools ;  huts are erected in the gardens, and these 
ultimately make room for regularly built cottagae.

• The town, owing itB existence- to the great temple, was 
natu#ally, we are told by Hamilton in his Description of 
Hindostan (1820), “ inhabited by a bad-looking sickly Hindu 
population, composed mostly of the officiating priests and 
effioers attached to the various departments dependent on 
the idol.”  • Beside^ these, there were the inmates of the maths, 
which chiefly cluster round the temple. These buildings are o f
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masonry, with low pillared verandahs in front, and are surrounded- 
by high walls, with plantations of trees interspersed. For a 
brief description of the principal monasteries, Chapter IY  may be 
consulted. Lodging-houses are another special feature of this 
pilgrim town; a few are built of masonry, but the majority have 
earthen walls and thatched roofs. The residential houses of the 
pandas and sebaks generally have mud walls, but are neat and 
clean, standing on high plinths, with walls often painted in a 
pioturesque way. The plinth is probably made- high to guard 
against the moving sand and the rain water flooding the roads.
The doors are, however, Jow and the windows, if any, small, thus 
affording insufficient ventilation. The houses join one another as 
in modem towns, a fact which probably owes its origin to the' 
neoessity of mutual protection against thefts and violence, but 
whioh naturally makes a fire more destructive. There is no 
speoial manufacture or trade, practically the only produots being 
a few painted piotures and earthen images.

The ,town is dominated by the great temple of Jagannath The 
whioh is at least eight centuries old. According to the palm-leaf temple.*41* 
chronicles, Yayati Kesar! ereoted a temple to Jagannath in the 
town, but no remains of this temple exist. Similar stories' ard 
told of other great temples in this district, viz., Lingaraj 
at Bhunbaneswar and the sun-temple of Konarak; and in the 
absence of corroboration by more reliable records, it seems safer 
to regard this as a mere assertion rather than as an historical f$ct.
From the more certain evidence of inscriptions, it appears that the 
present temple was built during the reign of Chodagangade’va, 
the first Eastern Ganga king of Orissa, whose name still survives 
in that of one quarter of the town called Ohurangasahi, The 
precise date of the construction of the temple is unoertain, but it 
was built not later than the first half of the twelfth century, - and 
possibly a little earlier.*

The palm-leaf chronicles supply a fairly complete list of ther 
structures originally constructed within the compound. Most 
of the side temples, the inner enclosure known as kurmabedha, 
the present kitchen, the dancing and the# refeotory halls 
of the main temple did not then exist. This is partially- 
confirmed by subsequent accounts in the chronioles. According 
to these records, the refectory hall was built, with the i»ner 
enolosure, in the time of Purushottamadeva (1469— 97 A .D .); 
the sun-image was removed from Konarak to Indra’s temple 
in the time of Narasinhadeva (1621-2 to 1644-5) ;* while the* 
Brahmachari Guru of the Marathas, remojed the *sun-pillar

* M. M. Chafcravarti, J. A. S, B„ 1398, p, 328 et seq.

v  2
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in the time of Divyasinhadeva II  (1779-80 to 1797-8). The date- 
of the dancing hall cannot he traced. It is evidently later than' 
Prataparudradeva (1497 to 1539-40) and Grovinda Bidyadhara- 
(Jeva (1541-2 to 1549), -whose inscriptions were put on the front, 
jamb of the porch, but are now invisible in the darkness caused 
by the hall in front.

The palm-leaf chronicles also record the execution of numer
ous repairs, -which were necessitated partly by the ravages of 
time, but. much more by the iconoclastic zeal of the Musalmans. 
Ijh $  earliest Mnsalman raid recorded was in 1509 A .D . when a 
general of Husain Shah, king of Bengal, made a dash on Pur!.1 
The priests had just time to remove the images b j  boat to a. 
gave, probably on the Chilka lake, and the disappointed general 
in. his rage broke the other images, and then retreated on the- 
arrival of. King Prataparudra. The next inroad, and a more 
disastrous -one, took, place on the defeat and death of the last 
independent Hindu king Mtikundadeva in 1568 A.D., when.. 
Illahabad, surnamed Kalapahar (literally the black mountain), 
came down on Purl, flushed with victory over the Oriya army. 
The priests had removed the images to an underground shelter 
on, the Chilka lake, but the Musalman general, tracked the, 
images- there, dug them out, looted the temple, broke fnost of 
the other idols, set fire to the fig -tree, •and demolished the temple 
top up to the 4ome-neck. He also tried' to burn the image of 
Jagannath, but the sacred relio was saved by, a faithful devotee. 
Subsequently the images had to be removed several times while 
the Khurda Rajas were in charge of the temple— four times 
during the time of Puiushottamadeva (1598-9 to 1621-2), twice 
in the time of his son Mukundadeva (1621-2 to .1644-5), Onee.
in the* timg of Divyasinhadeva (1692-3 to 1719-20), and once
again in the time of Ramchandradeva (1731-2 to 1742-3). Two 
Muhammadan Governors lo.oted the temple, funds, and another! 
oame down to Pipl! with the same intention, but was induced to 
withdraw by the Khurda Raja. In fact, with the constant; 
change of Governors, every new incumbent of the posfeiried 
to obtain as much money as he could from the temple funds, and; 
if he failed to gel satisfaction, showed his jzeaJ by damaging the' 
temple. It was only during the Maratha rule- that the temple* 
was left undisturbed; and not only so, but it received additional 
grants from the general revenues. •

It may be added that  ̂ besides the damage done b y ’  the,
JIusalman»a hurricane once blew down the wheel on the7 temple, 
top. Frorg the chronicles it appears that the temple top with-the:, 
wheel was replaced*twice, once in, the time of Ramchandradeva, ■
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the first Khurda king (1568-9 to 1598-9), and again in th‘e 
time of Divyasinhadeva I  in 1719 A .D . The temple was 

‘plasterfed and whitewashed not less than three times before the 
'19th century, and an interesting account of the work and of its 
"cost, during the time of Narasinhadeva (1621-2 to 1644-5 A.D.), 
still exists.

The temple rises over the wide Oar Koad within double Walls. 
The outer wall of laterite is 665 feet by 644 feet, is 20 to 24 feet 
•high, and is capped with battlements. It is pierced on four sides 
by four high wide gateways, of whioh the eastern, i.e., the Lion 
Grate, is the largest. In front of this gate, stands the sun-pillar 
-brought from KonSrak. It is a monolithic shaft with 16 sides, 25 
feet 2 inches high and 6 feet 3J? inches in ciroumferenoe, with an 
exquisitely carved pedestal 7 feet 9 inches square and 6 feet high, 
and has a capital on the top 2J feet high, over which squats & 
praying hionkey (Arana?). On each side a flight of Steps, of 
whioh that to the east has 22 steps, leads up to the inner wall, 
which measures 400 feet by 278 feet and is very thick. Between 
the two walls Ife several structures, of which the most noticeable 
fire the kitchen in the south-east corner, the bathing platform, ill 
the north-east, and the Baikuntha in the west. The' mah&prasads 
ate sold close to the north-east doorway of the inner Wall. Inside 
this wall, aind running alongside of it, are found a number bf 
bffice rooms and side temples.. The most important of these are in 
the north-west comer, viz., the temples of Indra (naw Surya] 
rind Lakshm!, and in the south-west comer, viz., the temples 
of Vimala (or Yimalakshi) and Nrisinha, while several small 
temples cluster round the indispensable fig tree.

In the centre of the stone-flagged pavement rises the great 
temple consisting of four buildings, viz., (1) th<3 refectory 
hall, (2) the dancing hall, (3) the porch, 'and (4) the tower. 
The general characteristics of these buildings are similar tb those 
of the Lingaraj at Bhubaneswar. They have high plinths .and 
cubioal bodies, with elaborate carvings and mouldings outside,’ 
but are plain inside, with, the exception of some pointings 
in the dancing hall. The roof is shaped like .a tapering towef 
in the sanctuary* and is pyramidal -in the rest, with domes 
above,- except in the dancing hall. The high porch doorway < 
On the east' is as finely and elaborately carved as in the Bhuba
neswar 1 temples and at Konarak. The tower dome is capped 
by a gigantic wheel, the emblem of Vishnu. The tower has a 
base about 80 feet square, is 190 feet high, and stands over a* 
pavement, whioh is in turn 20 feet higher thfyi the road outside. 
It has - inside a false ceiling composed 6f stone blocks on iron
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beams, from which one piece, 20 feet long, fell in 1877, but 
fortunately without causing any loss of life, as the images were 
out on the cars. It was- found too expensive to replace it by a 
single block. This inner sanctuary contains a steatite platform,
4 feet high, on which are placed, beginning from the right, 
the image of Jagannath 85 yavas high, of Subhadra, 54 yavas 
high, of Balabhadra, 84 yavas high, and the stump of the 
Sudarsana wheel, 84 yavas ; long a yarn or barley-corn is taken 
to mean - three-fourths of an inch, or possibly a little more. 
The daily rites and the periodical festivals have been described 
in Chapter IY .

Gur.dicha- About two miles from the great temple, and at the other end 
ban' of the Car Eoad, lies the Ghmdicha-bari, i.e., the retreat to which 

Jagannath, his elder brother Balabhadra, and his younger -sister 
Subhadra are driven, each on his or her car, in the beginning 
of the rains. They start on the second tithi 'of the dark half' 
of the lunar month in Ashadha (June-July), stop in this temple, 
or rather house, till the tenth tithi, and then return to the great - 
temple. Except for these few days, it is unoccupied and is 
accessible to non-Hindus. The building is surrounded by a 
wall 420 feet by 320 feet, is 20 feet high and 5 feet 2 inches 
thick, and stands in the middle of a garden. It consists, as 
usual, of four parts connected with kitchen rooms by a narrow 
passage. The tower is 75 feet high with a base measuring 
55 feet by 46 feet outside and 36| feet by ,27 feet inside. The 
tower and the porch are-, according to the palm-leaf chronicles, 
contemporaneous with the great temple, while the dancing and 
the refectory halls are later additions. Like the great temple, 
they bear traces of several plasterings, and are covered in places 
with obscene images in lime and plaster, -which, it is said, were 
put up 40 years ago. The origin of the word' gundicha is 
unknown.. It may be connected with the words gundchi-miisha, a 
tree-rat, i.e., the squirrel, and gundicAa pratipada, the stick festival 
of the Deccan, and may thus signify “  the log house.”

Minor m n̂or saore<l  places consist of the temples of the
sacred eight Sambhus or Sivas guarding the eight quarters, their
places. consorts the Chandis, and the tanks. Of these, the Markanda 

tank with the Markandeswar temple, the Lokanath temple 
witlj the Sivaganga tank, the Indradyumna tank with the 
Nilakantheswar temple, and the Swetganga and Narendra tanks 
deserve special mention. The Markanda tank is stone-lined 

.throughout, covers an area of 3-83 acres and is of irregular 
shape, beiiig 350 feet long on the north, 385 feet on the south, 
542 feet on the west, and 505 feet on the east. It is'said to
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have been repaired at the cost of the late Raja Kirttichandra 
of Burdwan. On its south-west bank stands the Markandeswar 
temple, which is a close imitation of. the Lingaraj temple at 
Bhubaneswar and probably was built at a date between- the 
construction of that temple and of the Jagannath temple. East 
of it, on the same bank, lies a small temple of Siva built in the 
Bengali style of architecture, with eaves projecting, as in bamboo- 
thatched roofs; and at the northern ghat under a fig tree are 
placed eight stone images representing the sacred mothers.

The Lokanath temple lies about two miles off from the 
Jagannath temple on the western boundary of the town in 
a mango grove. Its presiding deity, a linga, remains always 
under, water in a vat fed by a spring, except on the Sivaratri 
festival day, when the water is specially baled out to make 
the top of the linga visible to the worshippers. This god is more 
dreaded than Jagannath, and an oath on his paduka or holy 
water is often administered to witnesses in the Courts at the 
speoial request of the parties. The Indradyumna tank marks 
the boundary on the north-east side. It is nearly oblong, 
measuring 485 feet by 396 feet and covering .an area of 4-52 acres, 
with the temple of Nilakantheswar on its south-west bank. It 
contains several big old tortoises, which come to pilgrims when 
called for food with the cry “ kede kede Qopala.”  It.is named after 
the mythical king who built the first temple of the three deities.

• The Swetganga or white Ganges is the name- given to a 
small tank (254 feet by 180 feet), very deep (about 40 feet) and 
very dirty, the sanitation of which has caused much anxiety-to 
the local authorities, entailing frequent pumpings. In complete 
contrast to it is the Narendra tank, three quarters of a mile 
north-east of the great temple, measuring 734 feet long by 873 
feet broad and covering an area of 8'11 acres. This is a fine 
sheet of water, which is kept comparatively pure by. flushings 
from the Madhupur river during the rains through a channel in 
the western corner. It has a small temple in one part connected 
with the south bank by a bridge, to which the proxy of Jagannath 
is brought for 21 days during the Chandana-j atra (sandal-wood 
festival) in April-May. It contains a few crecodiles and swarms 
with large fish* which are caught with rods under permits, 
granted by the Municipality; but no- nets are allowed except 
on the seventh to the ninth tithis of the Durga Puja days,*when 
the fish thus caught are offered to the goddess Yimala in the 
great temple. The tank is said to have been dug at# the expense 
of an officer of- the king, called Lakposi Narendra, towartls 
the end of the 13th century.



Pori as a
health
resort.

The Swarga-dwara and the Chakra-tirtha, though in the sandy 
tract, may he mentioned here. The Swarga-dwara is so named 
because a dip in the sea near it is believed to form a door t6 
heaven. It is marked by a stone block, and is said to be the 
place when the god Brahma came down to consecrate the images 
of king Indradyumna. It is largely frequented by bathers 
in the month of K.art'fcika (Ootober-November), especially on "the 
full-moon day. The Chakra-tlrtha is at the other end of the 
sandy waste, where pilgrims come to perform sraddha. It  is 
evidently a paft of the old bed of the Balgandi stream, that 
flowed across the Oar Road to the. sea, and formed the north
eastern boundary-of the town. Eemains of a temple are found 
here, said to have been built by the king who built the bridges 
Atharanala and Charanala over the Trunk -Road.

The Atharanala is a bridge of eighteen openings over th& 
Madhupur stream, having spans of 7 to 16 feet, in all- 290 feet 
long, with horizontal arches of laterite and sandstone  ̂ It is 
said to have been built towards the end of the 13th- century 
AJD. and is mentioned in Ohaitanya’s biography (16th century) 
and William Bruton’s travels (1633). The followers of Ohaitanya 
also visit the sites held sacred from association with that 
great apostle, e.g., the Radhakanta Math, where Ohaitanya 
lived, and where his cell, quilt and wooden shoes are still shownj 
an<l Tota-Gopinath on the west (near the sea) where he is said to 
have disappeared.

In conclusion, the following remarks may be quoted from an 
editorial article Purl as a Health Resort for Bengal published in 
the Indian Medical Gazette, April 1906:— “ There are practically' 
speaking two Purls, or rather there are two parts of it. From 
a sanitarium point of view there is the long beach and ridge 
above it, extending for a couple of miles in length and Half ft 
mile in depth. This extends, say from the public gardens near 
the railway to far beyond the white Customs House. Beyond ot 
to the south of this Customs House, which with its flag-pole is 
a landmark on the beach, lies a new quarter, almost- entirely 
inhabited by Indian gentlemen, who have built themselves houses 
here. Between the Customs House and the railway on the, 
ridge lie all the houses of the present officials, aUd here :are;'thf> 
sites of the future houses,* if, as we believe, Puri is to become; 
a “ wc*k-end”  (or holiday resort for inhabitants of Calcutta’ andi 
Bengal. This, ridge rises slowly from the beach and is airy,’dry 
and open. tyTany- good sites for houses could here be selected; 
Behind" and at a considerable distance from this ridge lies*; the 
native town* of Pu*i, built ^around the square of ^Jagahnath’-s
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'temple and along the very broad road froin the temple to the 
garden, along which the famous car is dragged by the willing 
hands of devotees or of hired coolies. The two portions o f the 
town are apart, and any insanitary conditions which might 
at times prevail in the town need not affect the dwellers oli 
the ridge. ’

“ It need not be imagined that Pur! is in the' hot weather as 
«ool as the hills. It is not, but the heat is never excessive and is 
always tempered by the strong cool pure breezes from the Sea. 
The jresfcnt and the future houses are, and will be, close to the 
beach and the fresh "wind blows through the houses all day! 

-Punthas are seldom, if ever, wanted, certainly not at night time.'
The 'marginal 

table sho-fas the ac
tual figures fof 
temperature and 
wind for the past 
two years, and are 
expressive. Thd 
important point is 
that while these 
temperatures are 
comparatively Idw, 
they are made still 

more endurable by the ever present sea breeze. Nor iB- the 
rainfall heavy—in faot, for a district in Bengal it is light. The: 
candy soil soon absorbs the rain, and a few minutes after a 
shower the roads are dry -again, and well fitted for cycling 
and walking.

“ As regards health, it is not easy to get reliable’ statistics.5 
The European population has only consisted of the few district’ 
officials, and the native population figures are viti^tfed by the 
fact-that there is a continuous stream of pilgrims in 'and out o f 
the town. The statistics of the Sanitary Commissioner, how-' 
ever, show that Pur! district is the least malarious in Bengal, and 
those of the local hospitals show that the town is singularly free 
from malaria an<̂  from tuberculosis. Puri, we consider, can' Be" 
made a place of value as a resort for invalids, especially thebe' 
recovering from feyer, from dysentery or other bowel complaints 
or suffering' from incipient tuberculosis. Children-do especially* 
well at Pur! and can play about on the sands for most bf the; 
day. Victims of chronic asthma often find relief *thex%.”  • 1
; Purl Subdivision.— Headquarters subdivision, situated 
between 19° 28'and 20° 23' N. and hetween 8%° S' ahd 86° 25*E.j

Mo n th , Temperature. * lb04. 1905. W ind
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with an area of 1,528 square miles. The Bay of Bengal forms 
the south-eastern and the Khurda subdivision the north-western 
boundary; the district of Cuttack lies to the north, and the Gan jam 
district of the Madras Presidency to the south-west. The 
boundary between the Puri and Khurda subdivisions is a well- 
defined line made by the channels of the Koyakhai and Daya. 
The valley of the Daya is orossed by low hills at two points only—  
at Dhauligiri, an isolated peak in north Kotrahang, and at 
Jagadalpur close to the Delang station of the Puri branch railway. 
With these exceptions, the subdivision is an alluvial deltaic 
country stretching from the base of the Khurda hills to the Bay 
of Bengal.

The main portion of the delta is contained between the 
channels of the Daya on the west and the Kushbhadra on the 
east. A  belt of sandy ridges Etretches along the entire sea-coast, 
varying from 1 to 4 miles in breadth; and on the south-west lies 
the great expanse of water called the Chilka lake, which occupies 
about one-fifth of the total area of the subdivision. The Koya
khai, the southern branch of the Katjurl river, is the head 
stream of the delta, and has three main distributaries, viz., the 
Kushbhadra, Bhargavi and the Daya. The country between the 
Bhargavi and Daya has two chief drainage channels—the 
Ratanchira and the N un; and the Prachi, carries down to the 
sea the drainage of the border country between Cuttack and Pur!.

The population of the subdivision was 658,048 in 1901, as 
against 613,575 in 1891, its density being 431 persons to the 
square mile. It contains one town, Puri, its headquarters (popu
lation 49,334), and 1,889 villages. The famous temple of 
Jagannath is situated in Pur! town, while other important remains 
are the Black Pagoda at Konarak and the Asoka inscriptions 
at Dhauli.

Satyabadl.— A  village in the headquarters subdivision, 
situated 12 miles north of Puri town and within less than a mile 
of the Sakshigopal railway station. It  has a population, according 
to the census of 1901, of 1,547 persons. It is surrounded by 
sdsans or Brahman villages, and is a centre for the local trade in 
grain and cocoanufs. Archaeologieally, it is of considerable 
interest on account of the temple dedicated to Sakshigopal, an 
incarnation of Krishna, Whioh is visited by pilgrims on their way 
to Jagannath. The name Sakshigopal means “  witness Gopal,”  
i.e., Krishna, and is derived from the following legend : Two 
Brahmans of Yidyanagar went on pilgrimage, and after visiting 
many sacred sites, came at last to Brind&ban. There the elder 
promised bis compafiion, in tjie presence of Gopal, that he would
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give him his daughter .in marriage; hut when they returned home 
the marriage was bitterly opposed by the wife and relations of 

'the elder Brahman. Influenced by their protests, the latter gave 
the young Brahman evasive replies, denying that he had made 
any promise ; and when the young man declared that the promise, 
being made in the presence of the god, should not be trifled with, 
they all laughed at him and told him to bring his witness. The 
young man thereupon went to Brindaban and prayed that the god 
would come and attest the promise. His prayer was granted, on 
condition that he should never look back while on the road,. 
When close to Yidyanagar, the young man, yielding to his desire 
to see whether the god was really following him, looked back, and 
thereupon the image stood firm and would not move. He went 
on into the town and told the Brahman and the townsfolk of the 
arrival of the g o d ; whereupon they all went outside the town and 
were astonished to find a heavy image standing in the open plain. 
This miracle made the old Brahman repent, and he gave his 
daughter in marriage to the young man. The news reached the 
ears of the king, who built a temple on the spot and worshipped 
the image with great pomp and ceremony.

The image was brought from Yidyanagar by king Purushot- 
tamadeva (1471— 97 A.D .) as part of the spoil which he took from 
the oaptured city. He installed it in Cuttack, where Ohaitanya 
saw it during his pilgrimage in 1510 A .D .; but subsequently it 
was removed to the present temple at SatyabadI during the period 
of the Mughal rule. The -temple is located in a garden, and is 
about 70 feet high. The image, which is 5, feet high and out out 
of a great stone, represents a god standing erect with his hands 
hanging by his side. To the left is an image t>f Radha, standing 
a little over 4 feet high.

Udayagiri.— See Khandagiri.
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A.
Aldkasha, 102.
Aboriginal races, 71-73.
Aboriginal tribes, 211 22, 7 4 ; education, 

of, 232.
Administtation of the Jagannath temple, 

120-124 ; of land revenue, 198-219 ; 
general, 220-^25 • of justice, 223-224. 

Administrative charges and staff, 220. 
Afghans, conquest of Orissa by, 30 -31 ;

revolts of, 32-34.
Agricultural statistics, 151 ; 'classes', 180. 
Agriculture, 146-159.
Alakapuri cave, 256, 257.
Ali Vardi Khan, 39.
Alluvial formation, 15.
Amruta-manohi grants, 207.
Ananta cave, 263.
Andhra dynasty, 24-25,
Animism, 87.
Animistic observances, 75-78.
Anka  years, 85.
Ankula, 195. ’
Arakhkuda, 1 81 .“ 1 
Archaeology, 55-58.
Architecture of Orfcsan temples, 56-53, 
Artisans, wages of, 1 7 4 ;' matt rial condi

tion of, l77.
Arts and industries, 130-188.
Asoka, reign of, 2 3 ;' inscriptions of, 

245-240.
Alrotriya Brahmans, 81.
Astrang, 195.
Atharanala bridge, 296; 
Athara-nullahViver, 11.
Atri, description of 23?.

B.

Baghagumpha cave, 260.
Baghchal river, 14.
Baghmari, 195.
Eafial land, 207.
Sahuda, 104.
Baitha hill, 7 ;  description of, 234, 
Bajadara cave, 256.
Balia, malal soil, 148.
Balianta, 195 ; police outpost,at;  22o. 
Balighai, 195.
Balipatna, 195 ; police,outpost at, 225." 
Balkati, 53, 188, 1,89. :
Kalugan, 195.
Balukhand, description of, 233, 288-290. 
Banamalipur, 73.

Banpur, 52, 73, 185; 169 ; rainfall, of 
2 0 ; dispensary at, 137; thana at, 225 
description of, 233.234.

Banpur Mals, rent settlement of, 173. 
Baptist Mission, 73.
Barabhuji cave, 262.
Bara Danda road, 106.
Bara-deul, 99. 
llara-dhan, 153.
Barajor river, 14,
Baral, 234.
Barkul 6,195.*

Barunai hill, 7 ;  description bf, 234. 
Bauris,.7l, 82.

Eaziafti land, 2 0 7 ; tenures, 21*.216. 
Belepara, 73.
Bengali population, Jl,

Bengal-Nagpur Railway,, 196.
Beiha, 102.
Sm san, 153, *154.
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Bbagabataghara, 64.
Bhargavi river, description of, 10-12 ;

branches of, 10-12 ; navigation on, 196. 
Bhaskareawav temple, 241.
Bhatpara, 10,
Bhelari hill, 7.
Bhoga, 118.
Bhoga-mandapa, 99, 281.
Bhoi dynasty, 30,

,Shoi-mul, 198.
Bhubaneswar, description of, 234-244; 

dispensary at, 1 3 7 ; police outpost at, 
225; school at, 231.

Bhusandpur, 195.
Siali rice, cultivation of, 154.
Birds, 18.
%\rhi, cultivation of, 154, 155.
Birth-rate, 126.
Biswnnath hill, description of, 244.
Black Pagoda, 15, 283, 284.
Boats, 196, 197.
Bolgarh, 16, 1 95 ; police outpost at, 

225.
Botany, 17-18, 138-139.
Boundaries of district, 1.
Brahmagiri, police outpost at, 225. 
Brahmanism, 87-88.
Brahmans, 80-82,177. 
jBrahmottar land, 207, 209.
Brass manufacture, 188.
Breakfast island, 5.
British conquest of Orissa, 44-45.
Bruton, description of Puri by, 84-36. 
Buddha’s tooth,Jegend of, 91, 92. 
Buddhism, 25, 31,*88.
Buddhist origin of Jagannath, theories 

of, 90-95.
Bungalows, 195.

c.
Calamities, natural, 160-171.
Car festival of Jagannath, 106-109;

theories of origin, 90-91, 94.
Carving in stone, 185-187.
Cash rents, 172-174.
Caste system, 78-79.

Castes, principal, 79-85 ; excluded from 
Jagannath temple, 98-99.

Castor oil plant, cultivation of, 155. 
Catamarans  ̂ 197,
Cattle, 158.
Caves of Khandagiri and Udayagiri, 

251-268 ; description of, 251-264; 
architecture of, 264-265 ; carving of, 
265-266 ; chronology, of, 266-263. 

Census statistics, 59-60,
Cesses, revenue from, 222.
Chaitanya, the Vaishnavite reformer, 31, 

95, 96.
Chakra-tirtba, 296.
Champajbar river, 14.
Chandana Jatra, 107.
Chanianaligi, 102.
Chandka, 195. «
Chandinadart, in Khurda,- 2 1 1 ; in Puri 

subdivision, 218.
Cbandrabhaga river, 271.
Character of the people, 65-68.
Chasas, 79-80.
Chatarma, 16.
Chattis, 136.
Chaudhrit, 200.
Chavh\dafs, 225.
Chdulia mafal soil, 148.
Chelia Gola, 83.
Chhatabar, 195.
Chhatralhoga, 99, 118.

Chhota-hati cave, 256.
Chilka lake, description of, 3 -6 ; geology 

of, 16-17; fisheries in, 182, 183.
China, cultivation of, 154.
Chingiria river, 12.
Chitrakot hill, 244, 245.
Chola dynasty, 28.
Cholera, epidemics of, 129-130.
Christians, 78. • ,
Chronology, 85-86.
Civil justice, administration of, 223-224. 
Climate, 19-20 ; in relation to health, 

125.
Commerce, 188-190.
Commercial classes,, 177, 189. 
Communication, means of, 191-197. 
Configuration o( district, 2,
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Conquest of Orissa by the Muhammadans, 
32-38; by the Marathas, 39-40; by 
the English, 45.

Conservancy, forest, 139-141,144-145. 
Cotton, cultivation of, 155 ; weaving of, 

187,188.
Country spirit, manufacture and con- 

sumptiop of, 221.
Courts, civil and criminal, 223, 224, 
Crime, 224-225.
Criminal justice, administration of, 224. 
Crops, principal, 151-155.
Cultivation, extension of, 156-157;

improved methods of, 157.
Cultivators, material condition of, 1?7, 

178.
Cuttack-Ganjam road, 194.
Cuttack-Purl road, 194,

D.
Dafacffirs, 225.
DaitSs, 83, 110.
Dalai jaglrs, 210. '
Dalua rice, cultivation of, 154.
Dancing girls, 110, 111.
Dantapura, 92, 94.
Daras, 195.
Dasahara, 105.
Daiid Khan, 32.
Daya river, description of, 10; navigation 

on, 196.
Death-rate, 126.
Dehottar lands, 209.
Dekhamaria rent, 174.
Delang estate, 204; police outpost at, 

225.
Deltaic rivers, 8-12.
Density of population, 60-61.
Deulia Brahmans, 81. #
Devadasis, 110, 111.
Devi river, description of, 13.
Dhanaghara cave, 259, 261.
Dhanua river, 10.
Dhauli, description of hill and remains, 

245-250.
Dhaurici river, 11.
Dbuanali, 195.

Dhulibhag rent, 173.
Diarrhoea, 130-131.
Diha land, 148.
Diseases, principal, 126-131.
Dispensaries, 136-137.
District Board, 226.
Dola Jatra, 103.
Drainage system of Puri town, 131-132. 
Dress of the people, 63.
Droughts, 160.
Dwellings, 63.
Dyes, 155.
Dysentery, 130-131.

E.

East Kania river, 11.
Eastern Ganga kings, 28.
Edicts of Asoka, 245-249.
Education, 228-232; progress of, 228-230; 

statistics of, 230; secondary, 231; pri
mary, 231; female, 231; of Muliam* 
madans, 232 ; of aboriginals and low 
castes, 232.

Educational staff, 230.
Ekhrajat Mahals, 208.
Embankments, 168-171.
Emigration, 61.
Era, Orissan, 85-86.
Estates, revenue-paying, 204-205. 
Ethnology, 71-73.
Excise, administration of, 221.
Exports, 188, 189.
Extension of cultivation, 156-157.

-F.

Fa Hian’s account of ancient car festival),
88-89.

Faming, 160-lTj 5; of 1868, 160-164; of 
1897, 164-165.

Fauna, 18.
Female education, 231.
Ferries, 196.
Festivals of villages, 64; of Jagannath 

temple, 103-105.
Fever, types and prevalence of, 126-129, 
Fifere crops, cultivation of, 155,
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Filariasis, 128.
Finance, 220-223. t 
Fish, 18-19.
Fisheries, 181-185,
Floods, 147, 165-168; river floods, 165- 

166; salt floods, 166-167; memorable 
floods, 167-168.

Fly-shuttle looms, .188.
Food of the people, 62-63.
Forests, 138-14-5; general description, 

138-139; history, 139-141;. system of 
nianagement, 141-142; revenue, 142- 
113 ; administration, 143-144; protec

tion, 144-145.
Fruits, 155-156.

G.
Game birds, 18. k 
Ganesjm cave, 258-259.
Ganga kings, 28.
Gangpara, 52, 53.
Gangua river., 10, 14. >
Ganja, consumption of, 221.
Ganjam road, 194.
Garadia, 195.
Garhias, 150.
Garhjats, 198.
Gauni (measure), 190.
Gauras, 82.
General administration, 220-225.
Geology, 15-17.
Ghaguria river, 14.
Ghatikia, 187. ^
Ghoradiha hills, ID, 12.
Girls’ schools, 231.
Gobindpur police outpost, 22,5.
G'odokant riVer, 13.
Golara estate, 204.
Gbp,- ii)5 ; rainfall of, 20; dispensary at, 

137; sub-registry office >at, 223 ; thana 
at, 225.

Qora lanĉ  148.
Goriali, 16.
Governors, Muhammadan, 36-39;
Grai# Oevatl, worship of, 75-78.
Grazing grounds,Tt58-159.
Grazing in forests, 144,145,

Gundicha-bari, 106, 291.
Gurias, 83;
Guru training schools, 231’.

H.

Haldia, 187.
Balias (labourers), 175.
Hantwar, 195.
Hara river, 14.
Harchandl river, description of, 12. 
Haridasa cave, 260,
HastabuQ, 205.
Hatigumpha cave,. Kharavela’s inscrip

tion in, 24; description of, 259,.
Eats  or markets, 189.
Health, public, 125-137.
High schools, 231. ,
Hill system, 7.
Hill tribes, 71.
Hindu revenue system, 198.
Hindus of Puri, 73-75; some beliefs of, 

75-78. *
Eira, 147, 148.
History of the district, 21-58'.
Hiuen Tsiarig, account of Orissa by,'25. 
Honorary Magistrates, 224.
Hospitals, 136-137.
Houses, 63 
Humidity, 20.

I.
Idigas, 83.
Idol of Jagannath, theories of origin, 

93-91} description of, 99-100.
IJqras, 205.
Immigration, 61.
Imports, 189. ,
Incidence of rents, 172, 173.
Income-tax, 222.
Indebtedness, 178.
Indo-Aryan settlers, j22.
Indradyumna, legend of, 89-90-,
Industrial classes, 180. «.. (
Industries,'180-183; jail, 225.
Infanticide, practice of, 225.
Inoculation, 131.
Institutions, medical, 186-137.
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Inundations, 165-168.
Irikas, 83.
Irrigation, 149-161.

J.
Jagadalpur, 7, 195.
Jagamohana, 99,
Jagannath, worship of, 87-124; logend of,

89-90; theories oE Buddhist origin,
90-95; catholic nature of tho worship, 
97-98; temple, 99 ; idols, 99-100 ; 
ritual, 100-103; festivals, 103-105; Car 
Festival, 106-109; temple staff, 109- 
111; maths, 112-113; pilgrimage, 113- 
118; bhoga and mahaprasad, 118-119; 
administration, 120-122; income, 123- 
124.

Jagannath cave, 260.
Jagannath road, 191, 194.
Jagannath temple, description of, 291- 

294.
J eglr  lands, in Puri subdivision, 218. 
Jagir Mahals, 207.
Jails, 225.
Jaina remains, 266-268.
Jainism, 24, 31, 87, 88.
Jajarsingli, 289.
Jala or wet land, 148.
Jambeswara cave, 260.
Jankadeipur, 11, 195.
Jankia, 195; outpost at, 225.
Janta (water-lift) 151.
Jatni, 195, 197; description of, 250. 
Jayabijaya cave, 257.
Jhulana Jatra, 105.
Jori Nullah river, 14.
Justice, administration of, 223-224.

K.
Kabir, 95, 96.
Kabulis, 189.
Kadua river, description of, 13.
Kahalias, 83.
Kaipadar, description of, 250.
Kakatpur, description of, 250 ; police out- 

post at, 225.
Kalai, cultivation of, 155.

Kala  or homestead land, 148.
Kala matal, soil, 148.
Kalapathar, 195.
Kaligiri river, 14.
Kalinga, 22, 23, 24.
Kalupara Ghat, description of, 250.
Kamil hiziaftiddrs, 216.
Kanas, 195; polico outpost at, 335.
Kanchi river, 11.
KSni river, 14.
Kania river, 11.
Kansari river, 14.
Kanti, 195.
Kanungos, 200.
Karans, 82-83.
Katjurl river, 9.
Kansalya Gang, 246.
Kelas, 84.
Kerandipur, 195.
Kesari dynasty, 25-28.
Kethai river, 13.
Kewats, 21, 82,
K&airat lands, 207.
Khandagiri hill, description of, 250-251 j 

caves of 260-263.
Khandait jag\rs, 211.
Khandpara, 189.
Khandpati, 198.
Kharavela, reign of, 24.
Kharida jamabandi tenures, 215, 216. 
Kharida tenures, 215.
Kharidadar mukaddams, 213,
Khirisai, 181.
Khonds, 21, 71, 74, 7 5 ; education of, 

232.
khurda, description of, 268-269 ; rainfall 

of, 20 ; captured by the English; 50 ; 
dispensary at, 137 ; sub-registry at, 
223 ; sub-jail at, 225 ; High school at, 
231.

Khurda estate, 204 ; fisheries in, 184,185, 
KhurdS bills, 7.
Khurda-Kalapathar road, 195.
Khurda Rajas, history of, 45-48; rebellion 

of 1804, 49-50 ; o f 1817, 60-55.
Khurda subdivision, description of, *269- 

270 ; rent^settlemenl?of, 172.

S
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Khushl&ih land, 207, 211.
Kilns, 199,
Kodhar estate, description of, 270-271. 
Eokal estate, 204.
Konarak temple, description of, 271-284. 
Kotdesh estate, 204 ; description of, 

284-285.
KotWhoga, 99,118.
Koihi&s (labourers), 175.
Kotsahi estate, 201.
Koyakhai river, description of, 9.
Krishna, worship of, 88, 89, 96, 97. 
Krishnachandra estate, 204.
Krishna Janama, 105.
Krishnanagar estate, 204.
Krishnaprasad, police outpost at, 225. 
Kuakhai river, description of, 9.
Kuhuri, 185.
Kulthy  cultivation o f, 154.
Kamutis, 84.
Kurarhmal, 7.
Kushbhadra river, description of, 9-10 ;

navigation on, 196.
Kusumi river, description of, 14.

L.
Labourers, wages of, 174, 175 ; material 

condition of, 179.
Labouring classes, 175.
L og in  dhin, 153.
Lakes, 3-6.
LsJchirdj lands, 205, 209.
Lalatendu cave, 262.
Land measures, 190.
Land revenue, administration of, 198-219;

receipts from, 220.
Land tenures, 209-219; o f Khurda, 

209-211; o f Puri subdivision, 211-219.- 
Language, 68-70.
Landlords, material condition of, 176- 

177.
LSterite, 16, •
Legend oft Jagannath, 89-90,
Leper asylum, 137.
Lingaraj temple, description of, 236-240; 

t*mple buildings, 236-238; date of 
temple, 238; ritual, 338-2J9; festival,

239-240; offerings, 240; establishment, 
240; architecture, 242-243.

Linseed, cultivation of, 155,
Lion Gate, 293.
Literate population, 230.
Literature, Oriya, 70-71.
Loam, 178.
Local Boards, 227.
Local Self-Government, 226-227. 
Lodging-houses, 117,132-133,133 , 
Lodging-House Act, 135-136. 
Lodging-House Fun.l, 136.
Lokanath temple, 295.

M.
Madagni river, description of, 14.
Madan Mohan, 103,105.
Magarnal river, 13.
Mahantis, 83.
Mahants, 112-113.
Mah&pras&d, 118,119.
MahdsnSna, 101.
Mahastan Brahmans, 81.
M ajhili dhdn, 153.
Makara Sankranti, 103.
Mahtals, 231.
Malaguni river, description of, 14. 
Malarial fever, 128.'
Mals, 61,125.
Malud Jagir Mahals, 208-209. 
Manchapurl cave, 257, 2S8.
Mandia, cultivation of, 154.
Mangalajuri, 16.
Mangaljit river, 14.
Mangoes, 155.
Miinikpatna, 19,45, 181,192.
Man Singh, 83.
Manufactures, 180-158.
Manures, 157.
Maratha Governor^ 42-43; .families, 71. 
Marathas, rule of, 39-44 ; revenue system 

of, 199-200.
Marhia Brahmans, 81.
Marichpur estate, 205.
Markanda tank, 294.
Markandeswar temple, 295.
Markets, 189,



i ndex;
Marriage customs, 63-64.
Marwaris, 71, 189.
Mas tan Brahmans, 22, 81.
Masula boats, 197.
Material condition of the people, 176-179; 

of landlords, 176-177; o f  professional 
classes, 1 77 ; o f mercantile classes, 
177 ; o f cultivators, 177, 178 ; o f arti
sans, 178 ; o f labourers, 179.

'  Maths, 112-113.
Matia Keliis, 84.
Matkatpatna, 10.

* Maurasi muJcaddams, 213.
Maurya dynasty, 23-24.
Means of commuhication, 191-197; 

development of, 191-J03; roads, 
193-195; railways, 196 ; water, 196- 
197; postal, 197.

Measures, 189-190.
Medical aspects, 125-137.
Medical institutions, 136-137.
Mercantile classes, 189 ; material condi

tion of, 177.
Middle English schools, 231.
Middle Vernacular schools, 231. 
Migration, 61.
Minchinpatna, 73.
M inhi lands, 209; in Puri subdivision, 

218.
Missions, Christian, 73.
Monaguni river, description of, 10, 14. 
Monasteries (maths), 96.
Money order transactions, 197.
Monsoon rainfall, 20.
Muga, cultivation of,. 154, 155.
Mugai river, 10.
Mughalhandi, 198.
Mughal revenue system, 198-199. 
Muhammadan Governors of Orissa, 36-39. 
Muhammadan raids, 28,29 ; conquest, 32. 
Muhammadans, 73 ; education of, 232. 
MuJcaddams, 1P9,212-214.
Mukhsiali, 99.
Muktcswar temple, description of, 241. 
Mukunda Deva, rule of, 30-31. 
Mnkundpur, 4 5 ,195.
Mulias (labourers), 175.

Municipalities, 227.
M ustdjin, 205.
Mustard, cultivation o f ,  155.

N.
Nabamuni cave, 261.
Nad\patu land, 148.
Nalabana, 5.
Nalua Kelas, 84.
Narangarb, 187.
Narasingha Janama, 104,
Narendra tank, 295.
Narsinghpur, 155.
Nat-mandapa, 99.
Natural calamities, 160-171 ; liability 

to, 160, faminesj 160-165 j flood 
165-168 ; embankments, 168-171. 

Natural divisions of the district, 2. 
Navagraha Btone, 282.
Navanna Jatra, 103.
Navigation, 196.
Naya Nadi river, 11.
NiakhJa river, 9.
Niladriprasad, 156,
Nilgiri hill, 251; caves of, £64.
Nimapara, 195; police outpost at, 225. 
Nisft baziaftidars, 215.
Niti$ of Jagannath, 101-103. 
Non-occupancy ryots in Khurda, 211.
NuS Tcalelara, 105.
Nuagaon, 181.
Nuliyas, 84-85, 181.
Nuna river, description of, 12.
Nunia matal soil, 148.

o .
Occupancy, ryots in Khurda, 210. 
'Occupations of the people,-180.
Odras, 22, .
Oil-seeds, cultivation of, 155.
Opium, consumption of, 221.
Oriya language, 68-70; literature^ 70-71. 
Outposts, police, 225.
Oysters, 19.

P.
Fqfih&ns, 19# 212-214,
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Pahandi, 104,
Pa&anis, 150.
Pahi ryots, 217 ; rents paid by, 173.
P a ik  jag\rt, 210.
Paih  rebellion, 50-55.
P a la  land, 143.
Pan, cultivation of, 155.
Panasa cave, 257.
Panda Brahmans, "81.
Pandas, 109-110, 118,117, 118; income 

of, 116.
Paniari Brahmans, 81.
Pinidhdn rent, 174.
Pans, 21, 71.
Parasurameswar temple, 241, 242. 
Pariharis, 109, 113.
Parikud, estate, description of, 285-286;

island, 5.
Parsvanath, 256.
Pashupalaks, 110.
Pasturage, 158-159.
Patalapuri cave, 257,
Patnaika-Khurda road, 194.
Patras, 188.
Paiwa  (boat), 1P6.
Peaks, principal, 7.
People, the, 59-86 ; general condition of, 

62-65; character of, 65-68; material 
condition of, 176-179 ; occupations 
of, 180.

Permanently settled estates, 205.
Phallhag rent, 174.
Phulnakbra, 195.
Physical aspects, 1-20.
Pichkoli, 195.* .
Pilgrim Hospital at Purl, 186-137. 
Pilgrim tax, 120-121.
Pilgrimage, 113-119; pilgrim guides, 

113*114; pilgrim ronnd, 114-116 ; 
number and conditiom of pilgrims, 
116-117.

J’ iplI, 37, 53, 189,195, 197 ; description 
(if, 286 ; rainfall of, 20 ; dispensary at, 
137 ;*estate: 204 ; sub-registry office 
at, 223 ; thana at, 225.

Pipli-Astrang rosyj, 195.
Pi^ll-Khurda road, 194.
Plrotlar land, 289.

Pitha arati, 101-102*
Police, administration of, 225.
Police arrangements of Jagannath temple, 

122-123.
Population, growth of, 5 9 ; census of 

1901, 59-60 ; density of, 60-61; statis
tics of, 60 ; urban, 61-62; rural, 62. 

Ports, 15,196.
Postal communications, 197.
Post offices, 197.
PrachI 'river, description of, 8, 12-13. 
Pratap, 195.
Prices, 175-176.
Primary education, 231 ; schools, 231. 
Professional classes, 180 ; material - con

dition of, 177.
Protected forests, 138,140, 142, 144, 145. 
Protection of forests, 144-145.
Public health, 125-137.
Public Works Department, 194.
Pujari Brahmans, 81.
Purl, origin of name, 1.
Puri town, port at, 15, 1J6 ; rainfall of, 

2 0 ;  capture by Muhammadans, 32; by 
English, 45 ; by the paijcs, 54 ; popula
tion of, 61-62; sanitation of, 131-136; 
hospital and dispensaries at, 136-137 ; 
registry office at, 223; district jail at, 
225 ; schools at, 231; description of, 
286-297; nomenclature, 287; the 
Icshetra, 287-288; Balukhnnd, 288-290; 
native town, 290-291; Jagannath 
temple, 291-294; Gundicha-bari, 294; 
minor sacred places, 294-296; value 
as a health resort, 296-297.

Puri subdivision, description of, 297- 
298; rent settlement of, 173. 

Pusyabhisheka, 103.
I

-  Q.
Queen's Palace cave, 251-256.

i
R.

Races of Puri, 71-73.
Radba, worship of, 89, 96, 97.
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Bahang estate, 204.
Railways, 196.
Rainfall, 20 ; in relation to agriculture,

147.
Baja of Puri, connection with the 

temple, 111-112, 120-124.- 
Rajas of Khurda, history of, 45-55.
Bajna river, 14.
Ramanand, 95, 96.
Rambha, 5.
Rameswar, 16,185.
-Ramlenka, 181.
Ramhansapura cave, 251-256.
Ramnabara cave, 251-256.
Kanpur, 189.
Ban river, description of, 14.
Barhmal, 195.
Rasa Purnimii, 105.
Basui cave, 260,
Batepur, 39.
Bates of rent, 172, 173.'
Rath Jatra, 104, 106-109.
Rathipur,‘39.
Batnachira river, description of, 12. 
Batnavedi, 99.
Bebellion of 1804, 49-50 ; of 1817, 

50 55.
Begistration, '222-223.
Registry offices, 223.
Relief works in famine, 160-165.
Religions, 73-78; development of, 87-89. 
Religious festivals in villages, 64,
Bent suits, 223.
Bents, 172-174; cash rents, 172-173;

produce rents, 173-174.
Beserved forests, 138-145.
Bevenne from fprests, 143.
Bevenue, land, 198-219.
Revenue of the district, 220-223; land 

revenue, 220; ejcise, 221; stamps, 
222; cesses, 222; income-tax, 222; 
registration, 222-223.

Revenue-free lands, 205.209. 
Revenue-paying estates, 204*205. 
Revenue-paying lands in Khurda, 210. 
Rice, cultivation of, 152-154; prices of, 

175.

Ritual .of Jagannath, 100-108.
Rivers, irrigation from, 149-150.
River system, 7 -15 ; floods, 165-168.
Boads, 193-195.
Rorang estate, 204.
Rural population, 62.
Ryots, in Khurda, 210, 211 ; in Puri 

subdivision, 217, 218.

s.
Sabakhia Kelas,|84. '
Sadar lednungo, 200.
Sa&ar mdlguzdr, 205.
Sahadi, 181.
Sah&na melds, 101, 102.
Sahars, 71.
Sahupara, 195.
Sainso, 195.
Saivism, 27, 31, 88.
Sal forests, 138.
Salia river, description of, 13-14.
Salt floods, 166-167.
Salt, prices of, 176; manufacture of, 

181.
Sand hills, 15,16.
Sand stone, 16.
Sanitation, 131-136.
Sanja rent, 174.
Sanskrit tols,'.231.
Sapua Kelas, 84.
Sar lake, description of, 6.
Sarada river, 14.
Sdrad rice, cultivation of, 152-154.
Saraks, 85. *
SarlarahJears, 214, 215.
Sardeipur, 9,195.
Sardeipur-Chandka road, 195. 
Sarpagumpha^cave, 260.
Sarua Brahmans, 22/81.
Sasani Brahmans, 81,177*
Sataia*Hazari Mahals, 207-208- 
Satpara, rainfall of, 2 0 ; dis^bnsary at,1 

137.
Satyabadi, 189 ; description of, 298-299; 

dispensary at, 137; police outpoS; at, 
225.
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Savars, 21, 71.
Savings B jnk transactions, 197.
Scarcity. See Famines.
Scenery, 2 -3 ; of Chilka lake, 6.
Sea fisheries, 181, 182.
Sea-borne trade, 188, 189,
Selaits, 109.
Secondary education, 231.
Seko, 195.
Sena (water-lift), 150, 151.
Settlement® of rent, 172, 173; of

revenue, £01-204.
Shell cave, 261.
Shikm\ zamlndaris, 215.
Silk weaving, 187, 188.
Singhasan, 99.
Singheswar, 7.
Sisupala, 241.
Small-pox, 130.
Snana Jatra, 101.
Soils, 147-148.
Solar dynasty, 29-30.
Solari hill, 7.
South Kania river, 12.
Special schools, 231,
Sri PanchamI festival, 103.
Srotriya Brahmans, 81.
Stamps, revenue from, 222.
Statistics of rainfall, 2 0 ; vital, 125-127 ;

agricultural, 1 51 ; o f education, 230. 
Stone-carving, 185-187.
Suara Brahmans, 81.
Suart, 110.
Subdivisions of the district, 220.
Sudhas, 82. * .
Sugar, manufacture of, 188.
Sugarcane, cultivation of, 155.
Sukal, 54,
Sulaiman Karani, 31, 32.
Sun, worship of, 88, 2tl, 272.
Sunakhala, 195; police outpost at, 225, 
8anamuhi river, 11. •
Superintendent of the Jagannath' temple, 

120-124.
Swarga-dwara, 296.
Swa%apuri cave, 258.
Swet Ganga tank,*134, 295. •

T.
Taki Khan, 38.
Talukdat, 199, 200.
Tandkar jaglrs, 210.
Tangi, 195; police outpost at, 225.
Tangri, 187.
Tanlei holdings, 216.
Tanks, irrigation from, 149-150.
Tari, consumption of, 221,
Tatwa caves, 260, 261.
Telegraph offices, 197.
Telis, 82.
Telugu, language, 6 8 ; population, 71. 
Temperature, 19, 20.
Temple of Jagannath, description of, 99. 
Temple staff, 109-111.
Temples, architecture of, 56-58.
Tenants, 210, 211, 217, 218.
Tenda (water-lift), 150.
Tentuli cave, 261.
Tenures of land, 209-219.
Tenure-holders, in Khurda, 209, 210; in 

Pun subdivision, 212-216.
Teremul embankment, 10.
Thanas, police, 225,
Thani ryots, 217; rents paid by, 173. 
Thani-pSM lands, 217, 218.
Tobacco, cultivation of, 155.
Todar Hal, 32.
Toila cultivation, 147, 157.
ToU, 231.
Topography, 1.
Toranla, 195.
Tosali, 23, 25, 249, 250.
Towns, 61-62.
Trade, 188-190; centres of, 189.
Trading classes, 189; material condition 

o f, 177.
Training schools, 231.
Trees, 17-J8; 138-J39.
Trisula cave, 262.
Tusser silk weaving, 187, 188.

u .
Udayagiri hill, 251; caves of, 251-260. 
Under-ryots, 218-219.
Urban population, 61-62.
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U tkalas, 22.
Utkal Bral) mam, 81,

V.
Vaccination, 131.
Vaidik Brahmans, 81. 
Vaiahnaviam, 75, 95-98,
Vasudeva temple, 242.
Vegetables, 155-156. 

ijayanagara dynasty, 29. 
illage deities, worship of, 75-78. 

Villages, 61-62.
Vindusagar tank, 243.
Vishriu, worship of, 95-98. 
Yiswabasu, legend of, 89.
Vital statistics, 125-127.

w.
Wages, 174-175.
Water' communications, 19C-197.

Water.lifts, 150-151.
Water-supply of Puri town, 133*184. 
Weaving industry, 187, 188,
Weights, 189-190,
Wells, irrigation from, 149.
Wild animals, 18,
Winds, 19-20. 7
Winter rice, cultivation oft 152-154. 
Women, education of, 281.
Worship of Jagannath, 87-124.
Written character, Oriya, 69-70.

Y.

Tavanas, 28.
Yuan Chwang, account o f Orissa by, 25.

z.
Zila school, 231,
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